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PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDmON 

"'J"D fint issue of this book being almost immediately exhausted, the steady demand f(X a reprint has led to its 
1. reproduction in the form of a second edition. 

A Chapter has been added, and the whole work subjected to extensive revision. 

P.B. 

PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION 

r was the original intention to produce this work on INDIAN ARCHITECTURE in one volume, and the letterpress 
with the material as a wbole was prepared accordingly. In the COUtse of publli:ation bowever it was fOUDcl ex
pedient to modify this plan, and to briDg the work out not only in two separate volumes but in the form of two 

independent books. the fint of these confineS itself to the early and Brabmanical aspect of the subject, and is therefore 
entitled "INDIAN ARCHITECTURE, BUDDHIST AND HINDU", while the second deals with the development of 
IbIem architecture in India up to modern times. and is entitled "INDIAN ARCHITECTURE. THE rsI.AI(IC 
PERIOD". It is believed that the issue of the work in this manner will enable it to be more c:oaveaiently atudied, and 
handled more easily than if it were produced in one rather bulky volume. 

A considerable number of anthmties and others have been referred to from time to time f(X verification of 
certain passages in this work. but it is not possible for all these to be mentioned by name, although my thanks are 
bemritb recorded to one and all. In additioJi to these enquiries for ilaformation, the f~ among others, have been 
instrumental in providiDg photographs for the illustrations: the Director General of ~ in India, and the 
Superintendents of the various Circles of the Archaeological Survey: the A.rcbaeologicall>eputments of the Inde
peadent States, such as Hyderabad, Baroda, and GwaJior; the Superintendents of Provinciallluseams; India, and the 
binctor of the VJCtma and Albert Museum, London; also the Indian Air Survey and Trausport, Ltd., and Messrs. 
Johnston and Hoffmann (1941) Ltd., Calcutta. . In all cases while acknowledging my indebtedness, it should be em
phMized that the photographs supplied are the copyright of each of the above named. 

It is only my duty, however. to express my gratitude for the special help I have received from the folJowiDg: 
• Furokb E. Bhamcha for reading the manuscript and giviDg me t6e bene&t of his valuable advice as to the form 
tile volumes and other relative matters; to my dJaftsm8n Babu Nityananda Das Ray for the a1dlful and intellipnt 

...... in which be has copied my sketches and cbawiDgs to produce many of the illustrations; to lIessrs. Taraporevala 
tUir enthusiastic co-operation in the work of publli:ation at a very difticult time, and the williDg acceptance of my 

ecntmany exacting demands; and finally, to the Hon'ble 1Ir. Justice Edgley, I.C.S., to whom I owe a great debt 
far., readily undertaking the labour of correcting the proofs. 

CM",. 
}-.yxg.p. 

P.B. 
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2 INDIAN ARCHITECTURE 

and practices which had proved effective under all 
conditions. 

Furthermore, each community had been accustomed 
to different systems underlying their method of building 
production, the Hindus being bound by a code of 
hieratic and conventional rules, while the Moslems 
built up around an academic tradition. Then in the 
matter of architectural procedure, each had adopted a 
different constructional principle, the basis of the build
ing art of the one being trabeate, and the other arcuate. 
The indigenous architecture of India was of the trabeate 
order, as all spaces were spanned by means of beams 
laid horizontally; as distinct from this the Moham
medan builders had adopted the arch as a method of 
bridging a space, so that their style was arcuate. The 
appearance of the arch in the building cOIlStruction of 
Islam may be traced to the contact of the early Moham
medans with the architectural development of the 
post-Roman period, as they were quick to see the scienti
fic advantages of this feature, and appropriated it accord
ingly. alth01!¥h in a different form. But the displace
ment in Indian architecture of the beam by the arch 

. evolved under Mohammedan inftuence, was however 
ouly made possible by the introduction of another 
material hitherto little known to the indigenous masons. 
This was a cementing agent in the form of mortar, and 
so we find for the first time mortar-masonry figuring 
freely in Indian building construction. Instead, there
fore, of .the simple ana primitive method of placing 
one stone on the other, in such a position that the only 
pressure was vertical and directly downwards, involving 
no structural problems. as seen in all Hindu buildings, 
the Kohammedans broucht into use certain scientific 
and mechanical form. derived from their own experi
eDCeS or those of other civilizations. Such formulz, 
when put into practice, were applied to counteract the 
eftects of oblique or lateral thrust, and to resist the 
fon:es of stress and strain, by means of which greater 
ItreDith and stability were obtained, materials were 
1l:ODCIIDiIed. and a wider range and ftexibility given to · 
the bailder's art. Finally, there was the effect of 
appearuaee over the face of the country as a whole. 
l1ftJIerto the "sky-line" of the buildings took the form 
of tat 01' Iow~ roofs, and the spire or sikltal-a. 
With the JIobinrrnedans came an entirely new shape. 
the &!me. 10 that there was a chanae from the pyramiaaI 
to the ovaMI. IIld before long the characteristic architec
tural feataIe of maDy of the cities and towns and even 
the vi11IceI .... the White bulbous dome. 

The style of aaddtecture thus developed has long 
heeD JaIowD at s.r.cemc. a designation which is now 
'beiDt diIcardecL Sach build. were not the produc
tioD of aD! puticaIar~' as the Saracens, but were 
aD dprtliOll of the of &Iarn as this manifested 
itIeIf in IDdia. TIley therefore be usually referred 
to by the mare ....... title of Indo-IslaInic. The 
im.portanc:e of thtIlidIaa .. of Islamic architecture 
will be appreciated It is realized that India pro-
duced SDCft notable than aU the other countries 
that came UDder the iaIueDce of Islam. Two factors 
were largely responsible for this brilliant exposition of 

the style in India, firstly its relatively late development. 
and secondly the remarkable genius of the indigenous 
craftsmen. As regards the former, before its introduc
tion into India, the style had already passed through 
its experimental stages in other countries, many of the 
more pronounced structural difficulties had been over
come, and the suitable disposition of the various parts 
of the buildings according to the needs of each, had been 
finally established. The great mosques of Cairo, 
Baghdad Cordova, and Damascus, to mention only a few 
of these historical conceptions, had been in existence 
some considerable time. before the first Mohammedan 
building arose in Delhi, so that India was in a position 
to reproduce structures of this character after the style 
had arrived at a fairly mature state. 

But the real excellence of Indo-Islamic architecture 
was due to the second of these factors-the living 
knowledge and skill possessed by the Indian craftsmen, 
particularly in the art of working stone, in which they 
were unequalled. This perfection had been achieved 
through centuries of experience in temple-building. the 
manipulation of stone in all parts of the country having 
been practised on a scale· which raised it to the status 
of a national industry. These workmen played grandly 
and magnificently with their material, but treated 
their temples rather in the light of backgrounds on 
which to express their plastic genius, than as efforts of 
building construction, so that they present an appear
ance more sculpturesque than architectural. How this 
manipulative skill was adapted and directed to the 
production of scientific d well as artistic architecture. 
1S seen in the monuments that arose in India under 
Islamic rule. 

That most of the Islamic architecture in India is 
composed of masonry formed of ~ stone is sipifi
cant, as Mohammedan buildings in other countries, 
with certain exceptions, were largely constructed of 
brick, plaster, and rubble. The employment of the 
latter and less pennanent materials was resorted to in 
the nature of an expedient, owing to a demand for 
~ on the part of the earlier Moslems in the realiza
tion of their plans. Kuch of this need for baste and 
immediate attainment, had ceased by the time the 
movement reached India. and the invaders were ac
cordingly able to take advantap of the more deliberate 
'methods of the inctigeaous workmen. There wu how
ever another important and also external hI1lueDce 
which might have aftected the technique of the Indian 
style at this juncture. BeyODd the western frontiers of 
the country. in those territories through which the 
Mohammedans in the course of centuries bad made their 
way to India, was a very 1up region iDcludiDc Persia 
and Arabia, where for a long period it bad been the c:a
tom to use brick and rubble for build~ It is 
hardly necessary to emphasize the Ound effect the 
employpment of these materials had on the shape and 
powers of the architectural style in the lands where !bey 
found favour. It was to such countries however that 
the Indian workmen under Islamic dictation had to 
look for guidance in their building schemes, as there Jay 
the main sources of inspiralion, but it is remarkable 



INTRODUCTION 3 

Taldar the religious structURJI first, the mosque, or 
...... literally "the place of prostration" as already 

, is not only the all-important buildinr of the 
• bat it is also the key-note of the style. Derived 

.... ly from the somewhat bumble dwelling of the 
J!I_1Ir of the creed at Hedina in Arabia, traces of the 

ef this domestic habitation are still to be detected 
developed moeque«heme. as it is basically an 

courtyard surrounded by a pillared verandah. in 
an elaboration and enIa.rPment of an Arab's 

• With the .::rU:llowers of the reJicioa ~
was done • to ... or pndice, traditiOn 
ftPIded as sacrid. sometimes CItrYia« more 

dIaR the IUidiD« licht of reason. The 0riIinal 
__ • was to-provide no speclic structUre for tfevo-
~, as_ prayer cOuld be performed in the 

all' With noWDg befween the devotee and his 
But due coacemect bad not calculated OR the 

__ craving of mankind for an endoIecl ~ in 
wonbip could be conducted in an appropnate 

___ t, away from the distraetioas of everyday 
.. it was not Ioag before a bOUle of prayer came 
..... This bepn with nctaDplar 

... tIae four sideS being~ by ~c:J!: 
...... with a fountafn or tank hi the centre for 
~ ...... a eeremooy described as "the half of faith 

tIIe !£ey of prayer." To meet the demand for aome 
toc.l poJnt in the ICbeme, the cloisters on the Kecca 

(iia IDdia on the west) of the courtyard were expan
ded and elaborated into a pillared hall or sanctuary, with 

a wall at the back contai~ a recess or alcove called 
a ", ... 1Ib indicating the filJI4 or direction for prayer. 
On the right side of the """'lib stands the ...."., or 
~lpit. while a portion of the sanctuary is screened oft 
Into a compartment for women. An elevated plat
form from which the ffHUUi. summons the faithful to 
prayer is also a necessity. and usually takes the form 
of a high tower or minaret. (Plate I.) In almost 
eyerr city and large town, there is ODe mosque known as 
the Jamma Kasjid (Al-)(asjidu'l JUDi. lit, "the Collect
ing Mosque"). ThiS desipation is given to the principal 
or congregational mosque in which the Faithful assemble 
for the Friday Uum'ah) prayer. 

Above are the main elements comprising the mo:-que 
structure, and it was soon found that to combine 
these traditional requirements into a well-balanced 
whole was not to be readily accomplished. Porticos and 
similar entrance halls could be added to the exterior, but 
the treatment of the interior with its outstanding essen
tial of a large open space. remaiDed a problem. • Obvious
ly the sanctuary where was eushrined the ",wllb, or 
~bol of "direction" of the Faith )ftS the most signi
ficant portion, and this was eventually developed into the 
princi~ architectural feature, with the courtyard and 
its clOISters 1eading up to it. To produce the necessary 
structural eftect of a house of prayer two important 
elements were imposed on to the exterior 01 the sanctu
ary, on the one hand a screen was thrown across its front 
to form a facade, and on the other, above the central 
space or nave corresponding to the "high place" of the 
Christian church. a dome was raised. It was in the task 
of co-ordinating these two dominating features, the 
facade and the dome, so as to form a unified architectural 
composition. that difficulties were encountered, and in 
lact were never entirely overcome by the Indian builders. 
For nearly every phase of mosque architecture in India 
illustrates in the front elevation a con8ict between these 
two essential constituents of the conceptioD. and the 
efforts made to bring about an agreement. As a rule. the 
view of the central dome over the nave is obstructed by 
the parapet crowning the .facade which rises up in Iront. 
although this combination is sometimes not un leIsing 
as seen from the sides or back of the building. TCcause 
of this lack of coberenc:e in the elevatioaal aspect of the 
Indian mosque bas been attributed to the immature 
design of the earliest examples. such as the Qutb at 
DeJbi, and the Arbai-din-b-jhompra at Aimir, the 
defects of which. owing to the force of tradition, were 

. repeated, althouP in a te.er decree, in many of the 
subiequeDt baildiDp. In the mosques of Gu)rat and 
of the IOl1th-west the design of the Ajmir froIltap 
undoubtedly shows its influence. but the incousisteDey 
here refemd to a~ to have an older oripi. 
as it is inbenDt m the eastern type of moeque • 
bfcinnins as early as in that railed . by. the ArabS at 
Samarra near Baghdad in the 6nt 1Wf of the ninth 
century. 

The other class of buiIdiDg of a religious order, the 
tomb. introduced into the country an entirely new kind 
of structure. as hitherto it had been the custom of the 
people of India to raise no sepulchre to mark the resting 
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place of the dead. their ashes beiDg c:uriecl awa) on the 
broad bosom of the IICl'ed rivers. Even with the 
)(obunmedaDS the tomb1tructure in the iDitial ~ 
of the creed evolved slowly owiDc to all such memorials 
~plohibited.l It is of no little psychoIogkal 
sipificaDce that a movement, which began with restric
tioDs IpiDst all fCll'lDS of mooumental art should 
eventually produce some. of the most superb examples. 
Oaly the pyramids of the ~. uid a few other 
faDerary 1I1OJ11UneIlts. such as that rajsed in memory 
of KiDg MaDlOleus at Halic:anwsus in Asia Kinor, 
have exceDed in aile and arcbitectural spJendour the 
Islamic tombs of India. Many of these noble piles 
consist of an imposing composition of vaulted halls 
and towering domes, and eDCloaed within a spacious 
garden, aU on a graM scale, yet eDShriDiDg in the centre 
a mere handful of d\1St, laid in a plain mouDd of earth 
to be seen in the mortuary clwnber below. (plate UI). 
In the course of time, the tomb-buildiDg, ~in 
northem India, introduced itself into the , 
much of the finest IDCIo-Islamic architecture being 
expressed in these stmctures. The tomb (f"""_), 
usUally consists of a single compartment or tomb
chamber, known as ',"",iii or esItMM' in the centre of 
which is the cenotaph or Zllrilt, the whole structure being 
roofed over by a dOme. In the ground underneath this 
building, t*DlbUug a crypt, is the mortuary chamber 
called the ~ .. or IIiliIMfUI, with the gave or ,. 
in the middle. In the western wall of the tomb-chamber 
there is generally a fIfiInb, but some of the larger 
mausoJeuma alia include a mosque as a separate building, 
the whole beiDg contaiDed within one enclosure, called a 
, ... after the prdm ( .. ..,. __ ) at Medinah in which 
is easbriDed the Prophet's Tomb. Occasionally im
portant tombs are drsipated lM'r., a word of Persian 
extraction signifying a court or palace. 

In contrast to the reJigioaa architecture those buiJdincs 
of a IICUlar cbaracter, u already iDdicated comprise 
a Jarp series of a 1dDd 10 varied that no de6nite c1assi-

~~u::~~:.~= 
poIIiticm or pa.rpoee. 

I>ariJJc the rule of the KobammedaDs. arehitectare in 
Iadia ~ throach tbne di&rent and 1IlOIe or .. 
I1KlCe8ve ezpen... The first of these prevailed for 
caly a 1iIDitea pedod. bat it was CD! of deSecration and 
~ iDIjIinJcI by the &rst white heat of fanatical 
zeal. ''It was the c::utGa... relates a contemporary 
chroaider ... after the.::l!:!. of every fort aDd stroDe-
:bold to paaad. ___ ~ .. 
.... the feet cd ...... ciPatic ... 1IIl& 
lib manner a ... Il1aber of . towns were 
demo1jsbed. ad similar st:ructmes were 
iDcJaded in the • Tbia purely destructi~ 
phue was l by a teCODIl ClOt, 1ft which the 
buildiDp were DOt ~ Ibattered, but were par-

. ~ dismantled aDd the puts temoVed, to supply 
ieaay-made material for the ~ ad tombs of the 

I Jii,IrAtll, Book V. Chap. VI, Part I. 

conquerors. The biatorian quoted above mentioas 
that much of the demolition was effected by elepbant 
power, these animals being employed to push the beams 
and pillars out of poritioG, gather them up, tad carry 
them to their new situation, much as thef now stack 
timber, or haul teak wood Jacs for commercial ~. 
It was duriDg this phase that the temple baildiDp 
su1Iered most. as whenever' an1 fresh territory was 
annexed, and the foadiug of a capital city cootemplated, 
these structures became the uanies from which supplies 
of cut stone were extractJ. This accounts for COD
siderabJe areas in Upper India being almost entirely 
denuded of any I'flCORIs of Hindu arclUtecture, notably 
around such early Islamic centres as Delhi IIId Ajmir. 
The spoils of these tempJes, however, had to be sup
plemented in places by a certain amount of new and 
original masonry, as may be seen in mo&ql1fS of the 
early type, so that the materials were obtained from 
two sources and, as tersely described by the chroaicler
"the stones were dug out from the hills, and the temples 
of the infidels were demolished to fumisb a supply." 
Finally. there was the third phase, wben the :Moslems 
having become firmly establiabed in various parts of the 
country, found themselves in a position to p1aa aDd 
create buildiog compositions constructed of ~, 
not re-conditioneci, but each stone prepared specially 
for its purpose. It was in theie 1atter' cireum
stances that Islamic architecture in India arrived 
at its true character and achieved its greatest splen
dour. 

For the purposes of study, the architecture thus 
produced may be resolved into three main divisions, 
(I), the DeDii or~. (2) the Provincial, and 
(3) the )(ughul. The first of these divisions has hitherto = been known as "Pathan," but DOt "all those 

under which this type of architecture prevailed, 
can be so designated. Two of them were of Turkish 
extraction, one was Khalji, aud one was of Arab delceDt. 
The aa:hitecture evolved under these dynasties was 
that ..,.ted mainly with their rule at Delhi, the 
capital city and centre of the imperial power. For, 
just as Rome had a "clMsic " art of the capital city, 
difIerinc patty from that of the . • so the 
leal of the administratiaD in )(0IIem C!b:t its own 
form of ucldtectural ~ which, aJthouch sub
w.t to variatioos aDd.ts, never really lost 
it;"" distinctive ~ character. Becimlinc at 
the cbe of the· century, on the establishment 
of Islamic rule at .Delhi, this iIDperial style coatinued 
f« aearly tour ceatariIa. whea, in the middle of the 
sixteeath c:eaUuy it was sacceeded by that of the Much
uls. The IeCODCl of these Ityles, ~ PnMnc:ial. refers 
to thoee modes of buildinc 1ft,Ctised in aome of the men 
Ielf-cootaiDed portiaDs Of the country, usually after 
their covemon had thrown off the aJJt,jance to Delhi, 
when they poceecJed to develop a form of architecture 
in accordaDce witb tbeir own indMdual JaeaJs. What 
may be termed the "pivotal year" of this movement 
was A.D. t...,o, when the central power at Delhi had 

• T.JrH-M.-cIi, by Hasaa Niaami (History of Jodi. by Elliot, 
Vol. If). 
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broken by the invasion of Timur (lamerlane) , 

ita original . prestige declined from that date. It 
be uderstood that these provincial manifestations 

baiIdiDg art in most instances prevailed for a 
contemporary with that maintained by 

power at Delhi, and partly with that of the 
.. ~., until the latter brought the whole of India 

UDder their rule. The third ~, the Kashul, was the 
latest and ripest form of Indo-Islamic architect1lre, 

. which, emerging after the middle of the sixteenth century 
continued to 40urish until the eighteenth century, by 
which time the empire founded by the descendents of 
the Timurids, the " Great Kughuls," had begun to 
approach its end. 



CHAPTER 11 

THE SOURCES OF ISLAMIC ARCHITECTURE IN INDIA 

WITH the establishment of their capital at Delhi, 
towards the end of the 12th Century, the archi
tectural ideals of Islam. as visualized by the 

Mohammedan invaders, began to be introduced into 
India. Previous to this, two instances of penetration 
by the Moslems are recorded in which buildings accord
ing to Islamic needs were erected. but of these no actual 
traces remain, although traditions still survive. The 
earliest took place in the 8th century. when much of the 
lower Indus territory came within the sphere of in
fluence of the Caliphs of Baghdad. being dominated by 
Arab invaders. Among other crafts, these intruders 
introduced into this region the glazed tile decoration 
imported from the Babylonian cities of the plains. and 
which is still a living art in Multan and other places in 
its vicinity. The second and much later event occurred 
when. in the first half of the 12th century. the Ghazna
vides from Afghanistan administered their possessions 
in the Punjab from Lahore, where a Viceroy occupied 
an important group of palaces and government buildings 
for this purpose. but these were almost completely des
troyed by the princes of Ghor in the same century. In 
this instance however there are some definite records. 
as, deep within the recesses of the old Punjab capital are 
relics of ancient brick and timbered structures providing 
some clue as to the style of building that then prevailed. 
Wooden doors and doorways may be found of a decidedly 
foreign charaeter having projecting bosses and orna
mental niches imposed in the centre of their spandrels, 
relating these. without doubt to the mode which flourish
ed in several of the countries of Western Asia during the 
first centuries of the present millennium. These 
ornamental elements persisted and were incorporated 
not infrequently in the Indo-Islclmic art which developed 
shortly afterwards. 

But. as already mentioned. it was not until the 
Moslems firmly established the capital of their Sultanate 
at Delhi in the final years of the 13th century that Islamic 
architecture in India had its real beginning. Then, 
under the vigorous rule of the founder of the Slave 
dynasty, Qutb-ud-din Aibak. (dec. 1210) important 
building schemes were initiated, prefiguring a notable 
movement in the sphere of architectural design and in 
its methods of construction. This ruler's first effort 
was the creation of the Qutb Mosque in II95. erected 
on the spacious substructure of a Hindu temple. and 
consisting solely of spoils ravaged from existing temples 
in this area. Such a compilation had little architec
tural significance. it was merely an assortment of pillars 
and other temple components arranged in columned 
aisles to produce the necessary mosque enclosure. But 
when, a fe~ years later, in II99, it was resolved to project 
an expansIve arched screen across the western or Mecca 
side of this enclosure, such a structure being entirely 
original work may be regarded as the first example 
remaining of a definite Islamic order erected on Indian 
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soU. Almost contemporary with this building arose one 
of the most stupendous architectural achievements ever 
conceived by the Mohammedans, the Qutb Minar, a 
monumental tower to form F of the Qutb Mosque 
scheme and of such proportIonS that it took several 
years to complete. ThiS was followed very shortly 
after (cir. 1205) by the construction of a Mosque at 
Ajmir, known as the Arhaidin-ki Jhompra, the general 
plan of which carried out the same system as the Mosque 
at Delhi, with interior aisles of temple spoils but its 
arched facade also originally devised. These three build
ings form a group, executed approximately between 
the rears 1195 to 1205. thus representing a decade of 
archItectural effort of marked portent. and during which 
were laid the foundations of Islamic building art in India. 

A detailed account of the design and execution of 
these commanding examples of the builders' art will be 
found in the next chapter. but here it is possible to state 
that a cultural and creative current of considerable 
signiticance was obviously finding its way to Delhi. 
thus providing the experience and knowledge, as well as 
the stimulus. to enable them to be raised in such a superb 
and effective manner. From a study of the general 
character displayed throughout this grouP. and con
firmed by subsequent examples, it is evident that in their 
style they are closely related to an architectural move
ment which was extendiIlg over a great portion of 
Western Asia during this time. This was the building 
art of the Saljuqs, an empire with the centre of its 
activities in Asia Minor. and which attained its culmina
tion in the 13th century. when its influence reached 
actually to the borders of India. at the particular mo
ment when the Moslems at Delhi were rising into ~wer. 
In view of this r.ontact, and its effect on the buildings 
being erected by the Slave Dynasty at the Moslem 
capital and elsewhere. a short account of the develop
ment of the Saljuqs and their marked architectural 
aptitUde may be useful. 

Some time in the twelfth century, a horde of nomads 
from the steppes of Central Asia, moved by an instinc
tive urge. and adopting the name of their leader. Saljuq. 
began a mass movement resembling that of migratory 
birds, towards the western horizon. In the course of 
a progress marked by pillage and devastation, during 
which they wrested Syria from the Arabian Caliphate. 
absorbing some of the high culture of this leading Moslem 
administration en route, they ultimately established 
themselves in Asia Minor, where in the country of 
Anatolia they founded an empire and proceeded to 
evolve a civilization of outstanding significance. 

Endowed with a flair for an artistic emironment. and 
adopting Konia. the ancient city of "Iconium" as their 
capital, they speedily began to embellish the country 
they had selccted as their homeland with an archi-

• 
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tecture in a richly decorated style and of a well-con
ttructed order, as the palaces, mosques, colleges and 
taperial sarais bear testimony. How these relatively 
wa(:ivilized desert people in the course of so short a 
~ were able to develop a building art of such 
ixc:e1lence may be partly explained by a concurrence of 
drcamstances of an unusual nature. In the first pJace 
tJaeir architectural compositions appear to have been 
-IIIIely seU-originated, expressive of a community 
~tered by previous conventions. Not that the 
6aljuqs were unaware of the fundamental principles 

which the arts of Islam were governed, these 
inherited when they accepted this belief, but 
nature was such that I they infused a fresh
and inventiveness into the older procedure, 

Bvesting it with a new vigour and life. Equally 
taand was their constructional usage and choice of 
material. their masonry as a whole showing marked 
technical experience. This experience was undoubtedly 
~ from the presence in the country of their choice, 

the remains of a considerable number of imposing 
uments, all executed according to the approved 

ttracturaI methods of that systematic building nation 
Romans, a legacy of those artifiers who worked 

that regime, the traditions of which were still .., althoue the begetters had long since passed 
away. It will be seen, therefore, that the character 
of the building art, as this developed under the Saljuqs 

to the 13th century, may be tiaced to a synthesIS of 
contrast~ conditions, on the one hand of the 

_pative vision of the Asiatic and on the other the 
ecieDtifte ingenuity of the Latin. To the former it 
GftS its rich decorative treatment obtained by a judi
.. blending of white marble and red sandstone carved 
~ _patterns of subtle curves, intricate, geometrical 
deIIps, and stala<:tiform devices, all implying an 
adeatal trend. From the latter, by adopting the 
IIaodian system of stone bonding, their masons were 
_abIed to erect the solid walling, towering pointed 
atdaes, and superb vaulting. utilized with such impres
IIYeaess in the interior haUs of the Saljuq palace-sarais. 
It is sipificant that these colonnades of massives piers 

imposing pointed arches are contemporary with 
vaulted aisles of the Gothic cathedrals to which 

6ey bear a strange resemblance. Such was the appear
ace of much of the architecture in western Asia, when 

advance of the Mongols, and the devastation that 
-.ed during the 13th century, brought to an end 
.. empire and an art which, in some respects, may be 
-.ill to have culturally bridged the Orient and the 
Occident. 

FIWD such a catastrophic episode as the Mongol 
iaftsion, in the course of which countries were obli
tinted, civilizations destroyed, and whole populations 
aterminated, one indirect, but relatively redeeming 
IeItme may be recorded-this was the forced dispersal, 
Jeodistribution and re-allocation of specialized know
~ and many forms of intellectual experience. Among 
tbaie refugees who survived this wide-spread holocaust 
were certaiD individuals learned in the arts and sciences 
who by some means evaded the chaos, and eventually 
aoceeded in making their way to those countries which 

lay . outside the regions devastated by these barbaric 
hordes, there to seek safety and security. DeJhi 
fortunately escaped, and it seems fairly clear that 
artizans trained in the practice and traditions of the 
building art as evolved under the Saljuq rule, came and 
settled in the rising capital to find ready patronage at a 
time when by its architectural productions and other 
enlightened activities the Sultanate was aspiring to the 
position of a leading cultural power. 

Such is the story written in the stones of Old Delhi, 
preserved in those monuments which still remain of 
that early period of Islamic architecture in India. 
It may be read in the design and decoration of the Qutb 
Mosque facade, in the surface .treatment of the Qutb 
Minar, and in the character and construction of the 
buildings which followed, not readily identifiable at 
first, but becoming more deJinite as the style progressed, 
until, in the intention, design and technique of the 
mosque gateway known as the Alai Darwua (dr. 130S) 
in the Qutb area, it is sufficiently pronounced to be 
recognized as an actual fact. 

But as buildings in the Islamic mode gradually 
increased under the patronage of the ruling ~ at 
Delhi, it becomes noticeable that the Saljuqian inftuence 
declined, and an architectural movement from another 
source is not only blended with it, but, in the course 
of time, dominates it. This may be defined as derived 
from the prevailing art of Pema, as it assumed form 
under the Timurid rulers of the 15th and 16th centuries. 
An indication of this fresh stream of art is revealed 
by the shape and treatment of that indispensable 
element in building construction-the arch. Deco
ratively attractive, as the pointed horse-shoe arch of 
the Saljuqians proved to be, its narrow compass was 
not sufficiently satisfying when wider spaces were to 
be spanned. Something providing a more ample 
interval between the jambs, or side-posts, of the open
ings, was called for, and the application of what is 
known as the four-centred or "Tudor" arch, a shape 
by this time almost universally used in the building 
of the Timurids, solved the problem. But neverthe
less the introduction of this feature into the architec
ture of northern India was hesitant, and in certain 
aspects of its use experimental. Apparently the Indian 
masons were not altogether convinced of its bearing 
capacities, and in order to make their construction 
doubly sure, reinforced this arch with a supporting 
beam-the system of bridging a space in the indigenous 
manner by means of a lintel, died hard with those 
steeped in the Hindu tradition. The combination of 
arch and beam, weD-illustrated in the buildings of the 
Tughlaqs (14th century), is however a negation of 
reasonably scientific construction, and soon after this 
short-lived digression, the true-four-centred arch, with
out the additional support, began to be generally used, 
as in the tombs and mosques of the Sayyids and Lodis 
(15th and 16th centuries). But it is instructive to 
note the uncertainty, when first employed, of the lines 
of its curves and mouldings, as may be seen, for instance, 
in the facade arches of the Moth-ki-Masjid. dating from 
the early rears of the 16th century, and it was not 
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until Sher Shah's inspired architects took the matter in 
hand, as shown in the Qil'a-i-Kuhna. Masjid (dr. 1545) 
that perfection was attained. 

Before this stage however was reached it will have 
become evident that the inAuence of the national art of 
Persia was intrinsically increasiog in the style of buildings 
being erected in the Delhi region, due on the one hand, 
to tlie marked strengthening of tl:is adjacent ~, 
and on the other to the corresponding weakenmg of 
the rule of the Delhi Sultanate. But, it may be asked, 
why should this current from the closely associated 
empire of Persia, where at the time a notable develop
ment of all the arts, particularly that of architecture, 
have taken so long in stimulating the building art of 
India when this stimulus appeared to be so urgently 
required? The reasons for this time-lag are two in 
number, firstly difterences in racial temperament, and 
secondly a divergence in techtonic ideals. As regards 
the former it has been remarked that the Cenius of the 
Persian craftsman is of a special order, and lies in his 
ability for sustained effort in handling tractile media, 
as proved by his marvellous textiles and lustrous 
earthenware, while in the sphere of architecture he 
obtains his effects by the facile manipulation of plastic 
materials, such as brick and glazed tiles, so much so 
that his arts tend to aim at lavish and brilliant colour 
rather than at structural form. Handicrafts of this 
kind made little appeal to the Indian master-mason, 
who in his bui1c:liDg schemes had all along been accus
tomed to treat arc6itecture as what may be termed, a 
heavy industry, its fabric being composed of blocks of 
solid stone, won by hard labour in the q1;Wry, and its 
enrichment wrought by the forceful application of the 
hammer and chiSel. It will be seen, therefore, that 

inspiration from a peo::~~plicabi-
lity and following and ogous t' ure-an 
instance of stone calling to stone,- d find readier 
acceptance, so that in due course the richly moulded 
surfaces and accentuated planes of the more substantial 
art of the Saljuqs took precedence over the brilliantly 
coloured but less solid productions of the Timurids. 

But it was not long .before those elements character
istic of Islamic architecture. the vault and the dome 
as put into practice by the Persian builders. were 
accepted by the masons working in India. adapted 
however in their technical treatment to conform With 
the change brought about by the use of other materials 
and methods. As the cOntrol of the country passOO. 
into the hands of the Kughuls. the "Persianization" of 
all cultural pursuits became more pronounced. although 
during the reign of the Em~ Akbar (1556-1605). 
under this forceful monarch's mdi\idualistic inspiration, 
for a time a return was made. in the fiekl of the building 
arts. to the more indigenous styles of India as may be 
seen within the Fort at Agra, and the city of Fatehpur 
Sikri. but even in these immense imperial undertakings 
a Persian undercurrent runs throughout merged with 
regional modes readily distinguishable. Later, under 
the direct patronage of Shah Jaban (1621-58). whose 
sumptuous building schemes cubninated in the world
renowned Taj Mahal, the structural productions of his 
time, show in their general appearance; that the glued 
brick double domes and recessed arcades of the Safevid 
period, enriching such cities as Ispahan and Tabriz. 
were to a certain extent, reproduced in tangible form, 
but without their brilliant surface colouring, in the 
sandstone masonry and white marble overlay of the 
Mughuls. 
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Delhi: The Qutb 
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Fig. 2 
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Fig. 1 Delhi: "Sultan Ghari" (1231) 

Fig. 2 Delhi: Detail on facade, Qutb Mosque (1200) 
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Delhi: Tomb of Dtutmish (Altumsh) (1235) 
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Fig. 2 Delhi: Alai Darwaza (I30S) 
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CHAPTER III 

THE DELHI OR IMPERIAL STYLE: ITS BEGINNINGS UNDER THE SLAVE KINGS 
(clr. A. D. 1200 to 1246) 

THE Im~ style of Islamic architecture, as this 
flourished under the aegis of the rulinf power 
at the Moslem capital of Delhi, was mamtained 

for a period of over three and a half centuries. Begin
nihg in the Jast years of the twelfth century ,five Moham
medan dynasties, one after the other, held sway, with 
the city of Delhi as the focal point of their domination 
and each has left substantial' evidences of its archi
tectural proclivities. Of this development the Moslem 
capital contains numerous exunples of a most instructive 
description, but in addition to these, ~ing to its active 
existence having persisted for a much longer period, the 
city of Delhi and it" environs provides a continuous 
record of architectural evolution upto tbe present day. 
Moreover, if apart from its buildings, certain historical 
relics are included, the city', or group of cities, may claim 
to illustrate Indian architecture from the time of the 
Maury'8.l1s, who ruled long before the existing era, to the 
modern productions of Lutyens and Baker at New 
Delhi, a period considerably over two thousand years. 
But the solitary records of ancient handiwork previous 
to the present millennium did not originate in Delhi 
itself, they were brought from distant parts, and erected 
in one or other of the eight cities as trophies by later 
rulers. Such are the shafts of two of Asoka's monoliths 
of B. C. 250, one standing on the Ricige, and the other 
in the Kotila of Firoz Shah Tughlak, and the famous 
Iron Pillar at the Qutb of the fifth century A.D., trans
ported from a site near ){athura (Muttra) . . As pointed 
out, however, they are exceptional, for the actual 
architectural remains at Delhi were aU executed within 
the period of the second millennium. 

These examples of Indo-Islamic architecture at the 
capital of India illustrate every stage of the deve
lopment of the style, from the initial conversion of 
temple materials into mosques and tombs by the first 
governors of the twelfth century, to the vast com
positions of the Mughul emperors, and e\"eJt the anti
climax of its dissolution as reptaented by the mausoleum 
of one of the rulers of Oude in the eighteenth century. 
To the student of this important manifestation of the 
building art in India. Delhi provides material and 
opportunities of an unusual nature. And the quality 
of the examples thus p~ted is of a singularlr. high 
standard, as the fonowing accounts of these buddings 
may indicate. 

The earliest appearance of Islamic architecture in 
India, and referred to as the Imperial style, may be 
divided into five phases corresponding to the five 
Mohammedan dynasties which prevailed in Hindustan 
from the twelfth to the sixteenth centuries. They are 
designated (1) Slave (A.D. 1191-1246); (2) Khalji 
(1290-1320); (3) Tughluq (1320-1413): (.) Sayyid 
(1414-1444); and (5) Lodi (1451-1551). In some of 
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these dynasties there were one or more rulers who had 
a marked passiOll f. building, and whose personality 
not infrequently imprinted itself on the productions 
of their reign "for therein stands the office of a king." 
Where, therefore, any monarch has definitely in1luenced 
the architectural mode of his time, the buddings with 
which he was concerned will be treated separately and 
described under his name. 

None of the building activities of these rulers affected 
more materially the character of the subsequent archi
tecture than those of the first dynasty, known as the 
Slave Kings of Delhi. This name has been given to 
the earliest Moslf'm rule ill India, as its members were 
not of royal blood, but belonged to a system of slavery 
which at the time was an accepted practice with the 
majority of Mohammedans of high rank. No stigma was 
attached to this form of servitude, as such slaves often 
possessed great individual character and intelligence, 
so that it was not unusual for them to attain to positions 
of trust and power. Such was one of Mohammed 
Ghuri's slaves, Qutb-ud~.Aibak, whom.that eastern 
Persian prince appointed as governor of his possessions 
in India in A.D., 1191, and few men elevated in a 
like manner have better justified the responsibilities 
which this involved. Officiating first as governor, 
Qutb-ud-din established the Sl~ve dynasty on the death 
of Mohammed of Ghuri in 1206, when, assuming in
dependence his reign was followed by a succession of 
nine other Slave Kings. Of this dynasty, Qutb-ud-din 
himself, and his son-in-law Shams-ud-din Iltutmish 
(Altumish), who ruled from A.D. 1211 to 1236, were the 
most active patrons of the building art, and their 
productions were of the .utmost significance in.la}ing the 
foundations of the style. 

Qutb-ud-din lost no time in consolidating his power 
by proceeding to erect monumental buildings of stone 
on the site of the captured Hindu stronghold of Qal'a-i
Rai Pithaura, which he converted into the Moslem 
capital of Delhi. According to his chronicler "the 
conqueror entered the city, and its vicinity was freed 
from idols and idol worship, and in the sanctuaries of 
the images of the gods, mosques were raised by the 
worshippers of one God."1 This epoch-making event, 
EO badly stated, may be amplified from other sources, 
as much the same procedure was adopted wherever tIle 
Muslim invaders established themselves. Maintaining 
the ancient tradition of the Arabs, who, on founding 
their ""iI'.Jts," or camp cities in the course of their 
conquest, first marked out the area of the mosque, 
with a central place of assembly for the ~le, Qutb-ud
din put into practice a similar plan m the captured 
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fortress. In the centre of the Hindu citadel was a 
large temple, which he ordered to be dismantled. Then, 
summoning to his presence the local workmen, he 
expounded to them the plan of the mosque, its extent 
and general character. Retaining intact the chabbt,tra 
or plinth of the temple, this stone basement was enlarged 
to double its original size in order to fonn a stylobate 
sufficiently spacious to accommodate the mosque, 
which was designed to co\'er a rectangle 212 feet long 
by 150 feet wide, the whole bein~ enclosed by a wall 
and with cloisters around its four sides. To provide the 
considerable quantity of stonework such a scheme 
demanded, it is recorded that the materials of as many 
as twenty-seven temples within the neighbourhood 
were utilized, so that the same community of artizans, 
who probably some time before had been employed in 
raising these structures, now found themselves compelled 
to supervise the demolition of their own handiwork 
and to undertake its re-erection in another place, under 
entirely different conditions, and for a widely different 
purpose. 

It will be realized that in such circumstances the 
first Islamic building in India of dressed stone was at 
its best mainly a patch work of older materials, beautiful 
in detail, as its arcaded aisles were composed of pillars 
carved in the most perfect Hindu style, but as a whole 
a confused and somewhat . incongruous improvisation. 
Briefly, this mosque consisted of a courtyard some 141 
feet by 105 feet surrounded by pillared cloisters, three 
aisles deep, the short pillars from the temples being 
placed one above the other in order to secure the neces
sary height. On the west or Mecca side of the court
yard, the arrangement of pillars was made more spacious 
and elaborated into a series of bays with Shallow domed 
ceilings, to fonn the sanctuary. And in front of the 
centre of the sanctuary was erected the famous Iron 
Pillar, but deprived of its crowning figure of Garuda, 
this remarkable example of indigenous craftsmanship 
having been tom from its original setting near Muttra, 
where it had already stood for over six hundred years. 
Then, as now, the interior structure of the 20tb mosque, 
although an assembly of elegantly carved stonework 
had more the character of an archaeological miscellany 
than a considered work of architecture. 

For two years after its hasty improvisation the mosque 
remained in this condition, when some idea of the 
shortcomings in its appearance occurred to those in 
authority, and that its inapPfOpriateness could be 
overcome by the introduction of some important 
architectUral element, more directly expressive of the 
mosque design. Accordingly in II99 arrangements 
were made for an expansive arched facade to be 
projected across the entire front of the sanctuary on 
the west. 

Apart from the zsthetic improvement produced b:y a 
structural frontage to the mosque, such an additIon 
had the sanction of ancient usage. For as early as the 
middle of the seventh century the Caliph Othman felt 
a similar need in connection with the Prophet's Mosque 
at Medina, which at that time had only been in use for 

a few years. Here he caused a maqsura or screen of 
brick to be built, separating the sanctuary from the 
courtyard, and through the openings of which the 
congregation could view the Imam or leading priest 
conducting prayer.l In this manner the first step 
was taken towards fonnulating the design of the screen 
of arches which in one shape or another fronts the 
majority of the m~ue structures east of Mecca. It 
was therefore something of the kind that Qutb-ud-din 
had in mind when he ordered the erection 01 a range of 
arches to screen the Hindu pillars of the sanctuary at 
Delhi. No spoils from existing temples could provide 
material for such a scheme, the whole of which would 
require to be original work; nor was any model or 
drawing apparently available as can be readily seen 
from the character of the building produced. For it is 
clear from its design and execution that those who 
fashioned it had no precise idea of what was required, 
they were Indian masons trying to work according to 
the verbal specifications of their overlords, or of a 
Moslem "clerk of the works." It speaks well for the 
innate genius of these artizans that under such condi
tions they were able to create a work of art of such 
originality, grace, and power. (Plate III, Fig. I.) 

When complete this screen as a whole fonned a great 
wall of masonry over 50 feet in height at the centre 
its width 108 feet, and with a thickness of 81 feet. 
It was pierced by five openings, consisting of a large, 
central archway measuring 45 feet high with a span of 
22 feet, while on each side were two lesser archways, each 
25 feet in height. Above the side arches was a kind of 
clerestory having a series of four smaller arched openings, 
one over each of the side arches. There was however 
little attempt at articulation of the mosque composition 
as a whole, the screen was almost an independent object 
in itself, having but slight organic connection with the 
Hindu or low pillared sanctuary at its rear, and the 
clerestory was singularly inapelicable as it served no 
practical purpose either for bghting the sanctuary, or 
for anything else. As a matter of fact it provides an 
excellent illustration of a not uncommon CIrcumstance 
in architectural evolution, when a traditionale element 
appears in a scheme the real significance of which has 
been either forgotten or not understood. In this 
instance it is obvious that the screen was an attempt to 
reproduce the facade of the mosque desisn as it had been 
developed in Persia, but without adequate knowledge 
of its structural meaning, or its relation to the rest of the 
building. Yet ~tting on one side certain inconsistencies 
in principle, this screen of red sandstone is by itself a 
noble conception, its fine pointed arches with their 
agee curves producing that effect of lightness necessary 
in such a massive volume. Then there is the rich 
pattern of carving with which its entire surface is c0-
vered, some of the designs being the loveliest of their 
kind. Ingenuously graceful is a border of spiral form, 
having a floral device within each coil of its convolu
tions, emphatically a Hindu conception, and contrasting 
with it are upright Jines of decorative inscriptions, just 
as emphatically Islamic. Of the latter, the contem-

1 M~, Vol. II, p. 248. 
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porary historian naively writes, "and upon the surfaces 
of the stones were engraved verses of the Koran in such 
a manner as could not be done in wax; ascending so 
high that you would think the Koran was going up to 
heaven, and again descending in another line so low 
that you would think it was coming down from heaven." 1 

(Plate VII, Fig. 2.) 

Ihat this facade was of indigenous workmanship 
is obvious from its method of construction, a fact 
particularly noticeable by the manner in which the 
arches have been formed. Had there been an Islamic 
master builder present, it is highly improbable that 
he would have sanctioned these arches bein$ put to
gether on such a principle. For some centunes before 
this date, masons in all countries under Moslem rule 
had employed the true arch, inherited from the Romans. 
with its radiati~ voussoirs, but here the rudimentary 
system of corbelling out the arch was used. Moreover, 
the shape of these arches shows their ancient Indian 
lineage, as it can be traced back to the curved eave of 
laminated planking over a village hut, reJ!foduced in 
the rock-cut facades of the Barabar hills m Bihar of 
the second century B.C., and then through the sun
window of the Buddhist chaitya-hall, but never a true 
arch, and always with an ogee curve. In its decorative 
capacity it appears as an arched recess on the Dhamek 
Stupa at Sarnath of the sixth century A.D .• niches 
sunk at intervals for the reception of steel-shaped slabs 
containing sculptured images, the notch at the apex 
being cut in order to accommodate a staple. or wedge 
to hold the slab in position. Converted by enlarge
ment into a curve. this notched apex is expanded into 
an ogee. or S shaped line in the screen arches of the 
Delhi mosque, but in later Indo-Islamic buildings the 
curve again reverts to a mere notch, as may be seen at 
the crown of the pointed arches in the Gujarat and 
other provincial mosque facades. This notch or peak 
in the pointed arch of Indo-Islamic buildings. wherever 
found. although insignificant in itself, may be regarded 
as the sign-manual of a distant Indo-Buddhist origin 
(Plate III, Fig. I and Plate IV, Figs. 3. 4, and 8.) 

In addition to its artistic and architectural character, 
this mosque facade at Delhi stands forth as a remark
able historical document, recalling by its range of 
arches the experiences of several of the world's great 
civilizations which rose and fell during the previous 
millennium. Its development can be readily traced. 
In its Indian form it was derived from' the arcaded 
fronts of the brick-buUt mosques of the Persians, but 
these builders of the Cali~hate had themselves drawn 
their inspiration from such Arabian structures as those 
at Ukaider and Samarra of the eighth and ninth 
centuries A.D., now crumbling into dust on the eastern 
borders of the Syrian desert. In their tum the Arabs 
borrowed the arched motif from the vaulted palace at 
Ctesiphon, the pride of the Sasanian kings of the third 
century, who again had acquired it from the palace of 
the Parthians at Hatra built near Mosul in the second 
century A.D. From Roman Syria it is but a step to the 
triumphal arches of Septimus Severos and of Constan
tine, under whose triple openings the Roman legions 

tramped. Throughout the architectural schemes of all 
these historical movements, over centuries of time and 
across two continents, this system of arches persisted, 
much in the form it appears at Delhi, of one great central 
opening, with lesser ones on either side. 

The Hindu fortress of Qal'a-i-Rai Pithaura, although 
recorded as the first of the seven historical cities of 
Delhi when captured and occupied by 2otb-ud-din 
Aibak, was by no means the important strategic and 
political centre that it afterwards became. To this 
first Mohammedan governor must be given the credit 
for realizing the maxim that "he who holds Delhi 
holds India," and he it was who began to elevate it into 
the key position of the country. He had already desig
nated his mosque the 2owwat-Islam, or "Might of 
Islam," indicating that he was fully conscious of the 
spiritual force it signified, but something even more 
spectacular seemed to be required as a concrete symbol 
of this ruler's abounding sense of exaltation at his 
growing \>Ower and of the omnipotence of the 'Faith 
that inspIred it. Accordingly in the last year of the 
twelfth century, Qutb-ud-din laid the foundations of a 
structure, which, when completed, became one of the 
most remarkable architectural monuments ever pro
duced. This was an immense and lofty tower. the 
20tb Minar, originally some 238 feet in height, its 
primary object being that of proclaiIning to the whole 
world the prestige and authprity of Islam (Plate V). 
Its royal builder had no doubts as to the great ideal 
such a monument embodied, for the word 20tb by 
which it was known, signifies a pole, an axis, and thus 
the pivot of Justice. Sovereignty. and of the Faith. 
And that this was so is shown by the inscriptions carved 
so beautifully and boldly on its surface, which plainly 
announce that it was erected in order to cast "the shadow 
of God over the East and over the West." Although 
this stupendous production did not mark the terrestrial 
meridian of the religion it represented, it certainly indi
cated like a triumphal standard one of the eastern limits 
of Islamic in8uence; it is noteworthr that at practi
cally the same time an equally ambitIous Moslem ruler 
Yusif I, was raising at Selville in Spain, another noble 
tower, even higher than the 2otb, the Giralda, defining 
the extreme western limit of the creed, with the entire 
extent of the Mohammedan world between the two. 

But minars, towers, columns, and similar high erec
tions were common features in Islamic architecture 
particularly in western Asia, where pillar-like minars, 
often raised as isolated structures, are found in the 
vicinity of many towns, as frequently seen in Northern 
Persia. Most of these are built of brick or rubble. and 
are round in section, although they are occasionally 
8uted, while certain examples at Ghazni in Afghanistan, 
the nearest site from Delhi, have a star-shaped plan 
with other characteristics which may have suggested the 
design of the 20tb Minar. None of these however 
either in size or intention can compete with this Indian 
monument which is unique, there is nothing like it in the 
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whole range of Islamic art. Such a building was made 
possible by the inspired vision of Qutb-ud-din Aibak, 
and realized througb the creative genius of the Indian 
workmen. That this Tower of Victory also served an 
important but supplementary purpose should be recorded 
as it formed the minar of the mosque which lay at its 
feet, and from its balconies the muezzin made his call to 
prayer. In this it followed an ancient Arabian tradi
tion. Situated at it was outside the original mosque en
closure, and to the left of the main entrance, it occupies 
relatively the same position as the minars in some of the 
most venerated mosques of an earlier time. Such is 
that at Samarra in Iraq, the Ibn Tulun in Cairo, and 
that at Raqqah in Syria, all dating from the eighth and 
ninth centunes, although in the case of the last named 
the minar is not an external structure but stands within 
the courtyard. As the mosque plan developed, a more 
symmetrical design became the custom, and, later, the 
minars were not separa~1 from but attached to, and 
formed part of the archItectural scheme, usually the 
facade of the main building. 

As o~r completed, the 20tb Minar consisted of 
four stortes diminishing as they ascended, with a pro
jecting balcony dividing each stage. The three lower 
stories have remained untouched, but the fourth, or 
uppermost storey was composed of a circular kiosk with 
window openings and a domical roof crowning the entire 
structure. Renovations at later dates have produced 
an additional upper storey, not to its improvement, 
but nonetheless increasing the height and changing 
its appearance and proportions. In plan the tower is 
circular, the base being 46 feet in diameter, and it tapers 
to a width of 10 feet at the summit. Each of its four 
stages is a difterent pattern in section, the lowest having 
steOate, or wedge-shaped 1Ia.nges alternating with roun
ded flutes, the second has circular projections, the third 
is star-shaped, while the fourth IS simply round. On 
the northern side it is entered by a doorway, within 
which a stairway spirals its way up to each balcony, 
finishing with a platform on the uppermost storey. 
In its artistic aspect the most elegant features of the 
monument are the balconies, and the method designed 
for their support. When first built, the balustrade 
around these balconies took the form of stepped battle
ments or merlons called unjfWtIS, a fragment of which 
showing the pattern still survives as an ornamentation 
over the doorway. The· ancient ancestry of this dis
tinctive motif may be ~ when it is seen to figure 
in the ardlitecture of the Assyrians on the Palace of 
Sarpo, Khorsabad (B.C. 722-705). Even more original 
is • system of stalactite bracketing underneath the 
baIcoaies by which these projections are supported and 
their weiPt transmitted to the body of the structure. 
Stalactije vaulting, so characteristic of the architec
ture of several Islamic styles, is rare in India, and when 
found is of a special kind. Here it is represented by 
~ of a cluster of miniature arches, or small alcoves, 
with brackets in between, an attempt to reproduce the 
true geometrical stalactite effect, but obviously influ
enced by the cusped tracery in the indigenous designs 
of the tem~. In a further effort to obtain 
the stalactite semblance the little alcoves are patterned 

with a network like honey-combing, the entire treat
ment suggesting that it was prepared not from models, 
but from a description conveyed to the workmen by 
work of mouth, as were not a few of the Islamic features 
introduced at this early date. Seen from any point of 
view the 20tb Minar as a whole is a most JDlpressive 
conception, the vivid colour of its reds sandstone, the 
changing texture of its fluted stories with their overlay 
of inscriptiQnal bands, the contrast between the alternat
ing spaces of plain masonry and rich carving, the shim
mer of the shadows under the balconies, all combine to 
produce an effect of marked vitality. Then the taper
mg cylindrical appearance was purposely desjgned in 
order to give the whole an upward impulse and the 
illusion of increased height. But . perhaps its most 
pronounced quality is that of stability, absolute and 
unmutable, its very shape decreasing as it rises on much 
the same principle as the pyramid, illustra~, as was 
intended, man's highest endeavour to make his handi
work timeless. 

One more important structure has been attn"buted to 
2otb-ud-din, in this instance not at Delhi, but at the 
subsidiary stronghold of Ajmir in Rajputana. Here, 
shortly after its occupation by the Muslims, the same 
course was adopted as at the capital city of dismantling 
a larKe number of the neighbouring temples and re-erect
ing them in the form of a mosque. On a terrace levelled 
out of the sandstone hill-side, probably the site of an 
old established fMla or Wr'"Fund, which lasted two
and-a-half days, hence its cunous name of .A,IuIWl~ 
jlrlmtJwtl (hut of two-and-a-half-days), the construction 
of this mosque was begun about 1200 A.D. Prepared 
in the same manner as that at Delhi, the previous ex
perience gained there enabled its creators to evolve a 
building which although mainly a compiJatiGD of Hindu 
materials, was a better organized conception. Moreover, 
as it covers more than twice the space occupied by the 
Delhi mosque it was on a much larger scale, thus allow
ing additional scope to its designers. The result is a 
gracefulness in its slender pillars, finer proportions in its 
columned aisle, and a more finished adjustment of its 
~. Increased height was 'Obtained by super
imposmg not two, but three of the Hindu shafts to form 
eaCh pillar, so that the ceilings are twenty feet from the 
pavement. Owing to its position on high round it 
was possible to include in the scheme some appearance 
of an exterior frontage on the outside of its eastern wall. 
This was provided by a tall stair-way in four flights 
moun~ up to a portico at the main entrance, with a 
luted minaret at each end. For some time the interior 
of the mosque consisted of merely an open colonnade 
surrounding its courtyard, but afterwards, as at Delhi, 
an arched screen was built across the front of the 
sanctuary to form a facade. As this facade was added 
during the reign of 2otb-ud-din's SUe<:e$SOl", Shams-ud
din Iltutmish, it will be described with the works of that 
ruler. (Plate VI.) 

The second great building monarch of the Slave 
dynasty was Sbams-ud-din Iltutmisb, during whose 
reign from A. D. 12II to 1236, four important architec
tural works are recorded. They are, (1) the addition 
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Fig. I Delhi: Tomb of Ghiyas-ud-din Tughlaq (1325) 

Fig. 2 Delhi: Tughlaqabad (1325) 
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of a facade to the Ajmir mosque.mentioned above, (2) a 
~d extension to Qutb-ud-din's mosque at Old Delhi 
(finished in 1229), (3) the tomb of his son (1231), and 
(4) his own tomb, both in Old Delhi. Of these, the build
ing which makes a notable contribution to the architec
ture of the period is the mosque facade at Ajmlr, clearly 
inspired by his predecessor, Qutb-ud-din whose similar 
addition to the mosque at Delhi, is in much the same 
style. In point of time an interval of \>OSsibly a quarter 
of a century separates the COllStructlon of these two 
mosques fronts, and the difierences in detail mark the 
course of the art during this progressive period. In the 
Ajmir example there is no upper storey or triforium. but 
above the parapet over the main archway are ftuted 
minarets, one on each side. The outlines of the main 
arches in the two structures differ, those 8.t Ajmir are less 
curved in contour, having been straightened to approach 
more nearly to the four-centted type, or what is com
monly referred to as the Tudor Gothic, a shape almost 
invariably found in the later Indo-Islamic style. Then 
there are the smaller side arches, four of which are of the 
multifoil pointed variety, a type rare in Indian archi
tecture but probably derived from Arab sources, as seen 
in the eighth century mosque at Ukaider in Iraq. But 
it is in the character of the surface decoration that the 
principal chaDge is seen. Gone is the exquisitely modelled 
ftoral decoration supplied from the repertory of the 
indigenous workmen at Delhi, and in its place, wherever 
an inscription is not required, conventional patterns of a 
rather styHzed and mechanical order are introduced. 
The free and ftexible handiwork of the Hindus, as ex
pressed on the Qutb-screen, has become rigid under the 
more strict application of the Koranic prohibition. None
theless the A)mir screen is a line work of art, with its 
seven arches extending over a width of 200 feet, its 
central parapet 56 feet high and its masonry nearly 12 
feet thick, all combining to give the front elevation of 
this m~ue an appearance of great elegance and dignity. 
One detail of the arcade is of historical interest. This is 
a small rectangular panel in the spandrel of each arch
way, a survival of a system of lighting which prevailed 
in the ancient mosques of Arabia, originally a structural 
feature, but here reappearing centuries later as a purely 
decorative motif, although in an identifiable fonn. 

But Shams-ud-din's principal architectural activities 
were at the imperial capital, for exactly thirty years 
after the somewhat hasty construction of the first 
mosque at Old Delhi, he proceeded to enlarge the ori
ginal place of prayer erected by his predecessor. De
barred by the strict tenets of his creed from demolishing 
and rebuilding this mosque, .he had to content himself 
with retaining the Original StrUcture, but enveloping it 
within a much more spacious courtyard, and by extend
ing the screen of arches on either side, in a word, doubling 
the entire conception. From such evidence alone it 
seems fairly clear that the Islamic population of the 
im~ capital had very considerably increased during 
this relatively short period. Except for its size there is 
nothing specially notable in the remains of Iltutmisb's 
great extension. as the cloisters are merely a plainer 
replica of the previous scheme and the screen also 
simply duplicates the existing range of arches only to a 

larger scale. Yet the detailed treatment of these arches 
is info~ative. In construction they are still built on 
the indigenous principle of oversailing courses, but 
there is a change in shape, the agee curve giving place 
to a simple arc, so that they are what is known as 
equilateral arches, and not very dissimilar from the 
pointed arch of the Decorated Gothic style appearing 
about the same time in England. As in the other 
mosque facades of this type the surface is richly carved, 
but in patterns of much the same conventional order as 
those at Ajmir, with which it was more or less con
temporary. Standing as they do in juxtaposition, a 
comparison between these two arcaded screens at Delhi 
is a simple matter, and although in their dates they are 
separclted by a generation, the difference in both tech
nique and temper is illuminating. The alteration in 
the shape of the arch may be regarded as an advance, 
as the curves are iinner and more decided than those of 
the earlier type. But the character of the plastic art 
records no marked progress, only a change. Its free 
spirit has left it, and it is now being required to conform 
to the more conventional perceptions of the new 
overlords. 

There now appears in the architecture of India a type 
of building, in fonn and intention hitherto unknown. 
as it is the first example of a monumental tomb, erected 
by Shams-ud-din over the remains of his son Nasir-ud
din Mohammed, in A.D. I.231. (Plate VII, Fig. I). 
Built in the manner of a walled enclosure, and in rather 
an isolated position some three miles from Delhi, it 
seems 'not unlikely this building was regarded as a 
shrine to which the members of the family could repair 
for devotions on certain occasions. Such a cUstom 
has been associated with royal tombs of several countries, 
as early as from the time of the ancient Egyptians. 
The Sultan Ghari, or "Sultan of the Cave" as the tomb 
is locally called, is so named because the cenotaph is 
in an underground chamber, and the entire Scheme is 
designed in such a manner that it would provide a suit
able retreat for minor ceremonials. Privacy on these 
occasions was assured, as the enclosure was contained 
within a substantial masonry arcade, the whole being 
raised on a high plinth with a massive portal on the 
eastem side. This exterior which is built of grey granite 
with circular ba<;tions projecting from each angle of the 
square, has such a gnm and martial appearance that 
one of its more remote purposes may have been to serve 
as some kind of advanced outwork to the main fortress 
of the capital. But immediately the gateway is passed 
this impression ceases, as the design of the interior is 
one of refinement and peace. Within the walled enclo
sure is a square courtyard of sixty-six feet side, in the 
centre of which is an octagonal platform, forming the roof 
of the tomb chamber below. So incomplete a central 
feature can only be explained by the fact that this plat
fonn was designed to support a superstructure, probably 
a pillared pavilion with a pyramidal roof, the whole 
of which has disappeared. That the arrangements of 
the courtyard were of a singularly attractive and 
artistic character, is shown by certain architectural 
structures of white marble built against the grey granite 
walls. These consist of two pillared arcades on the 
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east and west sides, that on the latter being the more 
important as it resolves itself into a small, but very 
complete mosque sanctuary. This miniature place for 
prayer has a central domed nave containing a milwab 
fonned of an elegant foliated arch, with aisles on either 
side, the whole fronted by a colonnade of marble pillars. 
With the exception of the milwab, which is original and 
Islamic, the sanctuary, including the doined ceiling, is 
clearly of Hindu extraction, an exquisite grouping of 
wen-proportioned fluted pillars having bracket capitals. 
It is true the entablature may be a little too heavy for 
its supporting columns, and the pyramidal roof above 
is of somewhat elementary outlines, but there is ample 
evidence that, when the interior of this courtyard was 
complete, with its octagonal pavilion on marble pillars 
fonning the central effect, it was a remarkably graceful 
architectural composition. 

In view of the rarity of these early examples of 
Indo-Islamic architecture,..and the contribution each 
makes to the development of the style, every building 
erected during the supremacy of the Slave Kings 
possesses interest and value. Of the lesser known 
productions is a group of three structures at Budaun, an 
ancient town some one hundred and ifty miles south
east of Delhi, its relation to the imperial capital being 
not unlike that of Ajmir, a subsidiary centre of adminis
tration. The three buildings are the Hauz-i-Shamsi, 
the Shamsi-Idgah, and the Jafni Masjid, and from their 
names it is clear that they owe their construction to the 
Slave King Sha.m.ud-din Iltutmish. It is the mosque 
that is architecturally important, as it is one of the 
largest and most substantially built examples of its 
kind, the width, across the front measuring as much as 
288 feet. Owing to repeated restorations at different 
intervals it is now an illustration of a combination of 
several architectural styles but there is still some of the 
original fabric remaining as when it was built in 1223. 
A century later it was extensively reconstructed by 
Mohammed Tughlak, and again, owing to damage by 
ire, parts were rebuilt during the reign of Akbar about 
1575. It is regrettable that in the last restoration 
made comparatively recently, 1 the eastern gateway with 
its archway, which was of the same type as those in the 
screen of the Qutb mosque, was dismantled. In the 
arcaded cloisters around the quadrangle, as well as in 
the tapering turrets engaged on the outside quoins one 
can distinguish the renovations by Mohammed Tughlak ; 
from their style also it is clear that the domes over the 
sanctuary were those replaced at the order of the Mughul 
emperor Akbar. 

Another building of much the same date but more 
distant and to the south-west of Delhi, is a lofty gate
way in the old town of Napur, Jodhpur State. ThJs 
Atarldn-ka-Darwaza is decorated with sculptured pat
tems corresponding to those on the facade screen of the 
Arhai-din-ka Jbompra at Ajmir, and were probably 
the haDdiwork of the same ~p of artizans who 
produced the latter mosque as Jt is in that region; its 
date therefore may be about A. D. Ia30. As in the 
case of the DlO!IClue at Budaun it has been restored, 
once in the reign of Mohammed Tughlak (1325-51) 

and again some additions were made in the sixteenth 
century. Bayana in Bharatpur State, a one-time 
famous city, where there is a temple, the Ukha Mandir, 
also has an architectural association with the regime of 
the Slave Kings. Formed of temple spoils into a mosque 
apparently during the reign of Shams-ud-din Iltutmish, 
it had pointed arches corbelled out in the shape and 
manner as at the Qutb mosque at Delhi. Then, 
when the tide of Islamic supremacy turned in these 
parts, at a later date it was converted again into 
a temple. 

It is fitting that the culmination of the building art 
during the reign of the Slave King should be his mauso
leum, erected some time before 1235 (Plate VIII). 
Situated outside the north-west angle of his mosque 
extension at Old Delhi, it is a square, compact structure 
of forty-two feet side with an entrance doorway on 
each of its three sides, the western side being closed to 
accommodate a series of three milwabs on its inner face. 
Except for certain inely inscribed patterns and borders 
concentrated around the pointed arches framing the 
doorways, the exterior is relatively plain, a condition 
not improbably due to most of the outside being left 
uninished. As a contrast however, the interior, a 
cubical hall of thirty feet side is so elaborately sculp
tured that it rivals some of the Hindu temples in rich 
decoration especially as its sandstone walls are relieved 
with insertions of white marble. Extracts from the 
Koran in Kufri, Tugra, and Nashtalik characters are the 
principal motifs, although geometrical and conventional 
diapers are interspersed, but as a Scheme of inscrip
tional mural decoration this interier is an exceptionally 
ine example. 

Not a little of the interest in this building lies in the 
principles employed in the construction of its roof, 
which, although most of it has fallen was probably 
some form of shallow dome. Curved fragments lying in 
the vicinity, imply that it was of the indigenous type, 
composed of concentric rings of masonry, but owing to 
the excessive span it was unable to carry its own weight, 
so that it CClllapsed. In the upper comers of the in
terior, however, there are the remaitls of the method by 
which the circular rim of the dome was supported at 
the plaCe where it crossed the angle of the square hall 
that it roofed. Here is the earliest, if not the irst 
attempt in India to solve the problem. inherent in the ::iorUY of domed buildings, of devising a consistent 

organic union between the rectangular shape of the 
compartment below on the one hand, and the circular 
base of the dame above on the other. This problem is 
known teclmicaJly as the "phase of transitioo," and 
several systems have been invented by which it could be 
solved, and the difticulty it embodied, both artistically 
and ICientifically overcome. During the course of the 
development of the dome in India it will be shown that 
various methods at different times were adopted, but 
the particular form employed in Iltutmish's tomb was 
that known as a "squinch." (Plate X). 

• CuDDiDaham's Ar,luuolOficM StWII'Y &pon, 1875-76, Vol. 
XI, Plate III. 
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The squinch system consists of projecting a small 
arch, or similar contrivance across the upper part of 
the angle of the square hall, thus converting its square 
shape into an octagon, which again if necessary, may be 
transformed in the same manner into a sixteen sided 
figure, a convenient base on which the lower circular rim 
of the dome may rest without leaving any portions 
unsupported. In this instance the squinch takes the 
form of a small vault, or half dome, with an arch on its 
outer and diagonal face. Such a methtxl was not 
uncommon in the early Islamic buildings of several 
countries, apparently derived from Sasanian brick 
buildings of the fourth centU!f' but the ~ here 
represented is a typically Indianized Vers1on. For it 
contains neither a true vault nor a true arch it is all 
planned on the traditional procedure of overlapping 
courses, which although technically unscientific, pro
vides an example of a singularly effective and artistic 
solution. 

With the tomb of Iltutmish the story of Indo-Islamic 
architecture under the Slave dynasty closes, and for a 
period of some sixty years, with one exception, no 
structures of any importance appear to have been pro
duced. The exception emerges during the rule of the 
"House of Balban:' a short and supplementary dynasty 
that was in power at Delhi from · A.D. 1266 to 1287, 
and the building concerned is the tomb of Balban himself, 
the founder of this brief regime. Dating from about 
IaBo it is now a ruined and unattractive edifice on the 
south-east of the Qal-'a-i-Rai Pithaura, but on account 

of its construction is a notable landmark in the evolution 
of the style. For in this building for the first time in 
India we meet with the true arch produced by means of 
radiating voussoirs, a fact of more than ordinary signi
ficance. In spite of the coarse nature of the masonry, 
which is a rubble foundation covered with cement, this 
tomb, consisting of a square domed chamber thirty
eight feet across, has an archway on each of its sides, each 
arch put together and bonded on the scientific system 
or¥nally formulated by the Roman engineers. Such 
an mnovatiDn was a clear intellectual gain, and it is there
fore not what this building is that is important, but 
what it signifies. In its narrow aspect it meant a 
definite advance in structural practice, but broadly it 
indicated something much more. It marked a positive 
step forward in socio-political evolution under the 
Islamic regime. No longer was the movement towards 
India confined to military adventurers desirous of 
exploiting the country to their own personal advantage, 
for Delhi was by this time becoming a city of repute, 
of wealth and infiuence, a centre of attraction to men of 
distinction, culture, and learning, possessed of wide 
scholarship, practical knowledge. and technical skill. 
Among them were master craftsmen and other trained 
artificers prepared to introduce the procedure and 
usage of other lands. The arches in Balbans' tomb
although, appearing in such an· unobtrusive manner, are 
proofs of this trend. And, as will be now shown, they 
prefigure the beginning of a short but brilliant phase of 
the bui!dinJ art, different from anything that preceded 
it and haVIng notable implications. 
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CH.\PTER IV 

THE DELHI OR IMPERIAL STYLE: THE BUILDINGS OF THE KHALJI DYNASTY 
(1290-1320) 

A FTER the death of Shams-ud-din Iltutmish of 
the Slave Dynasty in 1234, except during the 
short rule of the House of Balban, with the 

significant appearance of the true arch, no buildings of 
any consequence were undertaken until the rise of the 
Khaljis in the last years of the thirteenth century. 
For nearly three quarters of a century, therefore, at 
this fonnative stage of the building art in India, little 
progress was made. Then there arose to power this 
dynasty of Afghanized Turks from the viJlage of Khalti, 
near Gbazni, and with the third of the line, Ala-ud-din 
Khalji, who ascended the throne of Delhi in ug6, a 
decislve advance in the field of architecture took place. 
This ruler's most important building project consisted 
of a sclleme to construct an immense congregational 
mosque at the Qutb, which was to include within its 
perimeter the two mosques already erected by his 
predecessors, the whole being concentrically disJ)osed, 
but with the largest enclosure extending towards. the 
northern end. Within this spacious northern area he 
proposed tp raise a cQ)ossal minar, its proportions 
double those of the one set up by the Slave Kings a 
century before. It must have been obvious to anyone 
with vision less obscured by seU-exaltation then its 
royal promoter. that such a grandiose conception 
could not polISibly be accomplished in one generation, 
and at a relatively early stage of its construction his 
death in 1316, put an end to further progress. As the 
foundations and main walls of the mosque are still 
discernible, most of its parts being plinth high, while the 
huge inner core of rubble of the minar rises up nearly 
one story, some idea of the architectural aspi' tions of 
tbis forceful but relentless monarch may be e. _imated. 

Of this great project, and in strong contnst to the 
bulk of its unformed masonry, one relativelr small 
portion has, however, been carried to completion, one 
of its buildinp having been definitely finished, thus 
providing an illustration of the architectural style it 
was intended to employ in the composition as a whole. 
This structure is the southern entrance hall to the 
courtyard, a self-contained building known as the 
Alai barwaza, or Gateway of Ala-ud-din, and the date 
of its erection was 1305. (Plate IX). From the 
character of its architectural treatment, and particularly 
from its form and constructioD, it is clear that lOme 
msh influence was at work, aad that the usistaDce of 
experts from other aad more matured developments of 
the buildiDg art had been requisitioned to effect such a 
marked ancI ~y progre.ion. FOI" in its compoaition 
there are distiDct evidences of intellipnt supervision, 
of the direction of someone with a knOwledp of arehi
tectural procedure onlr acquired after loa« years of 
ac:ccmplishment aDd right ,,;~tion. A1f tIUs may 
be seen in the various qualities of the Alai Danraza 
particularly in the shape and inventiveness of the 
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arches, in the method of its walling, in the system of 
support for the dome, in the conception of the dome 
itself, and in the design of the surface decoration, all 
of which are executed, not with uncertaiDty 01" in an 
uninformed manner as heretofore, but with the under
standing and assurance of the practised baud. So 
original and distinctive is it in style that the question 
naturally arises, from whence was this fresh unpulse 
derived ? 

The answer is implied in almost rtvf!!Y part of its 
structure. The architectural culture which found its 
way at this juncture into the building art of Delhi, 
was an offshoot of that prevailing in Asia Kinor during 
the first centuries of the second millennium, and produced 
under the far-reachiDg rule of the Saljuqs .. As their 
mosques and other buildings prove, this Turkish dynasty 
which has inherited the traditions and power of the 
Arabian caliphate, employed the most artistic and 
skilful architects, whose finest and best known efforts 
are to be found in and around. the ancient city of Konia 
(ICODium) in Anatolia, the seat of the Saljuqs of Rum. 
The domination of the Saljuqs, however. in its widest 
sense extended over the greater part of Western Asia, as 
they re-united under their rule the Moslems from the 
mountains of the Hindu Kush on the north-west frontier 
of India to the KediterraDean Sea, and the inftueDce of 
their architectural activities spread throughout the 
whole of this region and even beyond. It is to the 
stone and marble structures prepared to the order of 
these powerful rulers that an diniiy to the Alai Darwaza 
at Delhi is discerned. Although there may be little 
correspondence in the actual forms, yet the Indian 
example is of the same general texture, aims at the same 
effects, and is animated by the same spirit as the Western 
Asian development. And the manner in which this 
art was conveyed to the imperial capital of Moslem 
India is a matter of history. 10e with the overwhelmiDg 
invasion of the Mongols came the dissolution of the 
empire of the Saljuqs, causing ita people to be dispersed 
into other countries in aearcll of security and support. 
India was threatened, and in fact partly invaded; but 
preaerved from the full force of the Jloagol inroads, and 
DeJhi was thus enabled to give shelter to the refucees. 
AIDOIJI those compelled by such circumstances to find 
protection under the Kbalji kings, were men of 1eamiDg, 
and others skilled in the arts, and by these meaDS, the 
culture of the Saljuqs, together with the form of archi
tecture that they had ~e their OWIJ, was brought to 
the Indian capital. 

A relatively small but interesting record of the 
UIOCiation with the building art of Western Asia is 
vided ~ the appearance in the structural ~ 
at Delhi of this period. of a method of atone ~ of 
an unusual and determinative character. The process 
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.... ·It<ed of laying their masonry in two difterent 
'. __ , a narrow course of headers alternating with 

fII1ICh wider course of stretchers, the former extending 
into the rubble hearting, thus interlocking the whole 
• firm bond. A similar system of construction is ob

_ _ lie in the Parthian palace of Hatra (EI Hadra) 
atln4, of the second century A. D., and in some of the 
•• ldiilp of Syria. Seeing that a period of more than a 

,,: ......... ld years separates the Parthian example from 
of the Khaljis, and also that Hatra and Delhi are 

twice that nnmber of miles apart, any theory of 
.... tion cannot be pressed far. But it should be 
... _ bered that the ~rocess of building in the region be

the two civilizations was mainly in brick and 
4!IIINH8:. and that the nearest cbuntry to India, where ._d stone was invariably used, was that of Parthia, 

later, Syria. Whatever its origin, that this parti-
method of walling should appear at such a time 

aD innovation, is of no little significance. And what 
aIIo important is that it was a structural system which 

to stay, for it was developed until it became the 
JII'll.-n of masonry of more than one subsequent period, 
Md . t a still later date is noticeably characteristic of the 
Widing technique of the Mughals. 

It will be realized from the foregoing that this entrance 
y to the mosque of Ala-ud-din Khalji occupies a 

position in the evolution of Islamic architecture in 
As a provincial or Indianized form of the 

WLljng art of the Saljuqs it is itself of pronounced 
ec-equence, but it is also of importance as certain 
__ t features of its composition were reproduced in 
the styles that followed, altered and adapted to accord 
with such changing conditions as from time to time 
occnrred. But although some of the qualities of this 

estern Asian culture may be detected in the building 
art of the Khaljis, its actual identity was soon obscured 
.. one form of architectural expression succeeded 
uaotber or other influences prevailed. Yet certain 
elements belonging to this movement persisted and may 
be recognized, as for instance the "spear-head" embel
p.1nnent of the arch, but most of its distinguishing 
.ttributes became gradually merged into the archi
tectural style of the country as it began to take definite 
ADd permanent shape. 

ODe factor noticeable in the Alai Darwaza is that 
daaIe responsible for its desip and execution were by 
.. IDeaDs committed to working in one established 
.,.,. For its chief characteristic, and one on which 

of its beauty depends, is that in spite of its essential 
aatare being exotic. it ~ many purely indjgenous 
featmes, as throughout its fabric there runs the Indian 
.'''lJ'''', sometimes in the form of a mere border, at 
atbers comprising considerable parts of the pattern. 
It the skilful fusion of the best of the two modes that 
has produced in this building such an outstanding work 
ofm. 

Referring more specifically to the edifice which is the 
IODICe of this digression, the Alai Darwaza was erected 
to IeCft as one of four entrances to the mosque, two of 
which were to be on the long eastern side, and one each 

on the north and south. The only one completed is this 
southern entrance, and detached as it is from any com
prehensible plan, being not more than a fragmentary 
portion of the whole as originally designed, it becomes 
rather an isolated structure without much meaning as it 
exists at present. Moreover, it seems a little strange 
that, while the rest of the conception is so utterly un
finished, this subsidiary building is complete in all its 
parts. Either the execution of the doorway was specially 
expedited in order to provide a formal entrance through 
which the ruler could pass to view the progress of the 
work, as his royal residence was in the southern quarter 
of the ca~ital. or it was set up as a model of the archi
tectural mtention of the whole. In any case it can be 
stated with certainty that had the remainder of the 
project matured in the style of this example, it would 
have been one of the most artistic structural achieve
ments produced under IsJamic rule. 

In spite, however, of appearing fairly complete, on 
investigation it will be found that the Alai Darwaza 
has suffered not a little during the six centuries of its 
existence, although its strong and rational construction 
has helped in its preservation. For, as originally built, 
attached to its northern face and within the mosque 
courtyard was a pillared portion carrying a small dome. 
the addition of which would have given a more elegant 
effect to its inner side. Then the outer, or SbUth facade 
has been restored, so that the parapet is all in one 
line, a recent effort at conservation which is incorrect, as 
the coping of the central rectangular bay should rise 
higher than the wings. Further. exteqding from the 
sides were ornamental walls connecting with the pillared 
cloisters of the courtyard, thus supplying the requisite 
finish to the composition. What now remains is the 
main central hall only of this gatehouse, a cubical 
structure of fifty-five side feet in plan, with a total 
height to the top of its domical1inial of over sixty feet. 
In the middle of each side is a doorway flanked by a 
perforated stone window. each doorway ~ into 
the single inner room, which is a hall of tbirty-six feet 
side with a domed ceiling . 

These dimensions will give an idea of the proportions 
of the Alai Darwaza, and show that it is a building 
of very moderate size. But it is by the con1ident 
manner in which its parts are architecturally co-ordi
nated that the experienced hand of the master is visible. 
In design the three outer faces are much alike, each con
taining a tall archway over a ffight of steps leading to the 
higher 1100£ of the interior. Below IS a plinth, its 
vertical sides elegantly carved in varied bands, while the 
surface of the wall above is divided into two stories 
and then again into upright rectangular panels. the two 
lower being arched recesses with stone grilles ... All this 
is intelligibly executed in a combination of red sandstone 
and white marble, with arat>esqutS and deoorative ins
criptions enriching the whole. Yet the outstanding 
gnicefulness of its lacades lies in the shape of the arches, 
particula1"ly of the central opening which, in the refined 
quality of the curves. the proportions ot width to height, 
and the method of embefJishment show Islamic archi
tecture at its best. The type of arch here presented·js · 
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that known as the pointed horse-shoe, or "keel," a 
rare kind not ordinarily used, and, as a matter of fact it 
does not find a place in any of the buildings after those 
of the Khaljis. Moreover the system of its construction 
is that of radiating voussoirs, so that it is of the "true" 
variety, and as it is formed of dressed stone is a distinct 
advance on the rough rubble arches of the previous 
regime. 

In addition, however, to the shape of the arch in the 
Alai Darwaza, its decorative treatment emphasizes 
its beauty of form. Around its outlines is a band of 
inscription carved in white marble, while on the under 
side, or intrados, is a "fringe" of spear-heads, and in 
the spandrels are sockets which once contained project
ing bosses, typical of the archways in the buildings of 
the Saljuqs. Supporting the arch are slender nook
shafts. carved and moulded. and the whole is contained 
within a rectangular frame work bordered with repeating 
patterns and inscriptions in white marble. So skilfully 
balanced is the coloured plastic scheme that although 
all the surfaces are most intricately carved, some in 
low relief, others deeply incised, the appearance is not 
cloying or fatiguing to the eye. The character of this 
decoration is a study in itseH. It has not that delicate 
play of surface or variety of modelling seen in the relief 
ornamentation on the screen arches of 2oth-ud-din's 
executed by in~ous hands a hundred years before, 
as its treatment 1S formal and conventional, but many 
of its borders and repeating designs are clearly of Indian 
extraction, in a technique having a stencilled eftect, but 
so c1everl:y adapted to their purpose as to fall quite 
naturally mto their proper place. 

Such is the architectural composition of the three 
outer facades of the Alai DarwaZa, which as a whole 
is in accordance with Islamic ideals, but the inner, or 
fourth side on the north and 'within the missing pillared 
portico, there is an obvious departure from the orthodox. 
In the design of this particular doorway it is clear that 
the indigenous workman has been allowed to dictate, for 
the opening is not a pointed arch but semi-circular in 
shape, with a shallow trefoil forming its outline, all 
contrary to Islamic convention, and all elaborately 
patterned with that sensuousness and repetition of 
motifs associated with the former building art of the 
temple. 

In some respects the interior of this building is even 
more informative than the exterior. Apart from 
the expert manner in which the domed ceiling has been 
constructed OIl the same principle as all the arches, the 
system by which its weight has been transferred from 
its circular rim to conform with the shape of the square 
hall below is as artistic as it is practical. In this "pbase 
of transition," always the test of intelligent construc
tion, the squinch arch has been employed, and here also 
the method is that of radiating voussoirs as in all other 
parts of the building. But the construction, excellent 
u it is. is surpaISed by the artistic manner in which it 
hu been eftected. Above. in each angle of the hall is an 
alcove, or semi-vault of pointed arches similar in form 
to those of the exterior, and by recessing these one 

within the other, a support is formed, so that the circle is 
changed to the octagon, and the octagon to the square, 
and thus gracefully and competently the load of the 
dome is conveyed to the ground. The arched pen
dentives, however, are only part of the arrangements of 
the interior of the hall, there are perforated stone 
windows at the sides corresponding to the arched 
recesses of the exterior, and the walls are covered with 
arabesque designs carved in low relief, with other 
embellishments all aesthetically perfect and sincere. 
(Plates IX and X, Fig. 2.) 

Several other architectural compositions were pr0-
duced during the rule of AIa-ud-din, including the city 
of Siri, the second of the seven cities of Delhi, which he 
began in I303, but the remains are so fragmentary that 
they are of little consequence. On the other hand 
among a group of crumbling structures outside the 
western angle of the 20tb area, there are certain build
ings erected during this monarch's reign, one of which is 
believed to be his tomb. Another has been identified 
as a college, but all are too ruined to add much informa- -
tion as to the progress of the style. Yet it is possible 
from them to see that constructional practice was 
exercising very actively the minds of the builders, as 
shown by the character of the masonry, and specially 
by the various expedients employed in . the su~rt of 
the ceilings, roofs, and cupolas. In some of the c hers 
there is an early example of a pendentive formation 
produced by corbelling out the upper courses of masonry 
originally derived from brick construction, and a 
contrast to the squinch system hitherto generally used. 

A building at Delhi, which is obviously in the Khalji 
tradition. and may have been erected towards the 
end of the rule, is the Jamaat Khana Masjid at the dar
gab, or tomb, of Nizam-ud-din Auliya, a distinguished 
saint of the period. That in a very short time the 
style as expressed in the Alai Darwaza was losing its 
initial forcefulness. is shown by the treatment of this 
mosque, which, while retaining much of the substance 
and nature of the standard example, was obviously 
becoming aftected by indigenous handling. It seems 
not improbable that the accomplished workmen who 
carried out the design and execution of the Darwaza 
were no longer available and the mosque was produced 
by others less familiar with the essentials of the style. 
This is shown by the shape of the arch, its horse-moe 
character being less pronounced, as the curve at the 
~ is ftattened. ana moreover the ogee at the crown, 
the S1gD of the indigenous influence. it again a~. 
The Jamaat Khana or "congregation house," IS rectan
gular in plan, and the facade consists of three broad 
arched openings, each archway having a wide band of 
inscription above. and the "fringe" of spear-heads 
attadied to its intrados, all in accxm1ance with the style 
of the Alai Darwaza. The three exterior archwa:ys 
indicate the triple formation of the building. as it is m 
three conjoined compartments. each roofed with a 
shallow dome. 

The interior design of this mosque is alHed even more 
closely to the hall of the Alai Darwaza. as the cen-
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tzal and larger compartment is nearly the same size, 
.... thirty-eight feet side. In the middle of each 
wan is a spreading archway repeating in shape and size 
tIIoIe of the facade, each having also borders of Quranic 
illicriptions, spear-head intrados, and double nook
tIaafts at the sides. But the most striking features of 
.... interior are the squinch arches which have been 
~ into the angles to support the dOPle. Each 
~ a large space of the interior wall, and is con
~ on the same principle as the arches inside the 

• Darwaza,. but in one respect they are an advance 
that example, as an intervening story or triforium 
been imposed between the walls of the hall and the 

bile of the dome. (Plate X, Fig. 3.) In all other 
pu:ticu1ars, however, the interibr of this mosq.ue furnishes 
_ instructive illustration of the manner m which an 
Mddtectural expedient, like a language, may difIer in 
.. idiom 'When used by the ~ oi mothet ~tty ~ 
tIae actual composition of the Darwaza and the mosque 

the same but the latter is difterently articulated. 
What was really taking place was that the style was in a 
Itate of flux, although beginning to move towards the 
bID of expression that emerged during the subsequent 
,.tme. These two buildings may be studied and 
compared with interest as an interval of less than a 
decade separates the one from the other. 

1be productions of the Khalji rulers were not entirely 

confined to the imperial capital, as examples of the 
style, maiuly owing to the exteDSive expeditions of 
Ala-ud-din, are to be found at widely difterent ~laces. 
After his capture of the Rajput stronghold of Chitor in 
1303, he caused to be constructed a bridge over the 
Gamberi river, below the famous fortress. Unfortunate
ly its chief architectural features, the gateways and 
towers raised over the abutments at each end have 
disappeared, but ten massive arches of grey limestone 
still exist to show that competent engineers as well as 
accomplished architects were engaged to carry out such 
projects. Another example of the architecture of the 
time may be seen in the Ukha Kasjid at Bayana in 
Bharatpur State, Rajputana. This mosque was built 
by Quth-ud-din Ilubarak (1316-20), the last of the 
Khalji dynasty, and is accordingly not only a late 
production, but also a provincialiZed version of the 
De\1U t.\y~. lu tlmat.teJ lm~ tbai it was probably 
built by local workmen, but under the supervision of an 
overseer from the Moslem capital, as the arches have 
none of the robust curves of the "keel" type, there is a 
weakness in its contours, although it has emphasized 
the spear-bead "fringe." The conditions of its con
struction, the distance from the fountain-head of the 
style, and the fact that the dynasty was nearing its 
end, may account for the falling away in this example 
from the remarkably high standard originally set by 
Ala-ud-din at Delhi. 



CHAPTER V 

THE DELHI OR IMPERIAL STYLE 
THE TUGHLAQ DYNASTY (A.D. 1320 TO 1413) 

OF the eleven rulers forming the dynasty of the 
Tughlaqs, which was in power at Delhi for 
nearly a hundred years, three only, judging 

from the remains of this period, ap~ to have interes
ted themselves in the art of building. These were 
(I) the lounder of the dynasty, Ghiyas-ud-din Tughlaq I 
(1320-25), (2) his son, Mohammed Shah Tughlaq 
(1325-51), and (3) the most proli1ic of all in his building 
projects, Firoz Shah Tughlaq (1351-88). When it is 
understood that, besides other important architectural 
undertakingS, each added his own capital city to the 
two already existing at 1>elhi, the amount of buUding 
construction represented by these three rulers is note
worthy. 

The first of the dynasty, Ghiyas-ud-din Tugh1aq, 
and an old man when he came to the throne, reigned 
for barely five years. A soldier more than a statesman, 
as his works testify, his efforts in the field of archi
tecture during this limited period were concentrated on 
the creation of the third city of Delhi known as Tugh
laqabad. Standing now on the highest point of the 
rock formation on which it was built and looking down 
on the wilderness of ruins, lifeless and desolate, an that 
remains of this great enterprise is a haunting scene 
of savage splendour (Plate XI, Fig. 2). So bare and 
shapeless are its parts it is difficult to believe Ibn Batu
tab's contemporary account that "here were Tugblaq's 
treasures and palaces, and the great palace he built of 
golden bricks, which when the sun rose, shone so daz
zingly that none would gaze steadily upon it." Nothing 
resembling this picture can now be seen in the huge 
masses of broken masonry, the unadorned character 
of which suggests that the· project took more the form 
of a stern and practical ~old, than a work of 
architectural significance. As It is, however, the first 
of those great complexes combining a city, fort, and 
palace, which grew out of the residential and military 
~uirements of the times, elaborated reproductions of 
which became late{ a. notable feature of the Indo
Islamic style, it calls for examjnation. 

After the Roman fashion, the fortified city of Tugh
laqabad is in two parts, consisting of a citadel corres
ponding to the castle of the occident, and the city, with 
their outer waUs adjoining. Until fresh principles were 
evolved during the Crwiades, this was the system of 
fOrtification that prevailed in Europe and western Asia 
before the tenth century, but the in1luence of the Roman 
engineers went far beyond the boundaries of the empire, 
as the IWU or camp-city of the Arabs testifies. Owing 
to the defences of the fatter being formed of earth or 
sun-dried brick, ~ were battered, and this batter, or 
slope, was carried still farther eastward to be reprodaced 
in the inclined stone waUs and spreading towers of 
Tughlaq's fortress-city at Delhi. 

:zo 

The trace, or ground plan, of Tughlaqabad is irregular 
in outline, for which the topography of the site is 
responsible, as it follows the shape of the rocky outcrop, 
a rough rectangle of approximately 2,200 yards each 
way. At close intervals throughout the entire circuit 
of its walls of over four miles, are immense circular 
bastions, sometimes in two stories, each parapet heavily 
embattlemented, their emphatically sloping sides per
forated by innumerable ovlets for archers. It is recor
ded that these walls were entered by as many as fifty-two 
gateways, most of which are now in complete ruin, 
although a few on the southern side are still in a condi
tion to show they consisted of wide openings between 
flanking towers and approached by broad ramps for the 
passage of elephants. Every part is built of stone 
masonry of so massive a character as to be megalithic 
in appearance, the ponderous rough-hewn boulders 
having evidently been quarried on the site. 

Of the arrangements within these walls little can be 
identified, especially in the layout of the buildings 
comprising the city, as what is left is unintelligible, 
but in the citadel itself, which dominates the whole and 
was surrounded by a moat, some of the main features 
may still be discerned. This portion was evidently a 
fortress and palace combined, being divided into two 
enclosures, the former with its remains of casemates, 
embrasured galleries, and guarded entrances, being a 
kind of keep, while the latter contained the royal resi
dences, the zenana, and halls of audience, some of the 
rooms of which may have been roofed over with wooden 
beams. There is also a long underground corridor with 
chambers opening out of its sides, from which it appears 
to have been possible to pass in and out of the citadel 
by means of a postern. This method of entry and exit 
had some significance, as br it communication could be 
maintained with a relatively small but important 
appendage to the fortress, an outwork of considerable 
architectural character and outstanding interest. This 
is Ghiyas-ud-din Tughlaq's tomb. (Plate XI, Fig. I.) 

In contrast to the ruined conditions of this ruler's 
major work of Tughlaqabad, his tomb is in a surpri
singly perfect condition, having no doubt been protected 
and preserved through the royal warrior's undying 
personal prestige. Originally standing within an artificial 
lake, a detached structure but connected with the cita
del by an elevated causeway two hundred and fifty 
yards long, it takes the form of a self-contained fortress in 
miniature not unlike a barbican or outpost to the city 
at its rear; on the other hand it may also have been 
intended as a donjon or place of last resort. That some 
idea of the kind occurred to the builders of these royal 
tombs has been already noted in connection with that of 
Sultan Ghari, and certain of the mosques, as will be 
shown, are so designed that they could be readily put 
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Fig. 1 Delhi: Kalan-Masjid (1380) 

Fig. 2 Tomb of Firuz Shah Tughlaq (dec. 1388) 
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Fig. 1 Delhi: "Shish Gumbad" (15th cent.) 

/ 

Fig. 2 Delhi: Tomb of Mubarak Shah Sayyid (dec . . 1434) 
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Jato a state of defence. It is possible these were prod
uced in such a manner almost sub-consciously, in view 
of the unsettled. state of the country, but none of them 
can compare in this respect with the fortress-like con
ception of Ghiyas-ud-din's last resting place at TughJa
qabad. Not only is the enceinte so designed. as to aug
pt a heavy suit of protecting armour but its entrance, 
iIthough faced. with a graceful doorway, is so cunningly 
CODtrived. as to constitute a death-trap to those attempt
iII(!o force it. Then within its courtyard are several 
IOIidly built underground vaults, having apparently no 
connection with the mortuary chamber itself, but 
clearly introduced. as ~ rooms for the safe keeping of 
hoarded wealth. Thus 15 explained. a remark by 
Batutah in describing Tud1la4's capital "there he laid 
up gteat treasure and it was related. that he constructed. 
there a cistern and had molten gold poured into it so 
that it became one solid mass" 

The exterior plan of this fortress-tomb is in the form 
of an irregular pentagon with a spreading bastion 
at each angle, its greatest length being less than three 
hundred feet, an unusual shape evidently conditioned. 
by the contours of the small rocky "island" on which it 
was built. (plate XII, F~. 2.) The courtyard within 
is of the same unsymmetrical outline, with the tomb
building placed. diagonally at its widest pu:t, a position 
rendered necessary in order to bring It into correct 
orientation with Mecca. The fabric of this tomb
building is of red sandstone with certain portions, 
including the dome, of white marble, but the most 
striking part of its composition is the determined slope 
of the outer walls, as these are inclined at an angle of 
seventy-five degrees, susgesting in a manner the con
verging sides of a pyramid. Its square base is sixty-one 
feet side and the entire height of the structure, including 
its sandstone finial is over eighty feet. In the centre 
of each side is recessed a tall pointed archway, three of 
which contain doorways, while the fourth, or western 
side, is closed to accommodate the mihrab in its interior. 
Parts of the exterior design are remjnjscent of that 
outstanding structure ~ Alai Darwaza produced. in 
the previous decade, but with certain marked differences. 
There is the same character in the treatment of the 
pointed arches, each having its spear-head "fringe" 
although in the case of the tomb, the horse-ehoe shape 
has been modifi.ed into one of a more '''Tudor'' outline, 
and there is a slight agee curve at the crown. But the 
chief difference ties in the actual conception of these 
archways, in which a notable expedient appears for the 
first time, namely, the imposition of a lintel across the 
base of the arch, thus ~jnjng in the CODItruction 
of this opening the two principles of support, the arch 
and the beam. From the fact of the reappearance of the 
beam in the building art at this time much might be 
inferred, such as the unconscious insistence on the part 
of the indigenous workmen in maintaining theic tradi
tional methods. A compromise was then eftected in 
the form of a fusion of the two systems, the trabeate 
and the arcuate, a compounding of the stractural 
conventions of both communities, as iJlust:rated in the 
archways of this tomb. Whatever the motive, such an 
amalgamation of separate systems although occasionally 

found in the architecture of other countries, is technical
ly irrational, as when employed in this manner the beam 
loses its structural significance, and so becomes merely 
ornamental. Yet in the capable hands of the Indian 
builders it developed into a remarkably artistic achieve
ment. and with the addition of a bracket under the 
ends of the beam, continued to be used. in the subsequent 
styles with increased eftect. 

The interior of this tomb is a single chamber thirty 
feet square, light being admitted through the three 
arched. openings. Above, the domed. ceiling is sup
ported. on four squinch arches in much the same manner 
as that of the Alai Darwaza, but with the angles between 
the octagon and the sixteen sided. figure over it filled by 
three projecting blocks of stone acting as brackets. 
The dome itseff denotes an interesting stage in the 
evolution of this important feature in the building art 
of the country, both with regard to its shape as well as 
its construction. It is a single dome, that is to say it 
has no empty space between its inner and outer surfaces, 
and in design it is of the pointed or "Tartar'.' shape the 
type afterwards to become characteristic of the Indo
Islamic style as a whole. The process of construction 
was by means of headers and stretchers of marble 
attached to a brick and cement COre, dowelled in with 
metal cramps, the headers being inserted into the core 
for nearly a foot, the whole having been erected. over 
some kind of temporary centering. This dome has a 
span of some fUty-five feet, and is crowned. by a finial 
resembling the" w.s. and fIMl4 (vase and "melon" 
motif) of a Hindu temple. Although on account of its 
"four-square" almost aggressive a~ce of strength 
and solidity, the building as a whole 15 a work of powerful 
expressiveness, yet its design contains several ineffective 
passaaes. ~ch as the weak projection of the central 
bays framing the archways, and the timid extension of 
these above the parapet with disproportionately small 
merlons. Then the rectangular marble panels tend to 
be mean and featureless, and not in keeping with the 
bold, robust character of the main com~tion. But 
even with these shortcomings, it is a convmcing produc
tion seeming to hold something of the indomitable 
spirit and sturdy independence of the warrior king it 
commemorates. 

One important fact in the desip of this mausoleum, 
however, r~=, the one that gives 
it its chief' character, namely the pro
noanc:ed slope of its waDs. Yet the source of such an 
unusual and unexpected development is not difficult 
to trace. At the same time that Ghiyas-ud-din was 
building his own tomb at TupJaqabad, he was also 
~ to be erected, as an act of personal devotion, a 
magnificent mausoleum at Multan over the remains of a 
renowned. saint Shah Rukn-i-Alam. (Plate XXII, 
Fig. I). This city already contained. several tombs in an 
architectural mode not QDassociated with a Perso
Arabian tradition, all of them on account of the scarcity 
of stone in the plaDs of the Punjab being constructed 
of brick. Owing largely to the requirements of this 
t of building material, sloping waDs and other 
in~ed features dominate their design, and it seems 
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not unlikely that the decisive batter in Tugblaq's 
tomb may have been suggested by the brick architecture 
of Multan and other towns in the Punjab. As this 
tomb signifies the beginning of a phase in the imperial 
style in which a slop~ effect appears and persists for a 
considerable period, Its importance as a Jandmark 
will be realized. 

To Ghiyas-ud-din's son and successor, Mohammed 
Tugblaq (IJ2S-SI) belongs the credit of having built 
the fourth city of Delhi, but it cannot be said that his 
patronage had much infiuence on the imperial style as a 
whole. His contribution to the capitals of this area 
consisted in enclosing the space between the first and 
second cities, by means of fortified walls of prodigious 
thiclmess, the part thus joined up being named Jahan
pannah, or the "World's Refuge." Very little of this 
great walls remains, but certain buildings within have 
been preserved, as for instance an ornamental sluice, 
comprising a double-storied bridge of seven spans, 
hence its name "Sath Pul," with supplementary arch
ways and a tower at each end, the whole intended to 
regulate the supply of water to an artifidallake, which 
was one of the features of the new city. Another 
structure bearing traces of architectural treatment is 
the Bijai Mandai, presumably part of "8. "Palace of a 
Thousand Columns," among the remains of which are 
certain horse-shoe pointed arches, imperfect reproduc
tions of the "keel" type o( the Khaljis. A tomb in its 
vicinity, square in plan and with a shallow dome, its 
drum perforated with openings, shows in its ~ns 
and form plera11y, that the art of good building was 
being consistently maintained. 

Here also, although most probably built rather later, 
is a type of structure, not at all common' in the building 
art of the country. The secular architecture of India is 
mainly represented by fortresses and palaces of the 
rulers, but in this instance there has been preserved an 
example of the habitation of a less exalted personage, 
the private residence of .. nobleman of the fifteenth 
century. Locally known as the Bar. KInHttb4, or 
"Twelve Pillars," it is considerabl damaged, but a 
restoration of it is shown in Plate :;{III. Tnere will be 
seen the enclosed courtyard, with the well and bathing 
facilities in the centre, and round are quarters for 
servants and the stables. An inner staircase leads from 
this groand-ftoor to the large flat roof, guarded by a 
parapet wall, 50 that this could be used as a terrace for 
~es or similar purposes in the hot weather. 
Comlect_--......... -"""ledcu with this ~ is a pillared compart
ment, after which the baiIdiDg is now named, and Which 
was probably the domestic portion of the house, COD
~ a fiDe coffered cel1iDg. Outside is the guden 
with a wen and a ~., or sitting-out place, while 
the whole is contained within a high and substantial 
protectiw waD. The moat ~ent feature of the 
ClIII=:aon is a square towum three stories, convenient
ly pl 10 that it is ~ from all the groand
&Or quarters. Here no doubt the head mem'bers of 
the ~ pused their time in rooms open to the air, 
and from which views of the country aIll'OllDd could be 
obtained. The sloping wall of this tower, and the 

pyramidal roofs are all expressive of the existiDg archi
tectural mode, while the entire conception enclosed as 
it is, both for defensive reasons and for privacy, is 
characteristic of the life of the time. 

During the reign of Mohammed Tughlaq, it was his 
capricious policy to remove the capital from Delhi to 
the distant city of Daulatabad, in the Deccan, six 
hundred miles away. Apart from the misery that this 
forced migration caused, for the transportation of the 
entire population entailed universal suffering, such a 
course of action went far towards ruining the historical 
area that his predecessors had endeavoured for one 
hundred and fifty years to make beautiful, and moreover 
affected seriously the continuity of the style of architec
ture that it ~ted. Deserted and desolate as the 
city of DeJhi IS recorded to have been about the year 
IJ40, its inhabitants dispersed, the rich lands around 
abandoned by their cultivators, the skilled workmen 
compelled to seek service elsewhere, as far as the im
perial capital was concerned the building art for the 
time ~ had come to an end. Only through the 
enthusiastic patronage of Mohammed Tugblaq's suc
cessor, Firoz Shah, was a movement again made, and 
the style revived. 

Firoz Shah Tughlaq (1351-88), the third of his line, 
was so passionately devoted to the building art that 
be made it almost _.part of his faith. For he himself 
wrote "among the gifts which God bestowed on me, H~ 
humble servant, was a desire to erect public buildingsl ." 

During his long reign therefore of thirty-seven years, 
he was responsible for a very large number of important 
building projects, all produced in a style peculiarly 
his OWD. This style is suificiently dissimilar from any
thinL:cnppearing previously, that before these buildings 
are ibed some explanation of their deviation from 
the normal coarse of development seems called for. 
The difterences in the architectural character of the 
creations of the Firozian period are fundamental, and im
ply the birth of a new order of ideas, as they are a reftec
tion of the conditions that prevailed at the seat of the 
government at this partiCU::,i::cture. A scarcity of 
skilled stone-masons and . . Jy experienced work-
men, due to their dispersal on the transfer of the capital 
by Ilohammed TuchJaq, precluded any building scheme 
being put into eftect that required special technical know
ledge, and even had this been forthcoming the reduc
ed bances of the country brought about bY the ruler's 
political extravagances would have soon limited any 
8.rchitectural activities. The economic position there
fore was such that Firoz. when he found himself in power, 
even with the best of intentions could only satisfy his 
structural ambitions by means of buildings com~ of 
inexpensive materials, t together in the readiest 
manner, and in a plain ICt serviceable style. It is a 
form of ardIitecture that cannot be mistaken. In place 
of the finely couned and well-6nished sandstone aShlar, 
fitted ~y and evea1y to be a delight to the ~, 
wIdch hitherto had been a characteristic of most Indian 
construction, whether Hindu or Mobammadan, the 

, F"""'-I-Firol Sid (EOiot, Vol. III, p. 382). 
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royal patron had to be content with a method of walling 
'" a very difterent order, consisting of random rubble
work, its untrimmed surfaces being coated with a sub
ltantiallayer of cement. In certain parts of the building 
IDCh essentially structural features as lintels, doorposts, 
piDars, and the like, were formed of roughly dressed 
IIIODOliths, and in the rare instances where decoration 
was applied, it was not carved in stone but moulded in 
~er. Architecture produced on these terms resolves 
itself into a somewhat dull and featureless form of expres
lion, a scheme of sombre monochromes and half-tones, 
although it is true some of the lack of effect now obser
vable is due to long centuries of weathering. For in its 
prime a certain surface finish ~ obtained by means of 
colour-wash, since entirely abraded, but even when new 
its appearance could not have been inspiring, as its out
ward aspect was almost entirely one of plain white. 

The materials and method of construction employed 
by the Firuzian builders naturally reacted on the 
character of the architectural style. With m~ of 
this loosely knit order, additional strength and stability 
was assured by building certain portions thicker at the 
base than at the top, an expedient which gives the illusion 
of greater power, although no such angle of batter is 
really !Structurally necessary. This etlect of slope is em
phasized in many of the examples by the attachment of 
tapering turreted buttresses at the quoins, and by pr0-
jecting conical bastion-like towers crowned with low 
domes from the four comers of the building. The 
resemblance in its ~eral appearance, of this architec
tural style to the bnck-built tombs of Multan of a slightly 
earlier date is something more than a · coincidence, and 
it is clear that the in1luence of this forceful and inde
pendent development in tile southern Punja~, already 
noted in the tomb of Ghiyas-ud-din, was being main
tained by his successor Firoz. Yet in the Multan 
examples the architecture was enriched by a consider
able amount of surface decoration in the form of carved 
terra-cotta and ~tterns of brilliantly coloured tilzing, 
the latter of Perstan extraction, which only occasionally, 
found a place in the buildings at Delhi, Architecture, 
almost devoid of embellishment, as are most of the 
public works of Firuz, is contrary to the instincts of the 
Indian mason, with whom it was a passion to cover his 
creation with plastic ornamentation of a rich and varied 
order. The annea.rance therefore of this puritanical 
phase of the b~Ut, bare and astringent, implies 
the suppression. of the indigenous impulse and in its 
stead the appHcation of an architectural asceticism 
forejgn to the country, although evidently in keeping 
with the diminished ~ of the time. 

Among the building exploits of Firuz TughJaq were 
at least four fortress cities, ~ the fifth city of 
Delhi, known as Firuzabad. important tombs 
were also produced and mosques without number, 
besides which Fll'UZ bimseU :records a nre action in the 
restoration of many historical buildings erected by 
his forbears which had faDeD into decay. Among the 
fortified cities which he founded were those of Jaunpor, 
Fathabad, and Hissar, but the foremost achievement of 
its kind waS his capital at Delhi on the banks of the 

lumna. one of his earliest undertakings, as it was begun 
m 1354. (Plate XIV). It has been already shown that 
his~'S similar scheme of a fortified capital at 
T abaci. was the ancient one of a citadel and an 
attach waDed city, and Firuz's cc:mception. was of 
much the same type. but elaborated and developed. 
What remains now of the city of Firuzabad, is the great 
citadel or pa1a.ce-fortress. a vast walled enclosure COD
taining all the amenities and necessities of a self-con
tained and fully equipped royal residence, and every
thing that this implies. The site of the Kotla Firuz 
Shah, as it is called, is on an extensive plain bordering 
the river, an ideal position as it enabled Its designers to 
work out a fairly symmetrical plan. As it was aban
doned some one hundred and fifty years later, it is now 
ruined and derelict, but its principal a.mmgements are 
still tolerably clear. Occupying a rectangle less than half a 
mile long by a quarter broad. its longer axis running 
north and south, it was surrounded by high batt1emen
ted walls with tall spreading bastions at frequent inter
vals. The main entrance to this enclosure was on the 
western side and consisted of a stroDgly fortified gateway 
thrown out after the manner of a large barbican from 
the line of the waDs, protected by a curtain and with a 
guard room and barrack in a couttyard inside. On 
the opposite side to the main sate, across the width of 
the Kotla, was a large rectangular enclosure overlooking 
the river, within which were the palaces and royal and 
private residences, most of them aligned along and 
above the outer wall to receive the benefit of the cool 
air carried across the water. 

The rest of the space within the Kotla walls was 
divided off into square and rectangular courtyards, one 
of the largest of which was the HaIl of Public Audience, 
a spacious open quadrangle surrounded by a pillared 
verandah for the transaction of official and political 
affairs. In the remainder was a great variety of struct
ures such as pavilions for difterent purposes, grape and 
water gardens, baths, tanks, barracks, armoury, and 
servants quarters, all convel\iently disposed and com
municating with one another. Towards the centre. and 
also agUnst the river wall was the princil* congregatio
nal mosque or Jami Masjid. a!!f: and unposing struc
ture, recorded to have acccwn Don for an assembly 
numbering ten thousand, while in other parts were similar 
but smaller places of prayer, including one of the private 
use of the lJ8]ace, the Chapel Royal. Thus it will be 
seen that the main prin,.m..l. of the palace fort as it 
developed in Islamic In~ were ori&inallY laid down 
by Firaz in his Kotla at Delhi. to be CX'DSDmmated w1th 
such magnificent effect more than two centuries later 
~ _~ Moghal Emperon at Agra, ShahJehanabad 
(DeIbi~unA1s!i:'abad. and eJsewbere. Yet it 18 possible 
Firaz· was merely reproducing a traditional and 
generic type of imperial domajD, a type which had pre
Vaned for many centuries an over the then-known world, 
as in these palace-compJexes of India there are many 
paints of resemblance to the castellated palaces of the 
Roman and B.JZ8:Dtine empires. such as the palace of 
DiocIetian at SpaJato. and other ancient and historical 
royal residenceS. One monument in the Kotla is how
ever unique, and strikes a romantic note. This is a 
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large structure occullying a prominent position towards 
the centre and conSlSting of a series of square arcaded 
terraceS, diminishing as they ascend to produce a kind 
of stepped pyramid, on the summit of which the Tugh
laqian ruler raised one of Asoka's famous llillars, removed 
from its original site near Amballa where It had remained 
unmolested and had defined the elements for sixteen 
hundred years. A contemporary historian has recorded, 
graphically and in full detail, the manner in which the 
great monolith was carefully lowered, transported, and 
re-erected, presenting a vivid picture of the simple but 
effective mechanical methods in practice at the time!. 
In installing this Buddhist column as a dominating 
feature of his scheme, Firuz was endeavouring to emulate 
his predecessor Qutb-ud-din Aibak when some one 
hundred and fifty years before he placed the Iron Pillar 
of Kumaragupta as a central feature in the courtyard 
of the Qutb Mosque. 

In fairly good repair, and therefore better illustrating 
the architectural mode than the Kotla, are some of the 
mosques of this period, most of them built in and around 
old Delhi during the decade beginning in 1370. Chief 
among these are the Kali Masjid (c. 1370), the Begum
purl mosque at Jahanpanah (c. 1370), a mosque in the 
Dargah of Shah Alam at Timurpuri (c. 1375), the 
Khirki Masjid at ]ahanpanah (c. 1375), and the Kalan 
Masjid at Shahjahanabad (c. 1375). (Plate XV, Fig. I). 
Two of them not unlike in their general appearance and 
also quite typical of the style, are the Khirki mosque 
and the Kalan masjid, both buildings being made more 
impres..uvc by the plan of raising the whole structure 
on a lahkhana, or substructure of arches. In their out
ward effect these two mosques bear some resemblance 
to the enclosure of the tomb of Sultan Ghari with their 
boldly projected entrances approached by fine flights 
of steps, and particularly with their rounded bastions 
thrown out from each comer, the entire composition 
having a fortress-like aspect not usually associated with 
a pla~ of prayer. But where the exteriors differ from 
their tomb prototype of nearly a century and a half 
earlier, is in the development of that system of battering 
lines and spaces, as expressed in the slope of the bastions 
and the taper of the turrets, added to which is the rough, 
though efficient nature of the masonry throughout. 

Entering one of this Firuzian type of mosque through 
an arch-and-beam doorway, the interior consists of 
cloisters formed by a series of square bays, the comer of 
each supported on a heavy pier with "Tudor" arches 
between, and each bay roofed by a cup-shaped dome. 
The piers are short and thickest, composed of F.PS of 
two. and sometimes four plain square monolithic pillars, 
an IU'I'IUIgemeJlt implying strength but without elegance. 
The Khifki masjid, as also the Ka1i masjid is designed 
on a cruciform plan. produced by the two main aisles 
crossing at right angles, the former example having such 
wide cloisters that the entire area of the mosque is 
covered, except for four open quadrangles, one in the 
centre of each of the four quarters. There is something 
appropriately solemn in the shaded corridors of the 
Khirki masjid, although covered, or even partly covered. 
mosques are not altogether in accordance with historical 

usage, and are therefore somewhat rare. (Plate XII, 
Fig. I.) Of the other, and more orthodox mosque 
scheme having a large open courtyard as its main 
feature, that at Begumpuri is an example, yet its architec
tural style is of much the same character as the preceding. 
Around its courtyard is a "Tudor" arched arcade forming 
the cloisters, but on its western side the regularity of the 
arcading is interrupted by the introduction of a tall 
arched pylon in the centre of its facade, having a triple 
entrance leading to the sanctuary. over which rises a 
shapely dome. A. distinctive feature of this pylon
facade. which itself is a descendant of the "'fMJsu1'a, 
or screen of arches, is the tapering turret at each of its 
quoins creating that sloping appearance, inherent in the 
productions of this reign. The tall facade, however. 
completely masks the rising dome at its rear, thus 
illustrating not only the unsuitability of such a form of 
composition. but also implying that the tradition of the 
arched screen was beginning to degenerate into a mere 
convention. 

Of the tombs of this period at Delhi, three are of 
architectural significance, one being over the remains 
of Firuz Tughlaq himself, another marking the resting 
place of his Prime Minister, while the third was built by 
his successor as a monument to a famous saint Kabil'
ud-din Auliya. The extensive range of buildings of 
which the mausoleum of Firuz is the dominant feature , 
and now known as the Hauz-i-Khas, consists of the 
tomb, and the ruins of a large and elaborate annexe, 
which has been identified as a college., all picturesquely 
situated beside an ornamental lake. Amidst the crumb
ling walls of this composition, with its colonnades formed 
of arch and lintel arcades, the tomb stands tolerably 
complete, and although designed and executed in the 
severe mode of thE'! time, its proportions and general 
treatment give it an air of some distinction. (Plate 
XV, Fig. 2.) Square in plan, of forty-five feet side 
externally its plan cemented walls slope gently, each 
side being relieved by a projecting surface, two of which 
have shapely arched openings. Above the parapet 
incised with ornamental merlons rises an octagonal 
drum supporting a shallow and slightly pointed dome. 
Extending in front of the southern side is a low plat
form or small terrace surrounded by a stone raJling of 
graceful design composed of uprights and two horizontal 
bars, the whole forming a private enclosure. The 
interior of the tomb is a square chamber with squinch 
arches in each angle to support the dome, and an arched 
mihrab is sunk in its western wall. Both in the interior 
and on the outside of this tomb there is a certain amount 
of inscribed arabesque ornamentation which, however, 
does not belong to the original structure, as it was added 
during some repairs executed by Sultan Sikander Lodi 
at the beginning of the sixteenth century. In accor
dance therefore with the style, and alSo with the ideals ' 
of the ruler it commemorates, it is a monument COQl
bining unaffected simplicity with an appearance of 
refined dignity. 

An unpretentious building in itself but of considerable 

I Sru.",s-i-Si'r.Jj (Elliot's Rist. of India, Vol. III, p. 3.50). 
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Fig. 1 

Fig. 2 Delhi: Moth-ki-Masjid (eir. 1505) 
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Fig. 1 Delhi: Jamala Masjid (1536) 

Fig. 2 Delhi: Qil'a-i-Kuhna Masjid in the PUrana Qil'a (cir. 1545) 
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Fig. 1 

Fig. 2 Gwalior: Tomb of Muhammad Ghaus (eir. 1564) 
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Fig. I Delhi: Tomb of Adham Khan (dec. 1561) 

Fig. 2 Delhi: Tomb of Isa Khan (lS47) 
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Fig. 1 

Fig. 2 

Multan: Tomb of Rukn-i-Alam (cir. 1320) 

Multan: Tomb of Shah Yusuf Gardizi (eir. 1150) 
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THE DELHI OR IJO'ERIAL STYLE: THE TUGBLAQ DYNASTY 

importance in view of the significance of ita design is 
the tomb of Khan-i-Jahan Tilangani, a premier o8icial 
at the court of Firuz, and who died in I368-9. It is 
remarkable because it illustrates a new type of tomb
structure, an architectural formation of such a pr0-
nounced appearance that it was destined to in1Iuence 
fundamentally the style of tomb-building as this deve
loped during the two su~ centuries. In its outer 
enclosure the tomb merely repeats to a modifled degrees 
the fortified eftect of the previous type, with its strong 
waIls and comer towers, but it is the last example of 
its kind for with it the defensive idea seems to have 
ceased. An innovation in d~ occurs in the treat
ment of the tomb building within this enclosure, which 
assume an entirely difterent shape from its predecessors, 
both in plan and elevation. Hitherto the tomb struc
ture had been invariably square in plan, but that of 
Tilangani takes the form of an octagon, on which a 
new conception was evolved. That in this particular 
instance the eight-sided plan was an experimental effort 
is fairly obvious, as its proportions are crude and 
imperfect. . It is possible that such formation was seH
originated. initiated by an Indian builder with an 
instinct for invention; on the other hand the shape and 
architectural treatment bear a resemblance to one of 
the most sacred monuments of Islam, the so-called 
Mosque of Omar in Jerusalem, originally built in the 
seventh century and well known to the followers of the 
Faith. For this historical shrine is octagonal in plan. 
is enclosed within a verandah and roofed by a dome, 
all of which are reproduced in the example at Delhi. 
There are other features in the tomb of TiIangani, 
however, which give this small structure some of its 
individual quality. Each side of its octagonal verandah 
contains three "Tudor" arches, and over these arches 
projects a wide cluJjjtl, or eaves--boani, an early appli
cabon of this eftective element which, from now onward, 
was consistently maintained. Another innovation was 
the imposition of a range of eight cupolas on the roof 
rising above the embrasures of the parapet, one over 
each octagonal side. From this comparatively small 
beginning were developed those large and stately 
mausoleums of octagonal conformation which imparted 
such a distinctive character to the subsequent archi
tecture of northern India and also elsewhere. 

A building erected towards the end of the regime of 
the Tughlaqs is a Jami ~id at Irich, a town some forty 
miles north of jhansi. Its main interest lies in the fact 
that it represents the stage of transition between the 
style of the Tughlaqs and tha. of the succeeding dynasty. 
The outline of its 8rches, and the system of repeating 
these in :aPlanes, or layers, Pl'efiRure the mode 
that subsequen prevailed under the 5ayyids and the 
Lodis, the last 0 the Sultans of Delhi. EXcept for the 
arches. however, the mosque has no special architec
tural merit, although the design and execution of the 

1 Mal""tJl-i-Ti,,."" (Elliot'. History of India, Vol .. Ill, p ... 47). 

mihrab, the most finished portion of the structure, show 
that skilled Hindu artisans were evidently employed in 
the production of this essentially Moslem feature. 

The style in v~e during the Tughlaq dynasty 
closes on a rather spttitIess note. It is illustrated by the 
tomb of Kabir-ud-din Auliya, one of the latest produc
tions, as its date is after the death of Firuz, and during 
the short reign of his successor, Ghiya&-ud-din II (1388-
Bg). Whether, after the removal of the guiding band 
of this enthusiastic building monarch, those in 
felt a desire to reca~the more inspiring bane 
of his predecessors, 18 not clear, but the fact that this 
tomb is an attempt to copr the sandstone and marble 
mausoleum of Ghiyas-ud-din I, erected sixty-Ave years 
previOllSly, seems to point to some such inclination. 
An endeavour to return to an earlier type, however, only 
resulted in reproducing a mere travestY. of the royal 
original, as the tomb of the saint, besides being not 
much more than half its size, in an effort at simpIiica
tion to conform to the smaller scale, has become mean 
and ineftective, and the dome instead of being a full 
rounded form in marble a~ as a weak conical erec
tion in cement, although It is posSible that its outer 
casing may have been since destroyed. The intention 
indicated by this building was good, but to put it 
into effect either the spirit or the means, or both, were 
lacking. In it. we see the seeds of decay, a decay haste
ned by the events which almost immediat~Uowed. 
The devastating invasion of Timur toOt in the 
last years of the fourteenth century, Delhi was sacked, 
its inhabitants were put to the sword. and the ruler 
became a fugitive. As was not uncommonly the custom, 
the conqueror, according to his own records states that 
he spared "all the artisans 'and clever mechanics, who 
were masters of their respective crafts, including all 
builders and stonemasons, and ordered that these 
should be set apart for my own especial purpose to 
await my commands. For I had determined to build a 
Ilasjid-i-Jami in Samarkand, the seat of my empire, 
which $hould be without rival in any country'." Like 
Babylon, therefore, Delhi was left desolate "and no 
craftsman, of whatever craft he be, shall be found any 
more in thee." And not only the craftsmen but, in 
order that there should be no deficiency, their materials 
also were included among the victor's spans, for accord
ing to an eye-witnessl , ninety captured elephants were 
elDeJoyed to carry consignments of stone acquired 
while on this expedition, to be used in the construction 
of the great building he contemplated. For exactly 
two hundred years Delhi had been the imperial 
centre and focus of the Faith in India, d' which 
period Ave of its royal cities had beenururounded, 
while many other great monuments had been raised 
within its environs. But for the moment its high time 
had passed, it passed into the dust of Timur's retreating 
hordes. 

• HIm'",i", of lu E,..".,.." of Clavijo 10 1M COIIrl of Ti,...,., 
by IWkbam (HaJduyt Society, 1859). 
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and containing a large recessed archway occupying 
nearly the total height of the structure almost to the 
parapet. Within this arched recess is a doorway of the 
beam-and-bracket order, the space above being occupied 
by an arched window opening. The "stories" of the 
facade are fonned or arched recesses in sunk rectangular 
panels, those arches on each side of the doorway being 
made into openings like windows to carry light into the 
interior. The P.afllpet and the whole of the super
structure including the dome, is treated in much the 
same architectural manner as in the octagonal examples. 
A single chamber comprises the interior which is square 
in plan, with sunk archways occupying each side, that 
on the west containing the mihrab. In each comer is a 
squinch arch to support the base of the dome, while 
over the cornice is a blind arcade with an arch in each 
of its sixteen sides. 

Although this square type of tomb emerges in the 
fifteenth century apparently unannounced, it is pos
sible to see in its general confonnation certain traces of 
its origin. In the upright rectangular panels, contain
ing the sunk arches which are a feature of its exterior, 
and the disposition of the various elements of its interior 
such as the arches in the comers and their relation to the 
squinch above, there is a similarity to the planning 
and style generally of the Khalji type of building, as for 
instance the Alai Darwaza. These tombs are no doubt 
very far removed in many particulars, from that ideal 
structure, but that they denve some of their inspiration 
and arrangements from such a source is tolerably clear. 
As a whole however the square mausoleums, in spite 
of some of them being large and imposing, are rather 
charactetless productions, they move one but little, the 
shallow monotony of their arched panels which form the 
main element of their facades giving them an ineffect
ive appeara.nce. 

It has been remarked that no large mosques of the 
public or congregational order were erected at Delhi 
during the rule of the Sayyids and Lodis, nonetheless 
there are sevetal mosques of a private nature attached 
to some of the tombs, and there is also one independent 
and notable structure, the Moth ki Masjid built by the 
Prime Vinister of Sikandar Lodi. In their specialized 
form of cJesjgn these mosque buildings are the prelimi
nary examples of a series produced within the succeeding 
half century, and which eventually achieved its ideal 
in a relatively small but perfect specimen of a private 
mosque, the Qila-i-Kuhna.. the "Chapel Royal" of Sher 
Shah Sari in tbat ruler's walled citadel at Delhi known 
as the "Parana QUa." The complete series consists of 
four examples; (I) ~ue at~~ed to the Bara Gum
bad, 1494; (2) iloth ki Kas)id, c. lS05; (3) Jamala 
)(ujid, Is36 ; and (4) Qila-i-Kuhna Masjid c. ISSO. As 
in·the cue of the sequence of tombs. the same system 
wD1 be followed, and at this stage only first three mosques 
of the poop will be described, the fourth being referred 
to in coanection with its own period. 

The earliest illnstration of this type of mosque, that 
attached as a kind of domestic Cliapel to the Bara 
Gumbad, is of very moderate size, and in several of its 

more marked architectural features is obviously a logical 
development of the same class of building as produced 
in the previous period. This is noticeable in the treat
ment of the rear wall of its exterior with its tapering 
turrets and other elements, all in the typical Firuzian 
manner. Yet on the other hand there is much that is 
innovatory in its appearance and arrangement, creating 
the impression that its builders were either reviving some 
blurred memory or investigating a fresh fonnula in 
mosque design. Such a departure shows itself specially 
in the composition of the facade, as it consists of a range 
of five open arches, all practically of the same height 
but of unusual shape, proportions, and character. With 
their weak curves, an excessive width in relation to the 
height, and outlines unduly emphasized by receding 
planes in place of mouldings, these arches, together with 
the whole of that portion of the structure, indicate that 
whatever their aim, its designers had failed to achieve 
their object. That at the back of their minds there wao; 
some commendable ideal is fairly clear, but it is also 
equally clear that they were not sufficiently experienced 
to put it into effect with any convincing result. 

The second mosque of this series, the Moth-ki-Masjid 
erected about ten years later, shows how the previous 
somewhat nebuolus conception by means of intelligent 
handling was developed into a composition of no little 
grace and power. (Plate XVII.) Such an advance 
suggests that the fonner was the rough and immature 
sketch, the genn of an idea awaiting for workmen with 
the necessary qualiftcations to convert each of its crude 
suggestions into a thing of finished beauty. It is 
considerably larger than the preceding, as the sanctuary 
itself measures nearly one hundred and twenty-nve feet 
across so that it provided much more scope for their skill. 
There are several conspicuous and attractive features 
in the Moth-ki-Masjid, such as the shape and proportiolls 
of the nve main arches of the facade, with the emphasis 
given to the central bay; the spacing, disposition, and 
volume of its three domes; the retinement of the taper
ing turrets on the rear wall; the design of the doorway 
and its projecting balcony opening at the sides; and 
above all, the towers in two stories at the rear comer, 
which add a note of pleasing vitality to this aspect of 
the building. There is also the use of colour in the mate
rial employed, and, more important still the appearance 
of a variation in the method of supporting the dome. 
In the central portion or nave, the system of the squinch 
arch is favoured as found in all the previous buildings, 
but in the side aisles a form of stalactite pendentive is 
introduced in the angles to bring about the "phase of 
transition," a structural and ornamental combination 
of striking el~ce. As with the other and earlier exam
ples of the senes, the decoration is of a special character, 
and of a kind that contrasts effectively with the bold 
quality of the masonry. In place of th~ usual carving, 
patterns in plaster are inserted in the form of borders 
above the arches and as medallions in the spandrels, 
exquisite arabesque desicns of typically Islamic con
vention, moulded in low relief and painted in brilliant 
coloars. There was evidently a very talented group of 
craftsmen eogaged in this art durinc the fifteenth 
century, reminiscut of that much greater school of 
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Fig. 2 Pandua, Bengal: Adina Mosque (1364) 
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Fig. 1 Gaur, Bengal: Dakhil Darwaza (15th cent.) 

Fig. 2 Gaur, Bengal : At Qadam Rasul, Tomb of Fath Khan (dec. c. 1657) 
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artists who, at about the same time were perpetuating 
such wonders in a similar technique on the walls of the 
Alhambra in Spain. 

Before the third of this series of mosques, that of 
tha jamala, was finished in 1536, an epoch-making 
event in the history of the country had occurred. Ten 
years previously, in 1526, the decisive battle of Panipat 
had brought the rule of the Lodis to a close, an episode 
which also tenninated the imperial sultanate of Delhi. 
An era of the utmost significance therefore comes to an 
end. One after another of these alien adventurers 
had ruled, dynasty had succeeded dynasty, royal houses 
had risen, flourished, and fallen, but the central power 
established at Delhi, in spite of vicissitudes had been 
consistently maintained for considerably over three hun
dred years. And few can now stand in any part of the 
extensive ruins of this historical Moslem capital with
out their imagination being stirred by the vivid and 
romantic drama that these remains represent. Here are 
displayed both the political and aesthetic aspirations of 
a long line of forceful rulers, tracing the very pattern 
of their existence: the inspired vision of Qutb-ud-din 
with his towering pillar of the Faith; the megalomania 
of Ala-ud-din with his vast mosque and colossal minar 
which he could never have hoped to finish; Ghiyas-ud
din Tugblaq the boarder of treasure, his mortuary 
vaults filled with molten gold; Tughlaq with his frenzied 
building projects and such staid results, and many 
other kings and commoners who sought for immortality 
by means of city and fortress, of mosque and mausoleum, 
only for these to fall into decay. And now the great 
pageant of the Sultanate was finished, and a new 
magnificence was to fill the stage, that of the empire of 
the Mughuls founded by the talented Babur, prince of the 
house of Timur. 

But in spite of the fundamental changes this move
ment implies, the original imperial style of architecture 
in the fonn that it finally assumed under the Lodi kings 
continued to be practised for nearly half a century 
longer, partly on account of its prestige and ancient 
lineage, and partly because the unsettled state of the 
country under the early Mughuls precluded anything 
else from taking its place. The jamala mosque was 
built therefore during the reign of Humayun (1530-40-
interregnum-IS55-56) the second of the Mughal emperors, 
and although confused circumstances were then pre
vailing, it shows that the building art ~ed un
affected by the political conditions and was continuing 
its nonnal course. It is however also apparent from its 
design that the builders werb endeavouring to return to 
the more ornate mode of the Khaljis, with its fine ashlar 
masonry in place of the rubble and plaster construction 
imposed on them by the Tughlaqs. (Plate VIII, 
Fig. I.) By comparing the jamala masjid with its 
predecessors df the series, it will be seen that a definite 
attempt was being made towards a refinement of the 
style generally, and that its designers were aiming at a 
fonn of architecture in which better materials and more 
finished. workmanship were the main objects. Yet this 
mosque, although in treatment and technique is an 
advance on all previo\ls structures of its kind, was in 

itself merely a preparation for the fourth and last 
mosque of the series, the Qila-i-Kuhn 1 masjid in the 
Purana Qila at Old Delhi. Sher Shah' .. "Chapel Royal" 
however, for such was this final exa,ple of the move
ment, not only marks the end of a phase but also heralds 
the beginning of a new architectural era, in other words 
it is a connecting link between the old style of imperial 
Delhi and the oncoming style of the Mughals. It will 
therefore be described later in dealing with the transi
tional episode that divides, yet coherently relates these 
two great architectural developments. 

In addition to the series of mosques described above, 
there are several other buildings of no little significance, 
some produced before and others after the ending of the 
Delhi sultanate, but all maintaining in one fonn or 
another the architectural tradition of the Lodis. Two 
of these at Delhi are tombs of noblemen, that of lsa 
Khan built in 1S47, and that of Adham Khan who died 
in 1561. Moreover away from the capital, in the 
towns of Kalpi (Bundelkhand), and Lalitpur (Jhansi 
district), are also monuments in this style, at the fonner 
what is known locally as the Chaurasi Gumbaz, or 
"Eighty-four Domes" is a tomb believed to be of one of 
the Lodi kings, and at the latter there is a jami masjid. 
To these may be added the tomb of Mohammed Ghaus 
built about 1564 at Gwalior, a building embodying the 
structure of the Lodi style with ornamental features 
derived from the architectural productions of Gujarat, 
a synthesis of the mode of the one and the treatment 
of the other brought about by its geographical position 1 

(Plate XIX). Finally, and of the utmost importance 
there was developed as far away as in Bihar a group of 
tombs evolved from the Lodi type but dating from the 
middle of the sixteenth century, which represents this 
manifestation in its latest and most imposing fonn. 
These distant and distinctive examples were produced 
during the interregnum of the Afghan king Sher Shah 
Suri, and are sufliciently independent irt their character 
as to merit, with other works of this ruler a separate 
chapter. 

Among the above, the two tombs at Delhi of lsa Khan 
and Adham Khan besides being buildings of considerable 
architectural appearance, contain elements of interest. 
The fonner shows in the buttresses of its comer piers the 
remains of the "Firuzian slope" and is notable as it is 
the last building of its kind to include this structural 
batter in its composition. (plate XXI, Fig. 2.) On the 
western side of its enclosure is a small mosque which, as 
it was produced in 1S47 and therefore some years aftet 
the jamala masjid, carries this class of building still 
another stage towards its final achievement, as fulfilled 
in the Qila-i-Kuhna mosque of Sber Shah Suri. The 
central building of lsa Khan's tomb is a well-balanced 
structure, complete in all its particulars, but slightly 
lacking in height, a defect not uncommon in the octa
gonal type. An attempt to overcome this failing 
is obvious in the other example, the tomb of Adham 
Khan built fourteen years later, not only by erectiDg the 
entire conception on an eminence, but in the design of 

1 Architectural Survey of India, Vol. II, 1871. 
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The earliest provincial style to emerge was in the 
country of the Punjab, as here the first contacts with 
Islam were made through its two principal centres, the 
cities of Multan and Lahore. Although little more than 
two hundred miles apart, Islam made its way into these 
cities during different periods and by separate routes. 
Multan was first to come within the sphere of Moslem 
influence, as in co~uence of the rather premature 
Amb invasion of Sind m the eighth century, It became, 
a century later, the capital of an independent Arab 
State. Afterwards. due to this early penetration, its 
associations were continued with Southern Persia to 
which there was ready access by sea, river, and road, so 
that this ~rtion of India, including Multan, throughout 
much of Its history, was inclined to be more Iranian 
than Indian, as its arts even now p1a.inly testify. Lahore, 
on the other hand, received its Islamic influence at a 
later date, although not from Persia direct but through 
what is now the country of Afghanistan, as it was not 
until the tenth century that ltIahmud of Ghazni wrested 
the Punjab capital from Hindu rule, and brought it with
in his domination. On the destruction of Ghazni by the 
rival power of Ghor, Lahore, once the provincial seat of 
the Ghazni rulers, became the real capital of the dimi
nished Ghaznavide kingdom, and in the twelfth century 
royal residences to accommodate the princes of that 
dynasty were a feature of the city. 

Of the style of architecture that the Ghaznavide 
palaces in Lahore assumed, there is no information, as 
they were ahnost entirely obliterated in the middle of the 
twelfth century by Ala-ud-din Ghor. That they were 
of much the same character as those in the parent city 
of Ghazni is most probable, but of this one time most 
sumptuous city of Moslem Asia there are only fragmen
t~jns. In some of the more remote quarters 

. of city, there are examples of a very ancient 
type of wooden architecture, now rapidly disappearing, 
certain features of which bear a resemblance to the 
buiJdiDgs of the Saljuqs of the twelfth century, although 
they are considerably later in date. (Plate XXIV, Fig. 
I) As will be explained in due course, there is much in 
the treatment of the timber construction of these 
Lahore exame: that can only be in~enous in origin, 
on the other d the immense projecting bosses and a 
particaIar kind of pattern in the carving are clearly of 
SUjuqiaD extraction. The wood employed is that 
ImOwD as "ber" (miP,"" jtljtIlHJ), and is now not often 
UledOl1 account of its rarity. It may be assumed there
fan that. although the two cities of Lahore and Multan 
nceived their Moslem attributions from different sources, 
with the result those of Lahore were of Ghaznavide
Saquqian origin, while those of Multan were of an Arab
l'eDiU1 derivation, it is more than likely that on the 
wboIe the Indo-Islamic art culture at both centres had 
mach in common. Such building art as these two cities 
p!Oduc:ed it is proposed to regard as of one style, that 
of the Punjab. 

From this rather scanty data, combined with informa
tion deduced from the type of building evolved slightly 
later,· it may be inferred with some certainty that the 
pre-mediev.al architecture of the Punjab was constructed 

mainly of brick, stone suitable for such purposes not 
being readily available' in the alluvial plain of the Five 
Rivers. And it was brickwork of a remarkably fine 
quality, the bricks being not unlike those used by the 
Roman builders, broad but thin, and when occasion 
demanded it was not uncommon, for them to be laid in 
upright courses to insure additional strength. This 
brickwork it was the custom to reinforce by means of 
wooden beams inserted in the walls, so that the builcfin&s 
were timber-framed, with no arches, as the beam and 
bracket system prevailed. These brick and timber 
walls were sloped to provide greater stability, the 
battering surfaces being a survival of an ancient mud 
brick tradition. In addition to the beams embedded 
horizontally within the brickwork, there were other 
substantial wooden elements, notably doorways, with 
windows above and also overhanging balconies, the 
whole providing a very artistic wooden facade. To re
lieve the inconspicuous effect of the half timbered 
construction, parts of the building were decorated with 
painted plaster, and there were also panellings of glazed 
tiles in brilliant colours. 

So distinctive in its design and mode of treatment are 
the remains of this architecture, particularly in the 
handling of the woodwork, as shown in some of the 
examples in Lahore city as well as one or two in Multan 
and also in certain smaller places such as Chiniot, that 
they imply an unusual derivation. There is nothing 
quite like this manipulation of wood in any other deve
lopment of Islamic art, as the doorways. are framed with 
carved designs resembliDg heavy tassels and knotted 
fringes, recalling pleated fabrics made of felt drawn uJ? by 
cords on each side to fonn the opening. Such a fanciful, 
and at the same time elegant scheme, combined with 
the fact that the controlling lines of the building in which 
they were contained were sloped, recalls in a manner 
the appearance, shape, and fittings of a tent. So much 
so that it is a matter of speculation as to whether the 
entire conception was not a survival of a nomadic exis
tence lived in some of the wide arid spaces of the Punjab 
and the adjacent Great Indian Desert, where the inhabi
tants at one time were dwellers in tents. There is some
thing strangely attractive in these wooden house facades, 
which although basically Islamic are nevertheless 
strongly impregnated with the imaginative genius of 
the indigenous craftsman. 

Except for these remains of timber construction, there 
are no complete examples of the building art of this 
period in Lahore, but in Multan there is a group of the 
five tombs of an ancient date which may help to throw 
some light on the style which immediately succeeded it. 
Each is the mausoleum of a saintly personage associated 
with the history of the city, and. their construction 
extends .over a period of one hundred and seventy years, 
from the middle of the twelfth to the beginning of the 
fourteenth centuries. It is unfortunate that several of 
them appear at different times to have been seriously 
damaged, necessitating ccmsiderable restoration, so that 
in most instances some of their structure is relatively 
modern. As a whole, the design of the original build .. 
ing in each example seems to have been respected, and 
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Fig. t Gaur, Bengal: Qadam Rasul (1530) 

Fig. 2 Gaur, Bengal: Entrance, Tantipara Mosque (cir. 1475) 
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W8ved that in architectural effect they may not 
diflerent from their appearance when first 
These tombs are as follows :-(1) Shah Yusui 

(II52) ; (2) Shah Bahau-l-Haqq, died 1262; 
Sbahid, died 1270: (4) Shah Shams-ud-din 

died 1276; (5) Shah Rnkn-i-AJain (1320-24). 
bailt of brick and there is a certain amount of 

in more than one of them, while glazed tiles 
place in the decoration. The first four are square 

bIlt the largest and most important of all and 
example of the series, that of Shah Rukn-i

II octagonal and has a pronounced sloping outline 
)ower storey. 

earliest of the group, the mausoleum of Shah 
Gardizi, is believed to have been built shortly 

death in the middle of the twelfth century and 
..... _.,_ rectangular sha~~~uggests that it was possiblr 

eJ(ort. (Plate XXII, Fig. 2.) In this partl
T~"_ it difters from the other examples of the series and 

the.. fact that. it is in one storey, being a fiat 
~.__ cubical building standing within an enclosed 

Its elevation consists. of the almost un
..... IIlrI8£4!Sof four vertical walls, the sole relief being 
.flIa" by an oblong portion slightly projected to frame 

doorway, and another to contain the ,"ilwab in the 
t~~·~. In common with other buildings of its class 
..... are to be found in Persia, it relies almost entirely 

Its effect, not on the usual features employed in 
architectural compositions such as a variety of =' contrasting passages of light and shadow, or the 
ioa of mouJdings, but wholly on the brilliant play 

colour produced by its surface ornamentation of 
eacaustic tiles which encase every part of its outer walls. 

is not improbable that most, if not all of these tiles 
been renewed at a later date. yet the patterns are 
mainly geometrical, some are inscriptional, but 
designs are rare, an indication that the law of the 

Inpbet prohibiting natural forms was strictly observed. 
.AIdioaP most of the faces of the tiles are merely painted, 

are moulded. into a form of low relief deCoration ....,.h. an earl)' development of the art, thus preseD:
.... a rich plastic appearance as well as a scheme of 
~ colour. 

.. three succeeding examples of the tombs in Multan 
all built within a period of fifteen years, shortly 

after the middle of the thirteenth century and are of a 
ftI'J ctilerent architectural formation from the fore

t is true they are rectaDgular in plan, but any 
then ceases, as they are in three stages, the 

which is square, above is an octagonal second 
~ while over all is a bemisPherical dome. The 
..... to be built, that of Sbah. -Bahau-i-Haqq is the 

repnsentative of this ~. and is a monument of 
_ little distinction. Consisting of a tall foundational 
Itcny IOIDe forty feet in height, devoid of ornament but 
~ for elect on its excelJent proportions, the facade cont.- ODe feature only, a well-deiiped arched door
way in receding planes. Over the battlemented parapet 
01 this storey rises a lofty octagonal drum fonnmg 
with aD arched openjDg in each face an elepnt clerestory, 
above which is the broad ovoid of the dome. Although 

in its plainness almost p,ustere, yet this tomb has an ap
pearance of p~ strength combined with a simple 
elegance which 15 noteworthy. (Plate XXIII. Fig. 1.) 

After the production of these three tombs, half a 
century elapsed before the Jlultan builders were again 
called upon to exercise their art in any monumental 
work. Then they became engaged on an undertaking 
which matured into their finest achievement, the inauso
leum of the famous saint Shah Rukn-i-Alam, one of the 
most impressive buildings in this part of the country. 
(Plate XXII, Fig. 1.) It is recorded that this tomb 
was executed to the order of the Delhi ruler Ghiyas-ud
din Tughlaq between the years 1320 and 1324, and 
therefore contemporary, as has been shown, with the 
construction of his own roy,al sepulchre at Tughlaqabad. 
In its d~ign and execution alI the experience gained 
during the fashioning of the previous examples together 
with that subsequently acquired, appears to have been 
requisitioned. and then, concentrated on its conception. 
Unlike its predecessors the plan is not square, but octa
gonal, an early if not the mitial appearance of such a 
shape in the Islamic architecture of the country, and 
nearly fifty years' before it was accepted at Delhi, as 
proved by the first tomb of this form, that of Tilan
gani, built there during the reign of Firuz Tughlaq in 
1368 (Chapter IV). Then a striIdDg feature of its 
elevation is the effect of its sloping sides, the connection 
of which with the pronounced battering walls of the 
Tughlaq king's mausoleum referred to above, having 
been already explained. The slope .in the Jlultan 
structure was emphasized by the addition of tapering 
turrets at the angles, a prominent architectural feature 
which attracted that attention of the enthusiastic builder 
Firuz Tughlaq, who some twenty-five years later re
produced it in his own style of architecture at Delhi. 
As already shown the slope form of turret, together with 
the battering wall derived from the Multan tombs, 
~isted in the Islamic building art of the country. this 
mclined e1fect gradually becoming subject to modifica
tion, until it ceased after the middle of the sixteenth 
century. With this facts in view, and contrary to 
theory, it is clear that the provincial style of Jlultan, 
owing to its early a~ and strong rr-' . aHty, 
instead of ~ inftuenced ifself by the ro monu
ments at Delhi, actually imposed some 0 its more 
characteristic features on the imperial style. 

The tomb of Rukn-i-Alam at lIultan is a building of 
no mean dimensions, as its octagonal base measures 
90 feet in diameter, and its total height including its 
finial is lIS feet, the heiflht of the first storey being SO feet 
and the second 2S feet, while the dome is SO ft. wide inside. 
Although of brick foundation, its appearance is con
siderably enhanced by bands of carved timbering sunk 
into the waDs at appropriate intervals, and to ~ 
rich texture and co)nl1rin. the brickwork is elaborately 
chiselled, and ~~inJaid with brilliantly ~ 
tiles. The underlying ideals of its creators are fairly 
clear. In that element of slope ~ the dimi ..... 
iDg mass of a pyramid and the inclined buttresses 
supporting the outer angles, the intention was obviously 
that of stability and permanence. Then its great height, 
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elevated as the building is on a terrace, is an attempt 
to dominate the surroundiDg country and introduce a 
focal point of interest into the monotonous dead level 
of the landscape. The tiles were an effort to bring a 
note of bright colour into the dull dust tint of its desert 
setting, while its walls of thirteen feet of solid brickwork 
through which the subdued light passed along the tunnels 
of the clerestory criJles were a means of shuttiDg out the 

blistering heat and searing sunlight for which Multan is 
legendary, thus providing a cool and sombre sanctuary 
for the saint's last repose. In style this mausoleum 
represents three patterns of culture, Arabian, Iranian, and 
Indian, something of the best has been taken from the 
building traditions of each, to produce a monument of 
marked architectural character and possessing a solemn 
grandeur suitable to its purpose. 

I 

, 



CHAPTER VIU 

PROVINCIAL STYLE, BENGAL (cir. A.D. 1300 to ISSO) 

results of this movement are to be found in 
parts of the province, but the majority of the 

are grouped within a tract of country now 
IlllIUII the Malda district of the province of Bengal. 

the junction of the two rivers the Ganges and 
*_:llahaJUUlda, was the strategic centre of this region. 

for several centuries in the early mediaeval 
life of the country was concen~ted. With
of several square miles in extent are strewn 

t .CCIDCl:ete evidences of a paramount power's continu
,.cca;pation of these parts, as shown by the character 

rmWniS, now grown over by rank vegetation, 
lQI_ged by the silt and the swamp. There can be 

m India containing such a wide expanse 
ruins, of fortresses, palaces, citadels, immense 

_ lWIlVS and embankments, towering city walls 
triUmphal archways, m~ues and tombs, besides 

of derelict sculptures all mdicating that here was 
.ClClllIUIlCl.n graveyard pf several civilizations which 
had their day and are now forgotten. Amidst this 

of destruction at least three great cities have 
traced, the earliest consisting of Lakhnauti. the seat 

two Hindu dynasties of the Palas and the Senas. 
later the two capitals of the Mohammedan invaders, 

and Pandua, for during the period of Islamic rule 
centre of the administration was transferred from one 
the other. It is from what remains of these two 

~;.iOIUUDllJlledan cities. supplemented by a few rare 
~ elsewhere, that the style of architecture evolved 
~ the Moslem occupation' of the country may be 
4letenDined. 

It is possible to resolve the Islamic buUdin~ art of 
Bengal into three phases, or rather two preliminary 
stages. and the third recording its ultimate develop
ment into a specific style: (1) the period extending 
from the first conquest of the country aIld while the 
capital was at Gaur until it was moved to Pandua. from 
A.D. 1200 to 1340; (2) from the date when the capital 
was established at Pandua until the building of the 
Eklakhi tomb-I340 to 1430 (3) during the period from 
the date of the re-transfer of the capital to Gaur, until 
the country was acquired by the Mughals, cir. 1442 to 
1576. 

The first stage is illustrated by a group of buildings, 
not however at the capital, for nothing of Lakhnauti is 
now in situ, but at what might have been in the four
teenth century the river port for Bengal. Here at the 
riverside village of Tribeni. a settlement in the Hughli 
District, and at the hamlet of Pandua in the same 
locality, the earliest examples of M<!Slem handiwork in 
Bengal may be studied. It is most probable that the 
Mohammedans first established themselves at Tribeni 
and then pressed inland from the river, eventually, about 
t}Je year 1340 bringing under their control a consi
derable area included within the present districts of 
Hughli and Burdwan. The principal mosque at Pan
dua, now ruined almost beyond recognition, was a very 
large structure, its walls and arches aPe of brick but its 
pillars are of basalt and evidently taken from dismantled 
Hindu temples. Less damaged than the remainder is the 
central aisle where still stands to the right of the main 
",ilw.b the mimbar or pulpit in carved stone. If the 
date of its building is previous to the middle of the 
fourteenth century, as is surmised, this mosque was the 
model for the much larger and more important Adina 
Masjid at the Mohammedan capital of Bengal, also 
named Pandua, to be described later. Although in a 
sad state of decay this village mosque is a landmark in 
the development of Moslem architecture in Bengal as it 
appears to be the earliest existing example of a multi
domed mosque having a quadranplar plan. 

Adjacent to this ruin is another building, fortunately 
kept in a fair state of repair, which although perhaps 
in the course of its history has been considerably mo
dernised, possesses some architectural value. This is a 
Tower of Victory, which, according to tradition, was 
erected by a Muslim saint named Shah Suri-ud-din to 
commemorate his conquest of the Raja of Pandua 
towards 1340. Although about one hundred and 
twenty feet high, its rather inelegant proportions of 
width in relation to height cannot be overlooked, but 
the faces and flanges with which its different stories 
are decorated have clearly been inspired by that much 
more famous monument the Qutb !tUnar at Delhi. 
begun nearly a century and a half earlier. In this 
example the repercussions of the imperial style under 
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the Slave and Khalji dynasties on this distant provincial 
development are interestingly displayed. 

The remains at Tribeni, the other early Moslem 
settlement in Bengal, are perhaps older than the fore
go~, and in some respects are rather more complete. 
Consisting of a mOsque and tomb the former bears 
in Arabic inscription recording the year A.D. 1298, but 
the mosque as it now exists, is not contemporary with 
the inscnption, as it was entirely re-tonstructed into its 
present fonn at the beginning of the 16th century. 
The adjacent tomb however which commemorates one 

. of the 6tst of the Mohammedan adventurers in Bengal. 
Zafat Khan Ghazi, although damaged by time has 
remained untouched and is clearly of the earlier date. 
In this structure it is possible to see an improvisation 
from a Hindu temple dedicated to the worship of 
Krishna, its various parts having been taken to PIeces 
and re-assembled in a form suitable to serve as a Moham
medan tomb-chamber. In the process of re-erection it 
was found nect!!tsary to supplement ~rtions of the basalt 
masonry by brickwork walls contaming pointed arches, 
which, if original as they appear to be, are the earliest 
of their kind in Bengal. As an example of Islamic 
architecture it is a building of little consequence, but its 
significance lies in the fact that it depicts clearly the 
methods employed by the new rulers at this time. The 
data is scanty, as the tomb at Tribeni is the sole record, 
but in the abseJQ of productions of an original character 
on Illy ancient sites, it is fairly clear that for the first 
ceIl~ or more of the Mohammedan occupation 
of the country, the system of a wholesale conversion of 
the existing Hindu structures to suit the changed 
conditioDs, was the one in usual practice. 

The second Itage in the evolution of the building art 
in this style, is also represented by one example only, 
but, unlike that of the previous phase, it is the largest 
and most important Moslem buikling in the whole 
of Bengal. It was obviously the outcome of an impulse 
which not infrequently COOles sooner or later to those 
in power to ~ themselves by means of imposing 
monuments, original in design and construction and 
confOl'JDing to their own individual ideals. Such a 
movement in this instance appears to have coincided 
with the transfer of the capital from T .akhnauti, or ~ur 
as that city became known to the Mohammedans, to a 
site some 17 miles to the north called Pandua. Pandua 
itself was however no virgin foundation, its great square 
mound five miles in diameter bears material proofs of a 
remote and historical past, and at the time of the 
removal contained undoubtedly remains of its previous 
occupation. Here the new Moslem capital W8I es
tablished, and the ruler SiJrander Shah (I~) ad
opted the traditioGal p:-ocedure of building a eongre
ptioaal lDOIQue u its f~ ~t, which he began in 
1364. Now almost completely deserted, some idea of 
the imJDellle )fohalllJDelJan population of Pandua at 
the time may be pthered from the size of this mosque, 
which is one of the most capacious of its kind, and 
coukl readil~e several thousand worship-
pers (plate • To the spectator standing within the 
expansive q courtyard of the Adina Masjid, 

surrounded by its seemingly endless array of archways 
many of them fallen, the conception as a whole presents 
the appearance of the forum of some ancient cJaasic:al 
city rather than a self-contained Muslim house of prayer, 
with the high vaulted sanctuary on the western side 
simulating an imperial approach in the form of a majestic 
triumphal archway. Yet it is planned on orthodox lines, 
a. .. the courtyard, which measures 400 feet long by 130 
feet wide is enclosed within the usual ranges of pillared 
aisles, five bays deep on the western or sanctuary side 
and three on the remainder, consisting of 260 pillars in 
all. Moreover, the entire composition is encircled by a 
wall, making its outside dimensions a rectangle of S07 
feet long by 285 feet wide, nearly equalling that of the 
Great Mosque of Damascus (eighth century), to which 
building mainly on the grounds of size it has been 
mistakenly likelled. 

Around the interior of the courtyard and forming a 
continuous facade, is the screen of arches, to the num
ber of eighty-eight, and surmounted by a parapet twenty
tw~ feet in height from the ground, above which may 
be seen the domes of the- roof one over each bay and 
amounting to 306 in all. At the south east comer three 
of the archways are open to the outside and constitute 
the main entrance, an unusual position, and it seems 
unfortunate that its designers did not think of introduc
ing a fine lofty gateway in the middle of the eastern 
side to conespond with and balance the mass of the 
great sanctuary hall on the west. There are three other 
entrances but consisting of quite small doorways in the 
western wall towards its northern end. Two of these 
lead to an upper storey, a compartment imposed on the 
northern aisles of the sanctuary and known as the BtIIl
sW-ka-TIIW (King's Throne), but in reality a private 
chapel reserved for the JdDg and the ladies of the roral 
househokl. The design aneI construction of this portion 
of the mosque display several notable features, as the 
upper storey is supported on a range of arches carried 
by pillars of a remarkable type. (Plate XXIV, Fig. 2.) 
They are veey short ponderous piers rather than pillars, 
abnormally thick, square above and below and surmount 
by massive bracket capitals. Pillars of a similar type 
are found in other buildings in Bengal but are seen no
where else in India, and are unique. On the other hand 
the pillars actually forming~ storey are of more 
usual ~ns, with fluted shafts and 
expanding lotus cap'itaJs, of which, both above and 
below, .having evidently been removed from same 
pre-existing Hindu structure of exceptional ctwacter. 
Within this chapel royal and all along the inner face of 
the western wan alcoves containing DUhrabs have been 
inserted, thirty-two in number, one opposite the centre 
of each bay and an exquisitely desiped and sculptured. 

But unquestionably the most impressive portion of 
this mosque was the central nave of the sanctuary 
which, even now that it is roofless aod shattered, still 
retains some of its original stately appearance. It is in 
~ form of a well-proportioned hall aligned east and 
west and therefore transversely to the ranges of the five 
aisles which extend from each of its sides. In length it 
is 70 feet, and 34 feet across, while the height from 
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the paved 1l00r to the ridge of its pointed roof was 
~bably So feet. dimensions corresponding approxi
iDately to the lady chapels in several Gothic cathedrals. 
The facade. which has almost entirely disappeared was a 
rec:tangula.r screen So feet across and 60 feet in height 
up to the omamental merlons forming its parapet. 
Within this frontal screen was the entrance to the 
sanctuary. a pointed archway 50 feet high and 33 feet 
wide. a most imposing portal in keeping with the 
dimensions of the hall to which it gave access. The 
lCheme of the facade was completed by minor archways. 
QD each side of the rectangular screen above the parapet. 
and containing staircases by which the muezzm could 
ascend to an upper platform. on the same principle as 
the Qutb mosque at Delhi. 

The interior design of this hall was equally striking. 
Along each side were the five tall pointed arches leading 
to the aisles. and through these. their endless length 
and the diminishing perspective of their piers might 
be viewed. It is however to the roof above that at
tention is specially directed because although now in 
ruins. it seems fairly certain that it was at one time a 
superb pointed arched vault. If this is correct it is the 
earliest examJi:n of a form of construction very rare 
indeed in In· architecture. What the exterior of 
the vault was like is not clear. but the whole super
structure a~ to have been composed of a stupendous 
mas of brickwork several feet thick. and it is not 
unlike by that on account of its undue weight it has 
collapsed. 

No description of this sanctuary hall would be com
plete without a reference to the treatment of the noble 
expanse of wall surface at its western end. Here are 
three outstanding elements essential to the ritual
a central mihrab. another supplementary one to the side. 
and a mimbar or pulpit. In the space above these on 
each side carved hi relief is a large rosette. or full-blown 
lotus. standing out !. and sharp from the plain surface 
of the wall. while· up over the whole is raised an 
interlaced omamen device. boldly produced so as to 
be aeen distinctly from the ground. All are exquisitely 
wrought but the eye naturally turns towards the main 
feature. for few examples of architectural plastic art 
can ~ual the design and execution of the central mihrab. 
This JS in the form of a trefoil arched alcove contained 
within a ~ framework. above which rise several 
tiers of mouldings and narrow panels delicately ins· 
cribed. rather than carved. with arabesques and calli
paphic texts. But th~ alcove itself is the principal 
Object, not only on account of its pac_eful shape but 
becuIIe of what it reveals. as nothinc in the building 
ut of Bengal coaJd throw a clearer light on the aesthetic 
coaditioos that then prevailed. For this mihrab is a 
copy, with slicht adaptations, of ~ type of niche 
foUd on JIUIIlel"OUS &DCient sites in Benpl and Bibar. 
which enshrined images of the Buddha. and also fipres 
of the Hindu deities. It is true the .",1Ij ...a or 
"san face" at the apex. and the __ or s8cnd gooae 
at the sprins of the arch have beeo converted into 
patterns of CCIIIVeIltioDal and therefore iDDocuous 
loliap. while the interior of the rec:esa has been panelled 

with the Islamic motif of the hanging lamp of light, but 
sav.e for these relatively minor alterations, this Moslem 
mihrab might have been a canopied niche on a·Buddhist 
stupa of an omamental tin..,. within a Hindu 
temple. (Plate XXV.) 

Although of proportions approa.chinc the grandiose 
and evidently manifesting an attempt _to satisfy the 
craving for size only, the Adina .lIasjid presents a 
certain grave and stately dignity. It is vast but it has 
mass and largeness as weIf as· space-value. while the 
scale throughout has been consistently maintaiQed. 
Some of this breadth of eff~ has been obtained by the 
quali~ of the materials employed. and the able ma.nner 
in Which theLu~:' been al!Pfied. Much of the upper 
~ of the .. • including the arch~ and &mes 
was of brick. but a great deal of the substructure of the 
facade was composed of finelr prepared basalt IIl&IOIlrY 
None of the stonework is original. it was all stripped from 
~ Hindu structures at ukhnauti and places 
m its immediate neighbourhood. It is very doubtful 
whether the Moslem overlords ever obtained any of 
their stone from the natural sources of the Rajalahal 
quarries. all their masonry being evidently cmnposed of 
ready-made spoils. Proofs of this may be seen m many 
parts of the Adina mosque, of carved bJocb being hi
serted with their figures surfaces embedded in the 
interior of the walls. as in the mimbar of the sanctuary : 
of whole doorways ~ wherever required u in 
the entrance to the B -ka-Takht, and there is 
good reason to believe that all the three hundred pillars 
have been appropriated from Hindu stractures. Many 
temples and palaces appear to have been dismantled 
to provide the amount of stone required and it is not 
improbable that the finest monuments of the Hindu 
capital of Lakbnauti were demolished ill order to produc:e 
this one Mohammedan mosque. 

AmOll, the numerous features that this structure 
brought mto the building art of ~ two are of more 
than ordinary importance. one relating to its usthetic 
appearance, and the other10 its constractioaal dwacter. 
The former refers to the type of arch that was adopted 
by the Mohammedans in the building ut of these puts. 
and which was maintained with little variatiaa thrOash
out its entire course. It is a siDpJady pac:efal fDan of 
what is known u the '~' an:L, haviDe its Cella. at 
the import level and with Its 8pUl greater than its radii, 
and is therefore not unlike that Which was beiag WIed 
about the same time with such effect in FIIgIish, tothic 
churches of what is ]mown u the "Decorated" period 
(1.}OO-5O). The other and CODItructioDal feature COG
cerna the method by which most of the baildinp were 
roofed. The plan of ardIed bays which fonDed the 
inferior desip of the mosques was an a.rra.npmeDt in· 
viting the introduction of some system of cross-vaultiDs. 
but With the exception of the vaulted roof o~·er the nan 
of the Adina mosque, previously mentioDed, this was 
not adopted. Instead smaU domes were raised over 
each bay supported by pendentives of an interestiac 
kind. These peaden~wae foaned of bricki built in 
ovenailing coones, the bricks in each altemate c:oune 
heine set diagonally so that their comers project, a 
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eleven arches, the central one being larger than the 
others, but it is also remarkable for its circular and 
almost detached turrets as the comeri which, with their 
bastion-like character and rounded cupolas recall the 
angle towers of the mosques at Delhi of the previous 
century. These occasional borrowings from the im
perial style testify to the intermittent nature of the 
association, both political and architectural, which wac; 
maintained with the central power. 

After the building of the Tantipara Masjid about 
A.D. Li75, there ensued a period of over half a century 
when examples of this type of mosque appear to have 
been produced at intervals of every few years. Most 
of them are at Gaur and are (x) the Chamkatti or Cham
khan masjid. c. Xt7S; (2) the Daras Bari masjid, and 
(3) the Lotan masjid both about x..so; (4) the Gunmant 
masjid, c. x484; (5) the Chota Sona masjid c. xsxo; 
(6) the Bara Sona M'asjid 1526; and (7) the Qadam 
Ri.sul mosque, x530. T&ere is also a mosque at Bagha. a 
town in the Rajshahi district and dated 1523. Some of 
these buildings are of considerable size as for instance the 
Bara Sona Masjid (Great Golden Mosque) which is the 
largest of all the monuments in Gaur. having an open 
square in front of 200 feet diameter, with handsome 
arched gateways in the middle of three of its sides. The 
sanctuary, a iectanguJar structure of brick faced with 
stone is 168 feet long by 76 feet wide, its parapet 20 feet 
hich forming a long shallow curve below which is spaced 
a series of eleven pointed arches between the octagonal 
turrets at the angles. Its interior contains impressive 
aisles of arches carried. in front of the western wall with
in which is a mihrab opposite each bay. The Daras 
Bad is another 1arge mosque built of brick but with its 
pillus of stone. Amq the many terra-cotta patterns 
on its walls is one representing an unusual foliage subject 
which, in intent, is similar to one J>!OOuced as far away 
as Ahmedabad in the Sidi Sayyid mosque and built 
about the same time (Chapter IX). It depicts the pheno
menon of a ~tic creeper growing out of a crevice 
in the trunk of a palm-tree (the "paIm- and parasite" 
motif), which spreads itself out so that it fills the entire 
space with its leafap, but in the course of time it will 
torture and fiDaIIy strangle the larger tree in its sinister 
embrace. Whether any contact could have been possi
ble between the ~er of these nro works of art, so 
alike and yet so distantly situated, is a matter for 
speculation. 

Another fine bailctiIIg at Gaur is the Gunmant masjid. 
with its vaulted ~ carved with relief decoration 
rich in new detail, whilein the Chota Sona Kasjid (Small 
Golden 1IoIque) the five arches of the faade are of 
the multiforin pointed order reminiscent of a similar 
form of CUIp in the arches of the screen of the Arhai
din-b-jhompra at At:; Finally, there is the Qadam 
Rasul 1IlOIqUe. a au till structure with the three 
arches of its facade supported by examples of that ex
cessively short and powerful pillar characteristic of the 
Beopllrtyle, and ~ extracted from some pre
vious lliDdu buiIdiIj. This massive form of pillar is 
aleo well iDuatrated in the restored moaque at Tribeni in 
the Hughli District, and reconstructed about the same 

time, so that the only two buildings on this site are 
instructive as the tomb represents the beginninf and the 
mosque the end of the movement. For the ~ 
Rasul at Gaur, in spite of its ponderoas columns, records 
in other parts of its composition that littleness of treat
ment which usually predicts the approaching decline. Its 
wall surfaces are divided up into a monotonous diagram 
of panels, each repeating the same meaningless aad 
stilted motif, giving the whole a trite and stylized ap
pe&!&D~. It is from such an example showing the 
beginning of the decadence, that the true value of the 
style may be appraised. especially in the insistent curve 
o( the cornice its most original and characteristic feature. 
In the first buildings the effect of this downward curve 
has the charm of strangeness and possesses a certain 
refinement not by any means unpleasing. But in the 
Qadam Rasul. and also to a lesser degree in the mosque 
at Bagha buUt in the same decade, the elements with 
which it is combined and by which it is supported have 
lost their robustness. with the result that the whole 
structure tends to become ftaccid and formless. (Plate 
XXVII, Fig. 1.) 

One monument at Gaur, not a mosque or tomb but a 
circular tower called the Firuz M'mar and built about 
1.,.s8, a~ to have been erected to serve the two 
purposes of a Tower of Victory and also as a "...". 
for the ~ to prayer. on the same principle but to a 
much smaller scale as the Qu:tb Minar at be1hi. It is 
about eighty-four feet in height and in five stories, the 
three lowest being twelve sided while the two upper are 
round. )lost probably it was finished above by a 
rounded cupola in the Piruzian style of Delhi. but the 
upper J!&rt has fallen. A feature of this tower is its 
decoratiOn, which besides the embeJlishment in brick 
and terra-cotta, al~ included certain patterns in blue 
and white Jiazed tiles. Such a distinctive form of 
enrichment ID colour which is also found in the facades 
of the Tantipura and Lotan mosques, does not appear 
in the earlier examples and was probably introduced 
into the Bengal buildings from Delhi in the first half of 
the iifteenth century. Most of this glaze is rather 
roughly executed with insipid colouring, and shows 
little eVidence of having been practised with any great 
skill. although it adds a contrasting note to the dull red 
to the brickwork. On the other hand the terra-cotta 
ornamentation which is much more profusely applied. 
has every characteristic of an art having an ancient 
heritage. This relief decoration as a rule was not 
moulded. but curved in the clay when it was in the 
"peen" ductile state between the wet and the dry, and 
afterwards fired. (Plate XXVII. Pig. 2.) Judpg from 
the clwader of the patteras and. their technique, it 
appertains to a form of folk-art, and in the Hindu 
period depicted sacred symbols, primitive motifs, .... 
clary incidents. and even COIltinUOUS fipre subjects m.a 
the ap-o)d mythology of the country. Under Ifoelem 
rule the local workmen had to adapt their art to the Dew 
conventions •. and produce abstract designs of a reometric. 
arabesque, and nondescript foliage~. As to the 
stone carving on the Mohammedan builciiJIII wbae it 
was original it was the handiwork of IIincfu artiIans, 
but prepared from patterns and inlcriptions spedled by 
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Fig. I Cambay: Jami Masjid (1325) 

Fig. 2 Ahmedabad: Tin Darwada (cir. 1425) 
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the Mohammedan rulers. These Bengali craftsrnen 
were skilled in their art as the remains of the Pala and 
Seaa sculptures testify, and were the successors of 
tIIat famous Eastern School of sculpture of the 
Baddbist-Hindu period of the ninth and tenth 
c:etlturies. 

To sum up, the Islamic architecture of Bengal is not a 
ItyIe of building of a very impressive kind, although 
It lose to considerable heights m certain of the earlier 
aampes as for instance in the Adina Mosque and the 
Daldril Darwaza. but these two monuments were in a 
-.sure exceptional. symptomatic of passing phases of 
a.cessive ambition and self..exaltation. When the 
JIasIern rulers had settled down to realities with less 
Wated ideals and proceeded to build structures of 
more moderate proportions as shown in the third and 
IB&ture phase of the style, their productions were more in 
accordance with the prevailing conditions. What they 

achieved may not have been a great art. but its construc
tive principles were sound, its appearances were 
inventive and original, and it was peculiarly suitable 
to the climate and to the purposes for which it was 
intended. 

Although the best examples of the style are confined 
almost entirely to Bengal. it was of a sufficiently force
ful nature to be carried still further east. so that it 
penetrated into the country of Assam. Evidences of 
this appear at Dimapur in the Sibsagar District. as on 
the site of an early capital of the Kachari Rajas there 
is an entrance gateway. probably of the sixteenth cen
tury, which is identical with the mosque fronts of Gaur 
and Pandua. It has the central pointed archway. 
octagonal turrets at each end, and the characteristic 
curved cornice. all indicating that it was revresentative 
of a style of architecture which implanted itself wherever 
the Moslems were established. l 
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CHAPTER IX 

PROVINCIAL STYLE. THE MOSQUES OF JAUNPUR 
(cir. A.D. 1360 to cir. 1480) 

HAD not the De1hi Sultan, Sikandar Lodi, at the 
close of the fifteenth century shown his impla
cable enmity towards the last of the Sharqi 

kings of Jaunpur by ruthlessly destroying or mutilating 
the monuments of that d~asty, its buildings woula 
have provided a provincial manifestation of Indo
Islamic architecture of more than ordinary interest. 
As it is. the five mosques that the Lodi rulers was 
prevailed upon to spare, illustrate in a very complete 
manner the aesthetic appearance and infonnative nature 
of the religious architecture. but. on the other hand. 
of the secular buildings. there remains no trace. Jaun
pur was a large and important dependency of the Delhi 
empire. forming its eastern bulwark, and its governor 
was honoured by the Tughlaqs with the title of Malik
ush-Sharq, of "King of the East", afterwards to become 
known as the Sharqi (Eastern) dynasty of Jaunpur. 
The Sharqi kings had a brilliant and meteoric oareer 
lasting for less than a century. but it was a century of 
great architectural activity, and practically all the 
buil~ that were produced during their rule are to be 
'found m the capital city of the state. The city of 
Ja.unpur stands on the river Gumti, thirty-four miles 
north-west of Benares, and was one of the strategic 
capitals which Firuz Shah Tughlaq, the Sultan of 
Delhi. established in various parts of his dominions in 
the middle of the fourteen century. Founded thus by 
one of the house of Tughlaq, and fiourishing most of its 
time while that dynasty was in power, the marked 
Tughluqian character of the style is readily explained. 

The course of Jaunpur's history corresponded in date 
approximately to the latter half of the fourteenth 
and the first half of the fifteenth centuries, each of these 
centuries denoting a phase in its architectural deve
lopment. The fourteenth century may be regarded as 
a period of preparation. the building records of that 
time that have survived, although indicating the 
direction in which the art was moving. are of no special 
architectural significance. It was during the remaining 
period in the fifteenth century. after its rulers had 
thrown off their allegiance to Delhi, that the style 
was formed and its typical buildings were produced. 

The remains of the structures at J aunpur dating 
from the fourteenth century are few in number, con
sisting of the fort. now represented only by its eastern 
gateway. and a rather commonplace mosque within the 
fort. all built "?r I,\>rahim Naib Barbak in 1376-77; 
about the same time the foundations of a congregational 
mosque were laid, afterwards to become the Atala 
Kasjid, but owing to a variety of circumstances, its 
construction was delayed for over a generation. Not 
much information as to the state of the art can be derived 
from these projects, but another building, a few miles 
outside the city, and the earliest of the entire group, 
throws a little light on the subject. This is the masjid 

of Shaikh Barba at Zaftirabad, a yillage marking the 
site of an earlier Islamic settlement. Recorded to have 
been erected as far back as A.D. I3II, this mosque is an 
improvisation from materials stripped from Hindu 
temples within its vicinity. It is oran unusual type. 
consisting of a large square hypostyle hall of 65 feet 
side. its fiat roof 20 feet in height being composed of 
stone beams supported by a forest of over sixty pillars. 
the entire conception, although solidly constructed, 
having a definitely crude appearance with little to 
attract the eye. Yet it is quite possible that the bulky 
nature of its frontal portion, some ten feet thick, con
tains the rudiments of what was afterwards to become 
the outstanding characteristic of the Jaunpur mosques, 
the pylon formation of their facades. 

The beginning of the fifteenth century however 
brought Jaunpur's opportunity thro~h two events, in 
the first place, taking advantage of Tunur's capture of 
Delhi, the state assumed independence, and secondly, 
this position having been attained, it came under the 
rule of Shams-ud-din Ibrahim (1402-36), who proved 
himself one of the most enlightened sovereigns of his 
age. The imperial city of Delhi lay. for the time being, 
derelict, and for a brief period under Ibrahim's intel
ligent patronage, Jaunpur appears to have taken -its 
pface. the light of its ancient glory being defiected on to 
the Sharqi capital. Attracted by its c:ultured court, 
it was the resort of stages and literati driven from 
Delhi and elsewhere by the vicissitudes of the time. 
Especially was Jaunpur famed for the number and 
variety of its colleges, thus becoming a king of university 
town, being alluded to as the Shiraz, or leading seat of 
learning of India. Architecture and the arts were also 
encouraged, so that, in the course of a very short period 
it boasted of many fine buildings-palaces, mosques, 
tombs, and all the external attributions of an imperial 
capital. Prominent amon~ these structures was the 
Atala Masjid, which Ibrahim caused to.be erected in 
1408 on the foundations prepared by Firuz Shah Tughlaq 
some thirty years before. The earliest building of his 
reign, no example coUld have been preserved which 
would illustrate more characteristically the cultured 
conditions that then prevailed. (Plate XXX.) For 
although neither large nor very highly finished in its 
detail, this mosque in the freshness and vigour of its 
style, if thoroughly expressive of the stimulating in
tellectual influences by which it was surrounded. More
over, it furnished the model for all the mosques of Jaun
pur, by none of which, in design, was it ever excelled. 

The Atala Masjid takes its name frOID the fact that 
it was built on the site of the Hindu temple of Atala 
Devi, the materials of which, together with those of 
other temples in its vicinity, were utilized in its con
struction. The general arrangements of this mosque 
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are accordinR to convention, as it consists of a square 
courtyard of 177 feet diameter, ·and around are ~ 
posed its various parts. on the three sides are the clois
ters, and on the fourth side is the sanctuary. The 
cloiaters are very spacious, being as much as 42 feet 
across, for they are five aisles deep besides rising up into 
two stories, two aisles of the loWer story being formed 
into a range of cells with a pillared verandah faciDg the 
street. thus providing external accommodation for 
visitors or merchants, the entire mosque covering a 
square of 258 feet side. In the middle of each of these 
three sides, and interrupting the line of cloisters is a 
handsome structure forming a gateway. the two on the 
north and south being the most prominent as they are 
lUIDlounted by domes. But the largest and by far the 
most striking part of the scheme is the sanctu~, 
occupying the whole width of the western side, and III 
the design of its facade the jaunpur architects have 
combined artistic skill with remarkable orisinaUty. 
In the centre raises a lofty commandiDg feature shaped 
like a 'pylon with sloping sides recalling the propylons of 
some Egyptian temples, its height being 75 feet and its 
width at the base 55 feet. Within the pylon is a great 
arched recess eleven feet deep, and cont~ the 
entrances to the nave and also the arcaded wmdow 
0J)ellings by which it is illuminated. This arched 
pylon. a most distinctive structure, becomes the main 
theme of the composition. beiDg ~ted to a smaller 
scale by similar pylons placed on either side of it. and 
it is again caught up by the three gateways in the 
cloisters, so that the whole effect is one of balance and 
rhythm. skilfully adjusted. Moreover its recesses 
and projections. its solids and voids. are so well disposed 
as to accentuate this rhythm by means of alternating 
passages of strong lights and deep shadows. 

'nle interior of the building is equally well conceived, 
its san~ary consisting of the usual central nave 
with pillued transepts on either side. the former a 
rectangular hall. 3S feet by 30 feet. and roofed high up 
by a single hemispherical dome. The decorative 
treatment of the nave consisted of spacing it vertically 
into three stages, each depending on an a.rrangement of 
arches or arcades for its effect. The lowest compart
ment has three mihrabs and a high pulpit approached 
by steps on its western face, while the arched openings 
to the transepts form its sides. Above this, the second 
st~ is composed of eight decorated arches, four of 
which are squinches bridging across the angles, thus 
changing it mto an octagon. It is throUgh acreened 
openings "ithin these uebes that light is admitted to 
its upper part. The third or uppermost stage is con
verted by means of brackets in each corner into a sixteen 
sided story. each side containing an arch. so forming a 
kind of arcaded triforium to support the dome. This 
dome. fifty-seven feet high ins1cle, its under surface 
elegantly ribbed. is constructed by means of circular 
courses of stone. the outer side being covered with a 
thick layer of cement to give it the simple spherical 
curve off its exterior. The transepts extending on 
each side of the nave are long pillared halls. the centre 
opening out into an octagonal bay, or side chapel. 
roofed by a smaUer dome. while at the further end 

they become two storied, the upper compartment bein,r 
surrounded by perforated stone screens and reserveCI 
for the zenana. 

Many of the elements contained in the design of the 
Ataia llasjid were derived almost directly from the 
architecture of the Tughlaqs at Delhi, for instance the 
recessed arch with its "friDge" of ornamentation, the 
shape of this arch and the sloping side of its supports, 
may all be seen in a more refined form in Mobammed 
Shah's tomb at Tughlaqabad. That somewhat illogical 
principle of the beam and brackets supporting the 
arches of the jaunpur examples is also from the same 
source, while the plain square shafts of the pilJars, and 
particularly the tapering turrets on the quoins of the 
western wall exterior, are copied from those on the build
ings of Firuz Shah Tughlaq. There must therefore have 
been engaged in the production of the AtaJa mosque 
a number of workmen trained in the traditions of the 
imperial style at Delhi and brought from that capital for 
service under the Sharqi rulers. On the other hand the 
manner in which the elements comprising the scheme 
have been combined and adapted to form a distinctly 
original composition seems to indicate that the actual and 
final conception was due to the genius of a master 
builder possessing understanding and vision of a very 
highly trained order. There is inscriptional evidence to 
the effect that Hindu artisans 'ftre largely employed on 
the work. and these local guilds of masons, freed from 
the restraint of their age-old indigenous cQnventions. 
may have been mainly responsible for the inventive 
fonnation and fresh spirit of such a notable architectural 
synthesis. 

A conspicuous feature of the.\tala llasjid is the rear 
wall of the sanctuary. in the architectural treatment 
of which there is much that is worthy of study. (Plate 
XXXII, Fig. 2). According to usage the qibla or 
"direction" of the prayer hall resolved itself into an 
expansive wall containing no openings of any conse
quence, a fact which presented additional difticulties 
to th, mosque designer as may be seen in the exteriors 
of most buildings of its kind. In the jaunpur example 
the great plane of this retaining wall was relieved by 
three boldly projection surfaces, one corresponding to 
each of the principal compartments of the interior. and 
thus coinciding with the three domes above. Each 
corner of these projections is emphasized by a tapering 
turret a 1arger replica being attached to the two main 
angles of the building itself, the whole arrangement 
providing a thoroughly workmanlike solution of a 
rather efusive problem. It is from this rear point of 
view of the mosque that the conjunction of the two 
main elements of the exterior. the dome and the facade 
pylon. and the inconsruity that they present. are most 
instructively brought to notice, as well as the bare 
appearance of the rear aspect of the pylon itself. What
ever the position of the spectator, a buildinghaving any 
architectural ~ should preserve certain struc
tural ~bes of which a logical interrelation of its 
parts IS most essential, and a glance at the dome of this 
mosque. overpowered. obscured. and almost enveloped 
by the plain back wall Df the pylon shows that these 
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principles were not observed. Such, however, as already 
explained, is a defect, fundamental in aU the mosques 
of this kind. Yet seen from the side, and at a distance, 
the morning sun throws an exquisite mauve and grey 
shadow from the angular planes of the pylon on to the 
rounded surfaces of the dome. an .effect however, more 
fortuitous than intentional. 

Nearly a generation appears to have passed after the 
building of the Atala Masjid, before other mosques 
at Jaunpur were produced, represented by two examples, 
the Khalis Mukhlis Masjid, and the Jhangiri Masjid, 
both erected about 1430. The former, built to the order 
of two Governors of the city. M'aliks Khalis and M'ukblis, 
is a plain serviceable structure, its facade, domed hall, 
and transepts being devised on the same system as the 
Atala Masjld. with however but little ornament to relieve 
the stem simplicity of its design. As a contrast to this 
austere example, is the Jhangiri M'asjid, built about the 
same time, which although but a fragment of the original 
fabric, in the richness of its treatment. when complete, 
must have been an architectural gem. Only the central 
portion of the facade remains, but the fine screenlike 
appearance of this arched pylon has given the building 
its name of }1uJ",iri. or screen. From such a small 
pOrtion of the structute not much can be deduced as to 
the architectural appearance of the whole. but judging . 
from the fact that the entrance, instead of being arched, 
is formed into an arcade of three ~gs on the pillar, 
beam, and bracket principle, the inftuence of the indi
genous system seems to have been persistent. It also 
conveys the impression that the builders were not so 
much concerned in its constructioJ1 or the proportion 
of its parts, but were- more interested in the plastic 
treatment of its surfaces, which is finer than that on anr 
of the other Jaunpur examples. Were it not that thIS 
mosque was succeeded by others in which the initial 
power and vigour are 'Still much in evidence, it might be 
presumed that the Jhangiri Masjid was an instance of 
that elegance without strength which foretells an ap
proaching decline. 

The next example, known as the LaI Darwaza Masjid 
(Red Door Mosque), built some twenty years later 
and therefore abo1lt A.D. 1450, is a SVlaU mosque forming 
part of a. scheme which included a palace since des
troyed, planned and put into execution by Bibi Raja, 
the queen of Mahmud Shah (1436-58). It appears to 
ha.ve been a private chapel attached to the palace, 
which was approached by a distinctive "high p-te 
painted with vermilion", hence its name. A simplified 
feptoduction of the Ataia llasjid, and about two thirds 
in _, the interior difters from its a.rchetype in one 
respect, as the ~ lJPPer compartment for the 
senana is placed in a central position adjoining the nave, 
and not ~ to the far end of the transepts. In 
this a1teratioa ODe sees the inftnence of the royal lady 
who ficnred . tly in the hist of the dVII ty, 
and in her =:= on additional~~for 
her leX. All the Jaunpur mosques, however, show that 
tpecial attention was giveD to the ~ needs of 
WClIDeD, as ~ were always provided for their 
acc:oaunodation, the beautiful open-work screens, by 

which they were surrounded being a feature of the 
style. (Plate XXXI, Fig. 1). The architect of the 
La1 Masjid is said to have been a Hjpdu named Kamau, 
the son of Visadru, but as the building shows no marked 
indigenous inftuence and is quite according to t~, it is 
apparent that the other mosques were prepared under 
the same conditions. In design this mosque consists of 
a courtyard one hundred and thirty-two feet square, 
with the forms of its three gateways leading up to that 
of the pylon of the facade, but as owing to its smaller 
size the side pylons of the sanctuary were omitted, it 
does not possess the weU-de6ned poise and balanced 
effect of the Atala Kasjid. 

Not long afterwards the largest and most ambitious 
of the Jaunpur mosques began to be erected, the Jami 
M'asjid, the mean date of its construction being A.D. 1470. 
(Plates XXXI and XXXII). It owed its production 
to Husain Shah who came to the throne in A.D. 1458, but 
who was the last the Sharqi dynasty, for during his 
reign Jaunpur as an independent state came to an end, 
being absorbed into the kingdom of Delhi. It is there
fore the final example of the style. The scheme of this 
mosque repeats in most respects, although on a larger 
scale, many of the essential features of the Atala 'Masjid, 
with however certain marked divergencies. Its general 
a~ce is made impressive by the entire structure 
being raised on a terrace some 16 or 20 feet above its 
surroundinp, so that its entrances are approached b)' 
steep but unposiDg ftights of steps, a conception evt
dently inspired by some of Firuz Tugh.Iaq's mosques of a 
similarly elevated type at Delhi. The courtyard is a 
square of 2I feet side, and the cloisters are two stories 
in height, but only two aisles in width, a contrast to the 
generous five aisle cloisters of the Atala Jlasjid. The 
three entrance halls, one in the middle of each side, are 
of equal proportions, each with a handsome dome, and, 
as was intended, they are a prelude to the great central 
pylon which soars high above everything at the western 
end of the quadrangle, being 85 leet hlch and 77 feet 
wide at its base. On each side of this dommating 
feature are the arcaded wings of the side-aisles, above 
which may be seen the roof of two 1arge halls forming 
the transepts of the interior. 

This interior consists of the square hall of the nave, 
thirty.t feet in diameter, designed on much the 
same syStem as that of the AtaJa Kasjid already des
cribed, but with a few alterationi due to its larpr 
size, such as the clerestory arcade being of the open 
variety in order to tight the inside of its dome. On each 
side of the central hall connected by arched opeainp 
are the pillal'ed side aisles, pIM:ed transversely to the 
long axis of the sanctuary, each containiDg a second 
story, the upper compartment, with its ~ fiUed 
in with perforated stone 8CI'eeDS, provjding a private 
chapel for the ladies of the royal household. So far the 
scheme of this moaque deviates but little from thOle 
previously referred to, but in the treatment of the space 
beyoDd these side-aIsIes, the desipen broke freIh 
.rround aDd introduced &Q. ~t entirely different 
!rom that in any other baildiDc of its c:lus. On eIch 
side they added a creat vaulted hall correspoadins to a 
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Fig. 1 Ahmedabad: Screen in Sidi Sayyid Mosque (dr. 1515) 

Fig. 2 Champanir: "Nagina Masjid" Tomb (cir. 1525) 
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Fig. 2 Mandu : Jami Masjid (1440) 
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transept, each 50 feet long, 40 feet wide, and 45 feet 
hiP, its spacious interior unobstructed by any supports, 
but adequately lighted through the archways which 
open on to the courtyard, and with three mihrabs 
opposite them on the inner wall. What, however, in 
these compartments of the transept is unique, is the 
shape and construction of their roofs, which take the 
form of a wide pointed vault, the whole recalling in 
several of its aspects a Gothic college hall or refectory. 

These transept halls of the Jaunpur Jami Masjid 
pnsent a very interesting study. Unencumbered by 
pmars or support of any kind, an interior, provided 
with such a clear open space is rare in Indian architec
ture, and not common elsewhere. The only attempt at a 
similar construction in the country was the nave of the 
Adina Mosque at Pandua, in Bengal, built exactly a 
hundred years previously, but in this instance the vault, 
which was of brick, has fallen. In the Jaunpur example 
the roofs are intact, and in as good order as when 
first erected, much of which is due to the sound methods 
and scientific ingenuity employed in their construction. 1 

To achieve their purpose the builders first threw across 
the forty feet space a framework of four pointed arches 
or ribs consisting of two transverse ribs at wide intervals 
in the middle, and two wall-ribs or "formerets" at 
each end. This system produced a permanent centering, 
and on it were laid the infalling or "severies," formed 
of Bat stones fitting on to the backs of the ribs. The 
result is a solid stone shell, built of large blocks and 
materially homogeneous. A vault of such a size and 
shape woukl tend to exert a considerable outward thrust, 
and therefore, to counteract it the exterior walls. from 
the haunches of the arched roof down to the foundations 
were. made abnormally strong and solid. as they measure 
some ten feet in thickness. As a matter of proportion, 
the interior of these transept balls of the Jami Masjid 
would have been much improved had they been designed 
at least ten feet longer, i.e., sixty feet in length. And 
there is no .reason why they should not have been so 
extended, as an elongation would have brought the end
walls into alignment with the exterior face of the cloisters, 
but the whole of this portion of the scheme as evidently 
in the nature of an innovation. a detennined experiment, 
which. as far as it went. undoubtedly succeeded. One is 
filled with admiration at the simple and straightforward 
manner by which it was effected. 

With the Jami Masjid the building art of Jaunpur 
came to an end, and it may be useful to compare it 
with the first effort of the Sharqi dynasty, the Atala 
Kasjid, which is undeniably the touchstone of the style. 
An interval of over sixty years separates the construction 
of the two buildings. so that they' are the work of two 
difterent ~nerations of artizans, yet the design of the 
Jami Kasjid. the last to be produced, is proof that the 
architectural forms prescribed by the designers of the 
earlier example were steadfastly maintained. It is true 
there is a certain falling away from the high standard 
let by the Atala builders. notably in the direction of 
architectural effect as for instance in the depth of the 
p-ojections and recesses. particularly in the treatment of 
the great pylon, but, taken as a whole. the Jami Kasjid 

shows few real signs of decadence. Its imperfections, 
and they are mainly those of the front elevation. appear 
to be due to its designers attempting something rather 
beyond their capacity. they conceived the idea of the 
two grand vaulted halls forming the transepts. but 
failed to harmonize these satisfactorily with the other 
elements of the exterior. There is consequently an 
unfinished and somewhat disjointed appearance in this 
most important portion of the scheme. Bold, almost 
daring in their constructional originality, the difficulties 
of the workmen eng~ed in such all undertaking seem to 
have been those arismg out of the aesthetic aspect of 
their project rather than the technical. and the fact of 
being unable to overcome them has prevented this 
mosque from being a work of architecture of more than 
ordinary merit. 

In spite of the frequent appearance of the arch in the 
mosques of Jaunpur, always. be it noted, of the "dep
ressed four-centred" or "Tudor" variety, with its 
"fringe" of spear-heads. now converted into a "fieur de 
lys." never omitted, the builders rarely seemed quite 
happy in its use. They were often uncertain of its 
curves the contours of which in some of the larger 
examples wavered weakly. As the style progressed the 
shape of this feature altered and improved, a fact 
noticeable in the great arch of the central pylon of the 
Jami Masjid. and al.'IO in the form of the vaulted roofs 
of the transept halls. But the masons were obviously 
more conversant with the application of the other and 
indigenous system of bridging a space, that of the beam 
and bracket, of which they made frequent use in all the 
buildings of their timt'. 

It cannot be said that the workmanship of these 
mosques displays· much refinement in its technique. 
most of it is bold and forceful almost to coarseness. its 
character is strong, purposeful. and sincere. but with 
few signs of that delicate elegance which is usually a 
feature of the previous temple architecture. The 
pillars of the mosques have square monolithic shafts 
with a moulded band across the middle. and a similar 
moulding above forms the capital. from which spring 
clusters of ponderous brackets. Some of these brackets 
would be graceful compositions. especially where one 
branches out of another. where they not so roughly 
executed. More carefully prepared are the traceried 
patterns in the window openings. arcades, and perforated 
screens, particularly of the Atala Masjid. many of which 
are intricate geometrical designs. but, again. not very 
finely chiselled. Yet all this unsophisticated handiwork 
seems to accord with these conceptions as a whole, as 
they are vigorous, incisive structures, possessing an 
~uousness and untutored assurance which cannot 
fad to impress. 

The style of building that prevailed under the Sharqi 
rule. although shown to have been confined. almost 
entirely to the mosque of Jaunpur. at the same time 

1 Adina UOIClue. bunt 1384. size 10 feet by 34 feet, aDd 50 
feet biCh. Jaunpur Jami Yasjid. built 146.t. size 50 feet by 
40 . feet aucl 45 feet hiP, 
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exercised its influence to a certain degree on the architec
tural productions of other places within the confines of 
the state, as may be seen in the Arhai Kanjura Masjid 
at Benares, and the Jami Masjids at the towns of Etawa 
and Kanauj. This influence is indicated by the ap
pearance of the arched pylon in the centre of the facades 
of these mosques, a formation which, as already ex
plained, is the keynote of the style and OCcurs in no 
other manifestation of Indo-Islamic architecture. It is 
not unlikely that so distinctive a feature as this arched 
pylon may have been self-originated. the wide experience 
of the builders imported :from Delhi and the creative 
genius of the indigenous builds of craftsmen would form 
a combination quite equal to devising such a fine frontal 
effect. Yet on the other hand the pylon with its great 

archway may have a derivation of its own, and represent 
the last phase of a psychological fact closely connected 
with the progressive history of Islam. Its similarity to 
the gateway of a fortress seems something more· than a 
coincidence. Mohammedanism was a militant move
ment and wherever its outposts were established often 
during its early years, its followers had to take the 
precautions of sheltering behind defensive walls. Fort
resses thus became their rallying points, and the gates 
of these their vital parts. With this tradition latent 
in the background of their consciousness, eventually the 
fortified gateway became a symbol, its shape. but not 
its intention, finally passing imperceptably into their 
religious architecture to form the central feature of the 
mosque facade. 

/ 
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CHAPTER X 

PROVINCIAL STYLE: GUJARAT 
FIRST AND SECOND PERIODS (1300 to I4S8) 

By far the largest and most important of the 
Provincial Styles was that of Gujarat, a region 
corresponding to what is now the northern 

division of the old Bombay Presidency, with its capital 
city of Ahmedabad towards the centre. There are two 
main reasons for the Indo-Islamic architecture of this 
part of the country being pre-eminent, one, owing to the 
assiduous patronage and building ambitions of the 
Muslim dynasty who ruled it, and the other to the 
profound artistic traditions of the inhabitants. As 
regards the fonner it does not appear that the pat
ronage thus extended was inspired by the particularly 
cultured character of the Ahmad Shahi Sultans, theIr 
court was not noted as a centre of learning, nor did any 
of the dynasty show personally any special intellectual 
interest in the arts. But these rulers were powerful 
potentates, desirous of surrounding themselves with 
material evidences of their might, and, in a spirit of 
emulation to impress others with their sumptuous 
architectural enVIrOnment. It was therefore not so 
much their aesthetic in being that produced such 
structural achievements, but the egotism of a forceful 
and prosperous regime finding expression in magnificent 
monuments which, although not the highest ideal 
nevertheless was responsible for remarkable results. 

Any apparent deficiency in the quality of the royal 
patronage was however more than balanced by the 
second of these prime factors, the unrivalled aesthetic 
resources of the conquered territory. As elsewhere the 
Muslim rulers were almost entirely dependent on such 
local labour as was forthcoming to carry out any of their 
projects, architectural or otherwise, and accordingly, in 
view of their building aspirations they were fortunate 
in finding in the country of Gujarat some of the most 
accomplished artizans in the whole of India. For 
~erations these guilds of craftsmen had been employed 
In building the Brabmanical and Jain temples which 
10 profusefy adorn this region, so that architecture and 
all the arts associated with it had become part of their 
racial consciousness. To direct this genlus to their 
own purposes was an easy matter for the Muslim over
lords, and the facility witb which the craftsmen adapted 
themselves and their art to the new conditions indicates 
that such a change preseated no insuperable difficulties. 
Yet it is noteworthy that hitherto these indigenous arti
zans had invariably carried out their work strictly in 
accordance with the elaborate rules laid down for them 
in the si/pas which constituted their architectural code. 
When these hereditary temple builders were constrained 
by the Islamic authorities to change their orientation, 
and create structures of an entirely disparate order in the 
form of mosques and tombs, the ancient rules of their 
craft became at one stroke obsolete, and could no longer 
be their guide. Such an architectural subversion does 
not however appear to have aftected to any appreciable 

extent the ordinary course of their work, or the quality 
of their craftsmanship. They began to produce the new 
type of building with just the same aesthetic and 
constructive sense as when every measurement was 
dictated to them and every detail bound by a precise 
religious formula. Judging from the freedom displayed 
in every ~t of this Indo-Islamic architecture, the 
Gujarat artizans found the release from such restraint 
not unwelcdDle, for in spite of being now under subjection 
they certainly expressed themselves even more abun
dantly than when independent yet enslaved by their 
own hieratic conventions. 

In such circumstances it is not remarkable that of all, 
the provincial styles which emerged under Islamic rule 
that which llourished in Gujarat is the most indigenously 
India. Although in every intention strictly Islamic, 
the pattern of these buildings, or what may be called the 
undertones, are in the idiom of the country while, as 
will be shown, in some of the finer examples consi
derable portions of their 'Compositions are adaptations 
and even entire extracts from either Hindu or Jain 
temples. The position as a whole however diftered but 
little from that which preVailed in most countries 
conquered by Islam except, in this instance the artizans 
were probably more resourcdul, more fertile, and more 
vitally artistic than elsewhere. A parallel to these 
conditions, but outside the world of Islam. is that which 
occurred in the development of the Gothic style at a 
slightly earlier date in England. Just as the Norman 
invaders were at the mercy of the English masons in the 
production of their cathedral architecture, so the Muslim 
overlords of Gujarat were in the hands of the local 
guilds of craftsmen in the preparation of their mosques 
and tombs. In each case however the ruling autho
rities in their respective spheres exercised almost un
consciously an intelligent controlling in1luence, through 
the application of which the world became enriched by 
monuments of exceptional beauty and vigour. 

Thi1l Islamic style of architecture 1l0urished in Gujarat 
for a period of some two hundred and fifty yean from 
the time early in the fourteenth century when the 
GovernOR appointed by the Khalji Sultans of Delhi 
established themselves in the towns of the western sea
board, until the independent rule of the Ahmad Shahi 
d~ty declined, and the country in the last half of the 
5ttteenth century was absorbed into the empire of the 
lrIughuls. For convenience of study the style may be 
resolved into three periods. Beginning with the period 
of the fourteenth century, particularly during its earlier 
half, there was first the customary phase of demolition 
followed by one of reconversion. In the building of this 
stage much of the construction has the appearance 
of being formative and experimental some of the mosques 
have a certain charm and considerable dignity, but the 
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and ten smaller ones, while the ceilings are elabo
c1ecora.ted with cusped and other geometrical 

which had previously adorned some temple 
particular treatment of the square sunk 

ceilings persisted throughout the style, as it 
effective and the designs being usually 

_ venltional order were not contrary to the tenets 
From the style and formation of the Jami 

Broach it is clear that except for a certain 
of direction and supervision given by Muslim 

the actual production was the handiwork of 
of local artizans who had most probably 

seen a mosque or any structure of this 

twenty-tive years later the Muslim rule in 
appears to have been administered from the 
aea~ town of Cambay, and about the year 

JaDll Masjid was erected there. (Plate XXXIII, 
lu(llnIU!: by the appearance of this mo~ue it is 

... rnhlIlhle that the local guilds of indigenous 
been reinforced by a group of artisans 

Delhi, accustomed to working in the 
mode as practised in the Moslem capital. 

this may be seen in the sanctuary of the mosque, 
not a simple open structure as in the previous 
at Broach, but it has an enclosed facade with 

after the manner of the Qutb mosque at Delhi, 
Arhai din ka Jhompra at Ajmer. Moreover, the 

position of these arches, the technical charac-
the masonry consisting of alternate broad and 
courses, and the architectural treatment of the 
as a whole, proclaim that its creators were not 

' .. trlIinE!d in the Delhi tradition, but also in one of 
IItjlndlvc styles. For in the Cambay mosque we 

of the Khaljis, of Ala-ud-din Mohammed 
and specially of that building at Delhi 
Jama't Khana at the dargah of Nijamud

facade of which bears a strong family likeness 
Gujarat example. On the other hand in the 

inside the archways of the facade at 
• something has bee,n borrowed from the Ajmer 
mosque, as shown by the pillars just within the 
archway. These pillars at Cambay have ~ 

an engrailed arch of temple extraction, a 
it should be noted, was afterwards to 

pmmin.ent.ly as the graceful flying arch within 
openings of the later mosque facades of 
addition, therefore, to the fine proportions 

_IIti.E!d appearance of the Cambay Jami Masjid, 
intelligible design provided the master key 

lIlCl8qtlLe architecture 04 Gujarat ; it opens to view 
circumstances which led up to this parti

of structure, but also what it took and what 
in a word it reveals much that was subsequently 

into the distinction of an organized style. 

r:allllOirt the satpe character as the preceding but a 
date, having been built in A.D. 1333, 

of Hilal Khan Qazi at Dholka. It is a 
even simpler structure but with a notable in
the facade in the shape of a pair of tall 

.. !Iltlll turrets, one on each side of the central 

archway. In design these turrets are indigenous, 
with no definite traces of Islamic iniluence, but they 
are apparently an attempt to produce something corres
ponding to a minaret, without however any exact 
knowledge as to what this was like. or for what purpose 
it was intended. Their signiflcance lies in the fact that 
they provide an early indication of that demand for a 
minaret, a feature which afterwards became an out
standing element in the Gujarat mosque design. Ano
ther mosque at Dholka is that known as the Tak, or Tanka 
Masjid bearing the date 1361, and is of the open variety, 
its sanctuary consisting of pillars, over a hundred in 
number, of a singularly rich type, and its decoration is 
of the same elaborate order, but all of purely Hindu 
origin. Except that it carries on the style for another 
stage, and shows that the temple attributions still 
persisted, this mosque is architecturally unimportant. 
It invites attention, however, because it is one of the 
last buildings of the kind to be produced in Gujarat in 
the Fourteenth century, and thus marks a definite 
pause in the ~ess of the building art in these parts • 
For at this tune the country, together with the other 
Muslim dependencies, was experiencing notable political 
reactions owing to the increasing instability of the 
central power at Delhi. The provincial governors 
whose personal patronage provided the chief source of 
architectural inspiration, were principally concerned in 
maintaining their own individual positions, and were 
too pre-occupied in this to give much encouragement to 
the art of building. In reality, therefore, only the first 
half of the fifteenth century was the period of prepara
tion for these developments, as on account of the state 
of uncertainty that then existed an interval of inaction 
ensued before conditions were again favourable for a 
further advance. These conditions were fuUilled in the 
early years of the century, when· Gujarat came under 
the rule of Ahmed Shah (1411-42), and its complete 
independence was established. 

The Second Period into which the provincial style of 
Gujarat has been resolved, and which flourished during 
the first half of the fifteenth century owed its remark
able development to the forceful personality of Ahmad 
Shah I. This ruler began his long and prosperous reign 
by founding, in 1411, the capital city of his dominions, 
naming it after himself, Ahmedabad, and with its 
construction he also inaugurated an era of unparalleled 
architectural activity. For, stimulated by his zeal for 
building projects on a large scale, the officials of the 
court, and other eminent persons, also undertook the 
production of mosques, tombs, and similar structures 
within the precincts of the capital, so that few cities can 
boast of more or finer examples of monumental architec
ture than the capital seat of the Ahmad Shahi dynasty. 
Upwards of tifty mosques, large and small, irrespective 
of tombs, are to be counted within its walls, the whole 
forming a rich exposition of Indo-Islamic art. Ahme
dabad stands on the left bank of the Sabarmati river, 
and the citadel with its palace, as was the custom occu
pied a prominent position within a rectangular enclosure 
on the river front. Away from the citadel and towards 
the centre of the city itself, Ahmad Shah began the 
great Jami Masjid, connecting this mosque by means of 
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a wide thoroughfare thus creating a grand processional 
route, issuing from the main gate of his own fortified 
palace. Had the orientation of the mosque permitted, 
this "Kings Way" would have centred on its principal 
portal, but that entrance having to be on the east, 
necessitated the road being aligned so as to pass on its 
northern side. From this point the scheme was ex
tended by an area in front of the mosque being made 
into an enclosure to contain his own royal mausoleum 
while beyond, another court was prepared for the 
"Tombs of the Queen," the whole forming an imperial 
necropolis conjoined to this sacred structure. Astride 
the "Kings Way." a stately triumphal arch was erected. 
the Tin Darwaza or "Triple Gateway." so disposed as 
to constitute the main entrance to the outer courtyard 
or Royal Square of the citadel. and from this central 
elevation the king enthroned. viewed on a terrace in 
front. the pomp a.nrl pageantry of his court. It will be 
seen that the entire conception was an effort at town
planning of a highly spectacular order. one of its Objects 
being to produce an appropriate architectural enVlrOn
ment to the imperial ceremonials. 

Chief among the buildings erected in Ahmedabad 
during the early part of its founder's reign were four 
mosques, each illustrating a phase in the development 
of the style. These are (I) Ahmad Shah's mosque with
in the citadel (2) the mosque of Haibat Khan. (3) the 
mosque of Sayyid Alam. and (4) the Jami Masjid. all of 
which were completed within the first quarter of the 
nfteenth centulY. A beginning was made with Ahmad 
Shah's mosque in the citadel. followed very shortly 
afterwards by that of Haibat Khan. The former is in 
the same tradition as the Jami Masjid of Cambay. the 
old threads of the bullding art being picked up again 
after an interval of some seventy-nve years. As would 
be expected in view of this intermission, a slight advance 
on the earlier structure is observable as shown in the 
treatment of the buttresses on each side of the central 
archway, and the turrets above, the latter now dismant
led. In this mosque under Ahmad Shah's enthusiastic 
incentive. it is possible to see the building art again 
coming to life. Smaller. but of the same type is the 
masjid of Haibat Khan. except that on its front rise a 
pair of tapering turrets which, together with a series of 
the nve prominent rounded bastions on the exterior of its 
western wall. suggest theinfiuence ofFiruzTughlaq's style 
at Delhi of the last half of the previous century. What 
makes the turrets of this mosque of some significance is 
that they mark a further step m the formation and posi
tion of that characteristic feature. the minaret. to attain 
which the builders were evidently striving. It is how
ever in the third of these examples, the masjid of Sayyid 
Alam, stated to have been built in 1412, that the Ahmad 
Shah style of mosque design is actually beginning to 
assume its final form. and it seems not improbable that 
this structure was in some respects the experimental 
model for the great Jami Masjid becun shortly after
wards. The Sayyid Alam mosque, in common with 
others in Ahmedabad, has lost its minarets, but the 
bases of these remain, to indicate their character and 
position on the facade, while the facade itself contains 
several elements, such as the porticos on the wings. the 

projecting cornices. the ornamental brackets. together 
with a variety of decorative details. which in their form 
and arrangement anticipate those better composed and 
more skilfully apportioned in the. J ami Masjid. The 
same applies to the interior of the Sayyid Alam mosque. 
for the appearance of the nave has been improved by 
an additional intermediate story, or embryo triforium. 
and there are other features all in a nascent stage, await
ing a master mind to bring them to maturity and 
integration. 

The Jami Masjid of Ahmedabad which was finished 
in A.D. 1423 is generally considered the high water 
mark of mosque design in western India. if not in the 
entire country. (Plates XXXIV and XXXVII). It 
represents a definitely logical development from the 
earlier structures just described, some of which, as 
already shown, bear evidences of being exploratory 
and inventive, others tentative and not quite sure of 
themselves but one and all making their contribution 
of parts to the whole. At this particular juncture. as 
proved by this tine monument. the building art takes a 
decisive step forward. it rises to a higher plane, from 
the previous stage of hesitation and experiment 
to something approaching a complete and perfect 
realization of the ideal. Yet although conveying 
an impression of finality. this mosque even in its 
apparent perfection, represents a living. growing, and 
expectant style, a fact to which the subsequent examples 
amply testify. It can only be presumed that the occa
sion was one of those rare psychological moments des
tined to produce an architectural genius of phenomenal 
faculties and powers. so that his work developed into 
something more than an orderly pile of moulded mas0-
nry, and became a thing of the spIrit. For this building 
speaks of that "silent flowering in stone of the souls 
of men, whose ways of life and thought had 1l0wed into 
the things made by their hands." 

o 
The architectural effect of this mosque is concentrated 

in the sanctuary. especially on its facade, although the 
llagged courtyard in front measuring 255 feet by 220 
feet. by its broad and simple spaciousness is a means of 
emphasizing the richness of its structural formation. In 
his conception of the front elevation of this sanctuary 
the architect has combined the two different facade 
conventions, the screen of arches on the one hand and 
the pillared portico on the other, placing the former in 
the centre with the latter on the wings. It is an arrange
ment which had been already attempted with some 
degree of success in the Sayyid A1am facade. but the de
signer of the Jami Masjid skilfully brought it into a 
closer relationship with the whole. By means of the 
juxtaposition of the screen with the columns he achieved 
at once a subtle contrast between the volume and stren
gth of the wall surface. and the depth and airy lightness 
of the colonnade. As a composition of solids and voids 
this facade is superb. with its three main openings well 
balanced and in excellent proportion, the large central 
archway accentuated and supported by the richly 
moulded buttresses of the minarets. the upper parts of 
which have now, alas. disappeared. The graceful 
curves of these arches outlined against the darker 

I 
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interior, the alternation and interplay of light and 
shade among its frontal columns, and, finally, that 
engrailed arch springing so lightly and fancifully from 
its slender shafts amidst the half tones, moves one in 
much the same manner and measure as does the grey 
arcaded west front of a Gothic cathedral. (Plate 
XXXIV, Fig. 2.) 

The interior of this mosque sanctuary takes the form 
of a hypostyle hall 210 feet long and 95 feet deep, and 
consists of some three hundred tall slender pillars, so 
closely set, that the average inter-calumniation is less 
than 'five feet, thus simulating a thick grove of silver 
pine trunks. (Plate XXXV, Fig. 1.) The arrange
ments of these pillars however has been carefully plan
ned, as they are symmetrically disposed into a series of 
~quare bays, fifteen in number, connected by columned 
interspace's and each covered by a dome. The central 
compartment of nave rises up into three stories, the 
side aisles being in two stories, while the remainder of 
the interior is one story only in height, save where there 
is a hanging gallery, or mezzanine, in the north transept 
for the zenana. Much of the varied effect of the interior 
is obtained by the structural configuration of the three 
storied nave in the centre in conjunction with its trans
epts. the latter being designed on the same principle 
as the former, the only difference being in their relative 
height. The nave is composed of two pillared galleries 
one above the other, the whole structure being supported 
on the tall columns of the hall below. These galleries 
enclose a wide central shaft or what may be termed a 
"rotunda." except that it is not circular in plan. as the 
lower gallery is square and the upper octagonal. This 
"rotunda" is carried up through both stories and is cov
ered by a dome. At each stage is a platform with a 
balcony overlooking the "rotunda" and provided with a 
sloping backed seat, similar to the temple asana. Around 
the exterior of these galleries are pillared verandahs or 
loggias. and in the arcades between the pillars are per
forated stone screens. It is through these screens that 
the galleries are illuminated. as they are so arranged 
that no direct light of any kind can penetrate, for it is 
first deflected. then reflected. before being permitted to 
diffuse itself throughout the building. 

That large-scale borrowing from the indigenous style 
of temple architecture appears in these mosque designs 
has been already shown. but in the case of the nave and 
aisles of the Jami Masjid of Ahmedabad. the contribu
tion is undoubtedly a most substantial one. In theory 
it is not far removed from the scheme of constructing 
a temple building and int~oducing it into the mosque 
sanctuary as a central compartment. To adjust this ex
traneous structure so that it conforms to its new position 
and purpose. certain alterations to the mandapa, or 
pillared hall of the temple design had to be effected, such 
as the addition of upper stories, and. most conspicuous 
of all, the innovation of the "rotunda" in the centre, 
although, as will be shown later. a form of public water
well. planned on the same principle. figures in the design 
of the wavs, or step-wells common in Western India. 
As to the additional stories or upper range of pillared 
pavilions there had been a movement for some time 

past, in several parts of the country, for greater height 
combined with more light in all forms of the building 
art. as seen in certain examples of the earlier temple 
architecture. In the tenth century temples of Sas 
Bahu at Gwalior something of the kind had been attemp
ted, while in the remains of the Rudra Mala temple at 
Siddhapur of the twelfth century, there are evidences of 
the same aim. Later the large Jain temple at Sadri, 
some one hundred and sixty miles north-east of Ahme
dabad, and constructed before A.D. 1450 shows in its 
pillared upper compartments that the indigenous archi
tects were striving after the same effect. But it was in 
the interior conception of the Ahmedabad Jami Masjid, 
that the problem of increased height and better illumi
nation. together with an upward trend by means of 
vertical lines, was most artistically solved. the structural 
principles employed being illustrated in Plate XXXVII. 

In addition to the four mosques just described. there 
is another important building of this period, but of a 
secular order, and of which mention has been already 
made. This is the triumphal archway forming the 
central feature of Ahmad Shah's processional route, 
connecting his palace with the Jami Masjid. and known 
as the Tin Darwaza or "Triple Gateway." Now en
croached on by small shops, and the fine thoroughfare 
of the "Kings Way" converted into a rather common
place bazar, this archway has lost much of its regal 
significance, but even with its original setting oblitera
ted, and amidst its somewhat mean surroundings, such 
an environment only serves to emphasize its rare 
architectural dignity. Through the associations of 
ideas. a triumphal archway, recalls the Roman concep
tion of this type of monument. and as the Ahmedabad 
example contains three openings. resembling in this 
particular the triple archways of Septimus Severus and 
of Constantine of the third and fourth centm i. s respec
tively, there is at least this feature in common. The 
Tin Darwaza is however barely 37 feet in height as 
compared with that of Semptimus Severus which is 68 
feet, but in most of its other dimensions it exceeds the 
Roman production, as it is 80 feet wide and 45 feet deep. 
A fault in its design may be felt ~n the relative propor
tions of its three archways, as while all these are of 
equal height. those at the sides are not much narrower 
than that in the centre, a great contrast between thrm 
might have produced a more rhythmic result. The 
chief attractions of this structure as a whole are the 
bold yet graceful shapes of its arches, the skilful arrange
ment of its parapet relieved by the three elegant oriel 
windows on brackets, and the form and rich carving of 
the buttresses projecting from the front of each pier. 
But it owes much of its refined aesthetic appearance 
to the contours of its arches. there being few pointed 
arches throughout the whole range of Indian architec
ture equal to those in the buildings of Gujarat, and in 
the Tin Darwaza these are seen at their best. (Plate 
XXXIII, Fig. 2.) 

During the interval of sixteen years following the 
death of Ahmad Shah in 1442, the throne of Gujarat 
was occupied by two rulers. Mohammed Shah (I442-5I), 
and Qutb-ud-din (145I-58), under whose patronage 
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the character of the architectural style was adequately 
maintained. While the former was in power, the tomb 
of his father Ahmed Shah was completed in the enclosure 
already reserved for it, at the front of the eastern 
entrance to the Jami Masjid and it is fitting that as in 
life this ruler was responsible for the noble conception 
of this mosque, so in death be lies in close proximity to 
its gate. This mausoleum is a square structure with 
.,porticos projected from the middle of each side, that 
on the south forming the entrance. Within each corner 
of this outer formation is a small square chamber, and 
between these, 1illing up the centre of each face are 
columned courts or enclosed verandahs, the whole ar
rangement comprising a kind of aisle, or cloister sur
rounding the tomb chamber within. A large dome 
covers this central chamber, and smaller domes sunnount 
those in the corners, while between all the pillars are 
perforated screens in squared patterns. There is 
nothing ~y noteworthy in the architectural effect 
of this building, but as a tomb it is of importance, as it 
is one of the first of this ~ kind to be erected in 
Gujarat, and in some respects it furnished the model for 
those that fonowed. 

Beyond the king'. tomb and indicating the limit of 
the grand architectural scheme devised by Ahmed 
Shah, is the enclosure containing the Tombs of the 
Queens, or Rani-Ka-Hujra, desicned and executed in 
much the same style, as his own mausoleum, and of 
about the same date. The BMjr", so named after the 
"Chambe1(' in which the. Prophet died and was buried, 
is a square open enclosure of 120 feet diameter, com~ 
of a substantial arcaded screen with pillared cloJSters 
carried along both its inner and outer sides; within the 
open court thus formed is a platform on which stand the 
marble cenotaphs, elaborately carved and also inlaid 
with choice metal and chaste mother of pearl. In the 
manner in which the 'whole of this conception is treated, 
there is no little sentbnental signi1icance. Privacy is 
delicatel suggested by the encircling traceried arcade, 
and fem1nism emphasizes the fragile loveliness of its 
openwork panels. while the whole scheme is one of 
conspicuous refinement. 

Mohammed Sluah's rejgD is notable for the ~ 
of a project which aftelwards developed into an archi
tectural complex of considerable importance. At Sar· 
khej, some six miles south-west of .Ahmedabad, there 
settled and died in 1446, a famous recluse known as 
Shaikh Ahmed Khattri. To his memory, Mohammed 
Shah erected on this site two monuments consisting of a 
mausoleum and a memorial mosque, both so large and 
sumptuous that the whole conception could not be 
completed duriDc his lifetime, and it was according. 
ly finished by his successor in I.451. Sancti1ied by these 
structures, Sarthej became in the course of tbne a 
nl ..... of retreat for the Gujarat rulers, as well as an 
~perial neczopoJis, and SO in addition to the oripW 
tombs there arose pahu:es, gardens, pavilions, gateways. 
a large artificial1ate, bes1deIothermauaoleums,aU on the 
same _rvI scale and of a hich architectural order. 
Becin~'rih the inaugural baildings erected to the 
memory of Shaikh Ahmed, and taking the mosque first, 

the architectural eRect of this vast composition was 
obtained by the massing of numerous gracefully shaped 
pillars, which, ~ themselves into groups of 
unending variety: present vistas from every angle. 
There is no attempt at height or anything approaching a 
formal facade, and it is remarkable in view of these 
apparent limitations, that the result is so convincing. 
The great size of this mosque may be judged by its 
exterior dimensions, which are 255 feet by 157 feet, out 
of which the hypostyle hall of the sanctuary occupies 
70 feet. As a contrast to the open character of the 
m~ue the tomb is an enclosed building, contained 
within a long range of arcades fitted. with perforated 
screens. The interior however also resembles a hypo
style hall, as it is planned in the form of pillared cloisters, 
four aisles, deep, and surrounding the central tomb 
chamber. This tomb is 104 feet square, the largest of 
its kind in Gujarat, while the central chamber is a domed 
hall of 36 feet side. As usual, the latter is enclosed by 
a series of traceried screens, but in this instance, in pJace 
of perforated marble, the panels contain a fretwork of 
brass, cut and chased into a bewildering diversity of 
elegant patterns. 

Qutb-ud.mn's short reign of seven years (1451-58) 
produced several buildings, only two of which however 
are associated with this ruler personally. One of these 
is his own mosque named after him, and of no out
standing character, while the other is a mosque and 
tomb in the suburb of Rajapur, erected in memory of his 
queen, Sayyid Buddha bin Sayyid Yaqut. The two 
latter buildings combined form a ""fUII, a conception of 
considerable size and dated 1454, the mosque being 
interesting, as in the facade is an attractive innovation, 
in the shape of a triple jLrched formation, introduced in 
place of the customary open pillars in the wings, but 
except for this departure, it tends to be a heavy and 
uninspiring structure. In addition to these royal pro. 
jects, however, there are two monuments, erected about 
the same tbne, apparently to the order of court officials, 
which are so different in design and technique from any 
other buildings of their period, as to ~est some dis
tant external induence. These two buildings are the 
tomb of Darya Khan in Ahmedabad, and the mosque 
of AliI Khan at Dholka, a town already referred to as 
containing early examples of the style. Both the tomb 
and the mosque, although situated in places a consider
able distance apart, are evidently not only contempo. 
raneous, but also the work of the same hand, the mosque 
bearing the date of .LiS3. Instead of bejng built of 
$tone. as are aU the other monuments in Gujarat, ~ 
are composed entirely of brick, and in view of this 
method of construction, no beams of pillars 1igure in 
their design, their place being taken by arches and solid 
brick piers. From the character of the architecture 
and the structural process emplofed, it seems fairly 
evident that these two buildings are examples of a 
foreign style, which at this time found its way into the 
countly of Gujarat. 

The identi1ication of this particular styles has not 
been definitely established, bat it was probably a provm. 
cial form of the architecture of Southern Persia, with 
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country the coastal towns of western India had 
_DlDlercial relations. A group of workmen from 

bringing with them the building practice of 
land, had evidently made their way first to 

and afterwards to Ahmedabad, and found service 
certain officials of Qutb-ud-din's cOurt. The 

at Dholka is much ruined, but the tomb of 
Khan, which is the finer building, is in fair 

This mausoleum is a large and imposing 
120 feet square, its tomb chamber in the 

50 feet side, rising up into a handsome dome 
the apex of the whole being 86 feet 

ground. Around this central cha.tilber are 
sixteen communicating cells, roofed by small 
four on each side thus forming a kind of corridor, 

side 'Of each cell having an archway, opening 
the facade. The bases of all the domes both 

aDd small, are sup~ed on arched squinches, 
opening is a pomted arch, so that the entire 
unlike any of the other buildings in Gujarat 
up to this time, is intentionally arcuate, 

evidently built by men working according to a 

tradition with which they were inherently familiar. 

Buildings of such a pronounced character.as these 
might have influenced very considerably the prevail
ing style of architecture in western India, as they 
introduced fresh principles and a more scientific tech
nique, but, as a matter of fact, although they may have 
had some effect, it was neither immediate nor marked. 
The indigenous workmen were too conservative and too 
closely attached to their own trabeate system to make 
any rapid change, and as to the use of brick as a building 
material, this never found favour in Gujarat. Taken 
as a whole the arch was accepted very tardily, for 
even as the style progressed and the arcuate system 
became more prominent, it never seemed really welcome, 
being grudgingly introduced more as a concession to 
Islamic authority, then as a valuable structural expe
dient. It is fairly evident that while the builders' hands 
were producing the arcuate parts of their scheme, their 
minds continued to think in terms of beams so that 
there sometimes appears a certain lack of conviction 
in their efforts at arch construction. 

PRINCIPAL BUILDINGS OF THE FIRST AND SECOND PERIODS 

(fourteenth century) Date 

:AN. (Anhilavada) 
Tomb of Shaikh Farid (Muslim Saint) con-
ftl'ted Hindu or Jain Temple .. tir. 1300 
Adina Masjid, built by Ulugh Khan, Gover-
aor of Ala-ud-din Khalji, size of enclosure 
<too feet by 330 feet. 1050 pillars (mainly 
destroyed) . . " " 1300 

" " 1300 

Jami Masjid . . . . _. "" 1325 
1'omb of founder adjoining above, adapted 
from temple spoils .. . " " 1333 

DHOLKA. 
Hi1al Khan Qazi's Mosque 
Tak or Tanka Masjid 

" I.333 
" 1361 

SECOND OR AHMED SHAH PERIOD (First 
half of fifteenth century) Date 

AHMEDABAD (founded 14II) 
Ahmed Shah's Mosque within the Citadel tir. 1411 
Haibatt Khan's Mosque .. .. " 1412 
Sayyid Alam's Mosque .. " 1412 
Jami Masjid, finished .. " 1423 
Tin Darwaza or Triple Gateway .. " 1415 
Tomb of Ahmed Shah •• " 1440 
Tombs of the Queens (Rani-ka-Hujra) •. " 1440 

SARKHEJ. 
Rauza of Shaikh Ahmed Khattri 
Tomb of Darya Khan 

DHOLKA. 
Alif Khan's Mosque 

AHMEDABAD. 

1446-1451 
.. dr. 1453 

.. " 1453 

Qutb-ud-din's Mosque • . . " 1454 
Rauza of Malik Sha'ban, begun " 1454 
Rauza of Sayyid Buddha bin Sayyid Yaqut" 1454 
Mosque of Sarkar Khan .. " 1455 



CHAPTER XI 

PROVINCIAL STYLE: GUJARAT 
THIRD OR BEGARHA PERIOD (1459 to cu. 1550) 

WITH the reign ofMahmud I Begarha, (1459-15Il) 
caDle Gujarat's greatest days, and at the 
same time the building art of that country 

also attained its final and most sumptuous form. This 
high degree of achievement was effected through the 
encouragement that was extended to this mode of 
expression by the ruler's passion of monumental archi
tecture. At least three important cities were founded 
by ){ahmud, each one adorned with noble buildings, 
while Ahmedabad, the capital, even before this time a 
city of considerable architecture s:plendour, was made 
still more magnificent by his additions and improve
ments. So many were the monuments and building 
enterprises that came into being in all parts of his 
dominions during the last Ilalf of fifteenth and the 
beginning of the sixteenth centuries, it is only possible 
to s~ect for description either those examples of ex
ceptional character, or such as illustrate some specific 
stage in the evolution of the style; but a full list will 
be found at the end of the chapter. 

The ma.jority of these building schemes were mauso
leums consisting of the usual combination of a tomb 
and its accompanying mortuary chapel or mosque, thus 
comprising what has been already referred to as a 
,..Mota. In such compositions the mosque alwars retains 
the customary arrangement of its parts, and Its facade 
is almost invariably of the open variety. By this time, 
however, the mosque front had advanced a further 
stage in its evolution, as apart from the fact that the 
facades were of two kinds. either closed or open, other 
conventions were appearing. In the closed variety, in 
addition to the arched wall enclosing the front of the 
sanctuary, the minarets which form an essential 
feature of the facade, project always from the centre, 
one on each side of the main archway. On the other 
hand in the case of the open form of frontage, as this 
consists of a range of pillars, there was no place for the 
minarets except at the sides, so these were accordingly 
relegated to each end of its facade. In this closed form 
of sanctuary: as the style progressed the minarets at the 
angles gradually dinnoished in importallce, becoming 
more sfender in their proportions, until they finally 
ceased to function as minarets with inside staircases. 
eventually taking the shape of solid ornamental turrets. 
Of the open type of mosque that in the ,..11141 of Sayyid 
Usman, now to be described, is a good example. 

The ,.4111141 or mausoleum of San'!d Usman at Usman
pur, ~ suburb on the opposite SIde of the river from 
Ahmedabad. is one of the first monuments falling within 
the Begarha period, as its date is about A.D. 1460. 
Ita two buildings. the tomb and its mosque, confront one 
another 'and being complementary in design, together 
produce an at.tractive symmetrical com~tion. Both 
structures are planned on a hypostyle pnnciple while the 

mosque is one of the earliest examples of the type to 
have its minarets situated at each end of its open 
pillared sanctuary. Each separa.te element of this 
building is skilfully designed, yet as a whole it is not a 
completely convincing conception, as there is no central 
feature to pull the scheme together and make it a unity. 
Nothing could be more refined than the shapely pillars 
which group themselves along its front. while tliere is 
much that is pleasing in the proportions and treatment 
of the minarets in six stories, but in the whole there is 
lacking that element of rhythm, which if applied might 
have made this building an exemplary work of art. 
Of the tomb opposite to this mosql!«: on such strictures 
apply. as it is a well-balanced building, square in plan, 
with the tomb chamber a square hall in the centre of a 
double aisle of pillars, and roofed by an adequate dome. 
This dome covers a space of forty feet side, rather an 
exceptional width, but its construction was accomplished 
by introducing an additional pillar in each angle of the 
square hall, thus producing a twelve-sided figure on 
which the circular base of the dome rests. This method 
of support had been already a matter for experiment 
a decade earlier in a similar structural problem which 
arose when building the dome over the mortuary cham
ber of Shaikh Ahmed Khattri at Sarkhej. but in the 
tomb of Usman its production was made perfect. About 
the same time the rich queJity of some of the buildings 
afpearing in Gujarat was increased by the introduction 
o an architectural motif in the form of an oriel window 
of attractive design. At first this motif was attach~ to 
the sides of the mosque sanctuary, but afterwards it 
found a place on the facade. The window itself was 
fitted with a perforated stone screen and projected in 
front where pillars, a shallow balcony, and a prominent 
eave. This feature was of indigenous extraction. 
probably of a secular origin, and was a useful as well as 
an artistic addition wherever applied. 

The building of two mosques closely followed on that 
of the Sayyid Usman ,.aflZa. in both instances of the 
closed variety, that of Miyan Khan Chisti being built in 
1456, and of Bibi Achut Kuki in 1472. Both are of much 
the same type of design and are also equal in size, as 
their sanctuaries measure one hundred feet across and 
are forty-five feet deep. The facades of each are screens 
of three arches with minarets, lavishly sculptured, 
~ up on each side of the central opening. In the 
intenor, pillared aisles divide the great hall into three 
compartments, that in the midd1~, fonning a nave, 
mounting up into a double story, and each compartment 
is covered by a dome. These two buildings depict a 
further step in the development of the mosque front, 
for they show that the plan of providing pillars in the 
wings, as effected in the Jami Masjid, was disappearing 
from this type of facade, while a complete range of 
arches was becoming more acceptable. Another ad-
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took place about the year I475 when the mauso
of Shah Alam was begun, which is the central 

-..Mr., .. ,. of a group of buildings that were gradually 
on a site one and a half miles south of Ahmeda

Of fair dimensions, as it is sixty-five feet square, 
is something casket-like in the arrangement of 

tomb, consisting as it does of one traceried com
IIIItmelllt within another and the cenotaph enshrined 

centre. In this instance the building is composed 
concentric enclosures comprising an outer 

of perforated screens, a colonnade of encircling 
and within this, a screened compartment forming 

chamber, surmounted by a dome. But the 
architectural characteristic of this mausoleum is 

indication of an increased 'use of the arch, as al
the basis of the exterior screen still consists of a 

of pillars, the spaces between are filled with an 
of pointed arches. 

was in the structure of the tombs, as distinct from 
m05qllles, that the actuate system began to make 

Ol'OllUesS. as may be seen in the groups of these 
pUelma.! monuments at such places as Batwa, Mall

Champanir. This was doe to the tomb 
len.diDlg itself more readily to the employment of 

to the basis of its composition being a 
the other hand, although archways 

_ !Ted early in the mosque facade, its columned 
was more easily produced by means of the 
and the beam. At Batwa, which is six miles 

of Ahmedabad, the principal tomb is that of 
I Alam, the mean date of its erection being I480. 
may be seen a building, not as in that of Shah 
described above, formed of a screen of arches 

a columnar interioc, but a double-storied 
in which the arcuate system is used consis

It is a large square monument of 
IlUJldn~ and five feet base with a portico on its 

projecting twenty-four feet. The plan 
~cu" arrangements are on the' same concentric 

as in the pillared tombs as there is a double 
forming its exterior, inside which is a corridor 

while in the centre is the square tomb chamber 
stories, the upper story carrying the dome. 

makes this .monument remarkable is that all its 
are either arched or vaulted, so that certain vistas 
interior are strangely reminiscent of the aisles of 

church. Moreover, it indicated that by 
the arcuate system, the builders realized thm 

in llexibility, and it increased their cons
powers. Yet in this particular example the 

by certain in~ualities in its inter-colu
that it was apparently a trial eftort, and its 
were not altogether sure of their ground. 

such was the case receives proof from a tomb of 
the same character erected a few years later, in 
all these defects of inexperience have been re-

tomb enshrines the remains of Mubarak Sayyid, 
about 1484 near Mabmudabad, a town some 

miles south-south-east of Ahmedabad, and is 
which represents the final and complete ac-

ceptance of the arcuate svle in the tomb architecture 
of Gujarat. In it the builders have grasped fully the 
significance of the arch with the principles that this 
system of construction implies, and have manipulated 
these with such conviction that the result is very near 
perfection. Yet there is no little evidence in the for
mation of this building, that it was in1luenced very 
considerably by the style of tomb design which at the 
same time was finding favour at Delhi under the Lodi 
dynasty. This fact is however readily explained as it 
is more than probable that in view of the declining power 
of the Delhi Sultanate, craftsmen of all kinds were being 
attracted to Gujarat, a country then at the height of its 
power. The appearance and construction of this tomb, 
the siJnple planning of its parts, the disposition and 
proportion of its piers, the contours and poise of its 
dome and cupolas, and last but not least the introduction 
of the kiosks or cIta#ris over the clerestory, one and all 
betray the in1luence of a master mason not drawn from 
the local guild of temple builders, but one experienced 
in the older and more mature architectural practices of 
Islam as these had beeIIl developed in Delhi. 

As distinct from the type of tomb architecture refemd 
to above, in the capital itself and in its suburbs the 
building art continued to progress in a natural and 
logical manner, except that the circumstances of increas
ed a1Iluence which now prevailed encouraged it to find 
expression in additional richness of effect. In I492 the 
mosque of Muhafiz Khan was built, a structure on a 
decid~y small scale but so exquisitely fashioned as to 
exemplify one of the traits of the Indian patron whose 
occaslonal pleasure it was to demand such architectural 
gems of refinement. Covering a rectangle of .only S6 
feet, by 35 feet, within this limited space all the artis
tic motifs, elements, and architectuial details of the 
style are com~, the whole so akilfully combined as 
to form a building of more than ordinary elegance and 
grace. Shortly afterwards, at the beginning of the 
sixteenth century, appears the ,,/lHZa of Rani Separi, its 
mosque not any larger thjn the foregoing, but again a 
work of mldsmith-like delicacy. In addition to its 
~ qualities and almost ivo~ finished, this building 
is also notable in another direction as it marks a further 
evolutionary step, for at the ends of its pillared frontage 
are taU slender finials, the ultimate form assumed by the 
minaret, now converted from a turret with winding 
stairway into a solid and ornamental accessory. Finally, 
J?!Obably a decade later .is the masjid of Sidi Sayyid, 
illustrating still another departure from the conven
tional mosque design, .. it is composed entirely of 
an:ades of arches, eight square piers supporting these to 
form the interior, over which is laid a fiat roof. In the 
construction of the ceiling at least three difterent me
thods have been employed. such as the bracket, the 
diagonal beam, and the squinch, the last showing how 
slowly a system which had stood the test of centuries 
elsewhere was in the end accepted by the Gujarat 
builders who for centuries had been bound by an entirely 
di1Ierent structural procedure. 

It is in the sanctuary of the Sidi Sayyid mosque that 
the walls are composed largely of perforated stone 



screens of a character which has given this small and 
almost insignificant building a world-wide reputation. 
Screen of a similar type, as already shown were a fre
quent method of enrichment in all the architecture of 
Gujarat, and they were also the means of providing 
light and air. But the patterns of this tracery were 
usually relatively small, often in square panels while 
geometrical designs predominated. In the production 
of the Sidi Sayyid mosque, however, an artist was 
forthcoming with exceptional vision, who put aside all 
conventions, and proceeded to treat these stone tym
panums as a finely meshed surface on which he could 
freely express in ornamental form what was in his 
mind. One of the subjects thus presented may be 
designated the "palm and parasite" motif, a common 
and natural phenomenon in oriental plant life, but here 
treated with such aesthetic sensitiveness and technical 
skill as to compare favourably with the applied art of 
any other country. This particular motif correspon
dingly interpreted, also appears in a mosque in Bengal 
(Chapter VII), suggesting some transference of thought 
across the sub-continent, from one mind intimately 
attuned to another. (Plate XLI, Fig. I.) The mosque 
of Sidi Sayyid with its approximate date of 1510-15, is 
the last of the building in the style to show any marked 
originality, or to indicate that the art was still a living 
movement. Buildings continued to be produced how
ever ill this mode for another half century, but none of 
them show any special character, they are all repetitions 
or variations of what had appeared before. Among 
these may be mentioned the Rani Rupavati Rauza or 
Queen's Mosque (cir. ISIS); the Isanpur Rauza (cir. 
1520) ; the Sarangpur Rauza (cir. 1530) and the mosque 
at the mausoleum of Shah Alam [cir. 1550 (?)]. 

In the meantime while the building art was being 
maintained in the manner described above with it, 
centre at Ahmedabad, Sultan Mahmud Begarha was 
expediting the creation of his new capital at Champanirs 
which he had begun in A.D. 1485. It is necessary 
therefore to revert to this date in order to follow the 
course of this ruler's undertaking, which was the great 
architectural accomplishment of his reign. The city of 
Champanir is situated seventy-eight miles south-east 
from Ahmedabad, the site having proved agreeable and 
commending itself to the ruler, after his capture of the 
fort there from the Hindu chief Jaysingh Patai Rawal in 
1484. It is recorded to have taken some twenty-three 
years to build and on its completion to have been oc
cupied for little more than an equal period, after which 
it was deserted, to be left to the merciless hands of the 
despoiler for four hundred years. N ow its fine buildings, 
broken and lifeless owing to the strangle-hold of the 
jungle, have an appearance scarcely real, from a dis
tance they convey the impression of a shimmering 
mirage which on close acquiantance will dissolve into 
nothingness. But passing along its silent grass-grown 
streets from one noble monument to another, one realises 
that these are the very material evidences of the Begar
ha's brief days of power, they stand for his greatness 
when all else is forgotten. 

Champanir was planned in the usual manner on an 

Indian capital, with a walled citadel containing the 
place as its focal point, while around this was grouped 
the outer city, the latter apparently covering a very 
large area as buildings forming part of it are unexpected
ly encountered in the forest nearly three miles away. 
Then over all, towering up 2,500 feet, is the fortified 
hill of Pavagadh, with incidents in its'history as romantic 
and tragic as any in India. The walls of the citadel of 
Champanir, with its bastions and well-proportioned 
gateways, and one or two civic buildings such as the 
Mandir or Custom House and quarters for the guard, 
still remain, but the majority of the monqments which 
have survived are mosques and tombs, the sacred 
character of these having protected them where the 
secular structures having been dismantled and plun
dered. Most striking of all the buildings is the Jami 
Masjid, a conception displaying in the skilful unison of 
its parts and in the symmetrical appearance of the 
whole, many of the accepted ideals of a finished archi
tectural achievement. (Plates XXXVIII-XL.) Al
though of appreciable dimensions it is not excessively 
large, covering only about three quarters of the area of 
the Jami Masjid at Ahmedabad. Contained within a 
rectangle of 270 feet by 180 feet, rather less than half 
of this space is occupied by the sanctuary, while the 
courtyard is surrounded by a range of arched cloisters 
one aisle only in depth. A noticeable feature of the 
exterior is the rich treatment of its outer containing 
walls, which have received more artistic attention than 
most buildings of this type. For in addition to the 
three imposing entrance pavilions, one projecting from 
the centre of each of the' north, south, and east walls 
(that on the eastern side presenting a distinctly 'fine 
example of architecture in itself), (Plate XXXIX) and 
the series of beautifully moulded buttresses on the 
qibla or western wall, there are at close intervals 
around the entire structure and its enclosure, traceried 
openings of a singularly attractive design. Before 
entering within the precincts of the mosque therefore, the 
spectator is prepared for its effect of stately elegance by 
these appropriate exterior embellishments. 

The sanctuary facade is of the enclosed kind, con
taining five pointed archways with two slender minarets 
on each side of the larger central opening, the plastic 
ornamentation of these tall towers being confined to their 
buttress-like bases as the five stages above are left 
comparatively unadorned. (Plate XXXVIII, Fig. I.) 
As a whole, this frontal screen is simply, almost eco
nomically treated, the plainness of its wall surfaces being 
relieved mainly by the addition of three of those pro
minent oriel windows which give such charm to the 
buildings of Gujarat, whether Jain, Hindu, or Islamic, 
one of these being placed above the central archway, and 
one on each side of the minarets. Through the central 
archway one enters the sanctuary, a pillared hall measur
ing 270 feet across and 130 feet deep, and containing 
176 pillars with the nave in three stories rising from the 
middle bay and a mezzanine gallery for the zenana at 
the northern end. In the plan and general arrangements 
of this mosque it is obvious that its model was the Jami 
Masjid at Ahmedabad, built some seventy-five years 
before, but except for a few additional refinements the 
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Fig. 2 Bijapur: Jami Masjid (ciT. 1570) 
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Fig. I The Tomb 

Fig. 2 The Mosque 
Bijapur: Ibrarim Rauza (cir. 1615) 
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Fig. I Bijapur : "Gol Gumbaz" (Tomb of Muhammad Adil Shah, dec. 1660) 

Fig. 2 Gulbarga : Entrance to the Dargah of Banda Nawaz (1640) 
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Kashmir: Nishad Bagh (17th cent.) 



PROVINCIAL STYLE: GUJAllAT, 'l'RlRD OR BEGARBA PERIOD 

builders at Champanir could not effect any pronounced 
Jmprovements on its beautiful archetype. Yet in 
comparing these two leading examples it is possible to 
feel a certain subtle difference existing between them, 
as though, to refer to a classic parallel, the one repre
sents the Doric aspect of the style and the other the 
Corinthian, a fact illustrated by the design of the pillars, 
those in the Champanir sanctuary being more sophisti
cated, as may be seen in the vertical recessed chases of 
the shafts and in other architectural details of a similar 
nature. 

Reviewing further the other arrangements of the 
sanctuary interior, the domiDating feature of the whole 
is the upper structure of the nave which mounts up by 
three stories to a height of sixty-five feet. In principle 
this central scheme is a variation of that originally 
introduced into the Ahmedabad Jami Masjid, exce¢ 
that the.re seems to be even more of the temple in1luence 
in its composition. From the ground it rises up finally to 
take the form of a Latin cross with extremely short 
arms, and the well or "rotunda" is carried through the 
centre of the cross to be roofed by the dome. Access to 
each floor is obtained by a staircase in the minarets, 
the first floor being continuous with the roof of the 
remainder of the sanctuary, thus forming a wide terrace 
for ambulation amopg the cupolas and with the "ro
tunda" in the shape of a square well in its centre. The 
second floor is confined entirely within the limits of the 
Latin cross, but is a commodious pillared gallery, one 
end communicating with the oriel window above the 
main arch of the facade. In thi& story the balcony 
enclosing the "rotunda" is octagonal with the ribbed 
and richly fretted dome rising on pillars immediately 
above. Around each of the balconies are stone seats 
with sloping back rests; the galleries, themselves 
separated from the pillared prayer hall below, provide 
retreats for peaceful meditation, high up and away from 
the worshippers beneath. Those who designed such 
buildings were not only accomplished ardlitects but 
students of human nature as well. (Plate XL.) 

There are other and smaller mosques in Champanir, 
but all are in much the same style as that just des
cribed. It is noticeable that the architecture of this 
city had its own special character, differing in a modified 
degree from that in other parts oi Gujarat. The reasons 
for this is, that those employed in its construction seem 
to have settled down in the locality for a whole genera
tion and, being more or less isolated, developed a mode 
of their own. Among the smaller mosques at Kahmud's 
capital is that known as the Nagina Masjid, a lovely 
little structure but metely repeating to a smaller scale 
the design of the Jami Hasjid. I(ore striking than these 
lesser mosques are the tombs, most of which are nameless 
and all considerably ruined. They are built on the 
conventional plan of a domed central chamber surround
ed by an arcade roofed with smaller domes, while from 
one side projects a pillared portico. But where these 
buildings are distinctive is in the increasing use of the 
arch, the introduction of which brought with it greater 
height and an added grace, so that they form typical 
models of memorial monuments. The carved decora-

tion which is disposed over the surfaces ::·th~==1 and judgment leaving ample spaces to 
charm of this embel)jsbment, could not be ecp: ... . 
None the less in some instances the details show ..... ~ 
becoming mannered and mechanical, while tbe 
craftsmanship is lacking in that plasticity which 
fairly sure indication of the art having passed ita 
dian. (Plate XLI, Fig. 2.) 

No account of the architecture of Gujarat 
Muslim rule would be complete without refeftDCe to 
certain number of structures of a secular order 
in both design and execution are by no meaDS inferior 
the religious buildings so far dealt with. Amoll( HYII .. _ 

a grand palatial scheme at Sarkhej projected 
brought to ful1ihnent by Mahmud &garb&, • 
of a large artificial lake with his imperial ~ 
occupying two of its sides. The main building of 
composition ~ts a facade of a long doubJe..stoded 
colonnade WIth projecting bays at regular intervals. 
and pavilions on brackets breaking the skyline above. 
What remains of this palace is now merely an empty 
and shattered shell, but poised above a stepped terrace 
with its graceful columns reflected in the waters, even 
in its ruins it is still a chaste and elegant architectural 
conception, signifying the sumptuous spirit of the time. 
During a period of such universal aesthetic appreciation 
as appears to have existed in Gujarat, it is only in the 
nature of things that the most utilitarian objects shoaJd 
be treated artistically, among which mention may be 
made of the sluiceways, regulating the supply of water 
to the great lake referred to above, and also to another 
water-pte at Kanhariya. Such accessories, ordinarily 
relegated to the background and regarded merely as a 
means to an end, in the hands of the Gujarat craftsman 
were made into attractive works of art, taking their 
place as an integral part of their economic and social 
environment. Just as much thought and skill were 
expanded on these conduits as on any other part of the 
composition, they were wrought in the same style of 
design, but sufficiently modified and restrained in 
execution to bring them to the level of their more humble 
purpose. 

No utilitarian structure in Gujarat, however, iJIus.. 
trates more expressively the artistic atmosphere of the 
period than the architectural treatment accorded to the 
step-wells or INtIS, a common feature in the towns of , 
western India. The practice of making these pubtic 
wells into notable worIcs of art began dUI'inJ the Biadu 
regime, and this tradition was not only mamtained but 
considerably developed under Islamic rule. In no other 
part of India, nor in any other country, have these rela:u:!L. commonplace objects been enlarged or 
em . ed to such an extent, except perhaps during the 
Quattro-Cento period in Italy, where a civic spirit 
corresponding in a degree to that in Gujarat seems to 
have prevailed. But even the Florentine well-heads, 
although conceptions of rare elegance, are comparatively 
insjgnificant by the side of the fIIat1S of Gujarat which 
were not merely erections over the we1I-shaft, but took 
the form of extensive subterranean galleries of a hichlY 
architectural order. The fHtIS or btIuli consists of two 
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parts, a vertical well-shaft from which water is drawn 
up by ropes in the usual manner, and a commodious 
inclined passage-way descending by means of flights of 
steps in regular stages to the level of the water. Two 
of the most elaborate of these step-wells are the 
Bai Hari's flJav in Ahmedabad constructed in 1499. 
and that at Adalaj. a village about twelve miles north of 
that city. and built about the same time. In the former 
which is a typical example. the only parts of the struc
ture above ground level are the kiosks at each end of 
the scheme. the whole of the remainder being under
ground. The subterranean passage-way takes the form 
of a series of galleries connected by stair-ways in three 
pillar<.'<i stories. so that a system of supercolumniation 
is an out~tanding characteristic of the main composition. 
At each stage the gallery is expanded into a pillared 
compartment. and it is here that the similarity to the 
"rotunda" of the mosque sanctuary. previously referred 
to. is noticeable. For around each compartment are 
balconies. and thus each storey becomes a cool and 
quiet retreat. not unlike the upper stories of the naves 
of the mosques. When it is understood that the 
pillars. capitals. railings. wall surfaces. cornices. and 
borders of these flJavs are almost as profusely sculptured 
as are the temples and mosques. some idea of their 
artistic and architectut'al importance may be realized ; 
the dimensions also of some of these flJ4VS are not in
considerable. the Bai Hari. being 125 feet long. 18 feet 
wide. and 30 feet deep. 

Such a v,irile manifestation of an architectural style 
as that which flourished in Gujarat. naturally pene
trated into the surrounding territory, its influence being 
readily observable in several buildings on the western 

side of India. Among these are three mosques now 
situated in the State of Jodhpur in Rajputana. one in 
the town of Nagaur and the others at. Jalor. At Nagaur 
is the Shams Masjid, believed to have been founded by 
the Governor Shams Khan as early as the thirteenth 
century, and its arrangements are such as to give support 
to this tradition. Yet the tall turrets at the extreme 
ends of the facade have in them something of the 
Firuzian character of the fourteenth century. at which 
date it may have been one of the series of historical 
buildinp which this Tughlaq ruler states. in his "Me
moirs" • he himself restored. But the whole conception 
of the facade with its tall narrow archways. and the 
interior containing its clerestory gallery under the 
central dome, all point to Gujarat influence oj the 
fifteenth century. when that provincial style was most 
powerful. The other two examples, tq,ose in the town 
of Jalor. are the Fort Mosque and the Topkbana Masjid. 
both probably built in the first half of the sixteenth 
century. The former reproduces that graceful type of 
structure which prevailed in Ahmedabad towards the 
end of Mahmud Begarha's reign. but the latter. although 
not a copy, being rather more original in its architec
tural scheme. at the same time makes special use of the 
perforated screen element in the design of its facade. 
No feature of the Gujarati style was more distinctive 
than these stone lattices, usually arranged in square 
panels, and the Topkbana Masjid arcading filled with its 
lace-like patterns. displays this method of ornamentation 
to full advantage. It was very frequently not so much 
the principles of the building art. as the architectural 
decoration of the Gujarati buildings, that affected the 
styles with which this artistic province came into 
contact. 

PRINCIPAL BUILDINGS OF THE THIRD OR BEGARHA PERIOD 

(latter half of fifteenth century and after) 

AHMEDABAD. Date AHMEDABAD. Date 
Rauza of Sayyid Usman at Usmanpur .. cir. 1460 Mosque of Muhafiz Khan .. cir. 1492 
Masjid of Malik Alam at Dani Limdi .. " 1460 Bai Hari's wav or step-well .. " 1499 Masjid of Dastur Khan .. ... , 1463 Rauza of Darvesh Ali or Oja Bibi 1504 Mosque of Miyan Khan Chisti 1465 " .. " Rauza of Rani Separi 1505 Mosque of Bibi Achut Kuki .. " 1472 " 
Mausoleum of Shah Alam 1475 Sidi Bashir's Mosque •. .. I' 1510 

BATWA. 
Minars at Railway Station .. 1510 
Path Masjid .. . , ISIO 

Tomb of 2utb'l Alam •• I' 1480 Gumti Masjid, Isanpur 1510 

lIAHMUDABAD. Paldi Mochrab Ilasjid .• 1510 

lfausoleum of Mubarak Sayyid 1484 
Mosque of Sidi Sayyid ISIS .... Rauza of Rani Rupavati (QueeJlS Mosque) ISIS .. 

AHMEDABAD. Isanpur Rauza .. 1520 
Masjid of Shah Fazl ., " ~ 1487 Sarangpur Rauza ... , 1530 

Shah Khub Sayyid's Masjid .. " 1538 
CHAlrIP ANIR. Mosque at the mausoleum of Shah Alam .... 1550(1) 

Jami Masjid and other buildings 148s-1507 Mosque of Mohammed Ghaus .... ISso(1) 

• FIIItdtIM·Finu SWi. REFERENClt : 
Burpa. J., Tit. Mo~" Jf",AiItt:Itm 01 Jf~ 

(Arch. Sur. of West. Incl., Vol VIII), 1905-



CIIAPTER XII 

PROVINCIAL STYLE: MALWA. THE CITIES OF DHAR AND MANnU 
(Fifteenth Century) 

THE Provincial Style of Indo-Islamic architecture 
in Malwa, a region towards the west centre of the 
country, is the story of two cities, Dhar and 

Jlandu. The former was the ancient capital of these 
~, as for several centuries during the early mediaeval 

5 har was the stronghold. of the Paramaras, a Hindu 
so powerful and who ruled over so large a 

om that they originated 'the saying "the world is 
tile Paramaras." There are records that these rulers 
were great patrons of literature l , but they do not a~ 
to have given any noteworthy encouragement to the 
Yisual arts of their subjects, as no specific development 
of architecture or its allied handicrafts seems to have 
existed within their territory, nor did its people possess 
ally of those aesthetic qualities, which, as already indi
.ted were such an outstanding feature of the adjacent 
country of Gujarat. Not that the cult of fine building 
was neglected, the temples of this part were sufficiently 
DUlDerous to supply ample materials for conversion 
into the early structures of the Moslem invaders, but it 
• fairly clear that there was not quite that pronounced 
artistic impulse during the supremacy of the Paramaras 
that almost universally prevailed elsewhere. The result 
of this was that when the Moslems found themselves 
ftDally established at the capital of Malwa, they had to 
look further afield than their own possessions for skilled 
and experienced artizans to carry out any building 
projects that were in contemplation. Under ordinary 
conditions the Islamic rulers would have turned naturally 
towards the artistically productive country of Gujarat, 
the borders of which marched with their own for help in 
auch a contingency; but the political relations between 
these two dependencies were not specially amicable and, 
u a matter of fact, Malwa in the course of over a century 
later was conquered and annexed by its more powerful 
uejghbour. For architectural inspiration therefore the 
Ghuri dynasty who at this time ruled Malwa was con
strained to look in another direction, to the more 
distant city of Delhi, which, furthermore, had the ad
ftDtage of being the fountain head of the art, and it was 
from this source that the requisite trained workmen 
were obtained, and with them the characteristics of the 
IIalwa stylet. In adopting this course the Ghuri rulers 
were aided not a little by the state of afiairs at the 
Imperial capital, where th~ authority of the Tughlaqs 
was declining, and with it building operations were being 
I1IIpel1ded, so that the Delhi artificers were no doubt 
fully prepared to take service under what was evidently 
the rising power at Dhar. No actual records of such a 
movement exist, but it is written clearly in the monu
ments of these two cities of Malwa, for reproduced in 

I HUkwy (l111uI Ptlf'II1IIIIf'. Dyfttlsly. D. D. Gauguly. Dacca, 
19i3. 

History repeated itself in 1901. when the conservation of the 
'bIIiIdiDp at MaDdu was undertaken. as owm, to the dearth of 

them we see architectural elements derived from the 
various styles of buildings at Delhi, such as the battering 
walls and pointed arch with spear-head "frin~" of the 
early Tughlaqs, the arch-lintel-bracket combmation of 
Firuz, the "boat-keel" dome and pyramidal roof of the 
Lodis, besides several other structural practices and 
decorative motifs, each reminiscent of one of the archi
tectural systems which at different times prevailed at 
the parent Moslem city. 

These unmistakable features the hereditary artizans 
from Delhi skilfu1ly incorporated in the buildings 
they were commissioned to produce at Malwa, but with 
them they also introduced original elements as well as 
motifs of their own, which helped not a little to give 
this manifestation of the building art its distinctive ap
pearance. Prominent among these innovations was an 
attractive method of combining the two structural sys
tems of the arch with the pillaJ:-and-beam, forming it 
out of the temple materials, and in no other early type of 
mosque has this problem been more artistically solved. 
Another notable characteristic of the Malwa buildings 
is the appearance of long and stately ftights of steps 
leading to their entrances, made necessary by the high 
plinths on which the principal examples are raised. 
These lofty terraces give an added dignity to the com
positions as a whole, and the well-proportioned stair
ways elegantly wrought, provide an excellent introduc
tory approach. But one of the most striking impres
sions conveyed by the architecture of Dhar and Mandu 
is not the result of its structural but of its decorative 
properties, as the element of colour takes a prominent 
part in the architectural scheme. Owin~ to climatic 
and other causes much of this polychromatic ornamenta
tion has become considerably worn or has completely 
disappeared, but enough remains to explain its extent 
and character. as well as to prove that the workmen in 
these parts were definitely colour conscious. This 
colour effect was obtained by two methods, partly by 
the use of various coloured stones and marble, and 
partly by means of encaustic tiles. In the actual ma
sonry of the buildings the principal material employed 
was a sandstone of a lovely red shade, obtained from the 
adjacent quarries of Bijawar, but in addition to this, 
the country around was rich in many kinds of marble 
and other stones of different tints and textures of which 
the builders took full advantage. While marble w~ 
freely used as an overlay, black, yellow, slate, and 
other colours being also introduced, while in certain of 
the interiors semi-precious stones such as jasper, agate, 
and cornelian, were combined with the marble, but 

local workmen six fuDy qualified masons had to be imported 
from Jaipur. who attracting others from the lurrounding States 
provided in the course of time the full establishment required 
for the purpose (A",/ta,olo,ical Surv'Y R,porl 1903-4); 
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the most vivid colouristic effect was that obtained by 
the application of glaze. Border and panels mainly in 
patterns of strong but harmonious blues and yellows 
painted on tiles are distributed throughout the buildings, 
emphasizing in a most . artistic manner their animated 
character. So much of this is even now traceable that it is 
evident there was a very flourishing industry in glazed 
earthenware at Mandu during the fifteenth century, and 
the fine colours the potters were able to produce show that 
they were adepts at their trade. They possessed the 
secret formula, now apparently lost, for the preparation 
of a turquoise blue whtch for brilliancy has never been 
surpassed, and the probability is that these craftsmen 
brought it with them from Multan. which again had 
derived it in the first instance from Persia. . 

The buildings at Dhar and Mandu besides illustrating 
the various phases through which the architecture of 
Malwa passed during this period. also provided a moving 
picture of the rulers and their courts. of the rise. culmi
nation. and fulfilment of those who were responsible for 
the creation of these structures. and which formed an 
environment inseparable from the pageantry and gilded 
ceremonial of their lives. At Dhar. and in some of 
the earlier examples at Mandu. we see the first phase 
when the existing teJl\Ples were dismantled and con
verted into mosques, the act of a robust and somewhat 
ruthless domination. denoting the breaking down of the 
old indigenous system. and on its ruins raising some
thing new. In the course of time this preliminary 
period was followed by a style of building of a more 
substantial and formal order. represented by monu
ments of an original character having a sober and 
massive elegance. signifying that the Moslem rule had 
been firmly established. and had become the recognized 
constitution of the country. This is the' second, or 
what may be termed the classical phase. Finally there 
ensued the third phase, when a less austere and more 
fanciful type of structure became the vogue, its buoyant 
effects implying a life of ease and of blithe luxury. as 
expressed in pavilions, kiosks, pillared courts, balconied 
turrets and colonnaded terraces, providing an appro
priate setting to the sensuous and romantic conditions 
which brought the Khalji dynasty of Malwa to a close. 

Exemplifying the first phase. which began about 
1400. there are four mosques, two at Dhar and two 
at Kandu, which. as they are adaptations from temple 
materials. illustrate ~~~~e in its earliest aspect. At 
Dhar are the Kamal Jlasjid (cir. 1400) and the 
Lat Ilasjid1140S), while the two at Mandu are Dilawar 
Khan'lllasjid (c. 1405) and the mosque of Ilalik Mughis 
(I452). These mosques were constructed on the same 
general principles as were all those improvised in such a 
manner, but in some of them a specially determined 
effort was made to disguise more effectually than in any 
other manifestation. their temple origin. This took 
the form of introducing into the structure a sufficient 
amount of new work to cause its dislocated members to 
appear more connected, and thus to present something 
approaching more nearly to a homogeneous whole. It 
seems as if the incongruities of these patched-Up compo
sitions offended the artistic sensibilities of the builders 

from Delhi, and they therefore proceeded. in an attempt 
at unison, to add improvements in a manner of their 
own. Chief among these was a plan of interposing 
pointed arches between the pillars in certain central 
portions of the scheme. thus producing a more finished 
appearance to the columned interior. Nor that such 
arcuate additions were of much structural value. as 
they were too fragile to act as real supports, but they 
were of a singularly refined shape. made more so by 
the spandrils being relieved by perforated patterns. 
The skilful and elegant manner in which these adjust
ments were effected may be best studied in the outer 
porticos of the Lat Masjid at Dhar, and the Malik 
Mughis' at Mandu. where the lower stones of the arches 
are socketed into the shafts of the columns so that 
they appear to spring from pillar to pillar with an 
aerial grace. 

But apart from there actual structure and substance. 
there is something strangely fascinating in the at
mosphere of buildings which may be defined as archi
tectural palimpsests. and which have undergone the ex
perience of belonging to two entirely different states of 
consciousness. the Hindu and the Moslem. Designed 
to accord with the inward world on the former, they 
now find themselves in the service of the outward world 
of the latter, with all that this enforced transmutation 
implies. Evidences of this may be seen in the mode 
of construction, of the expedients employed, of stones 
being re-carved and redressed. of the ill-fitting of parts. 
while some of the pillars of the Malik Mughis' masjid. 
the latest example of the group. are rubbed and worn. 
showing that the supply of temple materials was by 
this time becoming scarce and that they had been 
brought from a considerable distance. This particular 
mosque is the finest of the series and typical of its 
kind. It is built on a high plinth measuring 150 feet 
long by 132 feet wide, with a range of arched chambers 
in the basement of its eastern exterior. while its arcaded 
portico, referred to above, is approached by a suitable 
ftight of steps. Two domical turrets, one at each comer 
of this front recall similar features characteristic of the 
mosques of Firuz Tughlaq produced at Delhi some 
seventy-five years earlier. The interior of the Malik 
Mughlis' masjid has a courtyard of approximately 100 
feet side, and the sanctuary, as in all the mosques of 
this style has no arched. facade. but is of the open 
pillared variety. Above this pillared frontage arise 
three "boat keel" domes of eqUal size. supported on 
octagonal drums and encircled with a bold parapet of 
merlons. The main architectural effect of the interior 
has been obtained by the treatment of the columned 
hall of the sanctuary. which is four aisles deep, while 
the qiIJM or Western wall has the usual range of decora
tive uUhrabs. At three places in this columned hall 
the pillars are so disposed as to provide open spaces. 
thus forming a Dave and two aisles. These spaces are 
octagonal as they are contained within eight pillars. 
the intervals between eacll pillar being filled with pointed 
arches. while above is a domical ceiling. It is the 
incidence of these three open bays enclosed by arches 
within the rows of piUais that give the sanctuary its 
charmingly varied appearance. The remaining exam-
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pies of this group of mosques are all planned and con
structed on the same principle as the foregoing, differ
ing only in their dimensions and in certain matters of 
architectural detail. 

The beginning of the second phase of Islamic archi
tecture in Malwa coincides with the establishment of 
the capital at Mandu, and also the first step taken 
towards the erection of its finest monuments. The con
ception of the new seat of the government appears to 
have been initiated early in the fifteenth century when, 
ill addition to the battlemented walls, among other 
buildings the first of the fortified entrances to the city 
were constructed, such as the D~lhi or northern gateway, 
and the Tarapur gateway, both within the years 1405-7. 
The former is a grand portal consisting of a sequence 
of archways, their shape and structure with the "spear
head fringe" being of the same order as those in the 
tomb of Ghiyas-ud-din at Tughlaqabad (1324) but more 
substantially treated to suit their sterner purpose. It 
was however during the fullness of the reign of Hushang 
Shah (z405-35), the second ruler of the Ghuri dynasty 
that the new capital was principally developed, to under
stand which, some indications of the situation and plan 
of the city of Mandu are necessary. 

When the Ghuri rulers of Kalwa moved their capital 
seat from Dhar to Mandu, twenty-two miles away 
they were primarily actuated by a desire, for security, 
their object being to provide themselves with a fortified, 
position which could be defended without undue diffi
culty. The situation that Mandu presented, of a natural 
barbican in the shape of a spur projecting from the 
Vindhyan range and connected by a narrow neck of 
land, was ideal for such a purpose, and here on the 
plateau thus formed some two thousand feet above the 
sea, and within an area of less than twenty-five miles 
in circumference they proceeded to layout a fortress
city. Apart from its wonderful situation, surrounding 
as it is by a steep gorge called the ukra Iwh (winding 
chasm) signifying its fantastically irregular character, 
this elevated plateau is a scene of the most enchanting 
variety. Contrasting with undulating tracts shaded by 
trees, are dark pools nestling in the h0110ws and larger 
Jakes glistening in the sunshine, while rocky ravines 
alternate with sloping swards, the entire effect being 
almost unreal in its beauty, suggestive of a stageland 
setting on the grandest scale. And to complete the 
illusion, a thousand feet below are spread the vast plains 
of the Narbada, the delicate opalescent tints of which 
formed by distant cultivation and winding waterways 
provide an entrancing background to the whole. On 
many of the prominent position within the broken 
surface of this magic landscape, rising above the trees 
and crowning the heights are arcaded pavilions and 
pillared kiosks, turrets and cupolas, marking the royal 
h~ and palaces, while on the spacious levels are 
grouped the more stately and formal monuments such 
as mosques, colleges, towers, and mausoleums. With 
such an environment, it is not remarkable that here 
was staged in the first half of the sixteenth century, 

I Tlal Lad,. of til, Loiru by L. M. Crump, Oxford, 1926. 

the drama of the love of Baz Bahadur and Rupmati, 
immortalized in verse and prose 1 , and unequalled in 
passion and poignancy by few such episodes of the East. 
But Rupmati the "Lady of the Lotus," and Mandu 
the "City of joy"l are now things of the past, the build
ings are in ruins, the crumbling palaces are a dreamy 
emptiness; some of its beauty still lingers, but it is the 
striken beauty of decay. 

Buildings of different kinds are distributed over 
nearly every part of the plateau, but there are some 
forty separate structures of consequence now remaining. 
In the arrangement of these edifices no comprehensive 
effort at town-planning is observable, the broken nature 
of the terrain precluding any strictly formal scheme 
but at one open space a spectacular grouping of the 
larger monuments was effected. Here, two main 
thoroughfares were aligned to meet at right angles, the 
more important of the two, over thirty yards wide and 
running from north to south, passing in front of the 
principal entrance to the great j ami Masjid, with 
another immense structure knOWJI as the Ashrafi Mahall 
exactly opposite, the fine Bights of steps leading to 
each being vis-a-vis. Rising up from the comer of 
the latter building was a lofty Tower of Victory of seven 
stories (Haft Manzil) of which only the base remains, 
but it appears to have been over one hundred and fifty 
feet in height. The other thoroughfare, }Vhich centred 
on this tall tower, was carried along the northern side 
of the jami Masjid, and from it another important 
building was approached, the noble mausoleum of 
Hushang Shah. This is a domed structure contained 
within an enclosure adjoined to the western or real 
wall of the mosque, so that all these great architectural 
compositions were planned on one axis, from east to 
west. Outside this group of major monuments there 
were other buildings of lesser significance, while the main 
thoroughfare, in the form of a processional route, 
seems to have progressed in a northemly direction to 
connect with the residential area consisting of the 
principal palaces, durbar halls, and imperial apartments, 
finally' leading to the Delhi Gate, the chief entrance to 
the city. 

The largest and most impressive building of this great 
central group is the congregation mosque of the city, 
the jami Masjid, which having been begun by Hushang 
was finished by his successor Sultan Mahmud I about 
A.D. 1440. (Plate XLII.) As this mosque covers a 
square of 288 feet side it is a spacious example of its 
kind, especially as on its eastern front it is prolonged 
another zoo feet by a projecting domed entrance hall 
and a wide Bight of steps. There are also two subsidiary 
entrances on the northern side, one for the use of the 
priestly establishment, and the other a private doorway 
for the zenana, both elegant structures, breaking in a 
pleasing manner the otherwise plain extent of its exterior 
wall. As the building is raised on a high plinth, this 
enables the front side of the basement to contain a aeries 
of arcaded chambers for public use as a serai. The 
entrance hall to the mosque, still bearing traces of some 

• M,u,du, tlal City of Joy by G. Yazdani, Oxford, 1929. 
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exquisitely coloured borders and panels in glazed tiles, is 
chiefly remarkable for the manner in which this domed 
gate-house rhythmically responds to the three similar 
domes of the sanctuary on the other side of the court
yard, conveying to the total composition the essential 
qualities of balance and measured accentuation. The 
courtyard, which is 162 feet square, is surrounded on 
all four sides by arched arcades, the eleven openings in 
each side forming a facade to the pillared halls within. 
Of these pillared halls those on the north and south sides 
are three aisles deep, that on the east is in two aisles, 
while that on the west, which constitutes the sanctuary 
has as many as five aisles to make up its width. This 
sanctuary is further distinguished externally by the 
three large domes already mentioned. but in addition 
to these. the entire formation of the roof is covered with 
a symmetrical pattern of cylindrical cupolas. one being 
placed over each bay of the interior. thus aggregating 
158 in all. 

Passing into the columned hall of the sanctuary. one 
is struck at once by the effect produced by its repeat
ing arcades of arches, the manifold rows of which. one 
within the other. give this interior not only a stately 
appearance but also an atmosphere in keeping with its 
sacred purpose. (Plate XLII. Fig. 2.) These aisles of 
pointed arches are moderately' plain in design with only 
an occasional display of ornamentation. but a passage 
of rich variety is introduced into the scheme by means of 
sculptured mihrabs at regular intervals in the qibla 
wall. and by an elegantly designed mimber (pulpit) in the 
central bay. Except for these well-defined elaborations. 
and some restramed colour decoration. this building 
relies for its architectural effect on the simple broad 
treatment of its constituent elements, on the value of 
plain surfaces judiciously disposed in relation to one 
another. and on the graceful lines. curves. and planes 
with which it is fully endowed. Nothing could tlirow a 
stronger light on the difference in character that deve
loped between certain of these provincial styles than a 
comparison of this mosque with the Jami Masjid of 
Ahmedabad. Less than two hundred miles apart. the 
two buildings were undergoing construction at about 
the same time, and, although both were built with 
exactly the same object and on much the same general 
plan. no two structures could be more dissimilar in their 
architectural treatment. No practical purpose would 
be served by contrasting in detail the corresponding 
features of these two compositions. an incorporal ap
proach may be more enlightening and by comparing their 
humanist qualities. some idea of the architectural 
temper of each may be obtained. For instance the 
Gujarat mosque, which is also rather larger than that 
at Mandu, seems in the variety and multiplicity of its 
parts to possess a definite volubility, it is almost prodi
gal in its utterances, but at the same time it is clear in 
the enunciation of its fully concentrated tones, and any 
undue ftuency has been admirably restrained by its 
creator. On the other hand the Halwa examples is in 
no sense vocal, it is an assemblage of solemn silences. 
of muted passages with only an oCcasional articulation, 
of rhythmic but soundless movements; by means of 
the latent depth of it. expressiveness it makes its appeal. 

Facing the Jami Masjid at Mandu, and approached 
by a noble flight of steps. aligned with and repeating 
those leading to the mosque is the large structural 
complex known as the Ashrafi Mahall (Palace of the 
Gold Mohur), dating from the early years of the reign 
of Mahmud I (1436-69). The whole project in now a 
crumbling ruin, having apparently been hurriedly, even 
carelessly. built, its walls being composed of roughly 
prepared rubble; it evidently relied for its effect, not 
so much on its architectural construction, as on its 
variegated and colourful surface treatment. By its 
style it shows that a change in the building art had 
taken place, probably due to an interruption in the ruling 
dynasty. for hitherto Malwa had been governed by the 
house of Ghuri. while the promoter of this monumental 
conception was the first of the Khalji line. The Ashrafi 
Mahall which, when complete, occupied a square of 320 
feet side, consisted of three distinct structures combined 
in this one composition, the gradual and also fortuitous 
formation of which may have occupied a period of 
several years. The:first of these buildings to be erected 
was a college of Mad,assa a structure in one storey and 
taking the form of a range of halls and compartments 
around a large rectangular court~rd, with a circular 
tower at each comer. Portions of this building now consti
tute the ground ftoor of the larger and supplementary 
scheme which was subsequently evolved. but the college 
rooms with a corridor of double arches may be seen 
along its front. some of the ceilings being pyramidal 
vaults of interesting design. A short time after the 
madrassa had been built, it appears to have occurred 
to the ruling power that this extensive structure could 
without much difficulty. be converted into a terrace, 
on which the jmperial mausoleum might be raised, 
and accordingly this was undertaken, probably about 
1450. Such a proposal necessitated the filling in of the 
college courtyard, which. when completed, provided an 
immense plinth some twenty-seven feet high, and in the 
centre of this the royal mortuary chamber was erected. 
To form an entrance a grand flight of steps was projec
ted from the front of the madrassa at the top of which 
a pillared portico was placed, with loggias on each side, 
the entire conception presenting a very impressive 
approach. Of the mausoleum building itself only a 
few portions are standing, but it was obviously a hall 
of imposing appearance. its interior measurements being 
over sixty five feet side, while over the whole was an 
immense dome. Even from its fragmentary remains, 
however. it is possible to realize that few buildings 
could have been more sumptuously embellished, as 
each wall was faced with white marble, and the door
ways. windows and cornices were elegantly carved, 
while in certain places patterns in choice stones were 
inlaid, with friezes of blue and yellow glaze. Had. the 
quality of the construction been equal to that of its 
ornamentation, the mausoleum of the Khaljis might 
have survived as one of the most resplendent of Moslem 
architectural creations. 

The third and last structure comprising the Ashrafi 
Kahal was probably the most spectacular of all the 
buildings at Kandu, and appears to have been 
added to the scheme some time after 1443. This 
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was a Tower of Victory taking the place of the 
turret originally occupying the north-east angle of the 
college building being raised by the Khalji ruler Mahmud 
to commemorate his conquest in that year of the Rana 
of Chitor. It is, interesting to note that a little earlier 
the Chitor Rana himself had erected that famous and 
beautiful tower. the Jaya Stambha, at Chitor to cele
brate his victory over Mahmud, a fact which evidently 
inspired the latter to counter this when the opportunity 
occurred, with his own triumphal column. Only the 
basement of the Kalwa ruler's monument now remains. 
while that at Chitor still stands intact after nearly 
five centuries, thus proving that tAe Rana retained in 
his service the better builders. But from the remains 
and subsequent records. It is clear that )(ahmud's 
memorial column was a brilliant production rivaling 
in richness the magnificent royal mausoleum previously 
described and over which it towered. Built of 
red sandstone in seven stages the whole structure 
rose up to a height of one hundred and 
6fty feet, with balconies ~ecting over a marble 
string-coucs@ demarcating story. Four open
ings with eaves. supported by carved pillars, gave 
access to each of these balconies while patterns 
of inlaid marble in a variety of colour. were 
carried at intervals around its curved surface. Its 
construction however appears to have been no better 
than the other parts of this grand architectural 
conception, with the result that owing to inferior 
workmanship, this remarkable edifice has also been 
irretrievably lost. 

The remaining monument of the · central p-oup at 
Ilandu is the mausoleum of Hushang, conceived and 
partly built by that ruler. but completed by his successor 
lIaluDud about 1440. (Plate XLIII. Fig. 2.) This 
tomb stands in the centre of a square enclosure and 
contiguous to the western wall of the Jami Kasjid. thus 
enabling the Ghuri king to repose in his stately mortuary 
chamber under the shadow of the great triple-domed 
mosque that he had founded. A domed portico on the 
northern side of the enclosure, leading off from the main 
thoroughfare already referred to. forms the entrance. 
while there is a pillared doister along the western side 
for devotions or accommodation. The tomb building 
itself is a square structure. standing on a broad plinth 
and surmounted by a large central dome with a cupola 
at each corner. Of no means size. as the plinth is 100 
feet in diameter and the building is 86 feet side with walls 
over 30 f~t high. although enriched with a complete 
facing of white marble relieved by occasional passages 
of colour. in effect. even for a mausoleum, it is a stolid 
and somber pile. There are triple openings on two 
of its sides the central archwaf on the<?Outh providing 
the doorway but the remaimng two walls are plain 
uninterrupted surfaces. It is the lack of variety m its 
compositions that gives this building its austere and 
~foundly contemplative appearance, especially notable 
if it is compared with the not far distant mausoleums 
of Gujarat, with their brilliant light and shade etJects 
produced by columned and arcaded facades: yet like 
many of these elegant structures at Ahmedabad the 
Kalwa tomb is alsO compoted of white marble. heine 

one of the earliest of its kind to be constructed of this 
material. There are several other tombs of the same 
character at Mandu. but all much smaller and apparently 
of a later date. Such is that of Darya Khan, and those 
nowknownastheDaikaMahallandtheChhappanMahall. 
all of which are distinguished however by a much higher 
drum to the dome, giving them more elevation and 
poise. The royal mausoleum of Hushang was no doubt 
the preliminary model. on which the later examplei 
were an improvement. 

Two other buildings at Mandu belong to this classical 
phase of the style. but they are situated away from the 
central group just described, as they are palaces. and 
are therefore located in the residential quarter of the 
plateau. One of these is the Hindola Mahall, ~ example 
of the Kalwa mode in its most decidedly stern and resol
utely stable aspect, while the other is the Jahaz Mahan, 
and illustrating it in a vivacious and fanciful mood. so 
that these two contrasting buildings represent the oppo
site and extreme poles of this architectural movement. 
The Hindola Mahall appears to have been one of Hus
hang's projects, and its date in that case would be 
about 1425. or a little later. while its use was obvious 
that of an assembly or durbar hall. (Plate XLIV). 
Few buildings in India present a more striking appear
ance. or are more solidly constructed than this amazing 
pile, and few could be more unusual or illogical in design. 
so that one is inclined to classify it as a freak or even 
a "folly." For its inordinately thick walls slope like 
those of a castle keep. while its whole character 
recalls that of a fort in miniature. but without any 
visible reason. So pronounced is the battering of its 
"buttresses." as they are inclined at an angle of over 
seventy-seven degrees, it is commonly believed to create 
the illusion that the entire structure is swaying. hence 
its name the Hindola Mahall or "Swinging Palace." 
In plan. the building is in the form of a letter T. the 
upright stem representing the main hall. which appears 
to have been built first, while the cross-bar. indicates a 
transverse portion which may have been added a little 
later. 

Taking the main hall first. this is an oblong building 
IIO feet 10nJ. 60 feet wide. and 35 feet high up to its 
cornice. havmg in each of its longer sides six tall deeply 
sunk arches containing a doorway below and a window 
above; in the short side are three similar arches. the 
middle one of these fonning the main entrance. The 
interior is one large compartment. an uninterrupted 
space measuring 881 feet long by 241 feet wide, and 
32 feet high. with a series of five boldly fashioned pointed 
arches projected across its width. thus acting as ribs to 
support the fiat roof. So substantial are these trans
verse arches they are ~nsible for the erroneous 
theory that they were the nbs of a true vaulted ceiling. 
but. as a matter of fact, the entire roof rested on wooden 
beams. as the sockets for these are still visible. although 
the beams have perished. The other portion of this 
"Jlahall." the transverse building corresponding to the 
cross-bar of the letter T, is in plan practically of the. 
'SatDe dimensions as the main hall, but ditJers from that 
structure in elevation as it is in two stories; it is abo 
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in a less formal style, as the doorways and openings are 
of the more usual kind, some of the latter being oriel 
windows of artistic design. The arrangements of the 
interior of the transverse portion, especially of the 
ground floor, are somewhat intricate, as this latter 
contains a cruciform gallery, one short arm of which 
ends in an archway opening on to the main hall; there 
are also subsidiary passages not connected with the 
cross gallery and entered by a separate doorway. The 
upper storey, which overlooks the main hall, through a 
similar arched opening. in a simpler scheme, as it consists 
of two halls, one longitudinal the other transverse, the 
former being a rectangular hall. 70 feet by 40 feet 
divided into three aisles by two rows of pillars, while the 
latter is a smaller compartment and may have been a 
retiring room . . 

That the entire structure of the Hindola Mahall was 
intended as a combination of Audience Hall and Royal 
apartments is beyond doubt, but, on the other hand. 
the character of its construction is distinctly enigmatical, 
notably the incongruous bulk and strength of the walls 
which, it is presumed, were so devised in order to carry 
a massive superstructure, with however never mate
rialized. One explanation may be that it was originally 
intended to add the zenana place as another storey 
above the main hall, an assumption supported by the 
fact that the main and transverse halls are of much the 
same dimensions in plan; this project, had it matured, 
would have necessitated, a substantial sub-structure, 
although hardly of the elephantine proportions of that 
now existing. In any case, if such scheme were con
templated, it seems to have been abandoned during the 
course of construction, and the present transverse 
arrangement substituted, with the usual disconnected 
result such a change of pl8.n would involve. Neverthe
less there are features in the composition of the Hindola 
Mahall which are not waating in dignity, as for instance 
the archways, both inside and out, together with the 
fine sweep of the interior, and while some of the details 
such as the oriel windows, have no little charm, although 
as an architectural conception it is on the whole decidedly 
more curious than beautiful1, 

The Jahaz Mahall, the final building' representing the 
classical phase of the building art at Mandu, was most 
probably built by Mahmud early in the last half of the 
fifteenth century, when the style was beginning to 
progress towards that lightly 'elegant and fanciful mode 
which characterised its third and last appearance. 
(Plate XLIII, Fig, I.) This palace is a long, double
storied building extending for some three hundred and 
sixty feet along the waterfront of two small lakes, 
the Kaphur, or "CamJ>hor," Talao, and the Kunja Talao, 
while its width, bemg less than fifty feet, both its 
position and shape may have suggested its name of the 
Jahaz Mahall or "Ship-Palace." In this structure, 
there is none of that ponderous walling or excessive 
solidity, nor that appearance of stolid dignity so pro
nounced in the buildingJ' ust described, instead it is in 
character more lively an entertaining, and its surfaces 
are gay with friezes of brightly coloured glaze. The 
body of the building has a continuous arcaded front, 

shaded by a broad eave above which is a kind of tri
forium of recessed arches with a wide parapet displaying 
a repeating pattern of tiles. On the roof are various 
open pavilions, airy kiosks, and overhanging balconies 
all of an imaginative nature, the whole of which refiected 
in the still waters of the lake presents a picture of no 
ordinary beauty. The interior arrangements consist of 
pillared compartments, cool corridors, and sumptuous 
bathing halls, all at one time luxuriously fitted and 
furnished for the accommodation and diversion of the 
royal ladies and those of the court. Yet although the 
building is throughout expressive of pleasurable begile
ment and of care-free living, nonetheless every part of 
its design has been skilfully worked out, and both 
composition and construction are of no mean order. 
This specially applies to the shape and grouping of the 
superstructures, in which elegantly proportioned cupolas 
alternate with pyramidal roofs while projecting eaves 
and cornices produce gratifying passages of 'light and 
shade. 

The third phase of the Malwa style was a logical 
development of the example described above, and pre
vailed towards the end of the fifteenth and the first 
half of the sixteenth centuries, when, discarding realities, 
those in power indulged in a long drawn out orgy of 
aesthetic enjoyment. Actively encouraged by the ruler, 
music, poetry, and similar forms of expression flourished 
exceedingly, and in keeping with the character of these 
arts, sumptuous retreats were erected in various plea
sances where the lighter side of court life could be either 
privately luxuriated in or publicly practised. The 
buildings produced for this purpose took the form of 
summer-houses, palaces, and pavilions, the ground 
floors of which usually consisted of a series of compart
ments grouped around a central courtyard graced with 
pools and fountains, while above were arcaded loggias 
roofed with fluted domes, the surfaces everywhere 
gorgeous with painted tiles. Such were the edifices 
now known as Baz Bahadur's Palace, Rupmati's 
Pavilion, Nil Kanth Palace, and Chishti Khan's Palace, 
all expressive of the highly emotional life of the time, 
but none of them of any outstanding architectural 
appearance. 

In addition to the original style of building as this 
developed in Malwa at the capital city of Kandu, a: 
local manifestation having much tOe same character 

1 It is possible there may have been some esoteric meaning in 
the design of this building, as there was another and almost . 
exact copy of it produced about fifty yean later in the Fort of 
Waranpl, a stronghold in the Deccan towards the eastern 
portion of H .E.H. the Nizam's dominions of Hyderabad. 'PUs 
replica of the Hindola Mahall at Mandu is known as the AudieDce 
Hall of Shitab Khan, the Governor of Waranpl towards the 
end of the 15th and the beginning of the 16th centuries; and 
there are records that there was frequent intercourse between 
the rulers of Malwa and the States of the Deccan. The W&I'aD
gal building was constructed by an architect who was quite 
familiar with all the details of Hushang's Mahan, and is built 
on the same system although it is slightly smaller in scale, and 
there is the addition of a shallow cistern for water in the centre 
of the main hall. .Aa in the Mandu example there are the same 
pointed arches to support the tlat roof, which in this instaDce, 
owiDc to faultr construction bas also fallen. (Report of the 
Archaeological Department of Hyderabad 192\"26) . 
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Fig. I Srinagar, Kashmir: Tomb of Zain-ul-Abidin's Mother (1417-67) 

Fig. 2 Sasaram : Tomb of Hasan Khan Sur (dr . 1535) 
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Fig. 1 General View 

Fig. 2 Sasaram: Mausoleum of Sher Shah Sur (cir. 1540) 
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Fig. I Western Facade 

Fig. 2 Delhi: Humayun's Tomb (1565) 
(By permission 0/ the Indian Air Survey & Transport, Ltd.) 
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at the town of Chanderi, now in Gwalior State. 
west of Lalitpur. this historical dependency in 

and early sixteenth centuries was in tht' 
of the Ghuri and Khalji kings of M'andu, and 

have Jeit substantial architectural records 
occupation. The earlier buildings are similar 

to those at tht- Malwa capital, but in the ("ourse 
are indications of an infiltration from other 

'nlese extraneous influences were producf"d 
proct-ss of supply and demand a., existed 

for, as the number of resident artisans was 
had to be supplemented by others from 

In the case of Chanderi thi.e; outside element 
workmen evidently recruited from Ahmeda-

............ It.t with them the characteristics of the 
, the result of which mar. be recogniud 

There are five buildings at Chan
... n: .... _=.lll ...... pretensions, c.onsisting of a 

mosque, two tombs, and a gateway, and as the 
of these extended over a period of a century 
the course of their development although 

r __ ~-I signifkance, is wt'll defint'd. 

earliest and also the most important of these 
monuments is the palace, known as the Kushk 
in the suburb of Fathabad. (Plate XLV, 

This partially ruined structure has been 
as a seven storied palace ordered to be built 

:Mahmud Shah I of Malwa. Although only 
BllIAIIIS of four stories now exist, the mass of debris 

recently lay within its walls, proves fairly 
!IiIIivellv that at one time it was a much higher 

is square in plan, having a diameter of 
1'1Mt1~~ and fifteen feet, and has an entrance in 
_ ..... , ... of each side, with balconied windows at 

relieving the otherwise plain surface 
..... rt,..,-inr walls. The arrangements of the interior 

~1IIIU»UiIIl. Two ar("hed passages crossing at right 
are the dominating features, thus dividing the 
into four quadrants within which are accom-

the palace halls. These halls rise up story 
story. each opening out on to the tall arched 

inside. with light admitted through the bal
windows on the outside. It is a simple scheme 

effective. the architectural treatment 
the style at its most vigorous stage; 

curves of the arches are strong and spirited. 
~*:cessories skilfully di:itributed and contrasting 

the ample plain surfaces emphasize their elegant 
while the masonry of the whole is of a higb 

There is throughout this building a sense of 

vitality, implying the initial phase of a mov('ment 
bringing with it fresh inspiration. 

Probably the next structure to be erected at Chanderi 
was the Jami Masjid. which follows the Malwa tradition 
as expressed in the gfCat mosque at Mandll. but at the 
same time displaying the first symptoms of an external 
influence. The Kalwa characteristics may be seen in 
the shape of the three stilted domes, one o\'er each bay 
of the sanctuary. and iu the formation of the arches 
comprising the open facade. _ All this is according to 
type. yet on the other hand, the convoluted brackets 
supporting the eaves are elements abstracted from 
the fegionaI temple architecture, and superimposed on, 
rather than blended with. the remainder of the composi
tion. The introduction of these supports in a prominent 
position on the facade tends to weaken the appearance 
of what would otherwise be a building of some merit. 

The two tombs at Chanderi. known as the Madrassa 
and the Shahzadi-ka.-Rauza. which are of much the 
same architectural disposition as the mosque, show in 
the shape and construction of their arches and in their 
technical handling generally. that those who designed 
and executed these two buildings, whatever their origin, 
\\:ere experts in their art. The proportions of the arched 
verandah forming the exterior of the Madrassa are 
distinctly graceful while the interior treatment of the 
tomb chamber of the Shahzadi-ka-Rauza. although 
slightly heavy in places as for instanCe in the squinch 
arches of the angles, is sound and practical. (Plate 
XLV. Fig. 2.) The last example of the group at Chan
deri, the Badal Mahall Gateway, appears to have been a 
triumphal archway, as it does not form part of any 
building, but stands alone {Plate XLVI, Fig. 2}. It is a 
tall structure over fifty feet in height, but not altogether 
convincing on account of its unusual proportions, as the 
entire width is ouly some twenty-five feet, much of 
which space is taken up by two tapering buttresses of 
the characteristic Finwan type, one on each side. Be
tween these two supports is the archway in two stories, 
but the whole design is impaired by the introduction 
of passages of weak and meaningless ornament. It is 
not improbable that early in the seventeenth century 
there evolved a n:Ponal school of the building art, with 
its centre at GWallor. which had imbibed elements from 
all the existing styles, such as Delhi, Malwa. Rajputana. 
and even Gujarat. and it was the disturbing effect of 
these varied influences on the Cbanderi workmen. that 
were responsible for tlle bizarre character of the Badal 
Maball Gateway. . 
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CHAPTER XUI 

THE DECCAN 
GULBARGA. J347-1422: BIDAR. 1422-J512: GOLCONDA. 1512-1687 

I N the large tract of country towards the south of 
the peninsula known as the Deccan. correspond
ing approximately to the present dominions of 

H.E.H. the Nizam of Hyderabad. there was developed a 
style of Islamic architecture of a de6nitely regional 
character. It represents a form of the building art 
which began when this territory was first occupied by 
the Delhi Sultans in the last years of the thirteenth 
century, and continued until it was incorporated into 
the Muehul empire in the seventeenth century, a period 
of more than three hundred and fifty rears. Within 
this region the architecture produced dunng the Moslem 
rule evolved in a manner rather difterent from that of 
the other independent provinces. It has been shown 
that hitherto the Moslem overlords in other parts of the 
country found it to their advantage to make full use of 
the indigenous talent prevailing in their dominions to 
aid them in carrying out any building schemes that they 
had in view, the result being a fusion of the original 
temple architecture with the building ideals of Islam. 
Contrasting with this system. the rulers of the Deccan 
seem to have ignored to a very .large extent the presence 
of the existing art of the country ~ey occupied. and 
proceeded to produce an original and independent style 
of their own. In spite of the Dravidian and Chalukyan 
temples of these parts being as elegant and numerous 
as in the other regions of the south. the dynasties of the 
Deccan took practicallr nothing from these fine build
ings, and in no provincial style was less use made of the 
inherent architectural tradition. 

The type of building that eventually emerged under 
the Deccani rulers, although of an apparently original 
character, was by no means spontaneously developed. 
In practice it consisted fundamentally of the fusion of 
two styles of Islamic architecture. both derived from 
other parts and both having arrived at a state of relative 
maturity. One of these was the architectural system 
that had been gradually f011llin8 under the Sultans at 
Delhi. which. owing to its forceful nature was infiuencing 
to a greater or lesser c:lqree the provincial manifesta
tions as they arose. The other style drawn from an 
entirely extraneous source., was the an:hitecture of the 
neighbouring country of Persia. The contact of these 
two important architectural developments. and their 
final amalgamation in the buildiDc art of the Deccan. 
may be here explained. 

The Delhi attribution was brought directly into the 
Deccan through Sultan Mohammed T~'s forced 
migration in 1340 of the inhabitants of his capital on the 
Jumna to the proposed new seat of his dominions at 
Daulatabad. This exodus also carried with it the 
descendants of those masons and artisans who had been 
employed for generations in the produc:tion of the monu
ments and other build.inp of the imperial city. and who, 
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having now been compelled to settle in the new capital. 
naturally proceeded to carry on their crafts there. 
It was the architectural tradition these exiled Delhi 
workmen and their successors brought with them that 
laid the foundations of the Deccani style, and in spite 
of the fact that in the course of time owing to a variety 
of causes this Delhi tradition weakened, it was undoub
tedly responsible for its fundamental character. 

The other architectural current from the more distant 
source of Persia, although following a circuitous route, 
its appearance in the Deccan is also readily explained. 
It must be remembered that the Moslems who overran 
India in the early Middle Ages were migrants from 
Western Asia, comprising Persians. Mongols, Turks, and 
others drawn from the various races which constituted 
the mixed pop$tion of these parts. Owing to their 
origin it caused each community, even when permanently 
settled in India. to look instinctively towards the 
fatherland in the west for inspiration, and to regard their 
own country as the fountain head of all real knowledge, 
just as at a later date the rest of Europe turned to 
Italy and ancient Greece as the prime source of all 
classical culture. Of these countries of Hither Asia the 
infiuence of the powerful civilization of Persia is specially 
noticeable, its persistent and intermittent infiltration 
into India maintained for several centuries, having a 
marked effect on not a few of the institutions of the 
country. Moreover. intercourse at this time with the 
west. and in fact all over the then known world. was 
being accelerated, an effect mainly due to the rapid 
spread of the Moslem faith. India. hitherto somewhat 
isolated, was by these means becoming opened up. and 
people from other Islamic countries were finding their 
way in appreciable numbers to its capital cities, many of 
the immigrants being men of such superior accomplish
ments that they eventually attained high official posi
tions. With these came military adventurers and 
engineers. artisans and other skilled workmen. most ot 
them arriving in Arab ships from the Persian Gulf to 
the ports of western India which gave ready access to the 
'Babmani kingdom. so that even in its early days there 
was a relatively strollJ overseas element. mainly Persian. 
at the Deccan capital. And. to give this Iranian 
infiuence its initial impulse, the first independent ruler 
of the Deccan was a Persian adventurer from the court 
at Delhi. an official who had served under Mohammed . 
Tughlaq. Ala-ud-din Hasan Bahman Shah. and who 
proceeded to establish the Bahmani dynasty at Gulbarga 
m 1347. 

In some respects this architectural in1luence emanat
ing from Persia took an unusual form. Instead of 
merging with the Indo-Islamic style and becoming 
lndianized. in several important instances buildings were 
erected in the Deccan. which were purely and inten-
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Iranian in their design and construction, so 
that some of them might have been transferred 

their native land. This is explained by the 
those responsible for them were bent on rep
buildings conforming closely to the style of 
country, that of Persia. On the other hand 

series of monuments which illustrate very 
manner in which the Deccani style of 

gradually attained its final formation. 
the royal tombs of those who ruled from the 

cities of Gulbarga, Bidar, and Golconda, the 
of the Deccan, aggregating some thirty examples 
their production extending over a period of more 

centuries. In the earliest type that of the 
kings of Gulbarga, beginning with the founder 

dynasty Ala-ud-din who died in 13S8, the tomb 
is plainly a crude imitation of those of the early 
at Delhi, with the familiar sloping walls and 

dut.ra(:teristics of that style. Later, in the tombs 
Balbmani rulers of the fifteenth century at Bidar, 

. p_ble to see the Persian elements combining with 
from Delhi, notably in the proportions and shape 
dome, and also in the first signs of the constricted 

this feature above the octagonal drum. The 
" dillg phase is shown in the tombs of the Barid 

Bidar, but is even still more strikingly 
in those of the Qutb Shah's at Golconda of 

lixteenth and seventeenth centuries, where the 
or "Tartar" dome is fully developed, and the 

composition indicates the complete amalgamation 
various architectural forms derived from these two 

ipellldelllt and widely separated sources. 

its broad aspect the course of the building art 
Jfoslem rule in the Deccan, resolves itself into 

periods, according to the particular capital city 
Which the country was administered. For on 
~te occasions the seat of the government 

In 1347, the city of Gulbarga was 
and the territ~ ruled by the Bahman dynasty 

that capital. This represents the first period 
which the foundations of the architectural 

laid. The second period begins when the 
transferred in 143S to the city of Bidar, from 

the country was first ruled by the Bahman 
and then by the Barid Shahi kines. Finally 

came into the hands of the Qutb Shahi 
who from ISI2 governed the country from the 
Golconda, until in 1687 it was conquered by the 

: this constitutes the third and ~ period. 

sides. The sanctuary is five aisles deep and contains 
106 pillars, but there is little originality in its composi
tion, as the entire production is made up of materials 
from buildings found in its vicinity. The Masjid at 
Bodhan is an example of even less eftort, as it is a star
shaped Jain temple in the Chalukyan-style of the ninth 
or tenth century, transformed by a few structural 
addition to do service as a mosque. Its conversion 
was brought about by filling in the openings on the 
western side with rubble, thus forming a sanctuary and 
gfIJl4 wall, by mounting brick domes on the fiat root. 
and furnishing it with mihrabs and a small pulpit. 

The first period of architectural development of an 
original character began in the Deccan in 1347, when 
Ala-ud-din Bahman, having thrown off his allegiance to 
Delhi, established his capital at Gulbarga. This he 
made into a fortress-city, one of many which were 
maintained under both the Hindu and Moslem regimes 
when these isolated strongholds were as numerous in 
southern India as the feudal fortifications of France in 
the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, and serving 
much the same purpose-for the defence of frontiers. 
Although the central and most important fortified city 
of the Bahmani kingdom, Gulbarga was only of a series 
of strongholds all of the first class, strategically disposed 
in order to guard the main approaches. Some of these, 
as for instance that of Daulatabad in the north-west, 
with its precipitous scarp, concentric walls, and devious 
tunnelled passage provided with an obstruction in the 
form of a heated iron chamber, besides being astonishing 
works of engineering were well nigh impregnable. 
Moreover each fortress seemed to possess certain out
standing structural features, often of considerable 
elegance, such as Raichur with its boldly simple Nau
rangi Darwaza, or "Nine Coloured Door," Narnala 
with its richly decorated MabakaU Gateway, Naldrug, 
having an imposing but gfaceful Auted bastion and 
water pavilion, Parendra with its picturesque but 
deadly bartizans, one and all of these Deccani strong
holds were primarily devised for stern military purposes, 
although none the less there is usually something in their 
design that is architecturally beautiful. That in the 
technical aspect of these fortifications there is evidence 
of occidental influence is fairly clear, and there seems 
little doubt that artificers acquainted with western 
methods of military engineering took ~ in their 
construction. There are features that mdicate that 
these were the handiwork of experts from Syria, who 
had derived their knowledge from those romantic 
"Frankish" castles of the Crusaders, such as the Krak 
des Chevaliers, or the grim fortresses of the Seljuks as 
in the citadel of Aleppo, all of which in the twelfth and 
thirteenth centuries lay within that tegion broadly 
defined as the Levant. 

Little now remains of the fortress of Gulbarga beyond 
its outer shell, but there is sufficient to show that as an 
example of military architecture it was a most remar
kable production. Not at all1arge in area as its peri
meter measures less than two miles in circumference, on 
the other hand it was immenwy strong, its double 
waDs beiDc fifty feet thick and it is surrounded by a 
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most scarped out of the living rock, in places thirty 
yards wide. As with all these forts there is no symmetry 
in its trace, which follows the irregular outline of the 
rocky outcrop fonning its foundation. At close int~
vals, throughout the entire circuit of its walls, solid 
semi-circular bastions are projected, many of them 
provided with revolving platforms or barbettes for 
heavy ordnance. Battlements of gigantic size and 
cyclopean construction crown these defences, not 
infrequently a single stone ten feet square forming one 
merIon, with another roughly-hewn boulder equally 
ponderous placed across the embrasure to produce a 
loop-hole. Some of the battlements are even larger. 
being sufficiently substantial to contain an excavated 
chamber capable of accommodating two or three of the 
defenders, while others have machicolations and similar 
projecting devices for harassing attackers with molten 
mismes. There are two entrances to this fortress. the 
main gateway at the north-east angle being a most 
formidable approach. It begins with a drawbridge and 
a heavily spiked postern; leading into a wide but tortuous 
passage winding its way through several strong gates, 
each protected by high watch towers until it eventually 
reaches the fort enclosure. 

Within the space surrounded by these immense 
ramparts, the pavilions, palaces, and kingly halls it once 
contained are now mere mounds of desolation. The one 
building that has been preserved, protected by its 
sacred character, stands curiously isolated in the midst 
of a scene of devastating emptiness. This is the Jami 
Kasjid one of the most interesting Islamic monuments 
in Southern India. (Plate XLVII.) Completed, ac
cording to an inscription, in 1367, it is a rare example in 
India of a mosque with no open courtyard, as the whole 
structure is entirely covered in by a roof, so that it 
forms a class by itself. Some of the originality of its 
design and construction may be due to the act that it 
was produced under the direction of a hereditary archi
tect named Rai, not of India, but from the distant town 
of Kazvin in northern Persia. It is possible that this 
talented descendant of a noted family of architects 
evolved the scheme of this mosque from his inner cons
ciousness. that its unusual conformation was the result 
of his own genius. On the other hand, owing to its 
covered character which is directly contrary to Islamic 
usage. he may have looked to the occident for his inspira
tion, and that at the back of his mind was some idea of 
a domed and vaulted hall of the basilica type, an oc
casioDal form of Moslem religious edifice in some of the 
countries of eastern Europe. 

In its architectural style the mosque at Gulbarga 
cannot be identified as either Persian or Indian, but it 
may also be that elements from both sources have been 
so subtly amalgamated as to be indistinguishable. 
Measuring on plan 216 feet by 176 feet, around the three 
sides of this rectangle are wide cloisters. while at the 
western end is the spacious nave of the sanctuary under 
a high dome. So far the scheme is but little removed 
from th~ orthodox; but when it is realised that the 
extensive central area ordinarily open to the sky is com
pletely filled in by rows of aisles forming sixty-eight 

bays each roofed over by a cupola, thus converting the 
whole into one vast pillared hall, the originality of the 
conception will be understood. But the total composi
tion of this mosque is not only original feature, its 
various parts are also notable for their innovatory 
character. Externally, the appearance of the main 
dome is presented with additional height and stateliness 
by being mounted on a lofty and substantial square 
clerestory. its spherical volume being repeated to a 
lesser scale in the lower cupolas over each angle. Then 
the interior construction of this central dome has also 
been logically and artistically eftected, as it is supported 
on the clerestory by means of squinches, some of the 
arches of these being of a gracefully foliated order. 
Other constructional systems have been employed in the 
ceilings of the aisles, such as oversailing courses of 
masonry, and another method for producing the vaulting 
over the wide arches of the cloisters, all implying long 
experience and ripe technical knowledge. But un
doubtedly the most remarkable formation in the in
terior of this mosque is the treatment of the cloisters, 
which instead of consisting of pillared aisles as in almost 
every othet example are formed of a range of single 
archways of an extremely wide span and with unusually 
low imposts, creating an uncommon but not altogether 
unpleasing elect. 

The exterior appearance of the Jami Masjid at Gul
barga is that of a grave and restrained massiveness, 
there is mass in its expansive plain surfaces, as well as 
in the spaces of the archways of its enclosing walls. Its 
stilted dome, poised above the square substructure, 
although also an affair of mass, has that light and aerial 
eftect which is the result of strong yet refined contours 
and excellent proportions. In the middle of the nor
thern side is the main entrance, a lofty archway, breaking 
the otherwise austere symmetry of the whole in a mas
terly manner. Passing through the receding arches of 
this doorway the interior opens out into a perspective of 
SCJuare bays· traversing in both directions, their solid 
PIers and vaulted ceilings, conveying the impression of 
harmonious and solemn dignity. There may be some
thing almost unreal in the abnormally wide arcades of 
the cloisters, their construction is bold and almost 
daring, but the entire composition is powerfully original. 
Yet in its entirety it has no outstanding aesthetic qua
lities, it is more an expression of intellectual greatness 
than of artistic beauty. That it was a production of 
power is shown by the infiuence it had on the Deccani 
style of architecture, as many of its parts were reprod
uced in the subsequent mosques and tombs. For 
instance the clerestory supporting the dome became a 
feature of the building art in these parts, while the 
wide span and low imposts of the cloister arches figured 
as the keY!lote to many of the later monuments. (Plate 
XLVII, Fig. 2.) 

Although the composition of this mosque has much to 
commend it, as it certainly presents advantages over 
the customary open variety. it found no favour in India, 
and was never repeated. The main reason is that such 
a design is unorthodox, it is not in accordance with 
tradition, a decision which; among the Faithful, is 
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Fig . I Jaunpur: Bridge over River Gumti (1564·8) 

Fig. 2 Delhi : Mihrab, QiI'a·i·Kuhna Masjid (cir. 1545) 
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Nevertheless it mar have been responsible to 
extent for the planning of two mosques in Delhi 

shortly afterwards. during the reign of Firuz 
as the Kali masjid (1370), and the Khirki 

(1375), are both largely covered in. (Plate 
Fig. 1. Chapter IY). In these two mosques 

a compromise hal been eftected by carrying a 
arrangement of aisles across the central space. 

open courtyards between, a measure which 
chief objections raised against the entirely 

example at Gulbarga. 

:n::DlaJliWlg monuments of Gulbarga illustIa~ 
are the royal tombs of these rulers, 

and are in two separate groups, their 
Ib"ucti<)n covering a period of nearly half a century. 

a:_rliest of these, that of the founder of the dynasty. 
already referred to as a comparatively small 

. ....... __ ._ memorial to one who was little more than a 
adventurer, and who died in 1358 before 

the kingdom or the architectural style represent
had actually begun to take form. With its bat

walls, sunken archways, heavy battlemented 
fluted comer finials and low dome, this some

, pdmitive structure shows its derivation from a 
01 tomb erected during the rule of the early Tugh
at Delhi. Two other tombs of this group, also 

to Bahmani kings are both in much the same 
the preceding, except that presumed to be of 

Shah II who died in 1397, the dome of which 
at its base indicatmg that the inftuence 

dome, as it appears in the fort mosque, 
~ ..... """ beginning to take effect. 

other group of Babmani tombs, known as the 
;GtiDD1)U or "Seven Domes" contains memorials of 

this dynasty. the earliest being that of 
D&lWliLlI, who died in 1378, a building showing 

Tughlaqian characteristics as Ple previous 
bat rather larger in size. Three of the tombs 
the Haft Gumbaz group are also not dissimila.r 

........... '" 1 style from that of Mujahid, but these are 
in another respect, as they represent a 

arrangement not found elsewhere. This 
in building the tomb in a double form of two 
chambers conjoined, the one containing the 

of the king and the other those of his family. 
variety of mausoleum the finest example 

l-al'-UQ·oQJJl Firuz the last of the Bahmani line 
Gulbarga, and who died in 1422. A 

imposing monument it marks a' considerable 
hl tomb architecture on anything that had 
it in the DeccaD, for it is recorded that he was 

excelled all his predecessors in power and 
and his mausoleum is eloquent proof of 

In its architectural character 
is an elaborated development of its Tugh-

'. :IleItype. with certain original features added 
ChI~~ environment. It measures extet

feet and the height of its walls 
J)l.lrapet is nearly 42 feet, above which the 

lIieImspheriQu domes rise 30 feet. Its eleva-
_ peets is in two stories, each consisting of an 

arcade of recessed arches, some ornamented with per
forated screens. Over the parapet are foliated merlons, 
and there is a short fluted finial at each comer while the 
drum of the dome is encircled with foliations. In the 
interior, the walls of each square mortuary chamber are 
divided up into two stories of arcading, the comer arch 
in the upper story being carried across the angle of the 
chamber, to form a squinch for the support of the 
fluted and highly decorated dome. Both the principle 
on which these interiors are constructed as well as the 
character of the rich plastic ornamentation. are singu
larly reminiscent of those of Firuz Tughlaq's tomb at 
Delhi erected some thirty years earlier. 

The Second Period of the Deccani style of architec
ture was initiated by Ahmad Shah (1422-36), the ninth 
ruler of the Bahman; dynasty when, in 1425, he trans
ferred the capital of his kingdom from Gulbarga to 
Bidar. A change of capital gave an impetus to the 
building art. The chief architectural productions re
presenting the later Bahmani regime as this prevailed at 
Bidar. consist of the fortress and its palaces, two mosques 
within the fort, a fMilrtJSStJ or college, and the royal 
tombs. The fortress at Bidar is rather larger in area 
than that at Gulbarga, and is even more remarkable in 
some of its constructional features. but it is built on 
much the same system and general principles. Unlike 
the earlier Bahmani capital. however, which has been 
almost completely denuded of its interior arrangements, 
the palaces and other edifices contained within the walls 
of Bidar, although woefully ruined are still recognizable, 
and in some degree their purpose and style may be 
determined. As with most of these fortress-cities their 
imperial buildings are chiefty composed of a number of 
fUIurllI or palaces named either after some characteristic 
of their design or the use to which they are put. as in 
this instance there is a Rangin Mahall or Painted Palace. 
a large and magni6cent structure so designated because 
of its coloured decoration, and there was another fine 
edifice called the Zenana Kahall which explains itself. 
With these were also the TakhtMahall or Throne Room. 
otherwise the Durbar Hall and a Dewani-Am or Hall of 
Pub~ Audience. besides numerous other palatial 
buildings each havmg its particular object and planned 
and decorated accordingly. Running water was an 
essential amenity so that there were Water Palaces, 
tanks and fountains besides ornamental gardens and 
~, the last being bathing establishments of a 
large and luxurious kind. 

From the shattered remains of the palace buildings 
it is evident that as there was no actual tradition for 
such edifices, those who executed them had to look 
elsewhere for guidance, and they naturally turned to 
Persia. Thus the substantive style of architecture in 
nearly every instanee was what may be defined as a 
variety of provinciaUr,ed Persian, as each structure 
was composed very larf!ely of forms borrowed from the 
building art as it prevailed in that country, but modified 
and adapted to suit the taste and needs of the Indian 
court. And as the chief characteristic of Persian 
architecture was colour liberally applied over surfaces 
specially prepared for its reception, so these palaces at 
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Bidar appear to have depended for their effect on brilliant 
schemes of IYJural painting and coloured tiles. The latter 
process of decoration is well illustrated by some of the 
tile-work panels in the Rangin Mahall where there are 
arabesque patterns composed of glazed mosaics almost 
certainly imported direct from the kilns of that famous 
seat of this industry, the town of Kashan in northern 
Persia. 

Turning from these palace buildings to the two 
principal mosques at Bidar, the difference in treatment 
of the two types of structures, the secular and the 
religious, is striking, for whereas the former are fanciful in 
their style and vivacious in their appearance, the latter 
are plain and sombre almost to austerity. The two 
forms of architecture reflect the contrast between the 
colourful pageantry of the court and the simple solem
nity of the creed. These two mosques are the Jami 
masjid, and what is now known as the Sola Khumba, or 
"Sixteen Pillars." a name referring to the n~mber of 
columns visible in its ficade. Both are in the same 
sedate and unaffected style as that of the covered mosque 
at Gulbarga, but in both instances the buildings of the 
Bidar examples have returned to the orthodox plan of 
an open courtyard, pillared sanctuary, and nave sur
mounted by a dome. In the Sola Khumba mosque 
this dome is raised on a fairly tall sixteen-sided drum 
pierced with arched openings, an elaboration which 
adds considerably to the lightness of the effect. 

But a building at Bidar so exotic in character as to be 
phenomenal, is tbe Madrassa, or College, founded in 
I472 by one who figured prominently in the annals of 
the Bahmani dynasty, Mahmud Gawan, the minister 
of Mohammed Shah III. (Plate XLVIII, Fig. 2.) 
This scholarly Persian, in his rise, influence, and tragic 
end was the Cardinal Wolsey of the Deccan his life and 
experiences being not unlike those of the famous English 
statesman-prelate. As a patron of learning he estab
lishtJ this academic institution in the country of his 
exile. reproducing a building similar in every respect to 
that in which he had received his own scholastic training 
in his native land. It is quite clear that to put this plan 
into effect he must have imported not only the workmen 
but even the essential building materials to achieve his 
purpose, so that there arose in Bidar a piece of Persia 
in India, a conception planted down m the Deccan 
capital without anr. appreciabJe modifications being 
made to adapt it to Its new environment. Here was an 
Islamia College, complete with lecture halls, library, 
mosque, and ample accommodation for both professors 
and students, in an architectural style resembling in 
every particular those stately university buildings which 
adorn several Persian cities; in short it might haye been 
moved bodily from the Rijistan at Samarkand. 

In spite of being seriously damaged by subsequent 
vicissitudes the plan and arrangements of this college 
are guite clear. Covering a rectangular space of 205 
feet by ISo feet. it has the conventional quadrangle in 
the centre. out of which open the halls and chambers 
which surrounded it on its four sides. Exteriorly in the 
middle of three of these sides are prominent semi-

octagonal projections rising up to a considerable height 
and surmounted by "Tartar" domes. while the fourth 
side. wluch is the main facade, contains the entrance, 
and has two tall minars in three stages. one at each 
comer. Most of this exterior elevation is in th'tee stories 
of arched window openings. and there is a wide parapet 
over all. but. true to the Persian tradition. the building 
does not rely. as do most architectural styles, on its 
composition of lines and forms. or in the variety and 
distribution of its solids and voids, or ~lay of light and 
shade, but depends almost entirely on Jts surface treat
ment for effect. and for which its walls are specially 
prepared. 

This surface treatment is composed wholly of colour 
produced by brilliantly glazed titles, every part of the 
facade being overlaid with patterns obtained by this 
method. Schemes in combinations of green, yellow. 
and white predominate. chiefty in the form of ftoral 
devices or conventional arabesques, but much use was 
made of decorative inscriptions. some of the lettering 
on the broad parapet. evidently written by expert calli
graphists in a bold but exquisitely graceful manner. 
being over three feet high. It is interesting to note that 
in the foundations of the buildings sheets of lead were 
interposed between the masonry courses in an effort to 
prevent damp from injuring the delicate glaze of the 
tiles. but in spite of such precautions, only a faded 
impression of its intense colour scheme now remains. 
As with all buildings of this order its execution furnishes 
an admirable example of the inversion of the true 
principles of the building art, for instead of the decora
tion being subordinate to the construction it dominates 
it. and so what is produced is not primarily architecture 
but a background or ~ework provided by its builders 
for a display of applied art. 

Before the construction of Mahmud Gawan's madrassa 
was even contemplated. however. a building also in 
an alien style was being erected, not a Bidar in this 
instance. but at Daulatabad. at the foot of the cele
brated fortress there. This is a very fine Minar built 
in I435, at a time when the minar, except in the fonn 
of a tower of victory. was only just beginning to make 
its appearance in the mosque architecture of the country. 
The general shape of this particular example testifies to 
a still more distant source than the madTassa described 
above-that of the T~ and the gilt domes of Baghdad, 
from whence its builders may have originated. On 
the other hand it is not purely exotic. there are certain 
features of an indigenous character such as the brackets 
supporting the balconies and other details, but in effect 
the design of this minar is unlike that of any other of 
its kind in India. Rising up a hundred feet in height 
into four stories each circular in section except for one 
of its stages which is ftuted. it is altogether a graceful 
conception, slender but stable, and exceedingly well 
balanced. 

Of all the monuments at Bidar. those most genuinely 
expressive of the Bahmani dynasty are the tombs of 
these rulers, as although they bear the impress of the 
various art currents which found their way into the 
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AIlAlIDtJry at this time, as a whole they represent the 
development of the Deccani style. These 

tombs are twelve in number, aU very much of 
same type, which is an elaboration of the earlier 

I8'IIIl))les of the dynasty at Gulbarga. None of them 
double kind as this practice, it may be noticed, 

Dough having much to commend it, was in favour 
a very short time, each tomb at Bidar beiDg a large 

single building, with tiers of arched arcades 
its vertical walls, and having a batt1emented para

turret at each comer. Above rises an octa
on which stands a massive dome, not heIDi

as in aU the previous tomb architecture, but 
an im~vement both in profile and volume, 

lllities acquired from the high dome of the Gulbarga 
But in addition to the elevation at the base, 

are indications of another change in the shape of 
domes of the 'Rahmani tombs, which is of some 

,-allee. This takes the form of a sHght constric
lower contour, an inward return of its curve 

tbelrefore disp., the first symptom of the move
towards the bulbous or so-called "Tartar" type 

which was afterwards to become almost w
in the later architecture of the eountJry. The 

arrangements and construction of these tombs 
aimilar to those of the Bahmani rulers at Gulbarga, 
the Persian-in1luence, also potent at this time in 

directions, shows jtself in the remains of their 
coloured tile-work, notably in that of Ala-ud-din 

(died 1458), where there are arabesque patterns 
in beauty of design those of a sixteenth century 

carpet. 

development of tomb architecture in the Deccan 
continued under the Barid dynasty, whose rule at 

prevailed from 1487 to 1619. The tombs of these 
form a royal necropolis to the west of the city, 

each building shows how the individual taste of 
rulers, who were of Turkish origin, aftected its 

The finest of the series is that of Ali Barld, the 
of the line who died in 1579, which, instead of 
a closed building as in aU the examples of the 

dynasty, is an open structure, WIth a large 
in each of its four sides, through which the 
carved in black basalt is visible. As for its 

Idtectlual conlpositi<m this is simplicityitself,although 
is a certain elaboration in the treatment of the 
which by now is ~nning to show plainlf the 

form already referred to. But the style JS te
to the determinate ideal of the Persian builders 

structural formation should, in the main, 
a suitable foundation on which to impose a 

of coloured ti1e-WOlk, so that the tomb is desig
largely with this object in view. Suc1;1 a con

made it easy to introduee into the surface 
IIntiOlllong bands of insaiptions containing couplets, 

eulogies, and sacred extracts, in either the 
Tughra or Nashki scripts, a form of lettering 

for ornamental purposes has no equal. 

third and final place of the Deccani style was 
which fiourished in the kingdom of Golconda. 

under the Qutb Shahi dynasty, a rich and 

powerful state was maintained from I5I2 until 1687. 
There are many examples of the architecture of this 
period distributed throughout the eastern portion of 
the Deccan, but the most characteristic are those in 
and near the ruined and deserted city of Golconda, and 
also in Hyderabad. the capital of the H. E. H. Nizam's 
dominions. Within the walls of Golconda which was 
fortified in much the same manner as Gulbarga and 
Bidar although larger and more impregnable, there are 
the remains of a concentration of buildings of an im· 
perial order. but mainly owing to the l~ drawn out 
siege ~ this stronghold in 1687. when it 
finally to the Kughul emperor Aurangzebe. 
all are in a state of decay. For more complete repre
sentations of the style of building associated with the 
rule of the Qutb Shahi kings. one must turn to the 
tombs of that dynasty. which are situated to the north 
west of the city. These monuments include some seven 
royal tombs. while there are others in the vicinity com
memorating members of the ruling family and other 
important penonages. the entire group providing an 
exc:e1lent series of examples representing this form of 
th6 builcUDg art, as well as giving a good general impres
sion of the style as a whole. 

All these Qutb Shahi tombs are of much the same 
type of ~. which is based on that of the Babmani 
tombs at Bidar, but with the addition of many' archi
tectural and decorative elements chiefiy of a fiond order. 
and it is these elaborations introduced not as an essen
tial part of the composftion but for their own sake, that 
give the style its character. The nearest historical 
parallel to the buildings of the Deccan at this stage. is 
the change that took place in France between the artistic 
productions of the early Louis XIV period and those 
of Louis XV when the classical formality of the former 
merged into the ftamboyant curves and extravagant 
foliations of the latter. In the sanle manner the tombs 
of the Qutb Shahis. besides displaying an increased 
use of involuted moulded patterns. much of the orna
ment is in stucco of a meretricious kind. enfeebling the 
outlines of the building and confusing its surfaces. 
Gone is the measured stateliness and disciplined repose 
of the earlier phase. that feeling of tranquil strength 
which harmoniZed so thoroachly with the intention of 
the building. and in place of such fine !\ualities are 
richly moulded but fanciful pinnacles and 1limsy battle
ments with other ~ embe1Hsbment of a like 
nature. In keeping WIth these features the dome by 
this time has become expanded into a full-blown bul
bous creation with the addition of a calyx formation of a 
massive plastic order at its base. Some of the Golconda 
tombs are in two stories the lower portion being extended 
by means of an arcaded verandah. and certain declive
ness is obtained bf cornices projected on brackets. 
In the interior. owmg to the size and especially the 
increased height of the dome it was found necessary to 
cover over the mortuary chamber at a suitable height 
with a curved ceiling. leaving the interior of the dome 
above as a great unused void, a structural system not 
exactly of double doming as was now being practised in 
northern India by.the K~, but an expedient with 
much the same object in VIew. 
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One of the most characteristic of these royal tombs is 
that of Abdullah Qutb Shah. who died in 1672. an 
immense two storied monument. its upper portion sur
rounded by a hanging balcony. elaborated with per
forated panels. merlons, and numerous finials. A more 
compact and restrained design. probably so on account 
of its earlier date is that of Mohammed Quli Qutb Shah 
(dec. 1612). Besides the large namber of tombs there 
are also several mosques in the same neighbourhood. 
including those in the city of Hyderabad itself. most of 
them of the seventeenth century. such as the Jami 
masjid. the Mecca mosque. the Mushirabad mosque, 
and a small but very finished example known as the 
Toli masjid (1671). Unquestionably the building of 
the Qutb Shahi period at the existing capital of the 
Nizam's dominions. which presents the most real archi
tectural value is neither a mosque nor a tomb. but a 
monumental structure erected in IS91, as a form of 
triumphal archway. and now called the Char Minar. 
or Four Minars. (Plate XLVIII, Fig. 1.) In position 

. and appearance it seems to have served the same purpose 
as the Tin Darwaza, or "Triple Gateway" built at a much 
earlier date in the city of Ahmedabad. Gujarat. The 

Char Millar is a composition of considerable size as its 
square plan measures 100 feet side. and the four minars. 
one at each corner are each 186 feet in height. Its 
p-ound story consists of four spreading archways, one 
In each side and each of 36 feet span. over which rise a 
series of diminishing stories beginning with a substan
tial arcaded triforium, and having a smaller arcade and 
a perforated balustrade above. 

There is a certain aesthetic excellence in the concep
tion of this grand archway. it has strength without 
being aggressive, is dignified yet spirited. while its 
upper structure displays a graceful inventiveness. 
Especially noteworthy are the minar.;, which in lightly 
leaping stages provide that soaring trend so essential in a 
building of such a nature. At the same time throughout 
its entire composition, there arc evidences of that showily 
attractive character which pervades the buildings of this 
period. a superfluous application of detail, and in elabora
tion of its parts not altogether conducive to breadth of 
effect. There were buildings produced in the Deccan after 
the erection of the Char Minar. but none attained the supe
rior appearance of this, the leading example of the style. 
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Fig. J Interior facade 

Fig. 2 Agra Fort: Delhi Gate, exterior (1566) 
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Fig. Interior of Northern Hall 

Fig. 2 Agra Fort : Jahangiri MahalI (cir. 1570) 
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Fig. I Lahore Fort (cir . 1575) 
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Fig. 1 Exterior View 
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Raja Birbal's House, West View (begun 1569) 

Jodh Bai's Palace, West side of Courtyard (cir. 1570) 
Fatehpur Sikri 
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Fatehpur Sikri: Jodh Bai's Palace. Interior of Northern Hall 
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Fatehpur Sikri: Raja Birbal's House, detail of exterior 
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Jami Masjid, interior of Sanctuary 

Diwan-i-Khas, central pillar, 
Fatehpur Sikri (I570-80) 



CHAPTER XIV 

PROVINCIAL STYLE 
BIJAPUR (16th and 17th CENTURIES): KHANDESH (15th and 16th CENTURIES). 

A· comparison between the buildings of Golconda and 
the provincial style of Bijapur will show how 
vitally the building art in India depended on the 

quality and direction of the patronage of the ruling 
dynasty. The course and development of these two 
med.izval kingdoms of the Deccan were remarkablyana
logous. Both had the same origin, as they broke away 
from the Bahmani rule at the same time-1490; both 
proceeded to become dominant powers in the southern 
country, flourishing contemporaneously in the sixteenth 
and seventeenth centuries; both were governed by 
enlightened rulers who gave encouragement to intellec
tual pursuits, and both kingdoms came to an end at 
the same time, being incorporated into the Mughal 
empire in 1686-87. The style of building which found 
favour in these two countries reached them through the 
JMOductions of the Bahmani rulers at Bidar of the 
Iourteenth and fifteenth centuries, yet the contrast 
between the architectural achievements of the two 
powers is instructive. Por at Golconda, as already 
shown, in spite of a dynasty of cultivated rulers, the 
building art they had inherited, under their hands lost 
itself in the production of a type of structure of un
inspiring appearance . and excessive in detail, while at 
Bijapur under outwardly similar conditions, the art 
immediately proceeded to find itself and to develop 
into the most aestheticallY and constructionally com
petent manifestation of architecture in the whole of 
the Deccan. 

Such a disparate result as testified by the buil~ in 
these adjacent kingdoms was brought about by a diver
puce in the cultural ideals of the two ruling dynasties. 
On the one hand the Qutb Shahis of Golconda distri
buted their patronage into a variety of intellectual 
dwmels, while on the other the Adil Shahls of Bijaptlr 
concentrated their energies almost exclusively on archi
tecture and the allied arts, each member of the dynasty 
endeavouring to excel his predecessors in the number, 
size, or splendour of his building projects. Moreover, 
the Adil Shahis succeeded in imbuing their subjects 
with the same structural ardour, the consequence being 
that in few cities in India is their a more ~fuse display 
of fine building than in Bij~; for within the rela
tiwly limited area of this capItal there are the remains 
of .cores of structures man,,} of fint class importance and 
bich artistic excellence, and all ~ a notable 
measure of architectural merit. ese buildings are of 
three kinds-mosques. tombs. and palaces. the first. 
predominating as they amount to over fifty examples, 
with more than twenty tombs, and nearly the same 
munber of palaces or mtWIIh. 

Unlike maay of the larger cities of the Deccan. Bija
par does not dominate the surrounding country from 
.. eminence, but stands without any natural protection 
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on gently rising ground situated towards the centre 
of the territory it administer. Building operations on 
this site began during the first half of the sixteenth 
century, by the construction of the citadel. a fortress 
irregularly circular in plan, and containing a palace, im
perial buildings, and two small mosques prepared from 
despoiled temples. As the power of the Adil Shahis 
increased, around the citadel a city gradually formed. 
and in the course of time was enclosed within strongly 
fortified walls, which were completed about 1565. The 
trace of these city walls is also an irregular circle over 
six miles in circumference, and from the citadel in the 
centre roads radiate to the six city gates, but they follow 
no direct alignment, nor does there seem to have been 
any serious attempt at systematic town-planning. At 
the beginning of the seventeenth century, when the Adil 
Shahi dynasty was in its prime, expansion became 
necessary and so the suburbs of Shahapur on the north 
and Ainapur on the east arose, eath containing a few 
monuments but none of any special importance. The 
principal extension however, developed on the west. 
where Ibrahim II (1sBa-1627) founded a second and 
larger city calling it Nauraspur, connecting. it with the 
capital by means of a wide thoroughfare, but early in 
its construction it was abandoned, and except for the 
remains of two palaces within its partly finished walls. 
it contains no buildings of note. I t is within the walled 
area of the original city therefore that, with one or two 
exceptions, all the more important buildings are situated ; 
and the period during which the style reached its zenith 
was the first half of the seventeenth century, an era 
corresponding to the Elizabethan age in England, and 
also to the golden reign of Shah Abbas of the Safa\'id 
dynasty in Persia. Bijapur is now a deserted ruin, 
its spirit having been broken ~n 1686 when the city 
unconditionally surrendered to the Mughuls, but it was 
not until nearly a century later than the capital began 
to fall into a statc of decay. Its demolition was hastened 
by the marauding forces of the Marathas, who stripped 
its buildings of all available materials, and it was after 
this act of 5p')ilation that the disintegrating process of 
time brought about its desolation. In spite of the 
substantial remains of its architectural greatness, the 
general appearance of the city is not aesthetically inspi
ring mainly o~ to the dull brown monochrome of the 
local basalt, of which stone all its monuments are built. 
Now deprived of that rich pageantry and imperial 
splendour which formed the exuberant life of this power
ful kingdom. with its population once in thousands 
now reduced to a few hundreds, such a monotony of 
dect emphasises the sombre melancholy of Bijapur's 
dead glones. 

The Adil Shahi kings of Bijapur professed to be of 
Turkish origin and accordingly the symbol of the cres
cent is bome on the finials of their largest monuments, 
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but the actual style of their architecture shows few, 
if any direct attributions from this source. As already 
explained their building art was developed out of the 
earlier productions of the Bahmani rule in the Deccan, 
but on the other hand the Bijapur masons displayed 
in some of their technique such ripe experience that 
could only have been acquired from contact with other 
and still older schools, which may have been Ottoman. 
There are certain characteristics in the fully matured 
architecture of Bijapur which are unmistakable. Chief 
among these is that all-important feature the dome, 
which, in buildings of average proportions, is almost 
spherical in shape, and rises out of a band of conventional 
petals at its base. These forms were repeated to a small 
scale as an ornamental finish to the turrets, also pro
minent elements in the style and which surmount the 
principal angles of the building like slender minarets. 
The shape of the arch, too, is distinctive, it has lost the 
angularity and forced agee outline of its Bahmani 
prototype, and assum~ contours of more suavity and 
grace. Evidences of the expressive low impost In the 
archways, derived also from. Gulbarga, are still observ
able, but this feature in the course of its transfer has 
been converted into a form'of considerable shapeliness. 
The typical Bijapur arch is of the four-centred variety, 
Dot unlike that of the Tudor Gothic, but fuller in its 
curve. In common with all the Deccani styles, largely 
owing to the design and manner of construction, the 
pmar is rare in the architecture of Bijapur, its place 
being taken by substantial masonry piers, usually 
rectangular in section. Finally, there is the cornice, 
or cltajj4, a characteristic architectural ornament in 
most of the buildings, remarkable for its size and pro
jection and for the closely ranked decorated brackets 
by which it is supported. 

Such are the more conspicuous architectural com~ 
nents of the style, but the sculptured patterns which 
embellish these elements are most of them so individual 
in character, that they constitute a definite school of 
plastic art. Originally handed down from the earlier 
Deccani examples, in spirit as well as in substance this 
ornamentation is similar to that found in other manifes
tations of Islamic art, but it also includes motifs of an 
unusual and original kind. Among these is one very 
prominent pattern in the arch spandrils, consisting of a 
voluted bracket holding a medallion, and above the 
arch a foliated finial all singularly graceful; with this 
typical d~ are also rosettes, conventional hanging 
lamps, runnmg borders, and interlaced symbols either 
carved in stone or moulded in stucco. It is possible to 
trace some of these carved motifs back and to identify 
them with the glazed tile decoration in the Bahmani 
buildings, the brush-forms of which, adapted in the 
first instance to suit the technique of the chisel, were 
aft~ds still further developed and enriched by the 
imaginative mind and skilled handling of the Bijapur 
craftsmen. 

While the entire period of the Adil Shahi ascendancy 
lasted for less than two hundred years, its architectural 
history may be actually compressed within one century. 
During such a limited time there was little real develop-

ment in the style; as it first appeared so it continued, 
beginning with a plain and simple type of building, 
which gradually became more ornate, but with no vital 
changes in its structural formation. There was also 
no noticeable decline in the art, its high character was 
maintained throughout, the end came not from decay, 
but by the production ceasing abruptly owing to the 
fall of the dynasty. To illustrate the architecture 
of Bijapur therefore, out of the bewildering complex 
of buildings comprising this now deserted capital, a 
selection of four typical examples will be made, which 
represent the building art in its most significant aspects. 
These are the Jami Masiid, one of the earliest monu
ments to be constructed and therefore the most power
fully simple; the Ibrahim Rauza, one of the most 
elaborate; the Gol Gumbaz, showing the style in its 
most grandiose form, and the Mihtar Mahall, depicting 
it in its miniature and at the same time its most refined 
and delicate manner. Reference will also be made to 
some of the palaces and public buildings to show the 
method of treatment in structures for secular purposes. 

The first building of note was the Jami Masjid, built 
at the beginning of the Adil ShaW's tenure of power 
by Ali Shah 1 (ISs8-80). and which is considered to be 
the finest example of Bijapur architecture in its more 
restrained and classical mood. (Plate XUX). Also, 
because it is an early example it displays most plainly the 
connection of the style with that of the Bahmani period 
of the previous century. Unfortunately it was never 
fully completed, as it stillla.cks two minars which were 
intended to flank the front of its eastern exterior, the 
whole of this part being left unfinished. An entrance 
gateway was provided later by the Hughal emperor 
Aurangzebe in the seventeenth century, more or less in 
the same style as the rest of the building, but even with 
this addition, the composition remains incomplete. It 
is also clear that certain other features are missmg, as for 
instance the ornamental merIons .above the parapet 
around the courtyard, a deficiency which although rela
tively small, detracts in a degree from the general effect. 
None the less, even with these shortcomings this mosque 
presents an imposing appearance and is a noble example 
of the builder's art. It is a large structure, as its plan 
forms a rectangle 450 feet by 225 feet, and the immense 
pile forming its exterior has been treated by its designer 
who must have possessed great originality and resources, 
in an exceptionally independent manner. Always a 
difIiculty in mosque construction, the containing walls 
of these buildings offer a considerable area of plain 
masonry. inviting some appropriate architectural 
rendering to relieve the monotony of their unbroken 
surfaces. In this instance the problem has been solved 
by the introduction of two rows of arcades within the 
walling, one above the other, the lower being merely 
ornamental, but the upper row is open and discloses an 
arched corridor ~mbling a loggia, running the whole 
length of the back and sides of the exterior. 

The courtyard within this mosque, which is a square 
of ISS feet side, is contained on three sides by a superb 
range of arches, seven on each side, those at the western 
end with the central opening empbasir,ed by foliations, 
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'--..... '" the facade of the sanctuary. Over these facade 
ects a wide and deep cornice on brackets. 
the middle of the sanctuary rises the square 

clerestory supporting the great dome. It is 
this point of view that the stylistic connection 
the Bahmani mode is observable specially in the 

_1I1e11t of the dome and its substructure. and its 
lftlloPJlDetlt from the same formations in the mosque 

the fort at Gulbarga. An inter/al of exactly 
centuries separates these two fine buildings. and 

advance in architectural ideals and experience as 
by the Bijapur examI,>le is noteworthy. A com-

between the dommating portions of each 
_ lOSi1tion may indicate what has taken place. In 

volume of the Bahmani superstructure. 
by any detail. there is something simple and 

no "stately pleasure dome" is this. but one that 
_~ilS solemn e.ultation. it has a sweep. a freshness 
...... .; ..... the detennination of a first effort. On the 

the Adil Shahi conception. although built 
same constructional principles. has been 

to produce a very difteretlt effect. While _ aiDS all of the intellectual power and dignity of its 
_lCeIiSor. yet there is that in the sober and massive 

its forms and outlines which not only stirs 
... oti~l)ns but also makes a direct appeal to the 

senses. These additional qualities were ob
the judicious application of appropriate 

~!dtll'8.] embellishments both to the clerestory 
to the dome, and by the more refined shaping of the 

itself. In the case of the clerestory these eJabora
took the form of an arcaded fenestration around 

and a more pronounced systetn of merlons over 
DlUra~~ts. while the dome was enriched by bold 

at its juncture with the drum. The dome is 
stilted but is hemispherical in contour. its 

up into a massive metal finial crowned by 
_Ilbl)l of the crescent. 

interior of the sanctuary of this mosque presents 
but unpretentious appearance mainly 

its quality of simple spaciousness. It conaists 
hall 208 feet by 107 feet divided into five aisles 
of arches on substantial masonry piers. The 

the centre is a square compartment of seVetlty
diameter and contained within twelve arches, 
each side. These arches intersect above. thus 

an octagonal cornice for the support of the 
of dome. Around this central space are the 
of the aisles, each occupying a ~, with the 

of each constructed on the same principle as the 
in a modified form to suit their smaller size. 

_ rfaA::e treatment of this interior is broad and 
similar in character to that of the exterior 

_ .. tiie decoration that has been introduced into 
being of an architectonic order. and more for 

IIarlPQlo1e5 of accentuating a line or space than for 
At a later date a different 

has been interposed, but confined only 
~~ arcllway containing the principal mihrab. 

_ _ :ts of an elaborate mural design in relief and 
colour, which although a work of some merit is 
incongruous, and docs not add to the beauty 

of the structure. The sanctuary of this mosque is 
essentially a conception of simplicity and dignity, 
complete in itself and independent of any overlay of 
applied art. 

The second building selected to illustrate the style 
is that known as the Ibrahim Rauza, a mausoleum situ
ated just outside the city walls on the west. (Plate L). 
Built to the order of Ibrahim Adil Shah I (1580-1627) 
as this ruler's last resting place, the ,auza consists 
of two main buildings, a tomb and a mosque with 
certain accessories all standing within a square enclosure, 
the whole forming an attractive garden retreat. From 
the elaborate workmanship of this conception. it seems 
clear that the ruler stipulated that it should be not 
only the most ornate but also the most perfect of its 
kind, and most faithfully did those entrusted with this 
task carry out the royal command, for, as an example 
of unstinting technical care and skilled artistry this 
bu~ has few equals. It is by no mean a large 
composition, as it was wisely foreseen that any structure 
of such an elaborate nature if executed to a large scale 
would most likely ne,rer be finished; the entire en
closure. therefore, is only 450 feet square. while the 
tomb building 'within, which is also square, is but lIS 
feet side, The whole work was however carried out 
with an eye to completeness, for every part, whether 
structural, technical, om&nlental, or merely utilitarian 
appears to have been thought out and provided for in a 
most meticulous manner before even a stone was placed 
in position. From the accuracy of 'the inscriptions 
carved on its walls, to the size and position of the stone 
hooks in the stables, each item seems to have received 
its due share of expert consideration. with the result that 
in addition to its rentarlcable aesthetic qualities. as an 
example of man's handiwork, this building approaches 
perfection as near as is humanly possible. Within the 
walled enclosure the two principal buildings stand on an 
oblong terrace 360 feet long by ISO feet wide. at the 
eastern etld of which is the tomb and at the western ~nd 
facing it is the mosque, the open court between being 
occupied by an om&n1ental tank and fountain. Although 
different in their shape and intention, in order to produce 
a symmetrical composition these two buildings ha\'(> 
been made to balance in style and volume. but the tomb 
is manifestly the more splendid conception. In its 
arrangements this mausoleum building follows ,the 
usual tomb formula comprising a central chamber 
contained with an arched verandah. and the whole 
surmounted by a dome, all its parts being so combined 
so to present an elegant and harmonious effect. Among 
several skilful expedients is the disposition of the arches 
in the arcade as two of these on each face fare narrow('r 
than the othen. thus providing a subtle variety in the 
voids. evidence of marked architectural competence. 
Moreo\'er this alternation in spacing has been carried 
up into the rest of the composition, and therefore in the 
sanle manner influencing the etltire facade. a fact which 
is also emphasized by the intervals between the ornamen
tal finials above the parapet. Tall minar-shaped turrets 
rise from each angle of the building, but the crowning 
accomplisbmetlt is the elaborately bracketed and battle
mented upper story carrying the shapely bulbous dome. 
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Passing into the building. within the arched verandah 
is a row of pillars, thus forming a double arcade around 
the central chamber, a structural amplification preparing 
the spectator for the consummate excellence of the 
interior scheme. All is profusely embellished, but for 
sheer fertility of invention and intricacy of pattern 
the outer wall surface of the tomb chamber is unrivalled. 
as every portion is ornamented with carving. (Plate 
XLVI. Fig. 1). This part of the building is an admirable 
illustration of a condition when the appetite for enrich
ment is insatiable. and while some may criticise the 
total effect as one of prodigality, few will question the 
exquisite beauty of each separate design. Each wall 
is spaced into an arcade of three shallow arches and these 
are enclosed by a system of borders and panels with a 
fine engaged pier at each angle of the building. This 
division of the surface provided many graceful shapes 
which were filled in either with arabesques. repeating 
diapers, or traceried inscriptions, the last being most 
prominent. All these designs are distinctive of the 
Bijapur style, the artizans of this school had a gift for 
onginality. and created a whole series of new forms 
taking little from the indigenous art of the country. 
while'all is fresh and clear. 

Another outstanding feature of this tomb building is a 
constructional one. and concerns the treatment of 
the interior of the central chamber. This is a small 
room eighteen feet square. its refined appearance being 
very largely due to the introduction at the correct 
height of a gracefully curved and coffered ceiling. 
Instead, therefore. of the upper portion of the chamber 
being formed by a dome, it has been ceiled in the same 
manner as the tomb of Abdullah Qutb Shah at Golconda 
already described. which it may be noted was erected 
fifty years later than the Ibrahim Rauza. Such a 
system, however. has this disadvantage. as although 
producing a well-proportioned room below, on the other 
hand it leaves a large useless void above, consisting 
of the hollow vacuity of the dome. In carrying out the 
construction of the ceiling at the Rauza. this was in
geo.iously contrived by means of the masonry being 
joggle-jointed, and it thus appears to have no visible 
support. Such a skilfully built hanging ceiling shows 
that in structural technique the Bijapur masons were 
masters of their craft. The mosque forming the other 
half of the Rauza composition, as previously indicated, 
while corresponding in mass and architectural trcatment 
to the tomb building. as well as in width of frontage. 
measures less in depth. but it is so disposed as to be in 
perfect harmony with its vis-a-vis. and also with the 
conception as a whole. 

The third representative monument at Bijapur is the 
mausoleum of Mohammed Adil Shah (1627-57) com
monly known as the "Gol Gumbaz" or "Round Dome." 
(Plate LI. Fig. I). It is related that this ruler. realizing 
the impossibility of exceeding the architectural and 
plastic opUlence of his predecessor's '"uza. determined 
to excel it in another quality. that of size. with the 
nsult that he produced as his memorial one of the lar
gat and most remarkable single buildings in India. The 
tomb building itself. however. is only one item in an 

architectural scheme of considerable magnitUde. which 
comprises a mosque. a naqqu khana. or drum-house and 
gateway. a tlharmsala or rest-house. and other structural 
amenities associated with an imperial mausoleum. all 
contained "ithin a walled enclosure. Such a compre
hensive conception undertaken during the later part of 
the ruler's reign and therefore dating towards the middle 
of the seventeenth century. was many years in prepara
tion. and was accordingly never wholly completed. while 
even the main structure consisting of the tomb building 
alone. does not appear to have been given quite the 
fulfilment that its designers intended. Both on the 
inside and outside of this immense composition its wall 
surfaces are severely plain. and although these broad 
spaces carry with them a restrained dignity. the building 
seems to lack that final effort required to make it a 
fully finished production. 

tn spite of its vast size the Gol Gumbaz is based for 
the most part upon the simplest architectural forms. 
Externally the body of the building is a great cube with 
a turret or tower attached to each angle. while over 
all hangs a large hemispherical dome. Much of the 
satisfying appearance of its composition has been obtain
ed by the excellent proportions existing between these 
main elements. especially of the ratio between the 
square mass below and the rounded portion above, the 
latter having no complex curves. being in shape merely 
an immense inverted bowl. To these were added 
certain subsidiary forms which connect them and 
contribute to the architectural effect. Chief among the 
supplementary elements is the fine projecting cornice. 
its deep shadow. enriched by closely set brackets (1) 
with its two salient points emphasized by elongations 
of these same corbelled fopns. Then above this is an 
arcade of small arches. its formality relieved by skilful 
spacing. while over this again are massive merlons which. 
aided by the finials break the skyline with their graceful 
shapes. Finally. there are the bold foliations at the 
base of the dome. concealing the point of juncture with 
the drum in a most appropriate manner. Below. on 
the main wall-space three shallow arches have been 
sunk in each face. elegant and suitable shapes. the 
larger archway in the centre bein« panelled out so as to 
reduce it to the dimensions of a normal doorway. 
All these architectural accessories are not only in them
Selves works of art but are so disposed as to take their 
correct place in the composition. thus producing a total 
effect well-balanced and satisf}ing to the eye. But 
it is when one begins to consider the projecting towers 
at the corners of the building the mind becomes conscious 
that in the design of these the high aesthetic standard 
has not been consistently maintained. and further that 
they are not in entire harmony "'ith the remainder of 
the conception. Some substantial structural feature of 
the kind was undoubtedly required to finish oft the 
angles of the composition. but it might have been an 
accessory less formal and in better proportioned stages 
than these pagoda-like supporting turrets. 

The interior of the Gol Gumbaz consists of one cham
ber only. but it is a hall of majestic proportions and. 
like the Pantheon at Rome. and St. Sophia at Istanbul. 

... --------------------------~------
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.. ODe of the largest single cells ever constructed. (plate 
UI). The noticeable architectural features in this 
JI8Dd: vaulted hall are the tall pointed arches forming 
the sides, which give support to a circular platform 
above, provided to receive the base of the dome. No 
expedient such as a ceiling or double dome has been 
raorted to in this instance, as save for the thickness of 
the masonry it is the same great inverted bowl within 
the building as without, and of the same plain hemis-
1Iherical shape. The system of construction em~loy'ed 
III this interior was as simple as its appearance. Begin
DiDg with a square plan, as the walls gained in height 
this square was made to change its shape, so that at its 
sammit it should form an octagon and, ultimately a 
drcle. The conversion of the square below into a circle 
above was achieved by ingeniously arranging each arch 
10 that its feet stood within the sides of the square plan, 
bet with its plane of surface at an angle, the intersection 
above producing the eight sided fi&ure on which the 
circular cornice was projected. The interior surface of 
the dome is set back some twelve feet from the inner 
edp of this circle, so that a proportion of its weight is 
transmitted directly downwards on to the four walls, the 
nmainder being carried on the intersecting arches which 
also receive and counteract any outward thrust. 

The dome itself is a plain plastered vault with six 
IIDall openings through the drum and a flat section at 
its crown, but with no central pendant. It is cons
tructed of horizontal courses of brick with a substantial 
layer of mortar between each course, in other words it 
consists of a homogeneous shen or monobloc of concrete 
reinforced with bricks, the whole being of an average 
thickness of ten feet. Most large domes are built on this 
priDciple, and it is quite possibJe that the masons 
enpged on the Gol Gumbaz derived their experience 
of this form of vaulting from either Ottoman sources or 
from Persia, where considerable architectural activity 
JDduding the important operation of dome construction, 
had prevailed for some time. It seems not unlikely that 
In the erection of this vast cupola no centering of timber 
was used except for the section near the crown, as bid!!; 
system of oversaiJing courses of brickwork, scafto . 
for such a purpose would be unnecessary. As to the 
plan of supporting the dome by means of a combination 
of intersecting arches, a ~ractice with which the Bijapur 
banders seemed surprismgly familiar, this method is 
abnost unknown elsewhere, the only other instance and 
that on quite a small scale, is the sanctuary cupola in the 
cathedral of Cordova in Spain, a building. of Moorish 
origin and erected some six centuries earlier. 

The mausoleum of Mohammed AdiJ Shah is un
questionably one of the finest structural triumphs of the 
Indian builders, if only on account of its stupendous 
proportions. Taking its exterior dimensions, the total 
width of one of its square sides is equal to the entire 
height of the building which is a little over 200 feet, and 
the outside diameter of the dome is 144 feet. The in
terior of the hall measures 13S feet across, and it is 178 
feet high, while the gallery from which the dome springs 
is no feet above tge pavement. If the spaces covered 
by the various projections of the interior are omitted the 

entire area of the hall amounts to over eighteen thousand 
square feet. According to this calculation it is con
siderably larger in area than the Pantheon at Rome 
which measures 15,833 square feet, so that the Gol 
Gumbaz may claim to be . the largest domical roof in 
existence. Viewed as a whole even with the imperfac
tions of the comer towers already referred to, this 
monumental mausoleum is a production of phenomenal 
grandeur. Unlike most of the other buildings in 
Biiapur it seems fairly evident that to give aesthetic 
pleasure was not its intention, it was erected with the 
obiect of creating awe and amazement in the mind of the 
spectator by means of its immense scale and majestic 
bulk. And these ideals have been abundantly fulftlled. 
Yet its architectural qualities are also considerable as 
proved by the skilful composition of its various parts, the 
harmonious combination of arches, cornice, arcade, 
foliated parapet and fluted drum, all disposed in an 
artistic and effective manner upon a structural founda
tion of simple forms with coherent strength. Whether 
one stands thrilled before its noble mass or humbled 
under the vast void of its vaulted roof, one cannot fail 
to be impressed by the gifted imagination which con
ceived this great monument, and to marvel at the sup
reme genius which enabled it to be so splendidly realized. 

Of the buildings of the Adil Shahis produced to a 
more normal scale there are numerous examples, some 
of exceptional merit. Among these are Shah Karim's 
tomb, the tomb of Shah Nawaz, a group of mosques in 
the Shahpur suburb, the Anda masjjd, Kallka Jaban 
Begum's mosque, and Ali Sbahid Pir's masiid, the 
facade archways of the last being of an exemplary 
pattern. But undoubtedly the most remarkable build
ing of this smaller type IS that known as the Mibtar 
Mahall, which, on groun4s of style, appears to have 
been erected about 1620 during the reign of Ibrahim 
Adil Shah II when, as shown by the character of his 
"""", rich embellishment was in the greatest request. 
(Plate LIlI, Fig. I). The name by which this building 
is now known is incorrect, as it is not a fIIIIIItUl or palace 
but the entrance hall to the courtyard of a mosque, an 
edificelOf almost equal elegance at its rear. It is however 
something more than an entrance gateway, for it has an 
upper story consisting of a small assembly room cor
responding in some respects to a "parvis" or priests' 
chamber in a Christian church, and above that again is 
an open terrace surrounded by a wall with oriel windows 
and a perforated parar:t. Incidentally the assembly 
room is of a kind which would provide an excellent 
model for a modern ball. The exterior of this building 
is an admirable conception, the facade being contained 
between two slender buttresses rising up into graceful 
turrets, while the outstanding feature is a window, its 
balcony projected on brackets and shaded by an ex
pansive eave. Among the other architectural elements 
are a doorway of pointed arches. recessed within an 
arrangement of fiat panelling, certain elaborations to 
the buttresses, as \vell as string-courses and mouldings, 
all ex~ionally well rendered, and each contributing to 
the artistic appearance of the whole. Every detail is 
decoratively shaped and sumptuously carved, some 
parts excessively so, as for instance the struts supporting 



the window eave, which have been so finely wrought as 
to resemble carved brackets in the form of thin wooden 
braces. The fineness of the workmanship is astonishing, 
the stone being manipulated as if it were plastic clay, 
either in the chiselling of the low relief patterns around 
the doorway or in the deep moulding of the coftered 
ceiling of the ground story, all is executed with a loving 
care recalling that of the artists of the Italian pattro
cento. The entire structure seems to imply that not 
only the artisans themselves took a pride m the perfec
tion of their handiwork, but that they were encouraged 
to do 80 by their patrons who experienced an : 
t~ in seeing such exquisite forms grow under . 

ds. 

The secular architecture of Bijapur in comparison 
with the religious is of a decidedly pedestrian order, and 
has few significant features. It took the fonn of palaces 
and civic buildings produced to the order of the various 
rulers, often in a style of their own and according to 
their personal needs. Most of these edifices, partly 
on account of the impermanence of their materials and 
construction, are ruined, while several have been used 
during later times for other puryoses, which has further 
obscured their o~ intention. One of the most 
noticeable of the Clvic buildings now remaining is the 
Gagan Mahall, presumed to have been erected about 
A.D. 1560 and to have served a two-fold purpose, as a 
royal residence and a council chamber. In plan it is 
rectangular, 124 feet by 8:z feet, and it was divided into 
two parts, the frontal portion forming one ~e open 
hall, with the other portion at the back consistmg of a 
central hall and a smaner chamber on each side: over 
all was an upper story, apparently for the accommoda
tion of the ladies of the royal household. In several of 
the mediaeval cities of central and IOUthem Indian 
there appear to have been one or more buildings designed 
on this principle, a combination of assembly hall and 
hall of audience with palace attached, of which the 
remarkable Hindola M8hall at Kandu (Chapter XI), 
is a notable and early example. Later, under the 
Mughuls, another system was adopted of a separate 
building for each purpose, consisting of a hall for public 
audiences and another for private audiences with the 
palace apartments in still another building, ·altogether a 
much more rational arrangement. 

In any case, wherever these conncil chambers were, 
it was not unusual for them to be of a particularl, 
striking appearance, and the Gagan Kahall at Bijapur IS 
no exceptiOll to this rule. Por ita facade is an im
~ve conception of three archways, the central one 
beiDC an uncommonly spacious ~ over sixty feet 
wide and nearly fifty feet in heicht, and in shape an 
enlargement of thOle with low imposts in the cloisters of 
the G"ulbarga Jami ~id, from which it is obviously 
descended. This schem:e of triple arches, with an ab
normally wide one in the centre, is not however in
frequent in the architecture of Bijapur as it occurs in the 
facades of all classes of structure~ palaces, mosques, and 
tombs, as may be seen in the AnanCl, Sugat, and Ampur 
Kahan,. the mxl~nof Kustafa Khan, and the tombs of 
Shah Nawu , and Yaqut Dabuli. Such an 

arrangement however, was obviously essential in the 
Gagan Mahall, as through this great opening the ruler 
could obtain an uninterrupted view of any royal cere
mony held on the terrace in front. Stone masonry was 
almost invariably used in the buildings of Bijapur, but 
in some of the palaces wood played an important part 
in their composition, being used for pillars and also in 
the construction of the ceilings: while combined with 
this timber work was a certain amount of stucco, so 
that in several of the halls these surfaces were decorated 
with mural paintings of subjects executed in heavy 
but rich colouring. 

The architectural abilities of the builders of Bijapur 
as their achievements indicate, were of a high order, 
but these were equalled, if not excelled, by the superb 
quality of their workmanship. Taking their productions, 
as a whole, their masonry construction was as good as 
if not better than any in India, some of their stonework 
being superb, almost equal to that of the best Roman. 
Then the brickwork, as shown in the execution of their 
domes proves that they not only know how to prepare 
their materials, but also how to apply them to the best 
advan~e. And as already explained, their system of 
intersecting arches was not only masterl, but unique, 
each stIUctural process and practice b:G= long 
years of experiment in all branches of the . . art. 

In this connection an unusual light .is thrown on the 
more ordinary methods of construction by the un
finished tomb of Ali II. who died in 167:z. Only the 
ground-story arches of this ambitious scheme had been 
set up, when the entire work was stopped owing to the 
death of the ruler, but the extensive frame work of bare 
unfinished masonry, standing just as the builders left 
it over two and a half centuries ago, is as moving as it is 
instructive. One fact in connection with this incom
p1eted tomb, which was the last to be undertaken, con
cerns the shape of ita arches. Hitherto, the curves of 
the arches in all the bu.ildinp of Bijapur were of a kind 
which required to be supplemented by tangential lines 
in order to meet at the crown, but in this unfinished 
structure the arches are formed of simple curves struck 
from two centres, thus corresponding in their general 
contoun to those of the fourteenth century Gothic. 
Whether this departure from the ~ type of Tudor 
arch implied some decisive change m the character of 
the style is Dot revealed, as the end of the dynasty to
gether with that of the art followed very shortly, but 
the alteration in such a distinctive feature is significant. 
Up to the final years of the BijaF.l rule the hlgh standard 
of the masonry was fully mamtained, but throughout 
the entire course of the style the builders worked at a 
disadvantap owing to the quality of the stone they were 
compelled to use. The oaly building material of a 
suitable kind available within the State was a local 
basalt, good in certain respects yet inclined to be brittle 
and friable, and it is chiefty on this account that a num
ber of the monuments, otherwise well-constructed, have 
fallen into ruin. 

Not exactly in the Deccan, but more to the north
west of this repm, is the country of KhaDdesh.. Small 
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in area, in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries this 
independent kingdom produced a number of buildings 
which, although not fonning a separate style, display 
original and distinctive features. In view of its geog
raphical position athwart the Tapti river and wedged 
in between such powerful dominions as those of the 
Deccan on the one hand, and of Gujarat and Malwa on 
the other, it is only natural that the artisans of Khandesh 
should have taken a considerable amount of their 
architecturaJ inspiration from these influential centres 
of the building art. Yet under the patronage of the 
Faruqi dynasty, who ruled the State from 1382 to 1600, 
the buildings at the capitals of Thalner and Burhanpur 
are an attempt to express an architectural individuality 
of some significance. The city of Burhanpur was found
ed in 1400, and it was about the same time that the large 
citadel and palace, or Badshahi Qila, (King's Fort) 
occupying a commanding position on the banks of the 
Tapti, were built. This appears to have been a sump
tuous structure, but is now too ruined to enable any 
definite opinion of its architectural style to be formed. 
Belonging to a slightly later date, is a group of tombs at 
the ancient town of Thalner, one containing an ins
cription of Kiran Mubarak (dec. 1457), which represents 
the nature of the movement at this stage. (Plate 
UV). These buildings show a close affinity to the 
Kalwa type of tomb as instanced by the mausoleum of 
Hushang Shah at Mandu, produced there only a few 
~ previously There are however certain differences 
m the treatment of the Thalner examples, both structural 
pd ornamental, implying that these were not mere 
copies, but that the artisans employed were introducing 
ideas of their own. The principal innovations are the 
change in the position of the openings, such as the 
wider spacing of the doors and windows, in the emphasis 
pven to the parapet over the eaves, and in the elevation 
of the dome by means of an octagonal drum and the 
stilting of its sides. Although these tombs at Thalner .l: not have the stolid dignity and stability of the 

wa original which appears to have inspired them, 
they are a pleasing variation of the same type. 

Towards the end of the rule of the Faruqi dynasty 
two mosques were erected at Burhanpur, one being 
the Jami Masjid built by Adil Shah IV (Raja Ali Khan) 

in 1588, and the other of about the same da~e, or perhaps 
a little earlier, known as the Bibi ki Masjid (Mosque of 
the Lady). The former is a comparatively simple con
ception, the fifteen pointed arches forming its facade 
being flanked by two lofty minarets, an arrangement no 
doubt suggested by some of the later mosques of Gujarat, 
which were also the models for its well-considered 
proportions, specially noticeable in the arcade around 
the courtyard. The other example, the Bibi lei Masjid, 
is a building displaying more vitality in its design and 
construction, its style being not dissimilar from a certain 
type of mosque at Ahmedabad. (Plate LIII, Fig. 2). 
For instance, its facade is of the closed variety, with 
a large central archway contained between substantial 
minarets, the whole bemg enriched with mouldings and 
carving. Its chief claim to originality lies in the com
position of the minarets, as their upper portions are 
ornamented with oriel windows having projecting 
balconies, while the summit is crowned by a spherical 
cupola. Although not entirely successful owing to the 
rather inferior workmanship on the lower stories, the 
treatment of these minarets is a definite departure from 
anything produced elsewhere. 

The concluding phase of this manifestation in Khan
desh took place when the country came under the rule 
of the Mughals, as illustrated by the tomb of Shah 
Nawaz Khan, one of the provincial governors in the 
seventeenth century. Even at such a late date some
thing of the independent nature of the building art is 
still observable, although in this instance it takes the 
form of a composition consisting mainly of elements 
borrowed from clliIerent sources. Its square design in 
two stories may have been derived from some of the 
royal tombs of Gujarat, the pinnacles are not unlike 
those on the Tu~hlaqian buildings at Delhi, but with the 
addition of foliations from Bijapur, whUe finally the 
whole is crowned with a "Lodi" dome. Yet despite the 
div~ty of these attributions they are united with 
knowledge and skill, so that the result as a whole is not 
unattractive. But it is clear from the character of this 
structure that any spontaneity the movement originally 
possessed had declined, and this tomb therefore 
represents the last dort of any significance in 
these parts. 
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CHAPTER XV 

PROVINCIAL STYLE 
KASHMIR (From the Isth century) 

THERE can be few countries which exhibit more 
contrasting manifestations of architecture than 
the State of Kac;hmir. In the first instance 

there was the classical. aristocratic. and hierarchic 
development represented by the stone monuments of 
the Buddhist-Hindu period which flourished mainly 
during the first millennium ; this was followed by a 
period of building in wood. as illustrated by the more 
democratic folk architecture which prevailed under the 
Mohammedan rule; finally there was a short interval 
in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. when the 
Mughul emperors brought into the State their own style 
of stone architecture, as shown by a few examples of 
unmistakable character. But the type of architecture 
associated principally with the Islamic domination of 
Kashmir is that constructed almost entirely of wood. 
and which assumed a singularly distinctive form. 

Although this method of building first comes into 
view with the Mohammedan occupation of the country 
towards the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. and is 
the mode that is still largely used, there is every indica
tion that building in wood in Kashmir. has a very ancient 
history. For civic and secular purposes it was no 
doubt co-existent with the stone architecture of the 
first millennium, but on account of its impermanence all 
examples of such an early development have disappeared. 
In support of its ancient usage there is the evidence 
of the style of this wooden architecture itself, which by 
the manner of its manipulation. and its suitability to 
the climate, country, and the needs of the people all 
prove that it was a constructional method tha.t had 
long been in regular use. Moreover in no other part of 
India was serviceable timber available in greater quan
tities or :nore readilv accessible. and it could therefore 
be used in all structural operations without stint. this 
fact alone conditioned not a little the methods of the 
workmen and the character of the building art, as in 
such circumstances the matter of economy of material 
did not arise. The result of this superabundance of 
supply wac; that there was no need for the builders to 
devise ways and means for simplifying their structural 
system, or of making one piece of wood suffice whf're two 
or more were ordinarily used. 

The technique therefore of the woodwork of Kashmir 
consisted in the elementary contrivance of laying one 
log horizontally on another, usually crosswise in the form 
of "headers and stretchers" as in brickwork, in this 
fasmon producing not only the walls, but also on oc
casion the piers for the support of any superstructure; 
in the case of an ordinary pillar however. single tree 
trunks were generally employed. A variety of cedar 
tree. deodar (Cebus DeoillU'a). is the wood mainly used. 
and is floated down the rivers in the form of huge balks to 
its destination. The simplest method of such log 
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construction may be studied in the series of bridges whid1 
span the river Jbelum at Srinagar. the capital city of 
the State. Several of these Iuulals as they are called, are 
still built on the cantilever principle. and illustrate .a 
system of bridge building which has probably been in 
practice for many hundreds of years. The main sup
ports, or piers, take the form of a massive wooden 
structure, m general appearance resembling an inverted 
pyramid with its truncated apex resting on a solidly 
built masonry cutwater. Each pier is built up of layers 
of logs, in alternate courses placed transversely. at right 
angles, in such a manner as to make it sufliciently strong 
to withstand a fair flood current below. and to carry a 
reasonable load above. (Plate LVIII. Fig. I.) 

It was on this system, so clearly shown in the piers of 
the bridges, that most of the wooden buildings in 
Kashmir were produced, but refined and elaborated to 
suit their more architectural appearance. This may 
be seen in some of the better class types of houses where 
the logs are carefully' squared, and the spaces between 
each course filled WIth neat brickwock on glazed tiles. 
In the interiors of the rooms these interstices are s0me
times converted into wall recesses, very convenient as 
lockers or cupboard,. But not even in the most superior 
buildings does the construction show any profound 
knowledge of woodwork or of the art of joinery. and 
although a simple dovetail joint is occasionally found. 
the lop are generally fastened to one another by a 
stout wooden pin. There are no signs in this rudi
mentary workmanship of any influence from that 
remarkably efficient and precise form of timber archi
tecture which is reproduced in the rock-cut balls of the 
Buddhists in India of a much earlier date. Nor do any 
expedients of a mechanical nature find a place in the 
Kashmir productions, no struts, trusses, or diagonal 
members to secure lateral ~dity. the sole system being 
that of a dead weight beanng directly downwards, on 
much the same principle as the early stone masonry of 
the temples. Such a ponderous mass of material that 
these wooden buildings presented provided little stabili
ty; and being further loaded with insertions of brick
work, it is not surprising that they frequently collapsed. 
Fire, also. at frequent intervals has made havoc with 
these inflammable edifices, many of which on this 
account at one time or another having to be rebuilt. 
In these circumstances, although the foundations of 
several of the more important examples of this wooden 
architecture date from an early period of Moslem rule, 
little of their original structure remains. most of it 
consisting of later replacements. 

The similarity of this form of Kashmir architecture 
to the timber construction of other mountainous coun
tries cannot be overlooked, particularly its likeness to 
that of Scandinavia, and also to the regions of the 
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Fatehpur Sikri: Tomb of Salim Chisti 
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Fig. I Sikandra, Agra: Gateway 10 Akbar's Tomb 

Fig. 2 Delhi Fort: Throne in Diwan-i-Am 
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Fig. J Shadera near Lahore: Tomb of Iahangir (eir. 1626) 

Delhi Fort: "Scales of Iustice" Screen (cir. J645) 
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In the wooden churches (stavekiTke) of Norway 
eleventh to the fourteenth centuries, there are 

roofs rising in tiers so as to form a kind of 
with gables and overhanding eaves, each 

water-proofed with layers of birch-bark, every 
of which has its counterpart in the woodl!n 

or ziarats of Kashmir. Then the chalets of the 
Tyrol with their projecting upper stories, 
with carved railings and casement windows. 

familiar resemblance to the old houses of Sri-
But these analogies of style in such widely 

countries are obviously not due to any com
they have been brought about by each 

to COpe with similar climatic conditions. 
provided with the same class of materials for 

purpose. 

typical wooden architecture of Kashmir takes 
form of either a mosque or a tomb. The latter 

LCl]l(M'Il As a zial'at, and is a characteristic feature of 
, often enshrining the remains of some local 

or person of holy repute. One of these is to 
in or near most Villages, personal respect being 

to it by the custom of all wayfarers dismounting 
passing its sacred precincts on foot. In design 
the mosque and the ziarat are composed of much 

main architectural elements, which in each type 
.uUI1IUJl1J;: are apportioned in the same manner. These 

elements are three in number and consist of 
cubical structure or body of the building contain

the hall or chamber; a pyramidal roof, often in 
; and oyer the whole a slender spire not unlike a 

fteclle. In the mosques, es~ially of the larger 
there is a fourth element interposed between the 

of the roof and the base of the spire; this takes the 
of a square open pavilioo, thus acting in the same 

a lpacity as a minar, or elevated gallery, from which the 
_ lleZzi7.ln makes his call to prayer. 

Except for certain extraneous features, among which 
a small subsidiary shrine and a range of cloisters 

__ ~u later, the mosque of Shah Hamadan in Srinagar is 
example of the wooden architecture of the 
(Plate LVIII. Fig. I.) Standing on the 
of the Jhelum river on an irregular masonry 

. 1IIIIC:lallOn composed of ancient temple materials, this 
with its surroundings and background of 

.lItaIllt snowy mountains presents an enchanting spec
On the day of .a festival with a gaily coloured 

clustered about its water-front, and the pictures-
cantilever bridge in the fore-ground, the entire 
reflected in the slow flowing river is a sight to be 

The mosqu!, exclusive of its verandah 
8teDsions, is in plan a square of 70 feet side, and is two 

·es in height, which up to its eave is nearly 50 feet .. 
Above is the low pyramidal roof, surmounted by the 
GpeIl pavilion for the muezzin, over which rises the 
tIteeple with its finial, 125 feet from the ground. Much 
., the walling of the lower portion of this structure is 
bmed of logs, trimmed square and laid in alternate 
courses as already described, the log ends producing 
the effect of a diaper pattern on the sides of the exterior. 
UDder the eave is a heavy cornice, also of logs, corbelled 

out from the wall-face on timbers laid crosswise so that 
their butt ends form an elementary kind of dentil 
course. Such is the solid manner in which the body of 
the building is constructed, but about it are superim
po~d lighter structures in the form of arcades, veran
dahs, and porticos, their openings filled with lattice 
work (pinjl'a) and enriched with carved wooden inser
tions. The pyramidal roof, projectiqg over the whole 
composition, is in three tiers and composed of rafters 
having planks above covered with turf, and, in their 
season beds of tulips and iris, the effect of which when in 
full flower is one of rare beauty. Under this natural 
roof garden are fixed multiple layers of birch-bark, which 
provide a water-proof strata impervious to rain or 
snow. Above the open pillared pavilion which crowns 
the roof, rise gable-like projections at the foot of the 
steeple, breaking its formality with effective passages of 
shadow. (Plate LIX). 

Although the Shah Hamadan mosque is in two stories, 
only the interior of the hall on the ground floor has any 
architectural pretensions, the upper portions of the 
building being plain and severely structural. This 
lower hall is rectangular in plan measuring 63 feet by 43 
feet, the original square having been curtailed in its 
width by a range of small chambers cutting into it on 
its north and . south sides. Four substantial wooden 
pillars 20 feet in height and fonning a square bay occupy 
the central area of the compartments, the walls, of 
which are panelled wood with an ornamented dado and 
other embellishments. In effect the interior is an 
unaffected production possessing no special structural 
features, and remarkable therefore not so much for its 
architecture as for its artistic treatment. With its 
tapering eight-sided pillars having foliated bases and 
capitals, the arched and recessed mihrab, its panelltd 
walls stained to a rich brown, the painted ceiling and the 
many coloured prayer carpets on the floor, its whole 
appearance while supremely sensuous retains at the same 
time an atmosphere of suitable solemnity. 

But unquestionably the most impressive, and, also 
the ~ost "architectural" building in the wooden style 
of Kashmir is the Jami Masjid at Srinagar, founded by 
tlie ruler Sikandar Butshikan as early as A. D. 1400, 
and enlarged by his son and successor Zain-ul-Abidin. 
Although a considerable portion of this immense con
gregational mosque from an early date may have been 
composed of brick masonry, it contains in its interior 
a large amount of timber work, and accordingly on at 
least three occasions has been badly damage by fire. 
Each time, however, that it has been restored no drastic 
changes appear to have taken place in its composition, 
while the final reconstruction effected by the Mughul 
emperor Aurangzebe (1658-1707) seems also to have 
followed in most respects the original plan. Since then 
it has been allowed to fall into a state of decay and until 
recently was in a ruinous condition, but it has now 
been completely renovated as far as possible in the same 
style as in the time of Aurangzebe. In its design this 
huge structure contains all the architectural elements 
which have been already described as the essential 
components of the Kashmiri type of wooden building, 
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but so disposed as to form a conception approaching 
more nearly to that of the orthodox mosque plan. 
It consists therefore of a square courtyard of some 
240 feet in diameter surrounded on all four sides with 
wide colonnades. the entire area being contained within 
a lofty exterior wall makiiig a rectangle of 285 feet side. 
Externally its elevation is composed mainly of this 
retaining wall. displaying an enormous expanse of 
plain brickwork averaging 30 feet in height all round 
the building which. except for the three projecting 
entrances in the middle of the north. south. and east. 
is relieved only by a series of small arched openings 
towards its upper portion. The principal entrance is 
that on the south side. and consists of a recessed portico 
which leads across the colonnade forming the southern 
cloisters into the courtyard of the interior. It is from 
a point of view within this courtyard that the arrange
ments of the mosque as a whole may be most readily 
studied. (Plate LVII.) 

Around the courtyard a continuous arched arcade 
with a clerestory is carried. but in the centre of each 
side the sequence of arches is interrupted by the imposi
tion of a large structure of almost independent appea
rance. having a square frontage containing an archway. 
while above rises a pyramidal roof and steeple. In 
other words in the middle of each side is interposed an 
example of the "ziarat" form of building. the structural 
configuration already described as typical of the wooden 
architecture of the country. Of these four "ziarat" 
fonnations those on three sides resolve themselves into 
entrance halls. but that on the west. which is the larger 
and more predominant. dertotes the position of the 
nave of the sanctuary. P.&SSing through the great 
archway forming the central feature of this sanctuary 
facade, the nave is entered. a fine open s~e contained 
within a double range of tall wooden pillars, with an 
arched mihrab occupying the interior wall. There is 
an appreciable feeling for the qualities of breadth and 
spaciousness in this portion of the building. as it is the 
"high place" or focal point. and therefore all parts are 
carried out to a very considerable scale. But the real 
greatness of the conception lies in the treatment of its 
manifold pillared aisles and cloisters. These lofty 
colonnades extend around the entire building, four 
aisles deep on three sides and three aisles deep on the 
fourth side. They are composed of ranges of pillars 
each made out of a single deodar trunk, varying from 
25 feet to nearly So feet in height. and. as they amount 

_ to as many as 378 in number. some idea of the slender 
verticality and elongated effect of the interior perspective 
may be gained. While there is much that impresses in 
the ~eral appearance of this immense building. 
prinClpally on account of its stately proportions yet. 
as with several of the la.lJer congregational mosques 
in India, its almost grandiose dimensions. combined 
with an unemotional architectural character. invest 
it with an atmosphere of aloofness not felt in the 
lesser and more intimate productions. (Plate LVIII. 
Fig. z.) 

Before ~ on to the examples of the building 
art introduced mto Kashmir durinc the uc:endancy 

of the Mughals. there are a few structures dating from the 
early Islamic period which indicate that at one time 
an etlort was made to adapt some of the existing Hindu 
remains to Musulman use. SflVeral of these are of 
sufficient interest to merit reference, especially.as the 
additions made to them show affinities to the contem
porary brick· and glazed tile architecture of Persia. 
The principal building illustrating such a system of 
conversion is a tomb in Srinagar known as that of 
Zain-ul-Abidin's mother. and was erected by this Mos
lem ruler early in his long reign. from 1420 to 1470. 
(Plate LX. Fig. I) One of the oldest Mohammedan 
buildings in Srinagar. the basement is obviously that of 
a Hindu stone temple of the ninth century. the whole of 
the upper portion of which was dismantled to make way 
for an erection in accordance with Islamic needs. Ex
cept for this removal. the temenos of the shrine remains 
much as it was originally. with its low walls and gateways 
still in situ. The plan of the Hindu building was a 
square with. rectangular otIsets projecting diagonally 
from each of its angles. a formation which. it may be 
observed. made it less difficult to convert into a struc
ture resembling the conventional Moslem tomb. This 
conversion was effected by carrying up the shape of 
the existing basement by means of a brick superstructure 
into the form of a tomb chamber and surmounting the 
whole with a cluster of nve cupolas. one of these being 
a large and central dome with the others smaller and 
attached to its sides. In each wall-face a pointed 
archway has been set. and there are the remains of 
fluting and areading in the tall drums of the domes. 
while the inner doorway seems to have been an attempt 
at a rare type of horse-shoe arch. The design and 
execution of this tomb indicate that it was the produc
tion of men accustomed to working in brick masonry. 
and in a method implying Persian influence. 

Another Moslem tomb in Srinagar. constructed in 
much the same manner as the foregoing. is that of Pir 
Haji Mohammed Sahib. its :plinth and the comers of 
the superstructure. t~ther WIth the enclosure all having 
formed. part of an earlier Hindu shrine. still in its original 
position. Also of a similar nature is the f'a;uztJ. or tomb 
and mosque of Madani. in the suburb of Zadibal, an 
example more picturesque than architectural. as it is 
composed of an aggregation of miscellaneous remains. 
Built on the site of an old temple. the stone plinth of the 
mosque is Hindu and the brick walls are Mohammedan. 
Some carved temple columns are in the porch of the 
mosque. and two similar columns have been used in the 
inner chamber of the tomb. while there is a date ins-
cribed over the doorway of the former building equi
valent to A. D. 1444. But the chief attraction is the 
tile-work, particularly that in the spandrels. which 
in its style. design and execution has every appearance 
of being of Persian manufacture. Of mixed construc
tion also is the Jami Masid in the town of Pampur, 
only the basement of which is composed of tem~ 
spoils. the upper ~on being in the wood and brick 
mode characteristic of the Islamic style as a whole. 
From this small series of examples it seems fairly 
obvious that the attempt to convert the IsJanUc archi
tecture of Kashmir into a form of provinciaJized Persian. 
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This specially applies to the Akhun Kulla Shah 
mosque which standS on the scarp of the Hari Parbat 
Fort enclosure, and in spite of its very moderate size 
and dilapidated condition is well worthy of note. Briefly 
it may be described as a musqu~ within a :u:t:!~ 
as the sanctuary forms a separate and detached " 
standing within a surrounding courtyard. Such a 
structural system so admirably suits the purposes for 
which it was intended, that it is surprisiDg it was DOt 
copied in larger and more important examples. Here 
the plan resolves itself into a feJatively large rectaoca
Jar enclosure containing a tank for ablutioDs and boun
ded by a ranee of compartments for the acc0mmoda
tion of attendants and devotees. At the western _ 
of this enclosure is the mosque sanctuary isolated from 
its surroundings and consisting of a square buiktiD.r 
around a square open court, the front portioo fonniDc 
the entrance, the sides the aisles, and the western end 
the prayer hall. Constructed of grey granite slabs 
over a core of brickwork, the proportions of this build.inc, 
the simplicity of its surface treatment, its architectural 
character and manipu!ation generally, are an mOlt 
commendable. ParticWarly uOticeable are the arch
ways whether plain, pointed or engrailed, as they are 
siDplarly graceful in their curves, while this scheme of 
the back wall exterior, with a JI'Ojection to mart the 
recelled mibrab in the interior is well c:ouceivecl. 
Iu many respects this ruined and neglected structure 
is a model in miniature of an appropriate moeque 
composition. 

In addition to the fort and the two m~ues there are 
other structural records, mainly in brick muomy, 
of the )(ughul occupation of the valley, lOme of theSe 
~ sumptuous SU1DIner resorts, such u the Peri 
Jrahall, or "Fairy Palace," 0Jl the hillside overJooldac 
the Dhal Lake, which although in~ in its arrange
ment of terraces is of DO Special architectural ... 
ficance, and, havinc evideD.tfy been Iwtily erected, is 
mostly in rains. An exception may howewr be made 
in ODe instance, the large ~ or paviJioD in the 
celebrated Sbalimar Bach, 01" "GardeD of BUIs," a 
Ioaia of black stone piUars and ICIl)ptured bnclreta, 
with every part in p1easinc proportion and !DOlt artitti
cally executed. But all such matODry.baildinp, whether 
of stone or brick, were arcbitectural impoaitioaa, iatroclu
ced into the countly to satisfy the requiTemeDts of its 
alien rulen. The indigenous style mainly compelled of 
timber, and desJped and c:oastraded accordiDt to 
tradition, took DOtIdnc from these intrudiD( produ
ctions, it continued on its coane, uninterrupted aDd 
una1Iected by any in1luenc:es from without, either PeI*D 
or lIughul. 
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THE BUILDINGS OF SHER SHAH SUR 
Sasaram cir. 1530-40; Delhi 1540-45 

THE empire of the KughuJs was founded by Babur 
in 1526, but before their rule had been firmly 
established, it was interrupted by the Afghan 

usurper, Sher Shah Sur, who seized the throne of Delhi, 
and for an interval of fifteen years the Sur dynasty 
reigned in the Moslem capital. Such a limited period of 
power would ordinarily have had no marked effect on 
the architecture of the country, had not Sher Shah been 
a man of outstanding charader and, moreover, already 
a patron experienced in the building art. The result 
therefore of this interregnum was that it coincided with 
a most decisive movement in the development of the 
JsIamjc style, and one which had far reaching implica
tions. The architectural projects of Sher ShaJ:i Sur 
resolved themselves into two distinct manifestations, 
each produced under diverse conditions and in two 
c:Wrerent localities. The earlier phase emerged during 
the period that this accomplished Afghan adventurer 
was all-powerful in the Lower Provinces, the mausoleums 
that were erected at his capital seat of Sasaram in 
Bihar, illustrating the final fulfilment of the Lodi style 
by which they had been inspired. On the other hand 
the second phase depicts the building art when, having 
wrested the throne of Delhi from the Mughul emperor 
Humayun, Sher Shah proceeded by his active patronage 
not only to precipitate the oncoming architectural 
movement then in ~ of formation, but to make it 
into what was destined to be a most important stage in 
the development of the subsequent style of the Kughuls. 

The first of these two architectural pbases-that at 
Sasaram, now a small town in the Sbahabad district of 
Bihar. is repIeSeIlted bf. a group of tombs. three belong
ing to the rul_inf. family, and one a memorial to the 
architect who built these; another tomb at Chainpur a 
few miles to the west is that of Bakhtiyar Khan. a noble
man of the time. AD. appear to have been planned. if 
DOt partly erected. during the decade before Sher Shah 
Sur usamed this sovereignty at Delhi in 1540. and it 
may have been some presage of his im~ ambitions 
that mcmd him to desire those tombl m which he was 
penonaIly concerned to be of the same order as the royal 
mali .. ""' at the lIIoslem capital. It is somewhat of 
an irony therefore that the finest eumple of what has 
ccae to be reprded as the Lodi tvnA of tomb was 
~ not in Delhi. but on this rekti~ remote site 
m the provinces. five hundred miles distant and an 
appreciable time after the Lodi rule had come to 8Jl 
end. Sher Shah's own tomb at Suaram, although a 
pIOVincial JIlODUIIlent is so much superior to anything at 
the )(usJjm MlNt.l that it is cIear·there was some 
aceptioDal ~ force behind its execution. Ob
viouSly the ezp1anatinn is that the Delhi tombs. although 
good of their JdDd. are the expression of a ruling power 
approaching its decline, while, on the other hand. Sher 
Shah Sur tlarouchout his brief career. showed in all his 

If 

building projects the vigour and audacity of a fresh and 
rising personality. To insure therefore that the family 
tombs of the Saris should be true to style, this ruler 
procured a master-builder of the name of Aliwal Khan. 
trained in the imperial tradition. to carry out his schemes. 
and his first commission at Sasaram was the construc
tion, about I535. of the tomb of his patron's father 
Hasan Khan. (Plate LX, Fig. 2.) 

This mausoleum building, which is contained within 
a walled enclosure entered by appropriate p>rtaJ:s. is a 
copy of a Lodi tomb of the octagonal vanety already 
described. and although a composition having un
doubted merit. it is hardly equal in its architectural 
qualities to a number of those that had ~ously appe
ared at Delhi. In the first place there 11 no plinth. the 
building stands level with the ground without any 
~ substructure, a fact which robs it of some of 
Its stature and dignity. Then the middle story is 
merely a bare wall of little interest, in the Delhi examples 
this would have been either fenestrated or screened 
at intervals by a series of kiosks. Incidentally. it may 
be noted. that in these Sasaram productions. there are 
no indications of any inclined walling, although the 
"Firuzian slope" still persisted in some of the tombs 
being erected at the same time at the northern capital. 
It is ~ble that any short-comings in the design of 
BasaD Khan's J:IUUlSOleum may be due to the fact that 
this building was partly of an experimental nature. but 
what is r:emarbtile. is that the next tomb prodUced 
very soon afterwards of Sher Shah Sur himself. is so far 
in advance of its predecessor IS to be in a class by itself. 
for it is one of the grandest and most ima=ve archi
tectural conc:eptioDs in the whole of . (plate 
LXI). ARwal Khan's trial effort ceJtain).y bore rich 
fruit. This designer bad obviousl taken the Lodi type 
as his basis. but h.as so amp1iied ~ oriIinal model that 
he has transformed it into a ~ difterent thing; in 
other words he has uaed the Delhi examples merely as 
steppiDg stones leading to an uclaitectural creation 
be10Dplg to another and higher plane. Not only has he 
appreciably enJarpd the nonDa1 ~ of his 
uicide1 so that the Sasaram ID&1IIOleam 11 several times 
the diameter of any Lodi tomb. as it is * feet wide, 
but he has increased the DUlDber of stories. thus produc
ing an immense pyramidal pile of ordeIed IDt&tOI1I1 in Ave 
diStinct stages. the whole rising to the considerable 
height of ISO feet. But what makes this composition 
unique is its unrivalled setting, as the entire structure 
stands foursquare in the centre of a great artificial 
late. so extensive that each of its concreted sides 
measures as much as 1400 feet in length. 

11Lose responsible for this architectural ~ 
wve unquestionably gifted with phenomenal VJSion. 
for the spectacle of such a ponderous building. solid 
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Fig. 1 

Fig. 2 Interior Upper Storey 
Agra: Tomb of I'timad-ud-Daula (begun 1628) 
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Fig . I Agra: Tomb of I'timad-ud-Daula, gateway or river entrance 

Fig . 2 Delhi Fon: Throne in Diwan-i-Am 
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stable in itself yet apparently lloating on the face 
waters, its reflections creating the illusion of 

and at the same time duplicating it$ bulk, is 
_~ble. Although isolated in this manner, its 
WIIc1tion with the rest of the world is maintained by 

causeway access to which is permitted through 
built guard-room on the edge of the northern 
lake which, on occasion, could be closed and 
Of its nve stories, the two comprising the 

llatiolllS of this island tomb, consisting of a stepped 
rising directly out of the water, and a tall 

above, are both square in plan, the latter being 
that its upper surface forms an ample 

with a substantial pillard pavilion at each 
Occupying the great space within this court

tomb building, an octagonal structure in three 
lllllll.ing stages, and surmounted by the broad low 

The lowest story is in the fonn of a verandah, 
triple arches in each of its eight sides with a 

eave above, over which rises a high crenel-
~ranf!t. The second stage is a plain wall similar 

in tomb of Hasan Khan but here its surfaces 
partly screened by a pillared kiosk at each 

and there are also projecting window openings 
In reality the third stage is the drum of the 
this also is relieved by a series of kiosks which 

break into its circular base, thus carrying the 
its ascending curves to the massive lotus final 

uawns the whole. 

is the scheme of this building in its bare outlines, 
r '1re5C)lv4es itself into much more than a skilful 

of its major parts, however elegant they may 
viewed as an example of architectural ex

it is an inspired achievement, a creation- of 
massive splendour of which any country 

proud. There must be few who can look on 
grave monument, silent and solitary, as in 
of years its living environment has receded 

w1t:h01llt being deeply moved by its calm and 
The proportions of its diminishing 

halrm()ni()US trcmsition from square to octa
from octagon to sphere, the variety and 

of its tonal values, the simplicity, breadth, 
each major element, and, finally, the 

.11·1.......... mass of the total conception, show 
capacity of the Indian architect at its 

aad his genius at its highest. 

to the interior arrangements o~ this manso
tomb chamber is entered through the en

IIInLDda!Lh by doorways, one in each side except 
west which is sealed to acconunodate the 

It is a single vaulted hall 66 feet in diameter, 
no double dome so that it rises directly to 
go feet from the pavement to the crown. 
fact that the plan at this level is octagonal 

n ............... a constructional principle entirely 
system of intersecting arches em

Gumbaz" at Bijapur, which is square 
(Chapter XIII, Plate UI), its octagon 
"phase of transition" to be more 

__ il. as it consists of merely the change of 

eight sides into a circle. This was attained by the 
"beam and bracket" method, supplemented by an 
arched niche corresponding to a squiDch, at each angle. 
Thus it will be seen that the interior walls consist of 
three superimposed rows of arches, each row as it 
ascends diminishing in height but in~ in the 
number of its arches, the ground lloor consisting of 
eight, the second row of sixteen, and the upper-most 
of .thirty-two. The angles in each stage are bridged by 
a lintel with its centre supported by a projecting corbel, 
the whole a very simple constructional process and 
handled in a perfectly straightforward and workman
like manner. Light is admitted mainly through the 
doorways, but a certain amount penetrates into the 
upper portion of the hall through perforated screens in 
the triforium arcade. As a whole, the interior of the 
tomb chamber is moderately plain, the only enrichment 
being inscriptions carved on the qibl4 wall, consist~ of 
graceful lettering but with little ornamental elaboration. 

This monument is constructed of the fine sandstone 
obtained from the historic quarries of Chunar situated 
only a short distance away, the masonry being in large 
blocks laid in rather irregular C01llTSes, .but the stones 
are well-drcssed with good joints. As it now appears 
the building is a unifonn grey mass, presenting a sombre 
effect in keeping with its solemn purpose, but it is quite 
clear that when first produced it was intended to convey 
a very difterent impression. For there are sufficient 
remains of glazed and painted decoration on its exterior 
walls to indicate that generous ~ of broken 
coloor were an important part of the scheme. Some of 
these patterns may be traced on the ktJlfjwas, or bat
tlements, others on the-parapets, or enriching the shadow 
below the projecting eave, all bold geometrical designs 
in strong combinations of .red, blue, yellow and white, 
suitable for a building of such breadth and scale. This 
colour scheme was carried over most of the surfaces, 
including the cupolas of the kiosks, and when in addition 
it is realized that the great dome was ~ted a glistening 
white, with its crested finial in brilliant ruddy gold, 
the whole re1lected in the shimmering waters of the lake, 
some ·dea of the oriental sumptuousness thus presented 
may be gained. As this monument was evidently 
purposely situated close to that famous highway now 
known as the Grand Trunk Road, along which for 
cebturies the never-ending traffic has passed and repassed 
between the furthennost limits of the empire, graphic 
accounts of its splendour must have spread far and wide. 

At first sight the mausoleum of Sher Shah at Sasaram 
appears to have been built on a perfectly symmetrical 
plan, but an examination of its substructure shows that 
a curious correction in its orientation had to be effected 
during the course of its erection. It was intended that 
the building should have its faces opposite the points 
of the compass, but on completing the great stepped 
plinth, it was discovered that through some miscal
culation this foundation of masonry was eight d~ 
in error. The true alignment of the tomb was evidently 
a matter of vital importance, and as it was too late to 
alter the substructure, the remaining upper part of the 
building was carried out at an angle with its basement, 
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the ground plan being sufficiently inclined to bring its 
sides exactly in the right direction. This alteration 
has not been actually detrimental to the appearance 
of the building as a whole, but its late adjustment 
must have presented some difficulties to its designers, 
which however have all been skilfully overcome. 

Another circumstance which seems to have occurred 
early in the production of this monument, concerned 
the partiCUlar manner in which the central edifice 
should be approached from the mainland. There are 
indications that the first intention was to have the tomb 
building entirely surrounded by water, only to be 
reached by means of a state barge with a crew of rowers 
retained for the purpose. As proofs of this, the character 
of the stepped platform, the stairways down to the 
waters edge on each side. the landing stage on the eastern 
margin of the lake, and ftnally the unconvincing at
tachment of the causeway to the tomb terrace. all seem 
to point to such being the original plan. Other pro
posals however seem to have prevailed later, the result 
being the introduction of the causeway across the 
water and the "bridgehead" guard-room as an entrance. 
Here the causeway has become so ruined that its design 
is not quite clear, but its character may be judged from 
a similar form of approach seen in the remains of another 
of the Sasaram tombs. that" of Sher Shah's son SalinJ. 
This mausoleum was also located in a large artificial 
Jake, and the causeway, although resembling a bridge, 
contains no arches, but consists of a succession of piers 
with the intervening spaces spanned by stone beams 
having bracket 'Supports, somewhat on the cantilever 
principle, each pier carryinS a kiosk and projecting 
balconies. Intended to be larger even than that of 
Sher Shah's immense monument, this great work was 
never furlshed as Salim Shah died in 1552, and it is 
therefore the last architectural undertaking of the Sur 
dynasty. 

The ~.ond phase of the building art as produced 
under this Afghan succession may be now reviewed. 
No sooner was Sher Shah Sur seated on the throne at 
Delhi in 1540, than he immediately proceeded to initiate 
an architectural movement fully expressive of his 
aesthetic as well as his forceful nature. This began by a 
building project known as the Purana Qila, or "Old 
Fort," a walled enclosure of considerable size artd 
forming the citadel around which Sher Shah planned his 
capital, the sixth city of Delhi. Two isolated gateways 
only remain to mark the size and position of this city, 
{or it never fuIly materialized, and the citadel also is 
now ~~ empty sheR, bare of all its edifices, save 
for ODe • • • a mosque, which has escaped demolition 
on accouut of its sacred character. Prom the:e 
of its remains it is clear that the Parana when 
eamp1ete was an impressive concentration 0 military 
and palatial architecture. and the destruction of the 
palace halls and pavilions it once contained, probably 
Ordered by the lIughal emperor Humayun When he 
resumed power in 1550 has deprived posterity not only 
of some temarb.ble examples of the building art at an 
interesting stage in its development. but what must 
have been a rare grouping 01 structures of a most 

romantic and picturesque order. As it is, there are 
few fortresses in India which recall more vividly the days 
of mediaeval pageantry and oriental ceremony than 
Sher Shah's citadel at Delhi. Its grim gray bastioned 
walls are strongly built of rough but well bonded rubble 
masonry, a distinct contrast in colour and structural 
texture to the high artistic fmish of the gateways, 
formed of smooth red sandstone and white marble with 
occasional insets of blue glaze. Exceptionally elegant 
in a robust and forceful manner are the entrances to 
this stronghold, particularly the Bartl DtmlJU4, or 
main gateway in the middle of the western wall, its 
architectural treatment prefiguring the style of building 
that was within. This style is represented by two 
structures, one of which, a mosque known as the Qila-i
Kuhna masjid, is not only the prime example of the 
building art as practised at Delhi in the time of the Sur 
dynasty, but in itself is a gem of architectural design. 
Moreover. within its relatively small compass is etys
talized the genesis of the subsequent art of the Mughuls. 
and the source of much of its inspiration. 

The Qila-i-Kubna masjid was the Chapel Royal of the 
Sur rulers when they occupied the citadel of the Purana 
Qila, and was built by Sher Shah Sur about 1542, this 
mosque with a small structure named the Sher Mandai, 
standing solitary and meaningless on the vacant space 
now formed within the fort waIls. Reference has bt-en 
already made to a series of mosques depicting the 
various stages through which this type of building 
passed in the course of its development during the 
previous half century (Chapter V) ; but a comparison 
of the Qila-i-Kuhna masjid with the Jamala masjid, the 
penultimate example of ~e series and built some fifteen 
years earlier, may be instructive and will call attention 
to the last and most decisive phase in this process of 
evolution. In their architectural scheme these two 
mosques are much alike. the facade of each consisting of 
an arrangement of five archways, that in the centre 
being sunk in an arched recess contained within a 
pronounced rectangular frontage above, and at the 
rear of which rises a single Lodi dome. Each interior is 
fonned of one long hall divided into five bays by lateral 
arches, which are repeated as an arcade along the fibl4 
wall, while the various systems of roof support employed 
in each building are of the same kind. Yet the differ
ence in the two compositions as a whole, as well as in the 
treatment of the various structural elements show the 
amount of experience that had been gained in the interval 
between the execution of these two examples. Each 
architectural feature crudely fashioned in the Jamala 
mosque has been refined. improved, or amplified in 
order to fit it for its place in the finished production of 
the Qila-i-Kuhna. Sher Shah's Chapel Royal in the 
Purana Qila represents the calmination of its type. 

The Qila-i-Kubna masjid consists only of the sanctuary 
of the usual mosque scheme, and occupies an obloDg 
ISS feet by' 45 feet. with a total height of 66 feet. At
tached to Its outer waIls, both sides and back. are several 
~ details such as oriel windows on projectiDg 

___ : __ and two substantial stair turrets one at cam 
rear ancte. with a private entrance on the north and 
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sides for the use of the royal family. But the 
beauty of the exterior lies in the conception and 

*-iDlent of the facade. (Plate XVIII, Pig. 2). As 
indicated this front elevation consists of five 

OJMmiIlg5, each within a larger recessed archway 
ldIined a rectangular frame, but the manner 

part has been designed and executed, and 
co-ordinated into a uniform structural 

_ IeU,on. is a fine achievement. To add to its ele
is the quality of varied coJour. for its sandstone 
is enriched with portions in white marble. and 
are also patterns in coloured inlay. Apart how-

from its aesthetic qualities there are a number of 
of a historically traditional character. as for 
the narrow turrets on each side of the central 

liMI§n1:::a1' bay, the fluted mouldings of which are 
from the stellate flanges of the Qutb Minar, 
similar pair on the back wall retain the Un

p u,D.le taper of the Tughlaqian phase. The exact 
of the arch should also be noted as there is a slight 
or flatness. in the curve towards the crown. 

the last stage before this feature developed into 
{our-centred Tudor arch of the MughuJs. 

interior of the structure is also a production of a 
, the elegant proportions of its five bays. the 

arrangement of its arches and arcades with 
broad mouldings, the judicious concentra

plastic enrichment on the·qibla wall. and the 
and artistic expedients to support the vaulted 

all show that those engaged on this work were 
confident of their powers. Their technical as

is well expressed in the various systems that 
exploited in the "phase of transition" emp

the roof. There are three difterent methods 
into requisition: in the centre is the squinch. 

bay a very attractive and unusual variety 
_ elite, and in the end compartment a cross rib 

of unusual design, evidently experi
The finest workmanship seems to have been 
for the mihrabs, of which there are five, one 

bay. They are designed on the same general 
as the recessed arches in the facade, thus 

these like a refrain. but the subtle manner 
one vaulted niche is contained within the 

tJae decorative treatment of the imposts, the 
of the major arch, and the delicately inscribed 

fcInlrling the enclosing rectangle, together with 
skill exercised thro~ghout. mark 

these central features of the interior as notable illustra
- tions of applied art. (Plate LXIII, Pig. 2). 

Another structural project undertaken by Sher Shah, 
and one which is emblematic of his vigorous rule, was 
a fort that he caused to be built at Rohtas. twelve miles 
north-west of the town of Jhelum in the Punjab. This 
was an outpost evidently so placed in order to overawe 
the wild tribes in this portion of his dominions. Of 
immense strength. as the stone walls in places are 30 
to 40 feet thick. although devised for purely military pur
poses, some of its twelve gateways were exceptionally 
fine examples of the architecture of the period. One of 
these. the Sohal Gate guarding the south-west wall is in 
fair condition. and is an illustration of how a feature 
built for strength could also be made architecturally 
graceful. On a large scale, as it is seventy feet in height. 
this fort entrance is grandly and appropriately devised, 
and consists of a central archway placed within a larger 
arched recess, with an oriel window projecting from the 
walls on either side. Every ~ of its structure has been 
carried out in a broad and sunple manner, each line and 
plane has a sober and massive elegance, while the whole 
is aesthetically competent. Sher Shah's builders p0s
sessed a natural faculty for producing buildings accord
ing to need. and at the same time making them into 
stately works of art. 

The foregoing are the principal examples of Sher 
Shah Sur's building undertaking which have been pre
served. representing only a portion of what he actually 
achieved, but these remains are proof that he held higb 
the torch of architecture, and in his hands it burned with 
unwonted brilliancy. That this ruler contemplated 
still greater scheples, the consummation of which was 
only prevented by his untimely death, is recorded by an 
early historian in his own works. After having expressed 
with pardonable egotism, P-te desire to raise a number 
of monuments that he specifies. "with such architectural 
embellishments, that friend and foe might render their 
tribute of applause, and that my name might remain 
hono~red upon earth until the'day of resurrection," he 
sorrowfully concludes "None of these aspirations has 
God allowed me to carry into effect, and I shall carry my 
regrets with me to my grave." Such was the mental 
state in which these architectural creations were con
ceived. fundamentally through personal exaltation and 
pride of power, but blended always with a religious 
fervour which has kindled in them a spiritual fire. 
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CHAPTER XVII 

THE MUGHUL PERIOD 
BABUR (1526-31) ; HUMAYUN (1531-56) 

T HERE now appearS on the Indian scene that 
superb combination of drama, pageant, and 
historical era known as the empire of the 

"Great Mughuls." Staged amidst an environment of 
su~ing splendour, under the patronage of this 
Mohammedan dynasty the building art in northern 
India attained its most sumptuous form. It has been 
already explained that architecture, as developed by 
the Mohammedans in India, was in itself a relatively 
late phase of the Islamic movement as a whole, and the 
Mughul style typifies its most important final manifesta
tion; the monuments therefore produced during this 
period may be regarded as representing an "Indian 
summer" of Moslem art and architecture. And it was 
a summer of more than ordinary brilliance and fertility. 
For previous to its advent the building art of the country 
was showing distinct evidences of a decline, especially 
under the waning influence of the lroperial rule at 
Delhi, although it still continued to flourish with varying 
vigour in the provinces. At this stage the Mughuls 
began to assume control over northern India bringing 
with them the fresh blood of their progenitors the 
Timurids, an infusion which stimulated exceedingly all 
forms of intellectual activity, and notably the art of 
building. During the early years of the Mughul domi
nation the country was too unsettled to produce any 
work of distinction, but gradually a form of the building 
art emerged expressive of this ruling dynasty, and 
which in the course of time developed into one of the 
most important architectural styles in India. The 
type of building thus evolved was no provincial or even 
regional manifestation. On the contrary, it was an 
imperial movement, affected only in a moderate dt;,<7fee 
by local influences, as it displayed the same uniformity 
in its architectural character as well as in its structural 
principles in whichever part of the empire it was in
troduced. 

There were several factors responsible for this re
markable development of the building art and for the 
high standard of production that was consistently 
maintained over a period of more than two centuries ; 
among these were the wealth and power of the empire 
itself, and the relatively settled conditions that prevailed 
in most parts of the country. But undoubtedly the 
principal factor was that provided by the pronounced 
;esthetic nature of the Mughul rulers themselves, as 
rarely has history recorded such a succession of so
vere~representing some five generations in all
each member of which was imbued with a keen desire 
to find expression in one or more of the visual arts. 
For the culture of the Mughul period was throughout 
insPired by the throne. being dependent almost entirely 
on imperial patronage. rising to the greatest heights 
when stimulated by the personal interest of the ruler. 
but languishing when it declined. Five rulers therefore 
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of the Mughul dynasty were associated with the develop
ment of the architecture of this period, the emperors 
Babur, Humayun, Akbar, Jahangir, and Shah Jaban ; 
but the Mughul style actually resolves itself into two 
main phases, an earlier phase in which the buildings were 
principally constructed of red sandstone during the 
reign of Akbar, and.a later phase when white marble 
was largely used to suit the more luxurious taste of 
Shah Jahan. There is little doubt that much of the 
fine character of the Mughul architecture was due to 
the fact that each of these rulef$ was in most respects 
intellectually superior to those around him; they had 
their failings, but in their cultured outlook and almost 
infallible good taste they had few equals. In such 
circumstances it is not surprising that. during the 
Mughul ascendenc}'. the building art of the country is 
represented by a large number of works of more than 
ordinary splendour. 

For a parallel to the ardent, sustained, and perceptive 
patronage of the Mughul dynasty. history n-.ay be 
searched in vain. but instances of a corresponding 
nature. although in a lesser degree. may serve as a 
useful comparison. The court of China during its 
greatest and most enlightened periods of succession. 
exercised a most beneficent patronage which affected 
markedly the quality of the arts produCed. by the people; 
in Crete excavations ~ve revealed that dunng the 
supreme reigns of the Minoans there ensued an age of 
continuous intellectual support of the arts from the 
throne. In India itself something of the kind may have 
prevailed when the scholarly house of the Imperial 
Guptas was in power in the 4th. and Sth centuries. as 
each individual ruler was proficient in some form of 
artistic expression. an accomplishment which was the 
means of stimulating all the arts SO that the "Golden 
Age" of Indian culture came into being. England 
passed through much the same experience during 
the dynasty of the Plantagenets. distinguished by a 
succession of sovereigns. each of whom. like the Guptas. 
besides possessing uncommon talents and taste. was an 
exponent of an art of some significance. Such was the 
era which produced the poets Chaucer and Langland. 
together with the highest development of Gothic archi
tecture. But in none of these world-wide and historical 
instances does there appear to have been that effectively 
personal and intimate association, almost amounting to 
collaboration between the Crown and the craftsman. 
during the period of the "Great Moghuls," and frequently 
alluded to in Indian chronicles. Moreover direct 
enthusiasm from such a commanding source naturally 
communicated itself to others in authority. inciting 
that urge. latent within them. to find expression in all 
forms of art. notably in buildings of an architectural 
character. such as mosques and tombs. Accordingly 
wherever the Mughul power penetrated there arose 
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nm Jll1GJroL PElUOD: BAB1.1ll (1526-31); Bl7JIAYUN (1531-56) 

IIIuctUres in a specific style, only occasioDa1ly in
IIenced by the conditions of their environments, and 
.aways readily recognized by their assured treatment in 
41eIfcn and technique. 

Although the Jrlughul style of architecture did not 
concrete form until the reign of Akbar in the 

tecODd half of the sixteenth century, the germinal 
~les of the movement were un9_uestionably pro
ft1ed by the two predecessors of this emperor, first 

Babur the founder of the dynasty, and later by his 
Humayun. The former, as is well known, was one 

most dynamic personalities in the history of Asia, 
it was the artistic ideals of this princely advento.lI'er 
laid the foundations of the style. Babur's appre_ HoD of the beautiful in its widest sense, the birthright 

his Timurid ancestry, was communicated in full 
IIeIlSWre to his successors who, ruling under more stable 

IbJdit:iOlllS, were in a position to materialize in stone and 
to him were little more than dreams. 

strenuous activities in India, although these 
~lPle:d. but a brief interval of five years, a detailed 

has been preserved in his "Memoirs," a human 
IlCUDleIllt of surpassing interest, and one in which, 

other things, he holds up a mirror to himself. 
he relates that a considerable amount of building 

.. :trul~il'lm was undertaken at his orders, chie1ly in 
form of ornamental gardens and similar pleasances, 
as these projects were of a secular nature, they 
been allowed to fall into decay, leaving only the 

traces of their existence. There are, however, 
which have survived and have been 

Inl:nlted to this ruler, one in the Kabuli Bagh at 
the Punjab, and the other the Jami Jrlasjid 

tlialmblW, a town east of Delhi, both buildings having 
erec:te<1 in 1526. These are fairly large strnctures 

possesses any distinctive architectural 
__ cter, while of another mosque which he appears 

built at the same time within the old Lodi fort 
Babur himself complains that "it is not well 

is in the Hindustani fashion."l 

spite of the fact that Babur could not fail to be 
the notable manual dexterity of the indi

.rtiiAA.l1l~_ he did not attempt to conceal his 
..u.lfac1tion at the irregular planning and random 

cenerally of their structures, faults which would 
offend the inherent desire of his race for com

based on the qualities of strict formality and 
This lack of uniformity and symmetry so 
him that the fame of the lea~ Ottoman 

having r~ed his ears, he 15 reported 
mV1ltf'rt certain pupils of this Albanian genius 
to carry out his architectural schemes·. That 
enterprise ever matured is more than doubtful, 

is no evidence of any foreign architects being 
in India at the time, nor do the subsequent 

productions of the Kughuls show the least 
any in1Iuence of this kind. On the contrary, 

the Mugbuls looked if an~ to the civilization of 
PetSia for cultural inspiration, drawing nothing from the 
more powerful but distant empire of "Rum." And it 
was inspiration only of an abstract order, combined with 
temperament, that the llughul dynasty inherited from 
the vigorous susceptibility of Babur, characteristics 
destined to have a more profound effect on the arts of the 
Mughuls than many material contributions. 

To a certain extent similar remarks may apply to the 
individual influence of Babur's son and successor, 
the emperor Humayun, on the building art of the 
country during these formative years of the Mughul 
rule. The surviving structural productions of this 
emperor are of little more consequence than those of 
his father, but on the other hand any shortcomings in 
this direction were largely due to the vicissitudes of 
his reign. For owing to the successes of the Afghan 
usurper, Sher Shah Sur, Humayun was driven from the 
throne to spend the long period of fifteen years in exile, 
mainly in Persian territory. Yet two mosques remain 
of the buildings erected during his reign, one in a ruin
ous condition at Agra. and the other at Fatehabad, 
Hissar, but neither of these is of a character that could 
have effected in any way the course of the style', As 
in the case of Babur any influence that Humayun may 
have exercised on the Mughul building art was not 
through material productions, but as a result of his 
personal contacts, for this ruler's sojourn while a 
fugitive from India at the court of Shah Tabmasp was 
the means of b~g into Hindustan architectural 
traditions from Pema of great significance. These did 
not reveal themselves within his lifetime, but matured 
after his death, and are found in this monarch's mauso
leum, the earliest building of note to be erected during 
the Mughul rule. 

The mausoleum of the emperor Humayun at Delhi 
is not only one of the most arresting examples of the 
building art in India, but it is also an outstanding 
landmark in the development of the Jrlughul style. 
(Plate LVIII). It emerges however before its time, as 
it waS not until many years afterwards that the tradi
tions it represented became positively incorporated in 
the architecture of the Mughuls. The construction 
of this tomb appears to have been begun in 1564, eight 
years after the emperor's death, a rather unusual cir
cumstance as it was customary for these monuments to 
be erected during the ruler's lifetime. But in the 
person of his wife Haji Bagum, Humayun had a most 
devoted consort for, just as at a later date the emperor 
Shah Jaban endeavoured to express the loss he left in 
the death of his queen by raising the incomparable 
Taj Mahal, so this royal widow consecrated herself 
and her resources to the creation of a noble memorial 
to her departed sovereign-lord. And it seems only 
fitting that when Shah Jaban first contemplated the 
idea of his great conception at Agra he should have 
turned to the Haji Bagum's production at Delhi for 

• See Dr. BeDi Prashad in his "Not. 011 1M Blfiltli",. of H ..... Y"". ]. R. A. s. B. Vol. V. 1939. 
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inspiration. The selection of the particular site for 
Humayun's tomb was no doubt due to the fact that the 
city of Dinpanah, or "World Refuge" founded by this 
ruler, but of which scarcely a trace now remains, lay in 
its vicinity. At this period Delhi appears to have lost 
much of its imperial status, a. .. both Akbar and his son 
and successor, Jahangir, held their courts elsewhere. 
and from the date of Humayun's death in 1556 until 
Shah Jahan built his palace fort and took up his resi
dence there in 1638 it ceased to function as the capital 
of the empire. It still continued however to be the 
favourite site for monumental tombs, as those of the 
emperor Humayun and such high personages as Atgab 
Khan, Adam Khan and others testify, so that it seems 
to have come to be regarded for the time being as a 
State necropolis rather than a living city. 

Here it was tbat the Begum Sahiba settled down in 
1564 with her retinue, the latter sufficiently large in 
number to form a small colony, and- proceeded with the 
project on which she had evidently set her heart. The 
Begum had shared in all Humayun's eventful ex
periences, including his forced sojourn in Persia, and 
seems to have absorbed something of the artistic spirit 
of that country, as she turned to it not only for its 
traditional knowledge in the art of building but also for 
the personnel to carry out het scheme. For it is recorded 
that her architect was one Mirak Mirza Ghiyas, almost 
certainly of Persian origin, while in addition to this fact, 
near the tomb is an enclosure still known as the Arab 
Serai, evidently a misnomer derived from the presence 
of alien artisans for whose accommodation while engaged 
on the work it was specially built. And lending colour 
to this assumption is the nature of the tomb-building 
itself, as it is of a type which could only have been 
produced under such conditions. Perhaps the nearest 
definition of the architectural style of this monument is 
that it represents an Indian interpretation of a Persian 
con~tion, as while there is much in its structure that 
is indigenous, there is at the same time much that can 
only be of Persian inspiration. Until now nowhere but 
in Persia had there appeared a dome of this shape and 
construction, solely in the buildings of that country 
had there figures the great arched alcove which gives 
such character to the facade, and nowhere else but in 
the royal tombs of that ~on had there been devised 
that complex of rooms and corridors forming the interior 
arrangements. On the other hand only India could 
have created such fanciful kiosks with their elegant 
cupolas, and above allc.nl the skilled masons of that 
country could have nced such excellent stone 
maaonry and combin it so artistically with the finer 
marble. In spirit and in structure Humayun's tomb 
stands as an exam~ of the synthesis of two of the 
great building traditions of Asia-the Persian and the 
Indian. 

The preliminary innovation introduced into the 
scheme of this mausoleum was that of surrounding the 
main building by a spacious park-like enclosure. (Plate 
LXII, Fig. 2). Something of the kind had already 
began to appear in the plans of the Lodi tombs, taking 
the form of a walled-in compound, but the immense 

square garden with the tomb isolated in the centre, as 
in this instance, was a marked advance both in providing 
seclusion and in securing an appropriate setting. Then 
in the middle of each of the four sides of the enclosure 
an imposing gateway was introduced, that on the west 
side being the main entrance, and consisting of a large 
structure through the embowed archway of which a 
view of the tomb building is pleasingly presented. 
Passing through this entrance gateway into the garden 
its larger area is seen to be laid out in a formal arrange
ment of square and rectangular compartments with 
flowered parterres and flagged paths and pavements all 
carefully designed and proportioned so as to form an 
integral part of the architectural composition, the lines 
and spaces leading up to and harmonising "ith those of 
the central structure. This central building stands on a 
wide and lofty sandstone terrace, 22 feet in height, the 
sides being arcaded, each archway opening in to a small 
room for the accommodation of visitors or their atten
dants. Occupying the middle of the upper surface of 
this ample platform is the tomb structure itself, 156 
feet side and square in plan except for certain projec
tions and chamfered angles caused by the design and 
.shape of the four sides. In elevation the four sides are 
substantially alike, each face consisting of a central 
rectangular fronton containing an arched recess and 
flanked by embowed wings each relieved by a similar 
but smaller arched alcove, while over all hangs the noble 
marble dome rising to a height of 140 feet with a cluster 
of pillared kiosks having cupola roofs on each side. 
The interior of this tomb building, instead of comprising 
a single cell as heretofore, resolves itself into a group of 
compartments, the largest in the centre of the cenotaph 
of the emperor, with a smaller one in each angle for those 
of his family. Each room is octagonal in plan and they 
are connected one with the other by radiating or diagonal 
passages; light is conveyed into all parts by means of 
clerestory windows formed of perforated screens fitted 
within the arched recesses of the facades. 

The exceptionally satisfying appearance of this 
building and the lucidity of its composition have been 
obtairaed by the skilful realization of all those qualities 
essential in a great work of aJi. The structural rela
tions of the plan to the design of both the exterior and 
interior are manifestly logical, while the correct prin. 
ciples of good building have been unfailingly observed 
throughout. These factors together with the finished 
amassment of the various parts, each one elegant in 
itself but rendered more so by the propriety of its posi
tion, are responsible of the superb eftect of this monu
ment. Added to these are the perfection of its propor
tions, the interplay of its surface and planes, the shapes 
and judicious distribution of the voids, the graceful 
but bold curves of the arches, and above all the grand 
volume of the dome. If there is any uncertainty in the 
~on of the exterior it lies in tbegronping of the 

. on the roof confiicting with the parapet above 
the central archway but this, as already observed, is a 
relatively unbnportant defect inherent in the style as 
a whole. Not a little of the artistic result is due to 
the materials employed, the red sandstone and white 
marble of which it is composed being admirably blended, 
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although some of the white outlining is taut and 
such emphatic treatment conveys to the entire 

lllalllCe1mCm an impression of austere dignity not out 
in a structure of this order. SPecial interest 

Iltidlj~ to the dome and its method of execution. Here 
for the first time in India architecture the 

expedient of the double dome, for this dominat-
feature instead of consisting of one thickness of 

_ oary. as in all previous examples. if composed of 
,,)&!'Ia.te shells, an outer and an inner. with an 

space between; the outer sheU supPOrts 
white marble casing of the exterior, while the mner 

the vaulted ceiling of the main hall in the interior. 
a structural procedure enabled the domed ceiling 
to be placed lower so as to be in better relation to 

hall it covers, this being achieved without disturbing 
proportions and soaring effect of the exterior. 

... a system of dome construction which had been 
_:tis4~ in western Asia for an appreciable period. and 

exploitation in Delhi on this occasion is further 

evidence of the builder of Humayun's tomb being in di
rect contact with the architectural experiences of Persia. . 

There is another tomb at Delhi built in almost the 
same style but probably completed a little later than 
the foregoing, although it contains the remains of Atgah 
Khan, one of Akbar's ministers who was killed in I562. 
It is situated near Humayun's considerably larger monu
ment, within the group of buildings around tJie dargah 
of Nizam-ud-din. There is much of the character of the 
emperor's mausoleum in this miniature structure but re
duced and refined to accord with its smaller scale. 
Moreover the detailed treatment of the facade with its 
inlaid coloured marble and low relief carving suggests 
by its elaboration that the style had advanced another 
stage in its development; in a word it was becoming 
more elegant. It seems not improbable that the same 
workmen produced both these tombs but in that of 
Atgah Khan they allowed themselves more freedom in the 
application of fine embellishment to its wall surfaces. 



CHAPTER XVIII 

THE MUGHUL PERIOD 
AKBAR THE GREAT (z556-.I605) 

AT the same time that Humayun's tomb was 
being erected at Delhi, the reigning emperor 
Akbar began at Agra, which city for the time 

being he regarded as the capital of his empire, that 
almost limitless ra.Ilf{e of structural projects that formed 
one of the outstanding features of his rule. Prom the 
year 1545, the date of the death of the usurper Sher 
Shah Suri, until Akbar laid the foundations of the fort 
of Agra in 1564, with the exception of Humayun's 
tomb, owing to the unsettled political conditions that 
pl!vailed, examples of the building art are rare. There 
IS however a small mosque at Delhi erected during this 
interval and known as the Khairu-I-manzil which may 
indicate the natural trend of the style. The architec
tural treatment of this structure is similar to that of 
the building produced at the imperial capital during the 
rule of the Suris, and therelore provides a small but 
useful link between the architectural achievements of 
that dynasty and those of the Mughul ruler Akbar. 
Por it was this form of the building art that the emperor 
selected to fulfil his own purposes in preference to 
appropriating the ready-made style from Persia, as was 
being done in the case of Humayun's tomb. Such a 
course was tyPical of this monarch's policy as a whole, 
the first prinaples of which were the encouragement of 
the indigenous systems of his subjects, and only when 
these proved ineftective did he lay under contribution 
the experiences of other countries. 

In the sphere of the building arts Akbar found the 
artisans of India still maintaining the living traditions 
of their craft, the guilds of workmen merely requiring 
organizing to provide the type of structure that he 
desired. The style of building that evolved under this 
ruler's patronage was chiefly executed in red sandstone 
readily available in these parts, with insertions of white 
marble not infrequently introduced for purposes of 
emCis. In principle the construction was of the 
tra: e oroer, although the "Tudor" arch was often 
used but mainly in its capacity as decorative arcading ; 
as a matter of fact in its appearance but not in structure 
the style was arcuate and trabeate in almost equal 
poportions. It is also possible to see by its character 
that it was not far removed from a wooden archt~, a 
method of construction that was still practised m the 
more northern parts of Hindustan as may be observed 
in the secular architecture of the Punjab at such places 
as Lahore. Chiniot. and also in KMbmjr. During this 
earli« Mughul period the dome was of the "Lodi" 
type, sometimes built hollow but never technically of 
the true double order. The pillar shafts were usually 
many-sided and the capitals were almost invariably in 
the form of bracket supports. As to the .. mamentation, 
caned or boldly inlaid patterns were common while 
paiIlted desips. were otten introduc:ed em the interior 
walla and c:ei1inp. 

Such were the main elements of the Akbari style of 
architecture, the first example to be produced being the 
fortress-palace of Agra, one of several large fortifted 
residences which this emperor caused to be raised at 
various strategic points in his dominions. In plan this 
great stronghold takes the form of an irregular semi
circle with its chord, some 2700 feet in length, lying 
parallel to the right bank of the river Jumna. One of 
its most remarkable features is its massive enclosure 
wall which consists of a solid sandstone rampart just 
under Sfoventy feet in height and nearly one and a half 
miles in circuit, the first application of dressed stone on 
such a large scale. Prom contemporary records it is 
clear the construction of this formidable but orderly 
mass of masonry was considered a feat of no little signi
ficance, as it is stated that "from top to bottom the 
fire..red stones, linked by iron rings are joined so closely 
that even a hair cannot find its way into their joints. It 
Apart, however, from the ingenuity of its composition, 
this wall was treated as a work of fine architecture, for 
into its structure were embodied such features as 
battlements, embrasures, machicolations and string
courses, all so skilfully designed and disposed as to give 
this very substantial fabric considerable aesthetic 
character. But it is typical of the Mughul rulers that 
everything these descendants of the Timurids undertook, 
even the most materialistic and commonplace produc
tions. under their intellectual guidance became touched 
with artistic feeling and a reflection of their cultured 
ideals. 

Within this fortified wall at Agra were two gateways. 
the one on the southern side being intended for private 
entry, but that on the west known as the Delhi Gate 
was the main entrance and accordingly designed in 
keeping with the noble rampart on its flanks. This 
gateway, although Akbar's earliest architectural eftort, 
as it was finished in 1566, is one of the most commen
dable achievements of his period. (Plate LXV, Fig. 2.) 
It displays an originality and spontaneity denoting the 
beginning of a new era in the building art and one in 
which its creators were clearly imbued with a fresh 
spirit, free and unrestrained. The scheme as a whole is 
comparatively simple as its front consists of two broad 
octagonal towers joined by an archway, while the back 
is an elegant facade with arcaded terraces above, sur
mounted by cupolas, kiosks and pinnacles. Its dimen
sions allow a number of commodious rooms to form the 
interior, providing quarters for a considerable guard. 
Prom every point of view a most attractive appearance 
has been given to this structure by means of arcades, 
arched recesses and other architectural and decorative 
features, so disposed as to add greatly to the eftect but 
withont detracting from its real purposes as an essential 
part of the fortiAcation. The ornamentatiem~
out is rich and varied, consisting of patterns in white 
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marble inlay, which against the wann red sandstone 
background are most effective. (Plate LXV, fig. 2.) 
One motif, repeated in the borders, is a conventional 
representation of a bird, introduced into the design 
contrary to the Koranic objection to living forms ap-
~ng in Islamic art, but it is significant of that spirit 
of toleration which marked all the movements of this 
emperor's reign. The buildings of the Akbari period 
are remarkable for their animation which reflects the 
spirit of the time, but few are so yibrant in their charac
ter as this monumental gateway at Agra Fort. 

Within the area enclosed by the walls of this fortress, 
the Ain-i-Akbari states that there were built "upwards 
of five hundred edifices of red stones in the fine styles 
of Bengal and Gujarat". It will be seen from this 
that the emperor was already aware of the artistic 
aature of his more distant subjects and was utilizing 
their proficiency, but unfortunately most of these 
earlier structures were demolished some sixty-five years 
later to make way for the more sumptuous marble 
tavilions of his grandson Shah Jahan. They originally 
1kx:upied, however the southern angle of the fort and 
'Mre continued along the parapet of the eastern wall, the 
most favourable position as they overlooked the river. 
Bat at least one of Akbar's palaces escaped destruction 
aad is still preserved, so that it is possible from the 

left to realise the character of the whole. 
complete of these remains is that known as 

Mahall, an exten!jive and somewhat 
arrangement of compartments afterwards 

rtlltobabJly the residence of the heir apparent, hence its 
palace was one of the first of its kind to be 

'. ected, as is shown by the experimental nature of its 
~ flJlllmniing, there is an irregular grouping of the halls and 

and a want of symmetry in its layout, which 
'_pst that while the emperor himself may have known 
,,,,~eJy what was wanted, those he employed did not; 

WOlrknlen were endeavouring to adapt themselves to 
conditions and to carry out a structural scheme 
which they were not wholly familiar. The result 

that the Jahangiri Mahall exemplifies a state of 
" llSit:ion between the Hindu type of palace as seen for 
_ an<:e in the Man Mandir at Gwalior built towards the 

the fifteenth century, and the domestic require
of a Moslem ruler in the sixteenth century. The 

llUutec:tural style of this building also displays a 
groping for direction, as although 

throughout of stone it contains several 
features sugges~ a wooden ' derivation. 

is particularly noticeable m the shape and position 
the brackets under the eaves, in the inclined struts 

IIIMIlftriiftD' the roof beams of the northern hall, and in 
of the portico, all of which would have been 

appropriate in wood, implying a legacy from the 
age of building construction. (Plate LXVI, 

I.) 

were two other palace fortresses of this class 
by Akbar. one at Lahore, and the other at Allaha
the former being under construction at practi<:a.lly 

time as that at Agra, and although in many 
a similar conception it is considerably smaller. 

Owing no doubt to the more open configuration of the 
ground the Lahore fort is in plan less irregular as it 
fonns a parrallelogram measuring 1200 feet by 1050 
feet contained within a high bastioned wall. This 
regularity of the plan enabled the interior accommoda
tion to be more symmetrically disposed, the whole 
rectangular area being divided longitUdinally into two 
approximately equal spaces, that towards the south 
being reserved for the official and service buildings, while 
in the space at the rear were grouped the royal palaces. 
Between these two divisions there was an alignment of 
buildings acting as a kind of barrier or screen separating 
the public from the private portions of the entire 
scheme. The architecture of Akbar's period that 
remains in this fortress is similar in style to that at 
Agra, as it is mainly in red sandstone with the combina
tion of beam and bracket forming its principal struc
tural system. Yet the workmen engaged at Lahore 
while employing the same methods appear to have been 
even more imaginative in their ornamental accessories 
than their fellow-craftsmen at Agra, as some of the 
designs of the brackets and the carving generally 
show exceptional ingenuity and fancy. No reference 
to this fort would be complete without attention being 
called to the remarkable display of tile decoration which 
is distributed over the exterior walls on its northern 
aspect. This unique picture gallery in coloured glaze 
extends from the Elephant Gate (Halhi PQl), now the 
main entrance, to the eastern tower of Jahangir's 
quadrangle and covers the large space of 480 yards in 
length and 17 yards in height. The subjects, each of 
which is in a panel confonning to the surface design 
of the wall, are mostly of a sporting character, such as 
elephant combats, games of polo, and hunting episodes, 
while figure compositions and floral devices also find a 
place in the scheme. It seems not unlikely, however, 
that judging from its technique, this mural ornamenta
tion was applied over the original brick foundation at a 
later da.te, and the partiCUlar process employed will 
therefore be described in its proper sequence. 

The ~e fortress at Allahabad begun in 1583 stands 
at the junction of the Jumna and.Ganges and on account 
of this position in the angle produced by the contluence 
of these two waterways its plan takes the form of a 
wedge or irregular segment of a circle. It is the largest 
of those of its class built by Akbar as at its wides~ 
dimension it measures nearly 3000 feet across, but 
unfortunately it has been dismantled and shorn of 
much of its architectural interest within modern times. 
Among the remains of its fonner glory one structure of 
significance has been preserved, and also recently res
tored, which explains the character of the whole. This 
is a fine baradari, or pavilion, known as the "Zenana 
Palace," evidently one of several buildings of the type 
comprising the royal quarters within the fortress. 
It shows that in the architecture of this example the 
trabeated system of construction was consistently 
maintained, but that the builders favoured a peristyJar 
form of treatment, as the chief beauty of the design lies 
in the arrangement of its pillars around an interior hall 
in the centre. These pillars are designed in pairs except 
at the comers of the building when they are in groups of 
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marble inlay, which against the wann red sandstone 
background are most effective. (Plate LXV, loig. 2.) 
One motif, repeated in the borders, is a conventional 
representation of a bird, introduced into the design 
contrary to the Koranic objection to living forms ap
pearing in Islamic art, but it is significant of that spirit 
of toleration which marked all the movements of this 
emperor's reign. The buildings of the Akbari period 
are remarkable for their animation which reflects the 
spirit of the time, but few are so yibrant in their charac
ter as this monumental gateway at Agra Fort. 

Within the area enclosed by the walls of this fortress, 
the Ain-i-Akba,i states that there were built "upwards 
of five hundred edifices of red stones in the fine styles 
of Bengal and Gujarat". It will be seen from this 
that the emperor was already aware of the artistic 
nature of his more distant subjects and was utilizing 
their proficiency, but unfortunately most of these 
earlier structures were demolished some sixty-five years 
later to make way for the more sumptuous marble 
pavilions of his grandson Shah Jaban. They originally 
'tIccupied, however the southern angle of the fort and 
were continued along the parapet of the eastern wall, the 
most favourable position as they overlooked the river. 
But at least one of Akbar's palaces escaped destruction 
and is still preserved, so that it is possible from the 
examples left to realise the character of the whole. 
The most complete of these remains is that known as 
the Jahangiri Mahall, an exten&ive and somewhat 
complex arrangement of compartments afterwards 
probably the residence of the heir apparent, hence its 
name. This palace was one of the first of its kind to be 
erected, as is shown by the experimental nature of its 
planning, there is an irregular grouping of the halls and 
rooms and a want of symmetry in its layout. which 
suggest that while the emperor himself may have known 
precisely what was wanted, those he employed did not; 
the workmen were endeavouring to adapt themselves to 
new conditions and to carry out a structural scheme 
with which they were not wholly familiar. The result 
is that the Jahangiri Mahall exemplifies a state of 
transition between the Hindu type of palace as seen for 
instance in the Man Mandir at Gwalior built towards the 
end of the fifteenth century. and the domestic require
ments of a Moslem ruler in the sixteenth century. The 
architectural style of this building also displays a 
somewhat similar groping for direction. as although 
constructed throughout of stone it contains several 
im~ant features suggest~ a wooden ' derivation. 
This is particularly noticeable m the shape and position 
of the brackets under the ef.ves, in the inclined struts 
supporting the roof beams of the northern hall, and in 
the pillars of the portico. all of which would have been 
more appropriate in wood. implying a legacy from the 
timber age of building construction. (Plate LXVI. 
Fig. I.) 

There were two other palace fortresses of this class 
built by Akbar, one at Lahore. and the other at Allaha
bad, the former being under construction at practically 
the same time as that at Agra, and although in many 
respects a similar conception it is considerably smaller. 

Owing no doubt to the more open configuration of the 
ground the Lahore fort is in plan less irregular as it 
fonns a parrallelogram measuring 1200 feet by 1050 
feet contained within a high bastioned wall. This 
regularity of the plan enabled the interior accommoda
tion to be more symmetrically disposed, the whole 
rectangular area being divided longitudinally into two 
approximately equal spaces, that towards the south 
being reserved for the official and service buildings. while 
in the space at the rear were grouped the royal palaces. 
Between these two divisions there was an alignment of 
buildings acting as a kind of barrier or screen separating 
the public from the private portions of the entire 
scheme. The architecture of Akbar's period that 
remains in this fortress is similar in style to that at 
Agra, as it is mainly in red sandstone with the combina
tion of beam and bracket fonning its principal struc
tural system. Yet the workmen engaged at Lahore 
while employing the same methods appear to have been 
even more imaginative in their ornamental accessories 
than their fellow-craftsmen at Agra, as some of the 
designs of the brackets and the carving generally 
show exceptional ingenuity and fancy. No reference 
to this fort would be complete without attention being 
called to the remarkable display of tile decoration which 
is distributed over the exterior walls on its northern 
aspect. This unique picture gallery in coloured glaze 
extends from the Elephant Gate (Hathi PQl), now the 
main entrance, to the eastern tower of Jahangir's 
quadrangle and covers the large space of 480 yards in 
length and 17 yards in height. The subjects, each of 
which is in a panel confonning to the surface design 
of the wall, are mostly of a sporting character. such as 
elephant combats, games of polo, and hunting episodes, 
while figure compositions and floral devices also find a 
place in the scheme. It seems not unlikely, however, 
that judging from its technique, this mural ornamenta
tion was applied over the original brick foundation at a 
later date, and the particular process employed will 
therefore be described in its proper sequence. 

The palace fortress at Allahabad begun in IS83 stands 
at the junction of the J umna and .Ganges and on account 
of this position in the angle produced by the confluence 
of these two waterways its plan takes the form of a 
wedge or irregular segment of a circle. It is the largest 
of those of its class built by Akbar as at its wides~ 
dimension it measures nearly 3000 feet across, but 
unfortunately it has been dismantled and shorn of 
much of its architectural interest within modem times. 
Among the remains of its fonner glory one structure of 
significance has been preserved, and also recently res
tored, which explains the character of the whole. This 
is a fine buatlari. or pavilion. known as the "Zenana 
Palace," evidently one of several buildings of the type 
comprising the royal quarters within the fortress. 
It shows that in the architecture of this example the 
trabeated system of construction was consistently 
maintained, but that the builders favoured a peristylar 
form of treatment, as the chief beauty of the design lies 
in the arrangement of its pillars around an interior hall 
in the centre. These pillars are designed in pairs except 
at the comers of the building when they are in groups of 
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fours, so that from every point of view a rich and elegant 
perspective is presented. Above this colonnade rises a 
terraced roof contained within a perforated parapet 
surmounted by kiosks with lattice screens, the style of 
the whole suggesting by its opulence the growing wealth 
and power of Akbar's rule. 

Of an entirely different class from any of the fore
going is the fort at Ajmer built in 1570 and evidently 
devised to function as a spear-head to Akbar's advanc
ing frontier. Although a relatively small structure 
it is immensely strong in form and intention recalling in 
some respects a donjon or keep in the castles of feudal 
Europe, the perimeter of thick double walls being 
planned in such a manner as to make it apparently 
impenetrable. Yet in the centre of this solidly built 
fortification there is an open courtyard containing a 
spacious pillared hall in the characteristic palatial style 
of the period, an edifice in two stories the whole being 
surrounded by a double colonnade with wide bracket 
capitals. It has a sizable chamber in the interior and 
there is a room in each of the angles, the entire structure 
having been obviously so designed. for the accommoda
tion of the emperor when on tour. The contrast between 
this graceful little palace and the stem forbidding nature 
of its enclosing walls is significant of the spirit of the time. 

Yet unquestionably the most ambitious architectural 
project of Akbar's reign, and, after the Taj Mahall, the 
most notable building achievement of the Mughuls, was 
this emperor's conception and creation of an entirely 
new capital city at Fatehpur Sikri, on a specially selected 
site twenty-six miles west of Agra. Here astried an 
isolated rocky ridge rising considerably above the 
surrounding plain there grew up in such a phenomenally 
short time that it seemed the work of a magician's hand, 
a great complex of palatial, residential, official, and 
religious buildings, so designed and executed as to 
form one of the most spectacular structural productions 
in the whole of India. Although surrounded by a 
bastioned wall enclosing an irregular rectangular area 
approximately two miles long by one mile broad, this 
city was never intended to ,be of any strategic value 
being purely a ceremonial capital, for in an emergency 
its occupants could speedily retire to the impregnable 
fortress at Agra, the two places corresponding in this 
respect to Windsor Castle and the Tower of London. 
In spite, however, of the detennined nature of this 
enterprise, the life of Fatehpur Sikri was an extremely 
short one, it lasted for little more than a generation 
when the city in the erection of which the unlimited 
resources of the empire were concentrated was aban
doned, &l.d for three hundred years it has remained an 
empty shell, the silent record of a despot's whim. 

Imagine, therefore, a city containing no streets, or 
ordinary habitations, but an arrangement of broad 
terraces and stately courtyard around which are grouped 
numerous palaces and pavilions, each one rivalling the 
other in the elepnce and richness of its architectural 
treatment. People this with a moving throng of nobles, 
high ofticials, personages of rank, and the gaily capa
risoned attendants of such an aristocratic community ; 

the emperor himself in residence surrounded by the 
panoply of his exalted state, and some idea may be 
gained of Fatehpur Sikri during its transient but enchant
ing hour towards the end of the sixteenth century. 
Then with one movement sweep away every vestige of 
this colourful human element, leaving only the vacant 
setting, a vast sepulchre of a city devoid of life or spirit. 
Such is Akbar's capital at the present day, recalling the 
words "How doth this City sit solitary that was full of 
people." Yet in the still watches of the night, after its 
custodians have departed to their homes in the neigh
bouring villages, faint echoes of its ancient pageantry 
seem to return. For every murmur from the scrub and 
jungle by which it is encompassed, every sound from the 
distant hamlets, is caught up within the deserted courts 
and corridors, each of these becoming a whispering 
gallery seeming to repeat in mysterious accents its 
brief but brilliant story. 

The sandstone outcrop on which the city of Fatehpur 
Sikri was founded runs from north-east to south-west, 
but the majOlity of its buildings are planned at an 
angle to this alignment as they face north and south, 
being so disposed in order to accord with the fixed 
orientation of the great mosque, by far the largest and 
most imposing structure on the entire site. The main 
approach was from Agra, the road from which aft~ 
passing through the Agra Gate and a N l1li'641 KltafUI 
or "Drum House" where distinguished visitors were 
announced, led straight to the DtfHfl-i-am or Hall of 
Public Audience, as here most of the public had the 
right of admission. From this "forum" the road 
appears to have continued to the mosque, also a public 
building so that all the structure on the southern flank 
of the hill were accessiblC! to the ordinary populace. 
On the other hand there was a large are to the rear of the 
Dt~ reserved solely for the royal palaces and 
similar apartments, thus forming the strictly private 
part of the scheme. Around these but chiefiy extending 
down the slope of the hill towards the northern side were 
supplementary edifices such as offices, sarau, orna
mental gardens, stables, etc., principally of a utilitarian 
order. But it will be noticed that although all the 
buildings comp~ this city were grouped approximate
ly according to thell" purpose, there is little evidence in 
its layout or composition of any systematic town
planning having been put into practice. 

Except that the great mosque or Jami Masjid of the 
citr. is more arcuate in its structure than the secular 
buildinp which are mainly trabeate, the same general 
style of architecture is mamtained throughout although 
as would be expected in such a comprehensive under
taking there are diversities in the detailed treatment. 
These variations in handiwork are readily e~ed. 
Owing to its size and the ~ with which this great 
project was put into execution, a conSiderable army of 
artmcers had to be employed, and the local guilds of 
craftsmen proving insufficient, large numbers were 
imported from other parts of Akbar's dominions. Each 
of these provincial groups brought with it the particular 
architectural idiom of its region, so that it is possible to 
identify the workmanship of the more distinctive schools, 
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such as that of Gujarat or of the Punjab. But it is 
fairly clear that the whole enterprise was under the 
direction of what now corresponds to a superintending 
architect who co-ordinated the work so as to ensure an 
appearance of adequate uniformity in every respect. 
By this time the master-builders employed by Akbar 
had fully assimilated the ideals of their royal patron, for 
the architectw-e of Fatehpur Sikri has every characteris
tic of a completely matured style. As to the building 
material used this is almost without exception sand
stone of a rich red colour quarried on the spot as it is 
of this that the ridge itself is composed. Probably the 
earliest structure to be erected on the site of the city 
was that known as the Stone-Cutters Masjid, a small 
mosque at the western limit of the hill crest which the 
first workmen built for their own worship. 

The buildings comprising Akbar's capital may be 
resolved into two classes, those of a religious, and those 
of a secular character. The former are all parts of a 
large structural composition consisting primarily of the 
Great Mosque but including its "Triumphal Gateway" 
or Bula1lll Damaza, and also within its courtyard the 
tomb of Salim Chisti. More numerous and varied are 
the secular buildings which are of three kinds, the 
palaces, those for administrative purposes, and the 
structures of a miscellaneous order. Taking the secular 
group first the largest and most important buildings are 
the palaces iUch as that of Jodh Bai, and the houses of 
Miriam, the Sultana, and Birbal, all four of these being 
representative of the regal residential type of structure 
of the period. Of this series the l)alace of Jodh Bai is 
the most complete in its design anel artangements, while 
it shows that a suitable form of palatial abode bad been 
under consideration during the decade that separates 
this building from the apparently experimental eftort of 
the Jahangiri Mahall already. referred to in the fort of 
Agra. Apart from its architectural treatment Jodh 
Bai's palace discloses in its scheme some of the condi
tions of living that prevailed among the royal family 
under Kughul rule. TheIe is the high and almost 
forbiddingly plain outside wall, with the principal 
buildings attached to its inner side, and all facing an 
interior courtyard, entrance only be:"g allowed through 
a guarded gatehouse having "stag& .. red" doorways, the 
object throughout being one of strict seclusion. Within 
this enclosure every portion is self-contained, with a 
private chapel for devotions and roof terraces screened 
by parapet for promenades. AU the arrangements are 
remarkably compact, each part is readily accessible 
both for the convenience of its occupants and for the 
purposes of service, in a 'Word this palace building 
presents us with a close view of what was considered 
necessary for the comfort as well as for the pleasure of 
Akbar's favourite queen. 

In plan this palace is nearly square as it measures 
320 feet by 215 feet while the enclosing walls of 32 feet 
in height are interrupted externally on three sides, on 
the east by the gatehouse, on the north by a hanging 
pavilion or H ... Md411 (Place of Air), and on the 
loath by service and bathinc apartments. Except for 
these attachments the exterior has no outstanding 

features, the whole of the architectural effect being 
reserved for the interior. The interior consists of an 
almost symmetrical range of buildings surrounding a 
square quadrangle, most of these being in two stories 
although at regular intervals there are open terraced 
roofs. In the middle of each side these interior struc
tures rise up into separate blocks, with a somewhat 
similar detached block at each angle, both in double 
stories. Each of these blocks is in eftect a self-contained 
suite of living rooms not unlike a modem fiat, while on 
the ground floor there are corridors and passages com
municating with each part. Moreover the whole struc
ture was so designed that each group of apartments 
could on occasion be readily divided oft from the others, 
and it wa., also arranged that the chambers below in 
cold weather could be heated, those above always 
remaining airy and cool. (Plate LXIX, Fig. 2.) 

The architectural style of Jodh Bai's ~, although 
conforming in its general principles with the other 
buildings of the city, presents throughout its entire 
structure a certain character of its own. In many of its 
elements and also in the manner of itsarved decoration 
there are resemblances to the temple architecture of 
western India, particularly in the design of the niches 
and brackets with their unmistakable volute forms, as 
well as in the shape of the pillar shafts. From the 
appearance of these features and in its architectural 
treatment as a whole, it is fairly evident that the c0ns
truction of this palace was entrusted to a party of 
artisans from Gujarat, one of the groups of workmen 
brought from distant parts to speed up the production 
of this v~t project. (Plate LXX.) There are many 
interesting details in the composition of this building 
such as the application of blue glaze tiles to some of the 
roofs and cupolas, thus introducing an attractive colour 
note, and in one upper room the ceiling is a form of 
waggon-vault with groins. a distinct departure from the 
almost universal constructional system of the beam and 
bracket. 

~pared with jodh Bai's palace the remaining 
royal residences such as the house of Miriam and. that 
of the Sultana are somewhat simple and unpretentious 
structures, although as with abnost every bui1diDg in this 
city they display much el~t workmanship. Miriam's 
house, which in size is less than one sixteenth part of 
the palace, is a perfect little abode consisth" of an 
arrangement of rooms in two stories but with no central 
courtyard or other extraneous amenities. It is re
markable, however, for some of its interior embellish
ment, which takes the form of Jarae mural paintmcs 
apparently of Persian subjects ana executed in the 

. manner of that country, thus R!p'eSeDting an early 
phase in the development of that celebrated school of 
painting which flourished under the patronap of the 
)(uchul dynasty. The other · residence, that of the 
Sultana, is even smaller and more modest in its structaral 
composition, as it is a single storied pavilion with omy 
one apartment contained within a pillared verandah. 
But tlie simP~!li of its design is compensated by the 
richness and q 'ty of its carved decoration as every 
wall is chiselled into a pattern of exquisite deJicacy and 



refinement. In the character and technique of this 
plastic, ornateness, and also to a certain extent in the 
actual construction of this little architectural gem, 
there are definite evidences of a wooden derivation, and 
it is more than likely that it was the handiwork of a 
group of artizans from the Punjab where the timber 
tradition in the building art still lingered. 

Another of these houses, that of Birbal, the Prime 
:Minister, is of much the same character as that of Miriam, 
except that it is more complex in its arragements and 
in some respects more elaborate in its architectural or
namentation. This building is in two stories, four rooms 
and two porches forming the ground floor, but with 
only two rooms above, as the remainder of this story 
consists of open terraces enclosed by screen. There are 
cupolas over the upper rooms and pyramidal roofs over 
the porches, all of which are constructed on a modified 
prin-iple of the double dome, as they have an inner and 
an outer shell with an appreciable empty space between. 
By these means the interior was kept cool and it is 
evident that the whole structure was :planned with this as 
one of its principal objects. But Its chief attraction 
is the manner in which the exterior of the building has 
bee4 architecturally treatec;l, particularly in the rich 
character of the eave brackets as these form an out
standir~· feature of its elevational aspect. Supports 
of this nature are common in all the secular architecture 
of Fatehpur Sikri, but in no other edifice has this struc
tural and decorative element been so liberally employed 
or so elaborately designed and executed as in this rela
tively small but lavishly devised ministerial abode. 
(Plates LXIX and LXXI.) 

Of the administrative buildings in the city of Fatehpur 
Sikri, undoubtedly the most distinctive is the DifH1l-i
KIuu or Hall of Private Audience, not a large structure 
but conceived in an unusual manner. Externally 
it is not dissimilar in style from the other secular edifices, 
as it is rectangular in plan and in two stories having 
a flat terraced roof with a pillared kiosk rising above 
each corner. But its interior ~ts are unique, 
and it is here that one seems to be In closer touch with 
the somewhat elusive personality of Akbar the Great. 
the creator of this vast array of buildings, as it is clear 
he devised the interior of this hall to suit his own in
dividual motives and attitudes. In the single chamber 
of which this audience hall is composed. the ptjn;K:: 
architectural feature is a large and substantial • 
occupying a central position with its massive expanding 
capital supporting a circular stone platform. From 
this centrU platform stone "bridges" radiate aloug 
each diagonal of the hall to connect with ~ 
galleries which surround its upper portion. The idea 
underlying such a curious structural contrivance was 
that the emperor would sit enthroned on the central 
platform while listening to arguments from representa
tives of the diflerent reUgious communities gathered 
there, the whole arrangement signifying what has been 
termed his "dominion over the Four Quarters." The 
main architectural object in this interior is the central 
c:oJmnn• its varioasly patterned shaft branching out 
into a series of thirty-six closely set voluted and pendul-

ous brackets carrying the throne platform, a most 
original conception not without artistic merit. (Plate 
LXXII, Fig. 2.) 

There are many other buildings of an official or 
miscellaneous order in this city. and although each is 
designed to serve its own particular purpose, their archi
tectural style is merely a variation of the general prin
ciples employed in those already described. Such are 
the Panch Malsall or "Palace of Five Stories," the 
KlmJabgah or "House of Dreams," the "Astrologer's 
Seat," the "Department of Records," and numerous 
other structures all having much the same architectural 
character. In each of these buildings the treatment of 
the exterior is remarkable for its appearance of horizon
tality due to the constant use of the exceedingly wide 
eaves and the deep shadows they cast across the eleva
tion. Added to this there are the horizoutal lines of 
the parapets and also the string-courses all of which 
emphasize the same eftect. There is of course the 
counteracting influence of the pillars and brackets which 
introduce useful vertical passages of light and shade. 
but the broad horizontal masses and the level lines are 
the keynote of the external design. As to the interior, 
few of the apartments are of any size but they are 
usuaIly of pleasing proportions and the pillars with 
their pendant brackets, the balconies, alcoves, and 
other mural embelJisbments are elegant works of art 
and disposed throughout the building with the best of 
taste. 

But undoubtedly the most impressive part of Fateh
pur Sikri is that formed by the group of structures of a 
religious nature, in which the Jami Masjid predominates. 
As a whole it consists of a c;ombination of four buildings, 
namely (1) the Great Mosque itself, (2) its southern 
gateway or BfIlaffil Dflf'fllUII, (3) the tomb of the saint 
Salim Chisti within the courtyard. and (4) the mausoleum 
of Islam Khan on the northern side. Originally the 
scheme included the mosque only. a perfectly symmet
rical conception covering a ~ area measuring 
S42 feet by .38 feet with an intenor courtyard of un
usually large dimensions. This building was begun in 
1571. and about the same time the tmnb building over 
the grave of Salim Chisti situated towards the northern 
side of the courtyard was also commenced. When first 
constructed the mosque was entered by three portals, 
one in the middle of each of the north. south and east 
sides, but now only one of these, the eastern or King's 
Gateway remains unaltered by subsequent additions. 
From the size of its plan it will be seen that this mosque 
ranks among the largest of its kind in the country, while 
in architectUral treatment it is a most finished and 
typical example. In design it is of the conventional 
mosque order consisting of a wide open courtyard with 
pillared cloisters on three of its sides and the western end 
occupied by the sanctuary. It is the masterly manner 
in which this sanctuary has been formulated and execut· 
ed that gives this mosque its fine character. , 

As in not a few of the larger mosques of India the 
fine open sweep of the flag!d quadrangle leading up 
to the main interior facade produces at once an ettect 
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Fig. 1 Madura : Tirumala Nayak's Palace (cir. 1645) 
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dignity and spaciousness. (Plate LXXIII. 
In this instance the facade consists of a large 

front on in the centre containing a spacious 
with a pillared arcade extending on each side 
the wings. Behind this central feature rises a 

and there are smaller domes over each wing. 
of pillared kiosks. along all the parapets to 

skyline. As in all good building these ex
,1eI;t1mes are definitely related to the arrangements 
i'Ia1:en~:>r. The interior of the sanctuary. therefore. 

itself into a nave, to which the three doorways 
alcoved fronton foml the entrance. while the 

each side correspond to the arcaded wings of 
The nave which is entered through an 

....... ,rl',/'." is a square hall containing on its western 
principal mihrab, and is covered by the main 

(Plate LXXII, Fig. I.) Leading out of this 
hall through archways are the aisles, each with a 
towards the middle of its length, with the side 
forming their roofs. Much of the variety in the 

this interior is obtained by the open spaces of 
and side chapels contrasting with the pillared 
which these are connected. The pillars in the 
exceptionally well grouped and apportioned so 

any angle an elegant vista is observable. 
this is the admirable combination of beams 

disposed in such a manner that the balance 
constructional systems is well maintained 
the arches providing attractive passages 

iiNdi,'Tp' and the lintels with their pendant brackets 
the intervals between. 

is the architectural formation of the sanctuary, 
Delrentc:e should also be made to the mural decora

is distributed over most surfaces of the 
especially in the nave and in its adjacent 

All the technical resources that the 
concerned had at their command were used 

embellishment so that the carved, painted, and 
ornamentation is unsurpassed in any other 

of Akbar's reign. No description could do 
justice to the Qiversity of patterns that are 
the fabric of this fine structure but it is as if 
had taken as their model the pages of an 
illuminated manuscript and enlarged these 

jewelled geometry of line and colour to enrich 
on the walls. 

twenty-five years after the completion of this 
Akbar returned from his victorious campaign 
~I;CCI.II. and was considering a site on which he 

a great triumpllal archway commemorative 
aoaquests. He finally decided on the southern 

of the Jami Masjid at Fatehpur Sikri as being 
POSiltlCIll for this monument, and he accordingly 

demolish the existing doorway and raise 
u(Jlr.w,ua or "Gate of Magnificence," in its 

LXXIV.) This gateway is a most 
structure as its height is 134 feet, added to 

approached by a steep flight of steps 42 feet 
the entire composition rises to a total height 

feet above the roadway. Across its front it 
130 feet while from front to back it is 123 

feet thus presenting from every point of view a mass of 
masonry of immense proportions dwarfing eyery other 
building in the city. There is little doubt that of all the 
architectural productions of the Mughuls, their gateways 
were the most successful achievements, whether these 
were the bold entrances to fortresses, the more humble 
doorways to sarais, the elegant portals to tombs, the 
porticos to palaces, or the civic archways, of the cities, 
they were invariably not only satisfying examples of the 
building art, but each one admirably fulfilled its purpose. 
It is questionable which is the finer effort, the Delhi Gate 
of Agra Fort already described, or this monumental 
gateway at Fatehpur Sikri, but the latter is manifestly 
the more spectacular, and such it was intended to be . 
The Buland Darwaza is a work of great force, especially 
when viewed from the ground below, as then it presents 
an appearance of aspiring and overwhelming strength 
without being weighty or pretentious. Its position, 
it is true, is open to criticism as the line of approach 
up an ascent through what were probably service 
quarters and past the hammams, was not ideal, and 
even more significant from the architectural point of 
view is that owing to its vast size it dominates every
thing in its vicinity and thus throws out of balance the 
scheme of the mosque to which it is attached; the 
eye is first attracted and then deflected by its great bulk 
instead of being drawn naturally towards the edifice of 
which it should logically form a subordinate part. 

The entire structure of this triumphal gateway may 
be resolved into its two aspects, the frontal and highest 
aspect, forming the facade with its portal, and the back 
view consisting of a lower and plainer portion intruding 
itself into the mosque courtyard. As projected by its 
designers the main etlect is produced by the front view 
with its facade embowed by means of three planes 
comprising a large central face and a lesser one on each 
side receding at an angle. The central plane which is 
86 feet across is rectangular in shape, the greater part of 
its surface being occupied by an arched and domed 
recess, while the narrower faces on its wings are in three 
stories with varied openings in each stage. The most 
striking feature of this facade is the large arched recess 
in the centre, the semi-dome of which is carried on five 
surfaces in the form of a half-decagon, down to the 
ground. By the skilful manipulation of these surfaces 
the designer has correctly related the crescendo of the 
great alcove above with the diminuendo of the man
height doorway at its base. Crowning the whole of 
this facade is as 'handsome perforated parapet behind 
which rises a range of kiosks, the regular line of their 
cupolas acting like guardian sentinels to relieve the 
skyline. The rear portion of this gateway in comparison 
with the frontal aspect is less impressive in appearance 
but is a fine mass of masonry consisting of three arched 
entrances and a parapet in two stages so designed to 
accord, as far as its great scale permitted, with the 
arches and colonnades of the mosque interior with which 
it is conjoined. 

A feature of this stately structure is the decorative 
treatment of its outer facade, the main element in its 
composition being the wide border emphasizing its 
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rectangular formation. Such a shape provides ample 
space for a continuous ornamental inscription, as 
most of the Islamic architecture of this order plainly 
testifies. Originally introduced into the decorative 
scheme of the facade of the first mosque erected at 
Delhi, it figures throughout the style in varying degrees 
of prominence, until in this crowning monument nUsed 
by Akbar it assumes special importance not only on 
account of its size but for the famous message it conveys 
carved in the beautiful lettering of the time. This 
message may be quoted as it expresses this royal builders 
ultimate belief and his method of broadcasting it to 
mankind. 

'Jesus Son of Mary (on whom be peace) said: The 
world is a bridge pass over it ; but build no house 
upon it. Who hopes for an hour, hopes for 
eternity. The world is anhour. Spend it in prayer, 
for the rest is unseeJl.' 

Turning to the other notable structure associated 
with this mosque, namely the tomb of Salim Chisti 
situated within its cloistered quadrangle, compared 
with the foregoing the spectator is confronted with a 
complete change of aesthetic and architectural values. 
On the one hand the Buland Darwaza represents the 
building art in a grandiose mood, massive and pwpose
ful, the tomb on the other hand is an architectural 
cameo, its chaste marble forms being aerial in their 
delicacy, so that it appears as a chiselled, polished and 
fretted exquisiteness. But this small edifice had not 
always such a silvery grace. When first constructed, 
at a time relatively contemporary with the foundation 
of the mosque, it was most probably a sandstone concep
tion in the style of that period. Its present appearance 
is due to a later development, possibly that which 
prevailed at the end of Jahangir's reign or the beginning 
of that of Shah Jahan, when the authorities were in
spired to transform its sandstone fabric into the more 

refined and costly marble, but retaining its previous 
shape and character, enriching and elaborating it with 
additional details in the course of this process. 

The tomb building itself is of simple parts as if consists 
of a square exterior of 24 feet side and containing a 
mortuary chamber of 16 feet diameter, the whole being 
covered by a low dome. Around the outside a wide 
verandah is carried, its roof supported on pillars with 
the interspaces filled by perforated screens, the total 
exterior measuring 4B feet in diameter. On the southern 
face a porch is projected, also on pillars, and there are 
carved brackets all round to sustain the extremely wide 
eaves. In general appearance this building is low and 
somewhat unimpressive, its effect depending not so 
much on its proportions or composition but on the 
elegant material of which it is constructed and the 
fanciful and almost etherial manner in which this 
material has been handled. Among its distinctive 
features are the pillars around the exterior, particularly 
those fonning the porch with their honeycomb capitals, 
and the brackets springing from their patterned shafts. 
These brackets or struts are unique in their design as 
each consists of a long serpentine volute with the spaces 
between the curves filled in with perforated foliations, 
the whole having more the appearance of carved ivory 
than chiselled marble. Their prototype may be seen 
in the temples of Gujarat, but in none of these buildings 
have they attained quite the refined exuberance as in 
Salim Chisti's tomb. Structurally these supports have 
little value, they are almost entirely decorative and 
produce an effect more fantastic than beautiful, suggest
JOg the unrestrained imagination of the temple-builder 
rather than the rationality and reserve of Islam. But 
they represent an age when, in the words of the founder 
of the Mughul dynasty, the emperor Babur, in describing 
the productions of his Timurid ancestors--"whatever 
work a man took up he aimed and aspired to bring it to 
perfection". (Plates LXXIII and LXXVI.) 
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CHAPTER XIX 

THE MUGHUL PERIOD 
JAHANGIR (I60S-27) : THE TRANSITION FROM STONE TO MARBLE 

N comparison with the ceaseless architectural 
activity that was maintained during the greater 
part of Akbar's reign, the period of the rule 
son and successor, Jahangir, was, in the field of the 

~lDllJdiItg art relative uneventful. This emperor's aes
predilections lay in other directions, as he it was 

patronized so enthusiastically the school of minia
painting that is associated with the Mughul regime, 
whenever constructional work was contemplated, 

more frequently took the form of laying out large 
gardens and similar ornamental retreats rather 

the erection of architectural monuments. Yet 
spite of this partiality for the minor arts the main 

_.let'ure of one of the most remarkable buildings of the 
£. tlghll1l period was produced during the earlier years 

reign, and one in which he was constrained 
take a certain amount of personal interest. This 

his father's mausoleum at Sikandra near Agra, a 
~ ClDDCeDtl()n of such magnitude that it was not completed 

or eight years after Jahangir had ascended 
It has now been established that the larger 

'lart1on of this structure was effected under Jahangir's 
;ptholrity, only its situation and plan with some idea 

general appearance having been settled before 
died. It is not improbable that had this emperor 

to supervise its erection he would have seen to it 
a more homogeneously designed monument to his 

iIIIeInorywas handed down to posterity. Compared with 
tomb of Humayun for example, built nearly fifty 

earlier, Akbar's mausoleum is an architectural 
Ifm,"~;..<:io·n_ but on the other hand one of the chief 

creators was obviously the production 
vUI5"'"''''' composition, a departure from the con

,.:ional domed structure which had hitherto prevailed. 
an ideal was proof that the art was at least a living 

and not lacking in movement, but those concerned 
DOt appear to realize that originality, unless it is 

IIItlined with correct vision and the application of 
prjIllci}:)les, is not likely to result in an entirely 

work of architecture. As will be shown, this 
monument at Sikandra is deicient, mainly for 
reasons, in the essentials of coherence and mass. 
LXXV.) 

scheme of this mauoleum was conceived on a 
if not grandiose scale, as its perimeter waDs 
a garden of great size, while the tomb building 

centre is in plan a square of 320 feet side with a 
height of over 100 feet. In the middle of each 

of the outer enclosure wall is a ptehouse, three of 
being false doorways added for symmetry, but that 

south is the main entrance. AU these gateways 
_ IIiCl,entily imposing to form minor monuments in 

.... ~f!!l_ particularly the one comprising the entrance 
is a structure of exceptional elegance, for in 

to its pleasing proportions and bold inlaid 
99 

ornamentation, it is provided with four graceful 
white marble minarets, one rising above each comer. 
Until now a minaret of this type had not appeared in 
the architecture of northern India, but here it emerges 
for the first time, not however, as an experiment but 
perfectly developed and in its exact and final form. 
Entering through this portal the plan of the ornamental 
gardens leading up to the central structure, although 
partly obliterated, may still be detennined, its arrange
ments showing how the garden designer and the builder 
collaborated with the object of co-ordinating each 
element in order to produce an unified composition. 
The wide sweep of the flagged causeways each e~ded 
at a suitable interval into a square terrace contaIning a 
fountain and sunk basin, together with other appropriate 
expedients, prove how carefully this garden approach 
had been worked out in relation to the architectural 
scheme as a whole. 

The tomb building in its general outlines takes the 
shape of a low truncated pyramid, built up in three 
stories, these consisting of, first, a massive terrace comp
rising the basement, above this an orderly ~ent 
of red sandstone pavilions in three tiers forming the 
middle portion, and crowning all an open court, surroun
ded by a marble screen producing the uppermost story. 
The basement or ground story is a S\lperb con~, 
over 300 feet side and 30 feet high, having a senes of 
arches recessed within its four sides. Interposed in the 
centre of each of these sides rises a tall rectangular 
structure, containing an arched alcove, while above 
~ }l!U'&pet of this feature is a graceful marble kiosk 
breaIdng the skyline in an effective manner. By 
means of a doorway in the southern alcove, access is 
obtained through a corridor to the tomb chamber, a 
small cell confined, not unlik.e those in some of the 
Egyptian pyramids, within the womb of the buiJdiDg 
itSelf. (Plate LXXV, Fig. 2.) All this lower portion 
of the scheme is so substantially conceived and on such 
a satisfying scale that it seems not unlikely the fOUJlda.. 
tional story was in course of construction ~ the 
last years of Akbar's reign. But here the inftUence 
of this vigorous and versatile monarch apparently 
ended, for it is in the story immedia~ abOve, c0n
sisting of the ranges of sandstone pavilions, that the 
composition becomes light and fanciful and out of place 
over such a powerful substructure as that presented 
by the ground story. Although an elegant p:oupiDg 
of arcades and kiosks there is a want of weight and 
firmness about this central portion of its conformation, 
its conflicting lights and shadows producing an eJlect 
of instability: such an appearance at this stage of its 
erection implied that here it may have been that Jaban
gir interposed while the work was in progress and ordered 
what had been already built to be demotisbed and 
"reconstructed at a cost of fifteen Jakhs of rupees." 
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An alteration of such a costly nature betokens some 
material modification in the body of the building, and 
it is not im~robable that the middle story was then 
rebuilt more m accordance with this monarch's architec
tural ideals. It is quite easy to understand that these 
ideals diftered from those of his parent-there was a 
clashing of temperaments between father and son, of which 
this b~ may be a symbol-and during the latter's 
reign the building art, as will be shown later, was inclined 
to assume a pretty, rather than a forceful character. 
Some such intiuence may account for this manifestly 
inconsequential portion of the project. 

Turning now to the uppermost story of Akbar's 
mausoleum this crowning feature presents a marked 
contrast to the rest of the building as it is aU composed 
of white marble. A massive structure with a solid pro
j~ cornice, its appearance is lightened by being 
contained within a range of delicately perforated screens 
while above each corner rises a tall and graceful kiosk. 
The interior of this story is an open court surrounded 
by arcaded cloisters, with an exquisitely carved cenotaph 
oc:cupying the centre. In many respects the unroofed 
terrace and its refined treatment is an appropriate 
finish to the building as a whole, although Fergusson was 
of the opinion that this portion was incomplete as it was 
intended to surmount it with a dome which would 
provide a suitable apex to the pyramidal elevation and 
at the same time protect the fine workmanship of the 
cenotaph.1 To sum up, this mausoleum is one of the 
most ambitious productions attempted by the Mughuls, 
ret although a superb effort the result is architecturally 
meffective as it lacks substance and volume as well as the 
qualities of unity and definition. In these defects, and 
equally in its merits, there seems reftected that artistic 
but irresponsible nature of the monarch under whose 
direction the creative part of the monument took form. 

There were other examples of architecture produced 
during the reign of Jahangir which show the trend 
of the building art at this juncture, such as the western 
gateway to a Sarai at Jullundur, a small but attractive 
structure although somewhat of the "precious" order, 
as the designer has aimed at a nicety of detail rather 
than breadth or strength. But the outstanding architec
tural production of the later years of this emperor's rule 
was his own mausoleum at Shadera near Lahore, most of 
which was probably constructed after his death under 
the order of his remarkable consort, Nur Maha1l Begum. 
(Plate LXXVIII, Fig. r.) This tomb, as was becoming 
the custom of the Kughuls, oc:cupies the centre of an 
immense garden, square in plan and over r500 feet 
side, on the old bank of the Ravi river. Enclosed by a 
high brick wall with a gateway in the middle of each 
side. this garden is one of the largest and also the mQSt 
conventional of its kind, as it is divided up into sixteen 
equal squares by means of paved causeways, while a 
fO\llltain and ornamental pool were placed at each 
intersection. In every one of these parterres a difterent 
flower was grown so that the whole, in its season, might 
be an orgy of colour. Within the centre of this formal 
lay-out stands the tomb building, also square in plan 
and of 325 feet side, a structure of one story only but 

with handsome octagonal minarets in five stages rising 
up from each comer to a height of nearly roo feet above 
ground level. When first built a marble pavilion graced 
the central portion of the roof of the tomb, which would 
have added to its artistic appearance, but this has since 
disappeared. 

No capacious interior e1lect was aimed at in this 
mausoleum, it was evidently to be regarded more as 
a monumental reliquary than a mortuary hall. The 
internal arrangements, therefore, consist of a corridor 
leading to a range of rooms continued right round the 
outer sides of the building, and a series of compartments. 
one leading from the middle of each side to the tomb 
chamber in the centre of the whole. This vaulted 
chamber which contains an exquisitely inlaid mar~le 
cenotaph is illuminated by a simple aperture in the 
centre of the ceiling, but this was originally screened 
and protected by the pavilion referred to above. Archi
tecturally this mausoleum, except for the four minarates 
is unimpressive, its principal effect being obtained 
through the applied colour decoration distributed 
freely over all its surfaces. In providing this embellish
ment several processes were called into requisition, such 
as fresco paintin~, inlay. and mosaic tiles, the colour 
work being used m the interior, the inlay on the pave
ments and sides of the minarets, the tiles on the dados 
of the corridors, while semi-precious stones enrich with 
graceful scrolls the white marble of the cenotaph. 
Viewed as a whole there is in its spaci9usness and its 
setting something of the character of the nature-loving 
monarch whose remains it enshrines, his preference for 
wide terraced gardens glowing with flowers and brilliant 
colouring generally, recalling similar qualities in his 
famous ancestor Babur. both of whom seem to have 
been as muc.h interested in the works of nature as in 
those of man. 

Before this earlier phase of architecture under the 
Mughuls merged into the later, one building was con
structed which may be regarded as the connecting link 
between the style of Akbar and that of Shah Jaban. 
This is a tomb at Agra of Itmad-ud-Daulah, a distin
guished nobleman, and the father of Jahanger's queen 
Nur Mahall, by whom it was built in r626. (Plates 
LXXIX and LXXX.) Apart from definitely marking 
the st~e of transition this small but elegant structure 
stands m a class by itself as it illustrates a fresh inter
pretation of the building art, an expression of the style 
in its most delicate and refined aspect, disregarding size 
but aiming at exquisite finish. In the seclusion of a 
walled enclosure of 540 feet side this mausoleum stands 
in a garden recalling an abbey cloister-gatt, with sombre 
green cypress trees set sculpturesquely against gate
ways of red sandstone. Surrounded by a formal 
scheme of lawns, parterres, flagged pathways, tanks and 
fountains, the tomb building, in flawless white marble, 
reposes like a gem within its casket. It is square in plan 
and only 70 feet in diameter. its design comprising a 
central structure with broad octagonal towers in the 
form of minarets thrown out from each angle, and a 
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pavilion or kind of upper story rising above the 
Three arched openings in each side produce an 

l!lillpeliLrac::e of depth, while cornices on brackets and a 
to the upper portion provide horizontal lines 

SDaQ01fVS emphasizing the sense of quiet peacefulness 
pervades the conception as a whole. 

• interior of the ground story consists of a series of 
and passages corresponding to an enclosed veran

surrounds a central chamber containing the 
~·.a.,talllh; the pavilion above is a square compartment 

formed of screens of the finest marble tracery, 
on its patterned and polished pavement are two 

porphery cenotaphs. (Plate LXXIX, Fig. 2.) 
example of architecture in miniature this building 

its accessories of garden and gateways is one of the 
perfect of its kind, while its fineness is enhanced 

the exquisite white marble of which the central 
_ lICtlU'e is entirely composed. Then, although ela
_ atelly ornamented, the embellishment throughout has 

carefully subordinated to the architectural effects, 

there is little relief work, most of the surface being 
delicately coloured by means of inlaid stones. The 
result of such treatment is that any undue brilliance 
of the white marble is subdued by the subtle tints of the 
inlay which spins its fine filaments over every portion, 
often in painted patterns only excelled by those of a 
butterfly's wing. Much of this ornamentation of 
applied stones was produced by a technical process 
different from that which had preceded it, so that these 
later Jahangiri buildings not only mark a change in the 
architectural style but also in the method of decoration. 
Hitherto the inlaid work had been of the kind known as 
op.s sectile, a marble intarsia of various colours, but from 
now onward the art took the form of that called pietra 
dura in which hard and rare stones such as lapis, onyx, 
jasper, topaz, cornelian and the like were embedded in 
the marble in graceful foliations. The tomb of Itmad
ud-Daulah prefigured that phase of white marble gar
nished with gold and precious stones which distinguishes 
the final and most sumpttlous architectural creations of 
the Mughuls. 
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CHAPTER XX 

THE MUGHUL PERIOD 
SHAH JAHAN (1627-58) : THE REIGN OF MARBLE 

WITH the reign of the emperor Shah Jaban the 
golden era of Mughul domination was attained, 
a period which found expression in style of 

arehitecture of exceptional splendour, and carried to the 
highest degree of perfection. In the sphere of the 
building art it was an ~e of marble, this material in 
its most refined from taking the place of the sandstone 
hitherto largely employed. so that architecture received 
a new impressiveness during this regime. The pre
ference of Shah Jaban for buildings of this kind is 
graphically shown by the fact that he caused to be 
dismantled many of his predecessors' sandstone edifices 
with the sole object of substitu~ others of a more 
p'?Jished type. Nowhere is his policy more s~ly 
illustrated than in the fort at Agra, where in the senes 
of palaces occupying the western area, the division 
between the two phases of t).e Mughul style is plainly 
demarcated. Here one may pass in a stride from the 
sandstone buildings of the latter half of the sixteenth 
century as exempIifi.ed by the Jahangiri Mahall, to the 
marble pavilions of the first half of the seventeenth 
century as represented by the Khas Mahall, in other 
words from the robust productions of Akbar to the 
voluptuousness of Shah Jaban. 

-
Such a change in the substance of the building art 

naturally brought with it a correspon~ change in 
its temper and treatment. Marble, specially of the 
textural quality as that obtained from the quarries of 
Markrana in Jodhpur State, provides its own decorative 
appearance owing to its delicate graining, and any orna
mentation requires to be most judiciously, almost 
sparingly applied, otherwise the surfaces become 
fretted snd confused. Mouldings have to be fine and 
rare in their contours and plain spaces are valuable as 
they emphasize the intrinsic beauty of the material, so 
that restraint has to be invariably observed. The forms 
therefore of this style are essentially marble forms, while 
the decoration is = occasionally plastic, such enrich
ment as was co . ered essential being obtained by 
meaDS of inlaid patterns in coloured stones. With this 
change in technique there ensued a change in the 
Iarp- architectural elements of the style. Particularly 
noticeable is the alteration in the character of the arch, 
the curves of which were now often foliated. usually in 
each instance by means of nine CUSPS. with the result 
that white marble arcades of engrailed arches became a 
distiDguisbiug feature of the period. The dome also 
assumed another form, as the Persian type, bulbous in 
its outlines and coustricted at its neck, found favour. the 
adoption of which brought with it the system of true 
dmble doming derived from the same source. Other 
developments were the introduction, of pillars with 
ta.periD« or baluster shafts, voluted bracket capitals 
aa.d Iolia.ted bases; added to these were structural 
ornamental elements of a eurvilinear order, the fluidity 
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of line from and sensuousness generally reflecting those 
exalted conditions that not uncommonly prevail when a 
ruling power has attained its greatest elevation. 

The replacements by the emperor Shah Jaban of the 
stone buildings in the palace-forts of Agra and Lahore 
by marble pavilions appear to have been carried out 
intermittently during this monarch's reign, some of 
these newer structures being early examples while 
others were added when the style had arrived at its 
ripest state. Por instance at Agra, the first of these 
marble halls to be built was the Diwani-Am, dated 
1627, the same year that Shah Jaban ascended the 
throne; this was followed some ten years later by the 
Diwa1J-KIJas, the double columns of which are among the 
most graceful of all those produced during this reign 
(Plate LXXXIX) ; finally there was that superb exam
ple the Moti-Masj", or Pearl Mosque, which was not 
added until as late as 1654. At varying intervals the 
others of this range of marble palaces and pavilions were 
erected such as the Khas Mahall, the Shish Mahall, the 
Nagina Masjid and Musamman Burj with its adjacent 
portico containing a lovely sunk fountain, each concep
tion executed in the most chaste and exquisite manner. 
Of all these elegant marble creations none can equal in 
refinement the Moti Masjid, a matchl~ example of the 
style. Not only does this mosque building show an 
unrivalled mastery of the material as well as the extent 
to which it may be artistically manipulated, but its 
architectural treatment is thoroughly and organically 
sound. Its chief <:1ualities may be observed in the 
felicitous proportionmg of the arcades iIi the facade, the 
skilful contrasting of these with the colonnades of the 
cloisters and arched entrances, the delicate shape and 
melodic disposition of kiosks over the parapet, the 
subtle dect produced by raising the central dome on 
its drum, and above all in the flawless nature of the 
material, all of which have combmed to give this build
ing an appearance of rare and moving beauty. 

The alteration in the group of palaces within the fort 
of Lahore were ,similar to those effected at Agra, a 
number of Akbar's sandstone structures being swept 
away to make room for pavilions of a more approved 
type. In th~ace rose most of the buildings towards 
the northern· of the enclosure such as the Diwani
Am, the Khwab Garh, the Shish Mahall, the Musam
man Burj, and the Naulakha, but some of these have 
again been subjected to modifications and elaborations 
at a later date. (plate LXVII, Pig. I.) 

The introduction of marble structures into the 
sandstone fortresses originally devised by Akbar was, 
hOWever:,~ preliminary procedure, a preparation 
for the . t architectural schemes undertaken 
by Shah Jaban which have _given such distinction to 
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tile Kughul regime. One of the first of these was the 
nault of the emperor's resolution to transfer the seat of 
tile empire from Agra to its original position at Delhi 
where in 1638 he began to layout the city of Shah
iahanabad on a site on the right bank of the river Jumna. 
'the principal feature of this project consisted of a palace 
fortress for his own accommodation on a.larger and more 
comprehensive scale than any previously produced, thus 
forming a city within a city. At Delhi therefore there 
arose at this monarch's decree the last and finest of 
these great citadels, representative of the Moslem ~er 
in India, the culmination of the experience in building 
such imperial retreats which had been developing for 
several centuries. And what gives additional archi
tectural value to this particular achievement is that it 
was the conception of one mind, executed according to 
the requirements of one authority, and thus carried out 
in a systematic and uniform manner. It is also note 
worthy for the fact that according to contemporary 
records the more important portions of the work were 
designed and executed under the personal direction of 
Shah Jahan himself. Unfortunately subsequent events 
have caused considerable parts of this great composition 
to be either dismantled or shorn of much of its magni
ficence, although enough remains to give some idea of it 
as originally planned. (Plate LXXXI.) 

The fort of Delhi in plan approximates an oblong 
3100 feet long and 16so feet in width and is aligned from 
north to south, an orientation no doubt so devised as to 
prevent the symmetry of the whole being disturbed 
by the fixed orientation of the mosques, a defect which is 
only too obvious in the plan of his predecessor's capital 
at Fatehpur Sikri. This parallelogram at Delhi is 
enclosed within a high and strongly fortified wall in 
which there are two main gateways, one in the middle 
of the long side on the west and another on the south 
side, the former being the principal and ceremonial 
entrance, while the latter is for more private use. From 
these gateways two thoroughfares ~ into the fort 
interior, intersecting one another at right angles towards 
the centre of the composition, the main approach from 
the western entrance, or Lahore Gate, taking the form 
of a broad vaulted arcade, a most imposing introduction 
to the inner precincts. These two thoroughfares com
municate directly with a large rectangular area occupying 
nearly two-thirds of the whole space, and itself contained 
within surroun~ walls, in a word an enclosure witlUn 
an enclosure. This inner area, measuring· 1600 feet by 
IISO feet, its further side aUgned along the eastern 
rampart thus overlookiag ~e wide expanse of the river 
bed, accommodates the whole of the private and royal 
apartments; outside this, and within the recta.ngula.r 
space remaining are the service quarters, such as bar
racks, servants' houses and other edifices of a miscel
laneous orner. It is in the former enclosure, therefore, 
that the palaces and pavilions are located, and here the 
finest architecture is to be found, this portion having 
been planned according to the most palatial ideals. 

This palace enclosure which is nearly symmetrical in 
its arrangements resolves itself into four parts, (I) a 
large central quadrangle containing the Diwani-Am or 

Hall of Public Audience; on each side of this are (2) and 
(3) consisting of two square open spaces designed in the 
fOrm of ornamental gardens and courtyards, while 
(4) is the range of marble palaces, one side facing the 
gardens and the other commandinJ an open view of the 
river. Every feature of this plan IS nplar and formal, 
most of it being laid out in squares, there .is hardlln: 
oblique line or curve in the entire scheme. The t 
art was lavished 011 the succession of palaces along the 
eastern wall so that when in its prime no series of build
ings could have been more resplendent. (plate 
LXXXII.) As originally planned there were at least 
six of these marble structures rising at irregular intervals 
above the ramparts, their balconies, oriel windows and 
turrets surmounted by gilt cupolas giving this outer 
aspect of the fort a picturesque and romantic appearance. 
on their outer side these pavilions were closed except 
for screened windows and other similar openings, their 
pillared frontages and more stately architectural effects 
being reserved for the inner facades loo~ out on the 
gardens inside the fort enClOSUre. Included m this range 
of buildings, besides the palaces, were a hall of private 
audience and a Juxurious """"""'" or bathing establish
ment, and between each structure there·were wide courts 
and terraces protected by graceful balustrades or 

~ screens on the rampart side. Two or these 
were larger than the others and of exceptional 

richness in their architectural and decorative treatment, 
typical of the style in its most opulent mood. Such are 
the Hall of Audience and the Rang Kahall, and from 
these two examples it is possible to study not only its 
architecture but to recall some of the past life and thus 
to revive the dead glories of this remarkable conception. 

In the broad features of their architecture these two 
buildiDgs have much in common, and these features 
again are common to the style as a whole. Each 
structure takes the form of an open pavilion in one story, 
their facades of engrailed arches shaded by a wide 
eave, or eMjj., above which rises a parapet and from. 
each comer a graceful kiosk. Theinterlors also consist 
of en;railed arches in intersecting arcades which divide 
the whole space into square or oblong bays, each bay 
having a cavetto or cyma recta cornice and a fiat highly 
decorated ceiling. There are no pillars, their place being 
taken by massive square or twelve-Sded piers, a forma
tion which also gives a spacious softit to the arches, a 
factor having no little influence OIl the effect. For, 
viewed from any angle, owing to the double and some
times fourfoM outlining of the underside of the arches, 
these interiors present a perspective of 1lowing curves 
and areuate shapes, of volutes and crescentic. forms, 
expressive of the soft luxurious uae to which these 
structures were applied. In addition there is the 
ornamentation distributed over every portion, of gilt, 
coloured, and inlaid patterns in sinuous scrolls and 
serpentine lines accentuating that atmosphere of 
voluptuousness with which these buildings were so 
obviously associated. Within the traceried foHations 
on the walls, piers, and arches, conventional flowers 
were freely introduced, roses, poppies, lilies~ and the 
like, for the Kughuls were flower worshi~, not 
content with those growing naturally in the gardens 
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outside, but they craved for pictures of them always 
before their eyes. 

Of these two buildings. the Rang Mahall or "Painted 
Palace," and the Audience Hall. the former is perhaps 
the more lavishly ornate and may be regarded as the 
crowning jewel of Shab Jaban's seraglio. so much so 
that its beauties moved a contemporary chronicler to 
exclaim that "in lustre and in colour it is far superior to 
tbe palaces in the promised paradise." In plan the 
dimensions of the Rang Maball are 153 feet by 6g feet 
and it consists of a main central hall with smaller com
~ents at each end. This central hall is divided up 
mto fifteen bays each twenty feet square by means of 
ornamental piers, the general effect being that of a 
pavilion or loggia of elegant proportions with all its 
parts admirably spaced. Originally its exterior arches 
appear to have been filled in with perforated marble 
screens. and there were triple arches of lattice work 
placed across the centre gf each side, so that its privacy 
was complete. Equally well planned is the other 
palace, the Diwan-i-Khas. but It is more open in its 
arraugements as it is formed of one large hall 90 feet by 
f¥7 feet and its facade consists of an arcade of five equal 
arches with others of varying sizes skilfully disposed on 
its shorter sides, thus providing a cool and airy interior, 
as no parts are enclosed. This interior is divided into 
fifteen wide bays by means of engrailed arches supported 
on square marble piers, while the eastern side over
hanging the rampart has arched window openings and 
e1~t perforated tracery. With its pavement of 
"po.lished marble. reflecting the massive piers enriched 
with inlaid flowers. and its foliated arcbes picked out in 
gold and colours, a textural effect causing the whole 
interior to be illumined by a soft mellowness. this 
building. in some of its aspects, rivals the Rang Mahall 
in an appearance of exuberant grace. 

An important amenity in the composition of this 
fort. and a factor having some bearing on the planning 
and arrangement of the palace portions, was the pr0-
vision of a full and continuous supply of water distribut
ed throughout the entire enclosure. This was brought 
by means of a conduit called the N ahar-i-Btihisht, or 
"Canal of Paradise," which entered the fort through a 
sluice under the Shah Burj, or Kings Tower, at the 
DOrth-east corner. Such a constant stream enabled the 
chain of gardens to be ornamented with fountains, 
cascades, waterfalls and pools enchantingly disposed 
and designed, and also furnished the extensive and 
pgeous Aas..". (bath) adjacent to the palaces with 
Its requirements. But one of the chief objects of this 
supply was to arrange for it to be carried by channels 
under and around the marble pavements of the royal 
pavilions, so contrived that each apartment included 
all the accompaniments of a water-palace. No one knew 
better than the Indian of these parts how to make the 
best use of ftowing water, as irrigation is the ground
work. of his agricultural life, and this age-old experience 
ccmbined with an inherent artistic nature produced 
accessories to the architectural effect which for ap
propriateness of position and intrinsic beauty of form 
are unrivalled. Among these the fountain and its 

setting in the Rang Mahall, besides being a gracefully 
ornate conception, accords perfectlr with its architec
tural surroundings. It consists 0 a shallow marble 
basin sunk in the pavement and occupying the entire 
middle, bay of twenty square feet side, the perfumed 
water bubbling up out of a silver lotus flower on a slender 
stem rising from the centre. The design of the basin 
also represents a large lotus-form of delicately modelled 
petals contained within a square bordered frame, the 
whole patterned so exquisitely as to move a contem
porary writer to remark that "the waving of the plants 
8.nd flowers under the dancing water was nothing less 
than a scene of magic." This fountain was only one of 
many elegant conceits in which the artists employed 
made free use of their fancy. so that not a little of the 
charm of these palaces was due to such pleasing artistic 
devices reflecting the imaginative and sensuous con
ditions that then prevailed. 

The remaining prominent structure in this royal 
portion of the fort. as already observed, is the Diwan-i
Am or Hall of Public Audience, which although not so 
decoratively treated as the palaces, was designed in such 
a manner as to be admirably suited to the purpose it 
served. For it was not a pleasure resort, as were the 
marble pavilions at its rear, but a place for the transac
tion of official business, so that there is a certain res
trained stateliness in its architectural character. As 
originally planned the complete scheme consisted of a 
square courtyard surrounded by a colonnade with this 
open pillared hall on its eastern side, but all these sup
plementary structures have since disappeared. What 
remains is the hall itself, a sandstone building measuring 
.185 feet by 70 feet its facade formed of an arcade of 
nine arches with double pnIars between each arch and 
a group of four at the corners. Three aisles of pillars 
with engrailed arches form the interior, aggregating 
some forty pillars in all, while there is a capacious 
oblong recess in the plain back wall. Although this 
structure is sandstone, it seems that when first erected 
every part of the masonry was covered with an overlay 
of shell plaster, ivory polished, the preparation of 
this exceedingly fine chunam and its application being a 
technical process carried to great perfection by craftsmen 
from Rajputana. Such a procedure would make this 
hypostyle hall of audience outwardly in accord with the 
marble palaces with which it was connected, the entire 
complex of buil~ standing out in brilliant white, an 
effect evidently desited by the emperor and a pronounced 
characteristic of the style. 

A significant feature of the interior of the Audience 
Hall was the alcove in the back wall where the emperor 
sat in state. Here on ceremonial occasions the famous 
Peacock Throne was installed, that jewelled magnificence 
since destroyed, but illustrations of which are preserved 
in some of the Mughul miniature paintings. 'From these 
pictures one can understand how the court poet was 
mspired to inscribe it with the couplet refemng to its 
inestimable intrinsic value, as "the world had become 
so short of gold on account of it, that the purse of the 
earth was empty of treasure." But it is the decoration 
on the walls of this alcove above the throne that has 
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Fig. I Lahore: The Badshahi Mosque (1674) 
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a special interest, consisting as it does of a series of 
designs in pietra dura which in subject matter and in 
technique have important implications. One small 
panel at the top depicts a characteristically occidental 
representation of "Orpheus and his Lute." This 
particular piece, with probably a few others, has proved 
to be an original example of Florentine inlay, acquired 
in the course of trade, and, as a choice work of art, 
was incorporated by the Indian artizan in his ornamental 
scheme, just as a piece of exotic brocade might be 
included in a patchwork quilt. (Plate LXXX.) The 
appearance of these panels in the design has been 
accepted by some as conclusive evidence of Italian 
influence on the arts of the Mughuls at this period, an 
inference which, however, requires modification. It is 
true that for some time examples of European works
manship such as pictures, jewellery, metal-work and 
similar objects had been finding their way into Mughul 
India, a circumstance brought about by the increasing 
commercial relations between the East and the West. 
Records of European craftsmen-adventurers who were 
finding service under the Mughul emperors have also 
been preserved, but any influence these factors had on 
the indigenous productions of the country was confined 
almost entirely to the field of the minor and applied arts, 
the effect on the architecture being of little consequence, 
owing mainly to its inherent constitutional vigour. 
Yet the beginning of the contact may be noticed even 
in the building art, as for instance in the fort at De1hi 
wherein what is known as the "Scales of Justice Screen" 
of the Rang Mahall certain elements appear having an 
occidental fiavour. (Plate LXXVIII

J 
Fig. 2.) More 

significant still are some of the vaulted ceilings in Shah 
Jaban's later additions in the fort at Agra where semi
circular arches, their spandrels decorated with scroll
work, are reminiscent of the contemporary florid archi
tectural style of France during the reigns of Louis 
XIII and Louis XIV. 

The emperor Shah Jaban's building plans at De1hi 
were not however confined solely to the creation of this 
fortress, as his scheme included a notable structure 
outside its enclosure. This was a large congregational 
mosque or Jami Masiid occupying a site near to his 
citadel but at the same time within the precincts of the 
city. Thus providing a place for public worship and 
also for his own ceremonial US8ie. (Plate LXXXIV.) 
Begun some six years after the first stones of the fort 
were laid, it ranks as the largest and most eminent 
building of its kind in the country. The' practice of 
erecting congregational m~es on a raised foundation 
has been the means of giWlg a definitely imposing 
appearance to this class of structure, many examples 
of which owing to adherence to traditional forms, are 
not notable for external effect; but the lofty plinth of 
the Delhi example fully achieved its purpose. Moreover 
the elevation of the complete composition, as in this 
instance, has enabled its three noble gateways to tower 
above their surroundings, and to be approached by 
majestic flights of steps, all of which add height and 
dipity to the exterior view. Public admission to the 
mosque is only permitted by the north and south 
gateways, that on the east being reserved as a royal 

entrance where formerly a processional route connected 
it with the fort. 

Within these entrances the interior presents an im
mense stone-flagged quadrangle of 325 feet side fronting 
the sanctuary, a building of large size and imposing 
appearance, remarkable for its bold treatment m red 
sandstone, the effect of which is accentuated by con
siderable portions of its surface and also its outlines 
being in black and white marble. The mosque sanc
tuary, as a result of the gradual evolution in its structural 
aspect of the Moslem place of prayer, had by now 
developed into a self-contained element of the archi
tectural composition, after the manner of a large church 
or cathedral, as in this example. On the three other 
sides of the courtyard ranges of cloisters extend, their 
long colonnades broken in the centre by the inner 
faces of the gateways, while the entire open space of the 
quandrangle is empty except for a square tank in the 
middle for ablutions. Such a conception causes the 
eye to be drawn instinctively towards the sanctuary 
building, the great uninterrupted expanse in front 
leading up to its facade and making manifest its qualities 
of breadth and mass. Measuring 200 feet in width and 
go feet in depth, this structure is clearly and intelligibly 
planned, its exterior presenting a wide central archway 
1lanked by an arcade of ten engrailed. arches, five on 
each side forming the wings. At each end these wings 
terminate in a tall minaret of four stages, while over 
the whole rise three large bulbous domes of white marble. 
nle interior of this sanctuary is as logical in its design as 
the exterior, as it consists of one great hall divided 
into aisles by massive piers supporting engrailed arches, 
and there are elegant arched mihrabs sunk in the west 
wall of each bay; this arched effect is continued in the 
surface decoration as panels containing ornamental 
cusped and foliated arches are the leading motif on the 
walls, piers and pavement. 

The architectural and decorative manipulation of this 
structure is in comformity with its large dimensions, the 
scale ot its parts having been consistently obser\·ed, and 
its minor elements are equally well proportioned, while 
the effect of substance and void with its accompanying 
apportionment of light and shade, as expressed by the 
arched composition of the facade, is most praiseworthy. 
On these essential and material grounds this building 
cannot fail to impress. Yet in spite of all these prin
ciples having been applied, and the correct procedure 
sedulously followed, with every part made appropriate 
to its needs, the general appearance of this great produc
tion, although admittedly spectacular is lacking in.that 
quality of aesthetic sensibility fundamental in a building 
of this order. Its calculated and almost mechanical 
precision combined with the hard outlining of the domes 
and minarets; the rigid demarcation of certain portions 
with no modulation effected through the variety of 
texture; the multiplicity of some of its details such as 
the merlons and inlaid. panels which do not satisfy the 
mind but fatigue it, all these together with a general 
character of aloofness and reserve are the main condi
tions which prevent the artistic perceptions of the 
spectator being wholly silited.. On account oJ its mr.. 
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and structural perfection this mosque holds a high place. 
but it does not set the emotional chords sounding as do 
other buildings of this period. (Plate LXXXV. Fig. I). 

A difterent response is provided by another congre
gational mosque built about the same time. which 
although not so large or ambitious nor so academically 
correct as the preceding has much to commend it. This 
is the Jami Masjid at Agra erected by Shah Jahan in 
1648 in honour of his daughter Jahanara Begum. a 
princess of no little personality. a fact to which some of 
the individual character of this edifice mar be due. 
Although considerably less than half the SIZe of the 
mosque at Delhi. as it measures only 130 feet by 100 
feet and therefore possessing not~ like the imposing 
aspect of that example. yet there 15 something in its 
well-balanced proportions which seems to enhance its 
scale thus adding to its distinctive appearance. In 
spite of the fact that its arches are of the simple "Tudor" 
type and not enriched with foliations. and that its three 
domes lack height and suavity of contour. while no 
tall minarets grace its facade to carry it upwards and 
give it elevation. nonetheless it has compensating 
attributes. The qualities of this mosque are the pleasing 
distribution of the arches forming its frontage with the 
wide intervals between. the slender pinnacles alternating 
with the kiosks admirably disposed along its parapets. 
the shape and treatment of its courtyard. and the 
central fountain and basin in which the kiosks at the 
angles repeat those above, such are the principal ele
ments which combine to make the Agra Jami Masjid 
an interesting and satisfying architectural production. 
(Plate LXXXVI.) Here it may be remarked that 
there are no precise records of the manner in which the 
Indian builders of the Islamic period prepared the 
"centering" for their arches and domes. It was how
ever most probably on the Roman system of a tem
porary wooden frame work· supplemented by bricks. 
as shown in some ofthe miniature paintings of the time. 
In connection with the construction of the Mosque at 
Agra there is a contemporary reference to the effect 
that on the completion of this buUding it was publicly 
announced throughout the city by beat of drum that 
the timber forming the centering was free to anyone 
who cared to take it away. Before nightfall. it is 
stated, the whole of this temporary woodwork was 
removed for domestic purposes without any expense to 
the authorities concerned. Tavernier however definitely 
notes that in the construction of the domes of the Taj 
l(aha1l brick scaffolding became necessary for the 
centering, which added considerably to the expense. 

During the same period that buildings in stone and 
marble were being erected in such profusion in the 
principal cities of the M1J8hul empire, an architectural 
style of another type and constructed of an entirely 
different building material was becoming manifest 
in the more northerly portions of Shah Jaban's domi
nions. The focus of this independent development 
was the city of Lahore, but examples of it are found in 
maDy places in the Punjab. where for some time it was 
a regional mode. This phase of architectural expression 
took the form of structures composed almost solely of 

brick masonry with an occasional insertion of sandstone 
for additional strength, but its chief characteristic 
was the exterior decoration covering most of its surfaces. 
which consisted of patterns in brilliantly coloured 
glazed tiles. Such a technique in construction and 
ornamentation was the result of two factors. firstly the 
geological conformation of the Punjab, and secondly 
the proximity of this part of the country to the powerful 
empire of Persia with which its northern frontier was 
at the time contiguous. In the alluvial plain compris
ing much of this region a stone outcrop is rare, so that the 
natural tendency of its people throughout their history, 
was to built in brick and wood; this accounts for the 
first factor. The in1luence of the architectural style of 
Persia is responsible for the second of these factors. as 
for cOnsiderable periods the Punjab , had learned to 
look to the north-west and beyond for its cultural 
inspiration. And at this particular time the inftuence 
was unusually strong. as during the first half of the 
seventeenth century the Safevid art of Persia had 
attained its meridian, and the Punjab came under its 
irresistible spell. Not that the brick buildings at 
Lahore and elsewhere reproduced exactly the style of 
those incomparable structures that Shah Abbas a few 
years earlier had set up in his new capital at Ispahan. 
but they were in the same tradition. and. above all, they 
depended largely for their appearance on the brilliant 
mural decoration executed in a like technique. 

By far the finest example of this phase of Mughul 
architecture is the Wazir Khan's mosque in Lahore, 
built in 1634. but there are numerous other structures 
in and around this city all designed and built in the same 
manner, such as the gateways of the Gulabi Bagh. the 
Chauburji, the tombs oJ Ali Mardan Khan and of 
Sharafunissa. the Shalimar Bagh and the mosque of 
Dai Angah. Moreover, showing that it was a form of 
the building art sufficiently virile to penetrate well into 
Hindustan there is the tomb at Agra of Afzal-Khan of 
Lahore, now known as the "Chini ka Roza," while its 
inftuence is also observable in the Jami Masjid at 
Muttra. In the mosque of Wazir Khan. however, this 
style is represented in its most expansi"Ve and colourful 
mood, for it is a building which is one of the most 
distinctive features of the Punjab capital. (Plate 
LXXXV, Fig. 2.) It is planned on the usual lines, ittt 
various parts surrounding a paved courtyard, although 
its large gateway and four octagonal minarets have a 
certain picturesque character which places this c0ncep
tion in a class by itself. But its chief attraction lies 
in the fact that every portion of its structure, both 
inside and out, is enriched with a variegated scheme of 
colour either by means of ftoral patterns painted in 
tempera. or panels of more conventional design executed 
in lustrous glaze. So eftectually do these modes of 
decoration, applied in such profusion. dominate the 
architectural composition, that it beComes obvious one 
of the essential principles of the building art has been 
ignored, for instead of the ornamentation being sub
ordinated to the structure, it controls it. Everywhere 
the architect has been ~ so to devise his c0ns
truction that it may provide spaces or receptacles for 
coloured embellishment. while aU the wall surfaces are 
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di'fided Up into panels to contain the same omamen
'Cation. ParticuWiy does this refer to the exterior of 

building as here the art of the ti1e-maker was the 
consideration, and the architect worked ont his 

_ eme with such an object in view. Jlouldings, 
~-'.dDI~rses and similar methods of functional em

either only sparingly introduced or entirely 
_ ittetl, colour and more colour being the keynote of 

style. 

In such circumstances, with one of the fundamental 
-sea of good building set at nought, it would be 
~ed that a plain arid ineffective production would 

the result. On the contrary, although not to be 
!, .... Kl as great works of architecture, these brick and tile 
;_. conLted buildings aided by their environments and 

ever present snnshine, diSplay all the characteristics 
determinate style. The fact that their fabric is 

,_ tirelly of brick: to some extent prepares the spectator 
an economy in plastic treatment or in the applica
of any strong lines or sharp passages of light and 

"~IV. but these deficiencies are counteracted by the 
" lIA:4es being panelled out in areas of vivid broken 

immediately attract the eye. This tile 
lIQr:atiC:ln takes two forms, one in which the tiles are 

inches square having the design carried across 
so as to present the effect of a "free all over" 

and another system. in which the tiles are 
smaller and are cut in the shapes of the pattern, 

UDlike the tesserae of a mosaic, hence they have 
called "mosaic tiles." The former kind are some
rare, but examples of this method of tiling may 

in some fragments on the waDs of the tomb of 
at Shadera, near Lahore. Of the latter type 

is much more common the best work is on the 
Khan's mosque, and also on the outer walls of the 
Fort. None of these tiles are moulded in relief, 

ale all ~ieces, and the glaze is applied and 
in the u way. The mosaic tile process was 

only in Persia and northern India, where in 
" .nth and seventeenth centuries it was evidently 
F_ poritant art industry employing large numbers 
.. mum experienced in this very specialized method 

manufacture. !tor instance the substance 
tile was not clay but its basis appears to have 

composed. of disintegrated sandstone ground to 
1_1IW(Ij1!l' which, when fused under certain conditions, 

of crude porcelain of a whitish colour. 
P..,fIUI[ a transparent quality to the glaze. Each 
~ was cut out in a manner not unlike 

a jlpLw puzzle and then cemented into _Ired position in the design. Investigations have 
lead to any evidence, definitely proving these 
manufactured in the Punjab. where they are 

to as KtUIIi work, a name apparently derived 
town of Kashan in Persia noted for its faience. 
improbable. therefore, that they were imported 

_ A ..... Persia, as there are records of "earthenware," 
have been of a very particular kind, being 

in la.q:e quantities to India at this time. l 

Voy.ru i. C1wNHw ClNwtli,. (Paris 18n) Vol. <4, 

Mention of the tomb at Shadera of Asaf Khan, father
in-law of Jahangir, who c:tied in I6.fI, briDp to notice 
what may be the early introduction of another exotic 
feature, in a portion of its decorative treatment. The 
tomb building itself, stripped now of its marble facing. 
in spite of such disfigurement, has every appearance 
of having been a handsome structure, and still displays. 
on its exterior specimens of rich mural ornamentation 
of tilework of the kind referred to above. But it is in 
the embellishment of the interior chambers that an ex
ceptionally 1ine ~le of plastic work has been applied. 
!tor here on the ceiling. are the remains of a graceful 
interlaced pattern in high relief, executed in plaster and 
attached to the concave surface by means of a frame
work of bamboos. There is something in the desip 
which suggests the lines of an Italian or Sicilian textile, 
and it is not unlikely that fabrics of the type were 
finding their way to the Mughul court in view of the 
interest that overseas manufactures were exerting 
at this time. But whether derived from such a source 
or purely indigenous inslliration the beauty of this 
pattern, the manner in which it is manipulated to cover 
the curved surface, and its appropriateness for its pur
pose, are all definitely worthy of praise. 

But all these architectural experiences. beautiful 
though some of the results undoubtedly were, recede 
into the background when compared with that materia
lized vision of loveliness known as the Taj Mahall, a 
monument which marks the "perfect moment" in the 
evolution of architecture during the )lughul period. 
This building which stands on a bend in the river Jumna 
at Agra. is the mausoleum of the emperor Shah Jaban's 
well-beloved consort, the empress Arjuand Banu Begum, 
whose titles Mumtaz Ma.hall (Chosen of the Palace) 
and Taj Mahall (Crown of the Palace) have been ab
breviated into the "Taj." The broad conception of this 
unique memorial can only be attributed to the imagi
native mind of Shah Jaban himself, but who was the 
genius entrusted witll the work of translating his ideal 
into such a perfection of architectural accomplis1l1nent, 
has been a matter of some controversy. Much of the 
uncertainty as to the author of this building has been 
occasioned by a categorical assertion reCorded by 
loather Sebastian Manrique, a Spanish Augustinian 
friar, Visitor of this Order JD the East, that the architect 
was a Venetian jeweller and silversmith named Ger0-
nimo Veroneo, who drew a large salary as court artist 
to the llughul emperor. On the other hand contem
porary manuscripts have been preserved purporting 
to give full details of its construction includfDg the 
names of the chief artificers, from whidl it becomes 
clear that the work throughout was wholly indigenous, 
no mention being made of European intervention of 
any kind. 1 In support of the purely oriental constitu
tion of this building, and to the student of the style a 
factor more conclusive than any documentary evidence, 
is the character of the monument itself, which shows in 
all its aspects that it was the logical evolution of the 
building art as practised by the Kughuls, true to tradi-

• All the facts relating to this subject are exbauative1y dealt 
with in ViDceDt Smith'. HWory of Pi", A,., i,. 1M'" pp. 416-419. 
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tion and entirely free from any external in1luence. 
A possible explanation of the alleged Italian attribution, 
which, in spite of the standing testimony of the building 
still persists, may be that the Venetian craftsman was 
invited, with others, to submit designs, but the one 
prepared by the indigenous master-builders was that 
eventually selected. 

As to the sources from which the architects of the 
Taj iIahan may have derived some of their inspira
tion, there are two buildings at Delhi which predeter
mine it in certain aspects of its conformation. These 
are the mausoleum of Humayun, and a lesser known 
structure, the tomb of the Khan Khanan, a Mughul 
nobleman, who died in 1627. Considerably over half a 
century separates the construction of these two tombs, 
but the later one is a proof that the type of architecture 
they represent had not been forgotten during this 
interval; moreover in view of the fact that this example 
was erected only a few years before the Taj is also an 
indication that the style they typify was being revived 
and again coming into favour. On the traditions 
therefore of Humayun's tomb on the one hand, and 
with the experience gained from that of the Khan 
Khanan on the other, Shah Jaban's architects evolved 
this masterpiece of the builders' art. (Plate LXXXVII.) 

Although the tomb building itself was the raison 
fl'ar, of the undertaking, the main structure actually 
occupies only a relatively small portion of the architec
tural scheme as a whole. Tile plan of the whole con
ception takes the form of a rectangle aligned north and 
south and measuring 1900 feet by 1000 feet with the 
central area divided oft into a square garden of 1000 
feet side. This apportionment leaves at each end of the 
rectangle an oblong space, that on the south side being 
laid out in system of roads and service dwellings, while 
that on the north consists of a raised terrace containing 
the white marble tomb building with certain supple
mentary structures, all overlooking the river below. 
The entire ~en portion, including the tomb terrace, is 
enclosed WIthin a high boundary wall having broad 
octagonal pavilions at each comer, and a monumental 
entrance gateway in the centre of the southern side. 
Even these adjuncts do not exhaust the amenities of the 
scheme, as beyond the entrance are courtyards, stables, 
outhouses and other edifices, with the addition of a 
"bazar" for supplies; in its composition nothing has 
been omitted, and one of the most striking facts in 
connection with the architectural projects of this period 
is the amount of preliminary thought that must have 
been expended on them before the actual construction 
was began. The building art as practised by the 
KugImJs permitted no subsequent amendments or 
afterthoughts, each undertaking was initially perfected 
in aD its parts with every need anticipated. 

The approach to the mausoleum could be made equally 
well by load or by river and there is evidence that in 
its earlier days the favourite ways was by water, a 
state barge beUlg used to convey the emperor and his 
court to the steps of the landing stage at the north-west 
corner of the terrace. Whichever way one came the 

first view of the building was most impressive, either it 
was charmingly retlected in the water which lapped its 
walls, or, alternatively, it was framed like an opalescent 
pictbre by the fine archways of the vaulted entrance 
hall. Moreover, the ornamental gardens were so planned 
as to prepare the spectator for the exquisite appearance 
and lovely dignity of the central structure, each of its 
formal elements being designed with the express object 
of either harmonizing with its architecture or bringing 
it into pleasing perspective; in addition there were 
water courses with fountains and elevated lotus pool, 
all arranged to mirror its beauties from various points 
of view. It is from such positions that the character 
of feminity with which this monument has been accredi
ted becomes apparent, a quality presumed to be 
intentional as a tribute to the sex of the royal personage 
it enshrines. This impression has been evoked by 
several particulars among which are the plastic delicacy 
and soft moulding of its contours, the superfine treat
ment of its decoration, and the chaste texture and subtle 
colouring of its material, which. combined with the 
gracious and poetical nature of the building as whole, 
all tend to imply a humanity which can only be feminine. 
On the other hand the fact should not be overlooked that 
the Mughuls themselves bad passed beyond that stage 
of robustness and masculine virility that distinguished 
their early period and were now experiencing that 
season of mellow sensuousness which ordinarily super
venes after such conditions, and which political security 
and vast material resources serve to encourage. In 
such circumstances it is more than probable that not a 
little of the eleminate quality in this building was 
merely an expression of the spirit of the time. 

Tbe architectural port,ion of the conception which is 
of most significance are the structures on the terrace 
occupying the northern end of the enclosure consisting 
of the tomb building in the centre and two detached 
subsidiary edifices, one on each side. Of the two latter 
that on the west is a mosque, while that on the east is 
a replica of the mosque but without its religious purport, 
being introduced into the composition for the sake of 
symmetry. Yet this jtlflJab or "answer," as the replica 
is called, had its uses as it formed a kind of reception 
hall known as the miltman AM_ or guest bouse. But 
the building which gives the main character to the whole 
is the white marble tomb structure in the middle of the 
terrace, the focal point of the entire scheme. This, the 
mausoleum itself, is elevated on a plinth 22 feet lUgh. 
is square in plan and 186 feet side with its angles cham
fered; this shape is carried up so as to form a building 
108 feet in height, having a marble cupola above each 
comer, while over the centre, towering to a complete 
height of 187 feet, is the great bulbous dome. To ex
tend and distribute the architectural elect a minaret 
in three stages and crowned by a Jqosk rises from each 
comer of the plinth to a height of 137 feet. It will be 
seen therefore from the main elements forming this 
structure that its design was by no means complex, it 
is a comparatively simple composition worked out in 
plain forms, but with that ease of consummate accomp
Bslunent which betokens the master mind. Its pr0por
tions also are as simple as its shape, for instaDCe the 

-
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...me width is equal to the height, and the height of the 
t.cade in the centre is the same height as the dome, in 
other words, the top of the parapet above the large 
alcove is the middle point in the whole elevation, while 
ether measurements give correspondingly logical results. 
Although all these factors have been carefully considered, 
it is the facile grouping, rhythmical disposal, and skilful 
iaterrelation of each part in the total unity that cause the 
appearance of this building to react on the aesthetic 
perceptions in a most inspiring manner. 

But the crowning glory of its elevation lies in the 
shape and volume of the dome, which, supported by 
a lofty drum appears like a "clouds reclin'd upon his 
airy throne." When analysed the body of this feature is 
seen to be a globe. its lower part truncated by the drum. 
while its upper curves. produced tangentially, rise up to 
form the foliated base of the final. Here it may be 
useful to compare the central dome with the smaller 
cupolas at its foot. for they represent two types, the 
outcome of two separate traditions, as may be judged 
by their shapes, the large one being derived from a 
Persian source, while the smaller ones, unconstricted 
at their base, are indigenous. In some respects the 
subtle constrast thus produced may be likened to a 
change of key in the melodic treatment of the whole, 
as there is something equivalent to the same movement 
in the technique of the minarets, for the face joints of 
their masonry are countersunk forming a kind of 
rustication not seen in any other part of the building. 

The arrangement of the COJn\)artments in the interior 
of the Taj was manifestly COPied from that in Hwna
yun's tomb at Delhi, as there is the same octagonal 
central hall with subsidiary chambers in the angles, and 
all are connected by radiating passages. Reproducing 
the two storied treatment of the exterior. the main hall 
is also in two stories of arcades, over which is a semi
circular vault fonning the inner shell of the double dome, 
as there is a large void above this ceiling equal in area 
to the hall itself. The disposal of the other rooms within 
the building. although appearing at first sight rather 
intricate. is in reality comparatively simple and consis
tent, as each apartment is contrived in an angle. with 
a similar upper story room immediately above it. As to 
the decoration which has been applied to the architecture 
of this monument, except for some carvin~ on the dados 
and the exquisite treatment of the perforated screen 
enclosing the cenotaphs most of the mural enrichment 
consists of inlaid patterns distributed with considerable 
restraillt over the fiat surfaces reserved for the purpose. 
Perhaps in this respect the; hjghest perfection has not 
been attained, some of the designs appear slightly 
inadequate for their position, being loosely composed 
and lacking in breadth, defects not found in Humayun's 
tomb and with which the Taj in this particular connec
tion may be usefully compared. 

The chief beauty. however, of the building lies in the 
complete lucidity and coherence of its external archi
tectural effect. As already explained not a little of 
this is due to the high degree of perfection in its pro
portion, the simplicity, yet superb fluidity of its parts, 

and "the elegancy, facility and golden cadency" of it 
as a Whole. But undoubtedly much of its charm is 
produced by the quality and texture of the material 
used in its construction. This marble from Markrana 
is of such a nature that it takes on incredibly subtle 
variations of tint and tone, according to the changes in 
the light, thus picturing the passing colour of the m0-
ment. Especially is this noticeable in the shadows which 
on occasion are almost as delicately imperceptible as 
those cast upon clear water, soft and ethereal but still 
giving definition and depth. For every hour of the day 
and for every atmospheric condition the Taj has its 
own colour values, from the soft dreaminess at dawn, 
and the dazzling whiteness at midday to its cold splend
our in the moonlight, when the dome, thin of substance 
as the air, hangs, among the stars like a great pearl. 
Yet none of these eflects can equal those few fleeting 
moments when, softly illuminated by the brief Indian 
afterglow, it assumes the enchanting tint of some pale 
and lovely rose. (Plate LXXXVIII, Fig. I.) 

That it was Shah Jaban's intention to duplicate the 
entire scheme of the Taj .by the erection of another 
mausoleum in black marble to enshrine his own remains. 
on the opposite bank of the Jumna, and to connect 
the two by a bridge, seems fairly well established. 
Tavernier, the French traveller and trader, who visited 
the Mughul court during the regimes of both 
Shah Jaban and Aurangzebe definitely stated that the 
former emperor "began to build his 6wn tomb on the 
other side of the river, but the war which he had with 
his son interrupted bis plan, and Aurangzebe, who reigns 
at present, is not disposed to complete it."l And 
supplementing this contemporary record is the testi
mony of the cenotaphs in . the Taj itself, their position 
with that of the queen in the centre, and that of the 
emperor to one side, seems to signify that the location 
of the latter was an afterthought brought about because 
his own separate mausoleum never matured. Whether 
this monarch even with all his vast resources could have 
carried out such an extravagant and spectacular project 
will never be known, but that he had the vision to 
contemplate it is an indication of the unlimited extent 
of his architectural ambitions. 

No account of the building art of the Kughuls would 
be complete without a reference to the landscape archi
tecture of this period, as illustrated by the large ornamen
tal gardens which it was the pleasure of the rulers and 
others in power to layout on certain appropriate sites. 
The idea of these retreats was brought from Persia, 
whose poets were for ever singing of their delights, as 
for instance Firdausi, in describing the garden of Afra
siab, says "like the tapestry of the kings of Ormuz, the 
air is perfumed with musk, and the waters of the brooks 
are the essence of roses." It was this love of nature 
communicated to the emperor Babur, which moved 
the founder of the dynasty to commemorate his victory 
over Ibrahim Lodi in I527 and which placed all Hindus
tan at his feet, not by a triumphal monument but by a 
large garden called the Kabul Bagh at Panipat. Later, 

1 Tavernier Vol. I, pp. 110, II r. 
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park-like enclosures surrounded most of the principal 
architectural projects of the Hughuls especially those 
of their tombs, as already shown, but spacious gardens 
were also created solely as pleasure resorts, and were 
often elabOrate and comprehensive compositions. Of 
the latter type where the famous gardens of Kashmir, 
among which the Shalimar and the Nishat Baghs, 
are best known, the enchanting scenery in which 
they are embosomed adding much to their beauty. 
(Plate LVI.) 

In the plains of India the most notable example of a 
Mughul garden is the Shalimar Bagh near Lahore, 
built by the emperor Shah Jaban in 1637, which is 
designed on the same principles as those governing the 
plans of most of these pleasances. It is formed by means 
of a series of rectanguJar terraces arranged in descending 
levels with the object of maintaining a continuous 
flow of water throughout the entire system, as fountains, 
pools, basins, cascades, and similar devices are so dis
tributed among the parterres as to make the whole into 
a very eftective type of water-garden. In all instances 
the lay-out is rigidly conventional and axially sym 
metrical, there is pattern in the conception, but as a 
rule it is too geometrical to be rhythmic; the style 
belongs to the school of the formalists and not to that 
of the naturalists, the aim being to discipline nature and 
not to imitate it. The result is that the plan of the 

Mughul garden is worked out in a regular arrangement 
of squares, often subdivided into smaller squares to form 
the favourite figure of the c'haY bag" or "fourfold plot." 
Paved pathways and water channels follow the shapes 
of these squares, oblique or curved lines being very 
rarely used. Except that the stately cIte1w tree 
(Platanus orientalis) finds a prominent place in the 
Kashmir garden compositions, with. orchards in those 
of the palaces, and avenues or groups of cypresses in 
those around the tombs, the science of arboriculture 
and the art of topiary were not practised, the main effects 
being obtained by means of parterres and borders of 
flowering and aromatic plants. At central points in 
the scheme, masonry pavilions, loggias, kiosks and 
arbours were erected, some of these, as for example the 
pillared pavilion of black marble in the middle of the 
Shalimar Bagh in Kashmir. having no little architec
tural merit. To ensure privacy it was the custom 
for the entire garden to be enclosed within a high wall, 
and as an indication of the considerable scale of some of 
these conceptions that at Shalimar near Lahore forms 
an oblong 1600 feet by 700 feet so that its longest 
measurement from end to end is over a third of a mile. 
To provide the water supply required to maintain such 
a garden in a state of uninterrupted efficiency it was 
often necessary to obtain this from a distant source by 
means of a canal, the construction of which was no mean 
feat of engineering. 
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CHAPTER XXI 

THE MUGHUL PERIOD (concluded) 
AURANGZEBE (r658-r707) AND AFTER 

WITH the advent of the Emperor Aurangzebe as 
the last of the "Grand-Moguls," for there was no 
prominent member of the dynasty after this 

ruler, the beginning of the decline of the Mughul empire 
becomes manifest, a condition accompanied also by the 
first indications of the decline of the building art· which 
it had created. While much of this downward tendency 
of the Mughul style of architecture was inseparable 
from the oncoming disintegration of the state, that not 
a little was due to the personal indifference of Aurang
zebe towards the subject of building construction i.e; 
fairly clear. By this time it will have been realized 
that, in addition to the course of the art of building being 
controlled very largely from the throne, its appearance 
was influenced to a considerable extent by the individual 
convictions of the ruler himself, the style it assumed 
being an impression of his own intimate inclinations 
and moodes. The buildings, therefore, that were erected 
under Aurangzebe reveal not only the temperament of 
this monarch but also his weakness, his faulty ideals 
being communicated to the monuments that were 
raised during his regime. On the other hand some of the 
deficiencies in these conceptions, and in effect the deter
ioration of the style as a whole were inevitable, they 
were the result of the diminishing influence of the ruling 
power, which Aurangzebe's bigotry only served to 
accelerate. 

Whatever the causes, whether personal, political, or 
both, the architectural productions of the Mughuls 
during the later half of the seventeenth century were 
less numerous and of a lower standard than those execut
ed under any previous ruler of the dynasty. One of the 
most instructive illustratioDS of this deterioration is 
located not in the northern portion of the empire, where 
all the finest examples of the Jrlughul style are to be 
found, but as far south as in the Deccan, for it was in 
campaigning here that Aurangzebe spent many years of 
his reign. In the now decayed city of Aura.ngabad, 
which he made the capital of this territory, so that at 
one time it aspired to the title of the "Delhi of the 
South," are the remain of a citadel and other structural 
records of a one time royal seat. Preserved on this site 
is a building of some pretensions, the mausoleum of 
Rabi's Daurani, wife of the emperor, whose son caused 
it to be erected and it was finished in r678. A glance at 
this monument shows that its design was inspired by 
the Taj llahal, as the entire scheme with its domed 
central structure, its four minarets and its garden setting, 
is laid ont on lines similar to Shah Jaban's masterpiece 
at AF' although it is little more than half its size. 
Nothing could depict more graphically the decline in 
architectural ideals that was taking place than a com
~n between the memorials to these two queens, the 
lUghest achievements of two consecutive reigns, and 
separated only by an interval of less than forty years. 

III 

Some allowances may be made for the Aurangabad 
building being on a smaller scale, but even then it is 
clear that this monument is not only a paraphrase or 
even an imperfect memory, but a travesty of its im
mortal prototype. In addition to its compressed pro
portions, which cause the upper elements to form a 
somewhat confused grouping of pinnacles and cupolas, 
the square pilasters at the quoins in place of the cham
fered angles of the original are an unsatisfactory innova.
tion. Then the enrichment that has been introduced, 
such, as the ornament over the parapets, the foliations 
of the arches and the plastic treatment generally is mean 
and spiritless, while about all is the shape of the domes, 
both large and small, the outlines of which have lost 
their fluidity and are stolidly formal. Perhaps the 
redeeming feature of the total conception is the design 
of the minarets, which although their balconies repeat 
some of the flamboyant character of the central structure 
are simple compositions and in good proportion. This 
building is most remarkable for what appears to be the 
absence be that combination of spiritual and human 
incentive which, hitherto furnished and consistently 
maintained by the ruling power, had stimulated the 
Mughul workmen throughout the entire course of the 
style. 

Another building of this period, in treatment more in 
accordance with tradition, probably because being a 
mosque its design is bound by convention and also on 
account of its position being closer to the finest produc
tions of the Mughuls, is the Badshahi Masjid in Labore. 
(XCIII, Fig. r.) This large mosque was erected in 1674 
by Aurangzebe's Master of Ordnance, and is a building 
of a strong and resolute character as would become the 
creation of the premier royal engineer of his time. 
Provided with more minarets than is usual in structures 
of this order, as it has one at each comer of the mosque 
enclosure and another somewhat smaller at each angle 
of the sanctuary, thus ~ating eight in all, these 
outstanding features of Its composition have been 
partly demolished by an earthquake, a circumstance 
seriously detrimental to its external effect. None
theless, it still presents an imposing appearance, its 
sanctuary building, although considerably smaller than 
the Jami Masjid at Delhi, being designed in much the 
same manner, as its facade contains the large central 
alcove with five arches in each wing, on octagonal 
minaret at each end, while three bulbous domes rise 
grandly over the whole. 

In spite of the fact that the Badshahi mosque in its 
architectural character retains much of the strength 
and solidity of the style at its meridian, it displays at 
the same time evidence of the change that at this junc
ture is taking place in the spirit and substance of the 
building art, that which is essential to its nature has 
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gone out of it, the sap is drying up and it is becoming 
stiff and soulless. This defect is specially noticeable in 
the sanctuary facade, which, although in good propor
tion and all its elements correctly disposed, lacks that 
touch of vitality, that moving play of surface and con
trast of light and shade that is the hall-mark of all good 
architectural effort. Similar failings may be observed 
in the ornamentation, in which the correct scale has been 
maintained but it is simple even to plainness so that the 
efIect is not of embellishment but mere filling. On the 
other- hand the great triple domes are in their way 
superb examples of design and workmanship, and are 
impressive whether seen from the courtyard, or from 
the rear view of the exterior surmounting a plain yet 
stately expanse of solid masonry. These domes are of 
the bulbous variety, and although examples more 
constricted at their bases were produced as the style 
progressed, these illustrate quite clearly the gradual 
evolution of this important feature. This evolution 
may be traced by noting the earliest of the series, that 
over Humayun's tomb at Delhi, the subtle curves of 
which immediately above the drum were copied sixty 
years later in the tomb of the Khan Khanan. When 
some ten years after this Shah Jahan's dome builders 
devised the great cupola over the Taj Mahall, they 
gave its lower contours a "return" before joining these 
to the drum, thus constricting the base of the dome and 
making it bulbous. In the domes over the sanctuary 
of the Jami Masjid at Delhi this return was carried a 
degree further, and also in the Badshahi mosque at 
Lahore, just described. In the course of time it became 
the practice to contract the base of the dome still more, 
so that cupolas of an accentuated bulbous type are 
emblematic of the style at its later stages. There is 
little doubt that the golden mean in the shapeliness of 
the dome is seen in the Taj Mahall, which records .the 
high water mark of this characteristic element. (Plate 
LV). 

That a certain amount of indecision prevailed at this 
time among the builders with regard to the most ap
propriate shape of the dome is shown by the three small 
cupolas on the Moti Masjid or Pearl Mosque which was 
added to the buildings in the fort at Delhi in 1662. 
(Frontispiece.) In the original scheme of the fortress 
no mosque appears to have been included as Shah 
Jaban intended the Jami Masjid outside its enclosure 
to serve his religious purposes. Aurangzebe was, how
ever, of a different mind, for not long after ascending the 
throne he decreed that within the precincts of the palace 
a "graceful place of worship should be erected to enable 
him at various times of the day or night to pay his 
devotions without the trouble of a retinue or long 
journey." Accordingly this small but chaste "Chapel 

. Royal" was introduced in a suitable position close to the 
royal pavilions and "near the private bedchamber."l 
The Pearl Mosque does not belie its name as it is a 
choice marble structure of the most polished type, and, 
although in its lines the curve is inclined to predominate, 
the plastic treatment is restrained and admirably 
shows of the beauty of the material. It is, however, in 
the shape of its three cupolas that the builders have not 
been so successful, as the contours are too rounded and 

lack that suavity of form which usually characterises 
the domes even of this later phase of the style. 

There are other architectural records of Aurangzebe's 
reign distributed throughout the cities of Upper India 
such as the mosque at Benares and the J ami Masjid at 
Muttra, the tall and attenuated minarets of the former 
rising over two hundred feet above the famous ghats 
or bathing places and in strange contrast to the fanes 
of this sacred Hindu site, but except for thiS it has little 
distinction. On the other hand the mosque at Muttra 
besides showing no little originality in its design as a 
whole, illustrates the fusion of the two types, that of 
the brick and tile method of the Punjab as represented 
by the Wazir Khan's mosque at Lahore, and that of 
the more orthodox development of the later Mughul 
period. As an example of the picturesque variety of 
mosque it is notable, for raised on a high basement its 
archways occupied by shops, with a lofty eastern gate
way, the upper story forming a minstrels gallery and the 
whole brilliant with panels of coloured tiles, it presents 
an animated appearance. From each comer of the 
courtyard rises a twelve-sided minaret in five stages and 
surmounted by a kiosk and cupola. \Vhen it is realized 
that the surfaces of the whole scheme, especially the 
facade of the sanctuary, are accentuated by means of 
panels and borders of faience, some idea of the colourful 
efIect of this mosque may be obtained. 

After the death of Aurangzebe in 1707 the collapse of 
the empire was only a matter of time. and the few 
buildings in the Mughul style that were erected after 
this date are a melancholy proof of the decadent condi
tions that then ensued. Although as a result of poli
tical circumstances the centre of power was transferred 
from Delhi to Lucknow, where the Nawabs of Oude 
became paramount, there is a tomb in the imperial 
capital of the Mughuls which exemplifies in a marked 
manner the downward course of the building art at this 
stage. This is the mausoleum of Safdar Jang (1739-53), 
a nephew of the first king of Oude, who resided princi
pally at Delhi, and whose tomb is the last of the Moslem 
monuments of note to be built near that city. (Plate 
XC!.) Erected about 1753, less than two hundred 
years separates it from the neighbouring mausoleum of 
the Emperor Humayun, the first royal Mughul tomb 
to be built in India, and the contrast between the two 
monuments, the initial and the final example, is instruc
tive. The tomb of Safdar Jang is in size and in material 
treatment no mean achievement as it boasts a large 
ornamental garden designed in the usual manner of the 
Mughuls and in the centre of which stands the main 
structure. This central building consists of an ample 
arcaded terrace of IrO feet side and 10 feet high on 
which rises a double storied edifice of 60 feet side covered 
by a large and almost spherical dome. In its composi
tion the chief architectural elements employed are in 
the main those common to most of the buildings of 
its kind in the Mughul style, such as large and.small 
arched alcoves, turrets with kiosks and a central dome 

1 Mohammed Kazim, Alamti' Nama". Bibl. Ind. pp. 467-70 
(A. S. I. 1911-12, p. 13). 
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Fig . I Gwalior Fort: Court in Man Mandir 

Fig. 2 Chandragiri (Renigunta): Palace within Fort (early seventeenth century) 
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XCVIII 

Fig. I Amber (Iaipur): Facade of Palace Entrance Hall (17th cent.) 

Fig. 2 Lashkar (Gwalior): Portion of House-front (18th cent.) 

• 
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all disposed in the conventional manner ordained by 
long experience. But in this particular instance con
siderable licence has been taken and a deviation from 
the original type made whereby these essential features 
have been altered and elaborated and so diStributed or 
combined that a difterent effect has been produced, an 
effect that is stilted and unsatisfying. The principal, 
fault, however , and one which becomes glaringly apparent 
when this tomb is compared with that of Humayun or 
the Taj Mahall is the unpleasing nature of its proportions. 
The narrow and vertical tendency of the structure as a 
whole, the lack of correct expansion at its base, the 
absence of that pyramidal mass which is responsible 
for the admirable sense of rhythm in the two classical 
examples referred to, all these qualities which are funda
mental in a work of this character have been omitted, 
with the result that it does not fulfil the conditions of an 
architectural ideal. 

The last phase of the Mughul style was that which 
prevailed after this form of the building art has passed 
out of the hands of that dynasty, and was taken up by 
others. These were the N awabs of Oude under whose 
rule, during the latter half of the eighteenth and the first 
half of the nineteenth centuries this magnificent mani
festation of Moslem architecture, which had maintained 
a high standard for considerably over two hunc1red 
years, was brought to its conclusion. At Lucknow, 
which the Nawabs made their capital seat, this final 
development is f1111y recorded, for these rulers were 
indefatigable builders and there are few cities in India 
where there is a greater display of architecture, both 
religious and secular, all erected within the limited 
period of less than a hundred years. But, in spite of 
this record being one of purposeful magnificence, the 
examples of the building are thus presented, although 
often impressive, will not bear inspection, as one and 
all represent the style at that stage when the sources 
of inspiration have ceased and stagnation has begun. 
Some of this state of decadence may be due to the fact 
that the art appears to have reached that point at which 
all the essential problems of construction has been 
solved, and when the major elements of the style had 
been brought to perfection, so that no further progress 
was possible; in a word it had not only reached the limit 
of its performance, but had gone beyond it. In these 
circumstances the wor1tm4!n found that the only hope of 
advance lay in the direction of the elaboration an repe
tition to a larger scale of that which had been already 
brought to the highest degr,e of fulfilment. To achieve 
this object, therefore, they discarded the use of stone or 
marble, the building materials hitherto mainly employed, 
ad reverted to a brick and rubble foundation faced with 
1t1Icco, by which means they were enable to produce 
architectural projects of great size and imposing appear
uce but at considerably less cost, expenditure of eftort, 

in a shorter space of time. It should be added that 
the manipulation of these materials the workmen 

Ibowed exceptional technical skill, the finished execu
tion of the ornamental details and mouldinp in plaster 
being the redeeming feature of this phase of the style. 

This closing phase revolves itself into two short 

periods, firstly that towards the end of the eighteenth 
century during which buildings were erected merely 
expensive of the style in its natural decline, and second
ly that which lourished in the nineenth century when 
the art was stimulated into another term of life by 
becoming increasingly impregnated with elements from 
European sources. Jtor the first of these the Nawab 
Asaf-ud-daula (1775-95) was largely res~ble as under 
his authority the city of Lucknow was raised into pre-emi
nence by means of 1arge building enterprises, and the 
arts as a whole were encouraged by his unstinted patro
nage. Of this ruler's architectural achievements there 
are several examples, but the most reptesentative is 
that known as the Great Imambara with its mosque, 
courts, and gateways, an immense and imposing con
ception, notable for its grandiose proportions. This 
vast scheme is a~proa.ched by two gateways, one on 
each side of a me thoroughfare, that on the south 
being the entrance, the other being introduced solely 
for symmetry. Within this southern gateway is a 
forecourt leading up to another triple doorway, through 
which is the main courtyard with the Imambara at the 
southern end and the mosque on the western side. The 
Imambara, a building for th~ observance of the Muslim 
ceremonial of the MfIIuJI'r .. , is a large single-storied 
edijice having no special architectural pretensions, but 
remarkable mainly for the dimensions and construction 
of its interior. This interior is a vaulted hall of great size, 
measuring 160 feet by 53 feet aud So feet in height, 
and although one of the largest apartments of its kind, 
its decorative treatment is not attractive. Of more 
pleasing architectural appearance is the mosque, which 
stands, at an angle with the remainder of the scheme, 
being placed in an a symmetrical position in order to 
conform with the necessary .orientation of such a build
ing. There is a distinct sense of spaciousness in the 
wide frontage and stepped platform of this structure, 
for this proportions are not inappropriate, and it is 
dignified and logical. On the other hand a closer 
approach reveals an excess of ornamentation, and a 
smalbtess in the application of certain decorative acces
sories, which detract from the breadth of the composition 
as a whole. Particularly specious is the perforated 
arcade above the parapet, an architectural exuberance 
which, it may be noted, was applied so frequently to 
the buUdi,. of Lucknow, as to become a conspicuous 
characteristIC. Added to this there is the uninspiriDg 
~ of the domes with their foliated luting, all of 
which serve to accentuate the florid nature of the style 
and indicate a slackening in its vitaHty. 

But it was left to the desipers of the great gateway 
which gives admjs&ioo to the outer ward of this con
ception and known as the Rumi Darwaza, or ''Turkish 
Doorway," to produce the most expressive example. 
In this structure those concerned appear to have aimed 
at somethiDc large and spectacu1ar, Mputeci to have been 
at attempt to excel the Sublime Porte at Istambul, but 
they have succeeded only in erecting a meretricious and 
fantutic creation, the whole in very dubious taste. 
It would be hardly reasonable to compare this gateway 
with the Buland Darwaza at Jtatehpur Sikri, which 
records the high water mark of such compositions, but 
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it is difficult to refrain from noting the depths to which 
this form of structure has descended. as. displayed in 
the Lucknow project. Extravagantly bold in some of 
its features. it is frivolously petty in others. a work of 
contradictions. designed evidently for the gratification. 
of a patron devoid of refinement or restraint. This 
buildiDg. together with others of much the same charac
ter. rellects the conditions that prevailed in the Oude 
capital at this period. Outward show and tawdry 
p!'etence mark the architecture, just as they were 
symptomatic of the life of the court. The style has 
no SPiritual values, for most of the structures were 
hastily run up as retreats in which the rulers could pass 
their time in voluptuous ease both artifice and energy 
being squandered in the preparation of these sumptuous 
but ostentatious palatial abodes. 

Turning to the second of these two short periods of 
the last phase, that which eventuated in the first half 
of the nineteenth century, the main incentive of this 
movement came from a fresh source. In the last years 
of the previous century there bad been gradually rising 
in Lucknow a large and pretentious building then known 
as "constantia", but now utilized as the Martiniere 
School, and originally intended as the country seat of 
Kajor General Claude Martin (Z735-zoo). a French 
soldier adventurer in the service of the Nawabs of Oude. 
Designed by llargin himself in what may be termed a 
debased Pa1Jadian style, this immense chateau. in spite 
of its bizarre appearance a composition of admitted 
power and character, was one of the first large buildings 
of a European order to be erected in Upper India. 
Such an important structural undertaking could not 
fail to impress. and, in the course of time to introduce 
into the building art of these parts an entirely new 
orientation. And the existing state of architecture was 
ripe for some such stimulus. Attracted by the novel
ties that this buildmg presented and the fresh field that 
it opened uP. the artizans proceeded to incorporate its 
more prominent features in lbe palaces and other secular 
structures ordered by the Nawabs, and, later, even to 
make copies of pseudo-c1assicaJ compositions for the 
same purposes. Thus there developed in Lucknow a 
style of architecture of a pronounced hybrid character 
in which triangular pediments, Corinthian capitals, and 
Roman round arches were combined with hted domes, 
o&ee arcades, and arabesque foliations. a medley of 
western and eastern forms, mostly of a corrupt kind. 
These buildings may be most suitably described as 
consisting of a debased Kughul framework pmisbed 
with classical motifs often of an ina~opriate type. 
very much as in the sixteenth century U1 Eueland the 
degenerate Gothic struggled on, .tricked out with ele
ments of an almost similar character and derived from 
the same source. The examples that illustrate this 
manifestation of the building art in Lucknow are 
cbie1ly those of a secular ordeI-. as for instance the luger 
and smaller Cbhattar Kanzils, two palaceS erected by the 
Nawab Nazir-ud-din Haider (z827-37), together with 
the gateway to the Sikandra Bagh, and the Chan1akba 
Darwaza of the Kaizar-Bagb, both produced during the 
rule of Nawab ~~j~ Ali S6ah (zS.7-56). (Plate XCII, 
Fig. 2) Of the buildings in the ttalian style in which the 

oriental in1luence is negligible. and, therefore presumably 
inspired by occidental models. are the Roshanwali Koti, 
now used as the Deputy Commissioner's Court. and the 
Begum Koti at Hazaratganj ; on the other band the 
Jami llasjid begun by the Nawab Kohammed Ali Shah 
(1837-42) and not finished until z85O. maintains some 
of the characteristics of the Kugbul style. and although 
over elaborated. is one of the least incongruous compo
sitions in the Dude capital. In z856 the last Nawab 
of Oude was deposed, which fact also marks the real 
end of the style, as no building claiming to have been 
derived from the architectural mode of the Mughuls 
was erected in Lucknow after that date. 

In a part of the country distinct from Oude but con
temporary with its architectural productions there 
developed another late form of the Kughul style ",hich 
bad a limited vogue under the dominion of the Sikhs. 
The Sikh conft:deracy, which attained great power in 
the Punjab during the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries may be defined in its religious aspect as a 
reformed sect of Hinduism, so that any buildings con
nected with the belief bad to be so designed as to accord 
with its ritual and practice. The architectural style 
therefore adopted by the Sikhs, while. in apppearance. 
of Jlughul extraction. as the result of adaptations 
combined with elaborations, presents a certain character 
of its own. not, however. difticult to identify. Among 
its typical features are the multiplicity of cIta#ris or 
kiosks which ornament the parapets. angles. and every 
prominence or projection; the invariable· use of the 
fluted dome generally covered with brass or copper
gilt; the frequent introdUction of oriel or embowed 
windows with shallow ellicbtical cornices and supported 
on brackets, and the enri ent of aU arches by means 
of numerous foliations. From this it wiU be seen that 
details of a somewhat llorid order dominate the style, 
but although few of the structures of the Sikhs aspire 
to any special architectural significance. no one can 
fail to be attracted by their animated and picturesque 
appearance. Buildings of this kind are to be found 
in many towns of the Punjab, but the principal examples 
is the celebrated Golden Temple at Amritsar, a monu
ment in which all the characteristics of the style are 
fully represented. 

The Golden Temple bas a foundation of considerable 
antiquity but the structure of the present building 
dates from I?64. while the greater part of its architectural 
a~ce was added as late as the beginning of the 
nmeteenth century. Its effect, which is very striking 
is enhanced by the main building rising from the centre 
of a large tank, the only approach being by way of a 
causeway across the water and over two hundred feet 
long. The idea of J?lacing a monument in the middle 
of a sheet of water 15 not uncommon in India. as ins
tances occur of this being done by each of the large 
reJiIioas communities. Not only does such practice 
isolate a shrine from its earthly environment. but its 
reftections in the water add considerably to its artistic 
aspect. Such no doubt was the object of the Sikh com
munity when it erected its most revered temple, the 
Durbar Sahib, or Harmandir as it is called, in the 
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~"'Je of the "Pool of Nectar." In the course of time 
and tank became the focus of a complex of 

',;:;.lIDilCIiIJfr.> which have grown up in the vicinity, most of 
in their architectural details the characteris

central structure, as for instance balconied 
O:.1fl1Dd4)WS thrown out on carved brackets, low fluted 
..,111_:;:' and ogee arches, elliptical eaves with multifoil 
._ IIUi, and other structural embellishments of a similar 

• On the western side of the tank is an archway 
".mng on to the causeway, a paved approach bordered 

perforated marble balustrades and standard lamps 
elegant gilt lanterns at close intervals. In the 

eItre of the tank this causeway opens out into a 
·JIIILtfciIflIl sixty five feet square, and in the middle 

the temple proper, a square building of some 
feet side. In its exterior elevation the shrine is a 
storied composition over which rises a low fluted 
in gilt metal ... while there are kiosks also with fluted 
cupolas at each corner. One large hall forms the 

~.beric)I'" and the whole building is richly decorated with 
designs either painted in tempera or embossed 

metal, the skilful handling of brass and copper being 
of the crafts in which the Sikh workman excels. 

example not so much of architectural style but 
I.:tigi,ousemotion materialized in marble, glass, colour, 

metal, the Golden Temple at Amritsar is equalled 
by the Shwe Dragon Pagoda at Rangoon; the 

symbolises the faith of the Sikhs, the latter is 
highest expression in a very similar range of material 

ancrtWer great Indian religion, that of the Buddhists. 
XCIII, Fig. 2}. 

A country lying in some respects outside the current 
the architectural events described above is that of 

Sind, but none the less for a short period the 
of its indigenous style of building came into 
with that of the Mughuls. Owing to its geogra-

position this country tended even more than the 
iIIIIihbouring n .. c,vi., ..... of the Punjab, to dev~op inde

occasionally accepting cultural contri
the rest of India. As a consequence of 

condition during much of its history Sind came 
the influence of movements taking place outside 

and beyond its western borders such as that of the 
of the Khalifat, and afterwards that of the Persians. 
iield of architecture these recurring contacts were 

largely responsible for the type of building 
prevailed in Sind, and particularly for the coloured 
with which its' mosques and tombs are profusely 

as both the Ara.bs and the Persians revelled 
, but such was nol the sole reason. For as in 

Punjab the physical conformation of this region 
also a factor in its architectural evolution as neither 

nor wood were readily available, and accordingly 
II!". _ ..... IU.CI .. ,~" had recourse to brick for their principal 

material, while a special feature was the en
of this brickwork by means of bri11ia.nt patterns 

*ieDce. Moreover it seems quite probable that the 
monotonous appearance of this country, 

as it does on the great Indian Desert, impelled 
to relieve their drab environments as far as 
their power by colour effects, a fact which 

also account for many of the arts of Sind such as 

pottery, textiles, enamelling, lacquer work, and the 
like being notable for their vivid colouring. 

The architectural style, therefore, that was practised 
in Sind during the later mediaeval period may be des
cribed as a provincialized form of that which deve
loped at the same time throughout Persia, the brick 
walls being arcaded with arches of the "Tudor" variety, 
turrets or kiosks with cupolas break the skyline at the 
angles, and Over the whole is a dome of the "Lodi" 
type. But as in all the architecture of this order, on 
the brickwork foundation broad planes and simple 
surfaces prevail, with mouldings sparingly applied as 
every portion has been devised with one object in view 
-to provide a field for the glazed tile work with which 
it is almost entirely faced. Of this type of structure 
there are numerous examples in the towns of Lower 
Sind, chiefly in the form of tombs, but there are also 
several large and important mosques as it was a mode 
of building in operation for a long period from the time 
of the Samma Dynasty (1351-1521), to that of the Tal
purs (1783-1843). Some of the most representative 
structures are to be found among the vast assembly of 
tombs on the Makli Hill near Tatta, included with 
which are those of the Samma and also of the Arghun 
princes (1521-54), the earliest of the kind. At Tatta 
itself is the great mosque begun by Shah Jaban in 1647, 
which although produced to the order of this Kughul 
emperor is executed according to brick and the tile 
tradition of the indigenous style. The town of Khuda
bad possesses a Jami lrfasjid of much the same chancter, 
and here is also the tomb of Yar Mohammed, U the 
Kalhora rulers made this their capital in the eighteenth 
century. Finally at Hyderabad are the tombs of the 
Talpurs, the last independent power in Sind before it 
came under British rule in 1843. 

I t will be seen that these e."WJ1ples illustrate the 
progress of the movement extending over three cen
turies, but except for certain variations in treatment 
due to the difference in time, place, and the personal 
inclinations of the rulers concerned, they are all of the 
style described above in which the principal effect is 
obtained by means of an overlay of glazed tiles. This 
glazed mural decoration was the handiwork of the 
potters of Halla, a town still noted for the art. Kost 
of the tiles used on the buildings are of the ordinary 
size of about six inches side and the colours are mainly 
confined to two shades of blue and a white with some
times passages of yellow. On occasion when greater 
richness of dect was required the pieces of tile were 
cut much smaller as may be seen in some of the patterns 
in the interior of the Jami lrfasjid at Tatta, where in 
places they are only half an inch wide, over a hundred 
being used within one square foot, so that the result 
resembles mosaic. The designs are chiefly geometrical, 
but in the spandrils of the arches there are often con
ventional floral compositions, while on the friezes are 
ornamental inscriptions. In spite, however, of this 
vivid surface embellishment, and in certain instances the 
introduction of spirited architectural elements, as for 
example the kiosks on the tomb at Khudabad of Yar 
Mohammed (cir. 1710), the building art of Sind is 
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trite and unimaginative and even the tile work, as the 
prevailing designs are artificially formal, is mechanical 
and lacks real feeling. 

During the course of this indigenous style in Sind, 
on atleast two occasions attempts appear to have been 
made to introduce stone masomy into this brick building 
country. In the first instance there was produced 
at Tatta the tomb of the Samma ruler Nizam-ud-din 
(L461-1569), a stone structure containing much orna
mental carving in the style which prevailed in the 
adjoining country of Gujarat in the fifteenth century. 
It is possible that some of the stone work of this build
ing is of Brahmanical origin, procured from a neigh
bouring temple, as there are miniature shtWtlS and 
other Hindu motifs among its carved details. On the 
other hand this Samma prince, commonly referred to as 
"Jam-Nindo" and a notable ruler of his line, may have 
sent to Ahmedabad for skilled stone workers to erect 
his mausoleum, as it is in the Ahmed Shahi style, and 
no great distance separates the Gujarat capital from 
that of Sind. But a more determined eftort to intro
duce this method of construction into the country was 
made over a century later by one of the Tarkhan gover
nors, Mirza Isa Khan, who ruled at Tatta between 
1627 and 1644. At this time Sind bad not long been 
included in the empire of the Mugbuls, and it is signi-
1icant of the power of the building art inspired by that 
dynasty that its influence should become manifest in 
such a distant province. This governor had the inspira
tion to erect on the Makli Hill a group of tombs, some 
of them of the ladies of his family and afterwards a 
mausoleum for himself, all in stone and in what is 

usually referred to as the Patehpur Sikri style. All 
these structures are of a distinctive character, but the 
ruler's own monument is a work of considerable origi
nality and experienced execution. (Plate XC.) 

This tomb consists of a walled courtyard with an 
arched 'pylon-like entrance in the centre of its sides. 
Occup}'1Dg the greater part of the middle space of the 
courtyard and raised on a platform is the tomb building, 
a square structure in two stories and roofed by a dome 
of slightly Battened outline. One of the chief features 
of the design of this mausoleum is a double arcade, which 
surrounds the central structure, each pillar of which is 
a monolith with stalactite capital, while those of the in
ner row, t~ether with the interior walls, are richly 
carved. This arcade is interrupted in the middle of 
each side by the insertion of a group of three arches. 
tall and narrow with spear-head "fringe," above which 
rises a wide panel or parapet. the whole forming a 
striking example of a local adaptation of elements 
borrowed from the Akbari style of the Mughuls. It 
is the character however of the carving on these build
ings, which is as profuse as the tile decoration on those 
of the indigenous types, that is most illuminating. 
Por while bearing some resemblance to the carved 
decoration on the secular structures at Akbar's capital 
of the previous century, many of the patterns may be 
identified as modified copies, translated into low relief, 
of those on the tiles. In other words they are plastic 
reproductions of this coloured form of decoration, 
thus providing an interesting illustration of an attempt 
on the part of the craftsman employed to convert the 
brush into a chisel. 

RBP'BlUtNCES : 
CoaIeDa, B •• lWIfoIN 0/ lUuIrlllio .. 0/ Sia4 Tilu, LoDdon. 

1906. 
CoaIeas. B., n. AfIIWtIUia 0/ SiN (Arcb. Sur. of 1IId., VoL 

XLVI, Imperial SIrieI) ~ 19190 
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THE MEDIAEVAL PALACES AND CIVIC BUILDINGS 

No palaces built by the Hindu rulers are now extant 
of a date earlier than what is termed the mediae
val period. There are literary records and a 

few remains indicating that large imperial residences 
and citadels once existed, but no ruins of any archi
tectural significance of these palatial buildings have 
been preserved. The main reason for this absence of 
concrete examples is explained by a universal usage 
whkh has prevailed in India from the very earliest 
times not only with ~ to- the J?lllaces but also the 
royal cities in their vicmity. For It was a not uncom
mon occurrence for the ruling authority to inaugurate 
his ~ by building, to suit his own personal needs, 
aD entirely new palace, a measure sometimes accom
panied by the removal of both palace and capital to 
another site, thus leaving the olel royal seat deserted, 
eooIl to fall into decay. Out of this procedure two facts 
become evident, one of which was that the conservation 
of buildings was rarely practised, the policy being 
almost invariably to build and rebuild, but not to 
restore. On the other hand the system of rebuilding 
ia a fresh position and according to the most recent 
eooditions, was bound to keep the building art alive 
• well as the crafts .dependent on it, there could have 
lreen no more practical method of stimulating archi
tecture and encouraging the artistic propensities of the 
people than by these means. That this custom of 
building anew palaces and cities dates from very early 
times is shown by the fact that before the Christian era 
the Kauryan capital of Magadha was transferred, rebuilt, 
reconstituted and even re-named seven or eight times 
within the relatively short period of three hundred 
,ears. Even durin, Moslem rule the same tradition 
was maintained as 15 instanced by the seven cities of 
Delhi and the episode. of Fatehpur Sikri, while a classical 
Hindu example of a more recent date is that of the 
• seat at Amber, now deserted, the state capital 
ItaVing been transferred early in the eighteenth century 
to the new city of Jaipur. 

It is with such historical b~ as those fonning 
• old capital at Amber, and similar centres in Raj
~ and Central India, that =esent account is con
cerned, as within this region of . pendent States there 
aJemanyexamples of ~ palaces, not only of archi
tectural ttignjfii:ance but of great imaginative beauty. 
With one exception however, all these were built sub
llqUent to the rise of the Kughul empire so that the 
IItyJe of each in the main was inftuenced by that of this 
pat ruling power; in other words the Hindu princes 
of the period borrowed man= architectural forms 
from the buildings of the dynasty. The one 
exception is a palace within the fort at Gwalior, 
designed and constructed just before the advent of the 
JlaPuls in northern India, 10 that it illustrates a style 
.we or less indigenous in its character. It was this 
bailding that attracted the discriminating eye of Babur, 

the first of the Mughul emperors, for on seeing it in 
1528 he remarked on its singular elegance "though 
built in different patches and without regular plan:'1 
There is little doubt, however, that from its architec
tural treatment his grandson Akbar derived some of 
his ideas for the imperial residences at Agra and 10 ateh
pur Sikri; it was left to this Mughul emperor to study 
its structure, and to correct its defects in his own pro
ductions, while retaining at the same time its natural 
spirit and grace. 

Yet in none of the buildings of the Mughuls, richly 
decorated though some of these were, did they ever 
approach the romantic treatment or joyous colouring 
of this palace, known as Man Mandir, and erected by 
Maharaja Man Singh (I4B6-ISI6) on the heights of 
Gwalior Fort in the early years of the sixteenth century. 
With its copper gilt cupolas flashing in the SUnlight, 
as record~ by Babur, and its bold patterns of elephants, 
birds, trees, makaras, and ornament, in blue, greeD, 
and yellow glaze, the exterior of this ~ shows how 
these Hindu princes revelled in bnght colours and 
spirited decorative forms. But there is something 
more than mere brilliarit embellishment in this picture
sque angle of the historical fort, as its architecture, 
although inclined to be fanciful, contains many at
tractive f~tures. Chief among these are the fine 
rounded bastions that project and support the lofty 
retaining wall at close iIrtervals, while between each, 
and breaking the skyline of the perforated parapet, are 
well-designed balcony kiosks. Then continued around 
the entire exterior, carried even over the rounded 
surfaces of the bastions, are several zones of omamen-

I Erskine's traDslation of Babur's Memoirs. pare 384. But 
Mrs. Beveridp's traDslation from the ~ Turki is s0me
what diBermt, and Kives such an interesting and prescise ac
count of these palaces as seen through the eyes of Babur, that 
it may be quoted more full),. (see also Cunningham's "Reports" 
Vol. n 1871, patel 346 ff.) 

..... . I Wited the bIlildinp (·i ... .a.) of MaD-sinIh and 
BiJaamajit thoroqhly. They are WOIIderful buildinp. entirely 
of hewn atone. in heavy and UDSyDUII8trica1 blocb however. 
Of an the Rajas' buildiDp Man-sinJ.h's is the beat and loftiest. 
It is more elaborately worked on lts eastern face than on the 
others. 'Ibis face may be f.» to .so ,m (yards) hip. and is 
entirely of hewn stone, whitened with plaster. In ll8!1"ts it is 
four storiee high ; the loww two are wtry clark ; we went t:brouch 
them with candles. On ODe (or. every) side of this building are 
five cupolas having betweeD each two of them a amaller one, 
square after the faahioa of HiDduataB. On the larger ones are 
fastened sheets of glidecl ~ On the outside of the walls is 
painted tile wort. the aem of plantain-trees being shewn 
all rouud with ~ tiles. In a butiOD of the eutem front is 
the Hatipul ,..,. being what theae people call an elephant, tnU, a 
gate. 

'lbe cupoJaa which have been mentioned above are them
selves the topaao.t .tap (tIIWIaN) of the building; the sitting 
I'OOIJIII are OIl the 8eCODd story (1aNq1ll). in a hollow even; they 
are rather aid .. r,1aces although HhicJustani pains have been 
taken with them. , (The Babur-nama in Enclish, translated 
by Mrs. Beveridp. Vol. II. p. 60811.) 
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tation, plastic and coloured, the principal decorative 
design, that occupying the central division and con
sisting of an arcade in high relief, adding largely to the 
vitality of the effect. 

But it is on the entrance doorway, or Elephant 
Gate, attached to the palace exterior, and by which ad
mission to the fort was obtained, that the artists em
ployed expended most of their ingenuity. (Plate XCVI, 
Fig. I). This has been made to form part of the scheme 
as a whole, and as an artistic production this gateway 
has few equals, besides according in a most pleasing 
manner with the design of the palace walls. Protected, 
by two of the rounded bastions, this approach consists 
of an archway, a guardroom above with a projecting 
balcony and over all an open balustrade, the entire 
conception forming a masterly composition and at the 
same time serving a practical purpose. Perhaps the 
most skilful part of the design is in the formation of the 
archway, as by introducing a heavy circular mOUlding 
over the brackets of the opening, a contrast of effect has 
been obtained of no little structural and aesthetic value. 

Turning to the interior of the Man Mandir, in several 
of the apartments the same rich decorative appear
ance has been maintained, both by means of moulded 
forms and of coloured glaze. .But there is little that is 
stately or palatial in the internal arrangements of this 
structure, owing to the smallness of its scale. The 
space that the royal quarters occupy is a rectangle 
measuring 150 feet by 120 feet, and when it is realizOO 
that the ground floor alone is divided up into nearly 
40 courts and chambers, the limited size of each will be 
understood. Moreover the doorways, and openings 
generally, are only suitable for persons of less than 
medium height, so that it appears to have been provided 
more as a retreat for the royal ladies, than a permanent 
residential palace. In its design too, with the central 
parts formed of two open courts, not unlike a Roman 
atrifIm, it might be a nobleman's villa at Pompeii. 
(Plate XCV). Yet it contains many interesting features. 
although as a whole it has the appearance of the work 
of an artist rather than an architect. The main body 
of the building is in two stories, but on the eastern face 
against the retaining wall of the fort, there are two 
additional ranges of underground apartments for use 
in the hot weather. The rooms of the uppermost 
floor have balconies overlooking the open courts below, 
and above these are roof-terraces ill which to take the 
air, while around the whole are narrow screened ~es 
for communication. It is however, from the decoration 
of some of these courts and rooms that this interior 
obtains its character as much of this distinctly innova
tory and shows infinite ingenuity. There are round 
and foliated arches, anel one room in the south-east 
angle has a vaulted roof, with ribs at the groins, but none 
of the construction is scientific, it is all on the indigen
ous system of oversailing points. Then the projecting 
eaves of the open courts are formed in a wave pattern 
not unlike Chinese ti1e-work, while the elaborately 
bracketted archways, intricately moulded pillars, and 
finely perforated lattices, display an effort at originality 
combined with a desire for playful ornateness, which 

is almost chidlike. It is noticeable, however, that 
throughout there seems not only a want of direction 
but also of feeling, the workmanship is mechanical 
and de1icient in that human touch which was afterwards 
to be supplied so bountifully under the inspiration and 
personal guidance of the Mughuls. Viewed as a whole 
therefore, this palace, while on the one ~and a represen
tative example of decorative architecture, is, on the 
other hand, also an exceptional type of architectural 
decoration, and its fault lies in the fact that its designers 
attempted too much in their effort to fulfil both objects. 

The remaining palaces within this portion of the 
country having been built contemporary with the 
architectural development of the Kughuls, show by their 
nature the infiuence of this dominating style. As 
distinct from the religious building art these secular 
structures were less bound by convention and they 
therefore display more latitude in design and more 
evidence of individual taste than the temples or shrines. 
In the interior arrangements of such palaces there are 
few signs of any ordered plan beyond the inclusion of a 
large durbar hall, and a court of assembly, the remain
ing space being occupied by a labyrinth of apartments 
connected by passages, the whole often dimly lit and 
steeped in that atmosphere of seclusion and mystery 
which pervaded the palace life of the time. 

The exteriors of these buildings are also of a pictures
que rather than an orderly character, yet in their 
design there are certain features, structural and artistic, 
common to all, so that in spite of wide clliferences in 
their composition they present a fairly definite and 
readily recognised style. Chief among the architectural 
elements which produce this appearance are hanging 
balconies of all shapes and sizes, and even long loggias 
supported on rows of elaborately carved brackets. 
With these are pillared kiosks having fluted cupolas 
which rise from every angle above perforated stone 
parapets, while not infrequently there are endless arcades 
forming the upper stories, every arch engrailed and 
every opening filled with a lattice screen. But a feature 
which is most pronounced and almost invariably in
troduced into every building scheme is a curved cornice 
or eave, arcuate in shape, and as it is considerably 
projected, producing shadows arched like a bow. It is 
the presence of such a graceful and s~ element 
freely distributed over all parts of the building which 
gives this palace architecture much of its animation 
and charm. Yet there is something more than archi
tecture in these palaces of the Rajput Princes, these 
fanciful Pavilions overhanging the stern and lofty 
ramparts are emblematic of the old-world traditions of 
their race for chivalry and high advantage, for lore and 
legend, each incident being reflected in the im~ative 
manipulation of casement and embrasure, lattice and 
oriel, as every stone is touched with the spirit of romance. 

Of the palaces in Rajputana and Central India built 
mainly during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. 
the principal examples are those at Bikanir, Jodhpur, 
Jaisalmir, Orchcha, Datia; Udaipur and the city of 
Amber (Jaipur). In the eighteenth century th«: palace 
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of Bharatpur was erected by Maharaja Badan Singh, 
that at Dig by Maharaja Suraj Mall about 1750, while 
Jaipur was founded by Maharaja Jai Singh who reigned 
from 1699 to 17+4. Most of thes"e palaces are extensive 
and irregular congeries of buildings, oft('n enlarged and 
altered from time to time, but each displays most of the 
architectural features enumerated above, and all are 
romantic and picturesque compositions. For instance. 
the old palace at Bikanir is a long range of pavilions 
mounted above a high defensive wall, and fonned by a 
continuolls line of balconies and oriel windows of varying 
design, with kiosks and towers 'at intervals. Jodhpur 
crowns a rocky eminence recalling the lines 

"Where the huge castle holds its state, 
And all the steeps slope down, 
Whose ridgy back heaves to the sky. 
Piled deep and massy, close and high." 

For grandeur of conception and elegance of detail this 
palace is unsurpassed, its plain bastioned ramparts sup
porting and acting as a foil to the fretted parapets, 
engrailed and latticed openings, and gilded cupolas 
which break the skyline above. Udaipur in addition 
to its fme architecture, on account of its unique situation 
beside the Pichola lake, provides a spectacle of such 
exquisite beauty as to seem almost unreal. With its 
graceful Tripolia, or three arched g1.teway in the fore
ground and its range upon range of fluted turrets in the 
rear, this noble pile is something more than artistic 
masonry, it is a memorable vision of loveliness. Hidden 
within the extensive gold-coloured limestone hills of the 
Great Indian Desert, a hundred miles from the nearest 
railway, lies Jaisalmir, a city of mystic beauty. En
closing it are the walls of the outer fortress with its 
ninety-nine beetling bastions built by J aisal in the twelfth 
century. Within is the palace and groups of residences, 
the balconies, windows and doorways so exquisitely 
carved as to form a treasure house of Rajput handicraft. 
The style of architecture employed is the same a<; that 
already described, so that it is obvious most of the 
buildings in Jaisalmir are of the later mediaeval period, 
as the curved cornices, foliated arches, and latticed 
openings plainly prove. 

Prominent among these mediaeval palaces, and 
rivalling even Akbar's deserted pavilions at Fatehpur 
Sikri in the richness of its architecture, is the royal 
capital of Amber, once the sp.,t of the rulers of Jaipur 
State until it was removed to the present city of Jaipul' 
in I728. (Plate XCIV, I-ig. I). Amber was founded 
as early as A. D. 928, but most of the buildings now 
preserved date from the sixteenth century and later, 
as they were erected during the reign of Maharaja 
Man Singh (1592-1615), while substantial additions 
were made by Raja Jai Singh (d. 1668). This city, 
or more precisely its grand grouping of imperial buildings, 
for as with the Mughul emperor's creation it was more 
of a royal ceremoniaJ resort than the capital of the State, 
occupies a large area of broken ground at the mouth of a 
rocky gorge and around a pretty lake, the whole securely 
reposing undt'r the protection of a range of fortresS('>s on 
the ridge above. In a central position is tlll' gn'at pile 

forming the palace, a compact aggregation of structures 
begun in 1660. The main buildings of this palace are 
within an open courtyard or durbar square, which is 
approached by means of a fine staircase and through an 
imposing gateway. Two halls within this square are 
prominent, the Diwani-Am or Hall of Audience and the 
entrance to the palace itself, both of which in style are 
apparently improvisations from the existing architecture 
of the MugllUls. Of these the former most nearly 
reproduces the Mughul type of hypostyle hall, its double 
pillars, clusters of brackets, wide eaves, and high per
{orated parapet above, being reminiscent of the pavilion 
known as the Zenana Palace in the fort at Allahabad, 
the example at Amber ha"jng been most probably 
executed by masons trained ill the Akbari style by 
l\lughul overseers. 

Almost facing this Diwani-Am but depicting an 
entirely different aspect of the building art as it is more 
colourful both architecturally and decoratively than its 
vis-a-vis and therefore nearer to the Hindu ideal, is 
the facade and entrance hall to the palace apartments. 
(Plate XCVIII, Fig. I). In some respects this building 
is of the same order in its treatment as the brick and tile 
phase of the Mughul style 'in the Punjab already des
cribed, and contemporary with its finest example, 
the Wazir Khan's Mosque at Lahore, as it is a part of the 
palace which was constructed towards the middle of the 
seventeenth century. But although the structunil 
appearance of this facade with its vaulted alcoves, 
"Tudor" arches, and panelled walls is ~om{'what similar, 
the glazed tiles which are a feature of the Lahore mosque 
have been replaced by patterns painted in trmpcra, and 
in the interior by carved dados and ceilings of inlaid 
glass, thus producing an equally brilliant although slight
ly more bizarre effect. A-part of the architectural com
position of this durbar square consisted in so adjusting 
the junction between the two buildings described above 
that a harmonious result was obtained. This was pro
vided by the structure forming the connecting angle 
being very skilfully graded in its design so that the 
classical character of the Diwani-Am was joined quite 
naturally with the less fonnal palace facade by means of 
arcades, an artistic expedient indicating that to its 
builders this problem presented no difficulties-it was 
part of their experience. Beyond this durbar square 
and leading out of it is an extensive range of struc~ures 
consisting of minor palaces, zenana apartments, court
yards, terraces, and gardens, covering a large space and 
forming the inner precinets of the palace. Some of 
these edifices are pleasing examples of the builders' art, 
but none of them approach the elegance of those de
scribed above which supply the keynote to the whole. 

From the foregoing some idea may be gained of the 
general character of these palaces and the wealth of 
art thus assembled, but it will have been realized that 
they are distinctly informal compositions, and often 
more like a small city than a single place of residence, 
however comprehensive. Yet there is one group which 
stands out in marked contrast to these multiform concep
tions, on account of the fact that its exampJes are illus
tratiuns ,,{ a more complete and symmetrical uJJiformit~·. 
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In that tract of country in Central India known as 
Bundelkhand, during the sixteenth and early seventeenth 
centuries, a movement arose both architectural and 
artistic, sufficiently expressive to be referred to as the 
Bundela style. This particular movement had been 
gradually assuming form for some considerable time, 
the initIative having been taken by Rana Kumbha 
(1428-68) as early as the middle of the fifteenth century 
in the palace at his capital of Chitorgarh. Later, but 
in the same century, further progress was made under 
the patronage of the Sultan of Mandu who at Chanderi 
erected a number of buildings distinctive in style which 
became the model for the architecture of Bundelkhand. 
This style as it finally developed may be defined as based 
on the contemporary productions of the Moslems as 
these evolved under the Sultans of Delhi, but overlaid 
with elements of indigenous Indian extraction to suit 
the taste, mode of living, and traditions of the Rajput 
rulers. Its examples are plainly the result of the same 
inspiration, each being in what may be termed the later 
mediaeval Rajput style, and obviously the achievement 
of one of the same hereditary group of master-masons, 
craftsmen well-versed in this form of the building art. 
They represent an occasion when the demand created 
the supply, for it is quite clear that the intelligent pa
tronage accorded to them by the ruling powers brought 
out the genius of the local worlanen, the fine Bowering 
of which is well illustrated by these grand palaces. In 
each instance the building is square in plan, and the 
exterior, which is several stories in height, encloses a 
square courtyard,' or patio. Externally each story is 
defined by a wide eave and overhanging balcony, the 
walls are arcaded kiosks project from each parapet, 
and each angle is finished by a graceful cupola. The 
interior is composed of ranges of apartments alternating 
with open terraces, communication being obtained by 
means of passages and corridors. 

Examples of this Bundela type of palace may be seen 
in two places, at Orchba, an ancient town some fifteen 
miles from the cantonment city of Jhansi, and at Datia 
on the Central Railway. The beginning seems to have 
been made at Orcbha by the Bundelkhand Raja Rudra 
Pratap (1501-31) who selected a site for his capital seat 
in a position which, for such a purpose is unequalled 
in Central India. On an island of rock around which 
loops the Batwa river· necessitat~ the main approach 
over a substantial many-arched bridge, the whole com
manding a wide landscape of exceptional beauty, he 
started building operations after the manner of those 
at Chanderi under the Sultans of Malwa, but before 
these had progressed far he died. His successor Raja 
Bharti Chand carried on the work, completing the city 
waDs, erecting the citadel and the first of the three 
palaces which comprise this group, the Ramji Mandir. 
The Ramji Kandir at Orchha, although not so striking 
as the other Bundelkhand palaces is of interest because 
it is presumed to have been inspired by the Koshak 
:Mahall at Chanderi built a century earlier by Mahmud 
Shah K~ of Malwa, and seems to have the archetype 
from w:' all these palaces were developed. Consist
ing of a central rectanga1ar courtyard, aronnd this the 
apartments arise in receding planes the whole contained 

within a high retaining wall. The next of the Orchha 
palaces to be built is that known as the Raj Mandir or 
Royal Palace, erected probably by Madkukar Shah 
about 1575 a solid structure in one block and surmounted 
by a considerable number of sIna1l open pavilions, not, 
however, sufficiently large to be in altogether pleasing 
proportion with the great mass of masonry of which they 
form the skyline. 

But these earlier palaces were only the preparation 
for the main buildings of the Orchha palace group, 
which consist of an im~g castellated residence 
produced under the directIon of Raja Bir Singh Deo 
(1605-26), and named the Jabangir Mandir after this 
ruler's contemporary and patron, the Mughul emperor 
Jabangir. By this time the Bundela Rajas had become 
paramount in Central India, and Bir Singh represented 
the dynasty at the height of its power, as shown by this 
magnificent architectural conception, which adequately 
illustrates the style. Covering a square of two hundred 
and twenty feet side, and rising up into an immense 
rectangular mass supporting eight graceful domes. 
it fulfils all the conditions expected in an Indian mediae
val castle, as it is picturesque, artistic, and romantic. 
besides being a superb example of the builders' art. 
Rounded bastions protect each angle, while another 
form of projection occupies the middle of each side, each 
of these salient features terminating in a high cupola 
or dome. Entering by a doorway on the southern facade 
and passing through a ground-Boor hall, one emerges 
into a square courtyard of one hundred and twenty
five feet side, around which the entire interior is ar
ranged. This interior quadrangle is uninterrupted by 
any large structure, it is a wide open space containing 
only a raised platform, with a fountain playing in the 
centre. It is in the experienced treatment of the 
three-stories ranges of rooms and terraces which enclose 
this inner courtyard. that gives the building its satisfying 
architectural appearance. 

Although the Jabangir Mandir at Orchha, seen from 
inside, presents a design of some complexity, in reality 
it resolves itself into a relatively simple composition. 
In each angle is located a group of rooms or a suite, and 
in the middle of each side a similar series of apartments, 
with the spaces between formed into open terraces, 
the whole system being not unlike that of Jodh Bai's 
hoose at Patebpur Sikri, built nearly one hundred and 
fifty years before, but the Orchha palace is immensely 
larger and more intricately 'Planned. Then, in order to 
maintain communication W1th the various parts, each 
group of rooms was a~ed by a continuous hanging 
balcony, which, with Its sloping balustrade, wide eave, 
ornamental brackets, and, in the upper story, its angular 
passage, is responsible for much of the variety of effect. 
This great palace was obviously designed so that every 
'Part fulfilled its function and expressed its purpose; 
Its rooms were devised for seclusion, its terraces for the 
cool air, its corridors for convenience, each compart
ment, court, hall, and passage, had its specific use, and 
was introduced into the scheme to accord with the 
requirements of its inmates. But where the craftsmen 
employed showed their innate skill and experience was 



XCIX 

Fig. I Datia Palace (cir. 1620) 

Fig. 2 Orchha: Range of Palaces (cir. 1600) 
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tile manner in which all the esSential elements were 
artiItically treated, and so coherently and CODSistently 
-uled on to the great structural background of the 
baiJding jtself as to produce a broad and unified whole. 
Whether one admires the exterior for its noble effect of 
matS, or is intrigued by the orderly complexity of its 
haterior, no one can fail to feel that the Jahangir Mandir 
is a notable architectural aclUevement. But it is possible 
to see in this palace something more than a fine example 
of the building art, for grouped around its rocky base 
are the remains of inumera.ble subsidiary edifices, pillared 
courts, pavilions, gardens, gateways and ornamental 
retreats, the whole contained within a circuit of massive 
turreted walls. When the full extent and character 
of these structures is realized, it becomes obvious that 
here is the crumbling record of a great spectacular ideal, 
an architectural conception of more than ordinary 
splendour, now, alas, being disintegrated by the re
morseless action of the encroaching vegetation. (plate 
XCIX, Pig. 2.) 

Raja Bir Singh's palace at Orchha did not however 
satisfy this ruler's building aspirations, for about the 
year 1620 he caused to be built at Datia, some thirty 
miles away, on an outstanding rocky eminence a castel
lated palace of such a distinctive character as to stand 
in a class by itself. Although slightly smaller than the 
Jahangir Mandir, as its sides are just under 200 feet in 
length, while the total height to the.apex of the central 
domes is 130 feet-it is not dependent so much on its 
size for its appearance, as on its effect as an architectural 
entity. 'Moreover its height is somewhat illusive as the 
entire structure stands 011 an uneven ridge of granite 
causing its base to be at di1Ierent level. Partly owing to 
its system of foundations a remarkable feature is that 
the whole pile is conceived on a principle not unlike the 
phenomenon of an iceberg, as there appears to be as 
much of the structure underneath and out of sight as 
there is visible above. For the substructure consists of a 
congeries of large subterranean halls, descending for 
several stories, some of which are evidently excavated 
out of the basement rock. A suit of underground 
apartments. or IIHI"UlfUI. even amounting to a complete 
duplicate of the structure above, was not an unusual 
plan in the houses of hot countries, where the summer 
days could be passed in these cool cavern-like retreats, 
aDd such appears to have been the object in this parti
c:aJar design. But it is from the upper and visible 
portion of this great palace that its architectutal merits 
may be estimated. The outer square is in five stories of 
ctilerent heights. each defined by a stJiD&marse or 
cornice, and broken at iDterwa1s by proj~ windows. 
At each comer. and in tJae middle of each side, rises a 
Iup cupola 1lanlted by kiosks, while above the centre, 
saported by a square gallery, soars the main dome. 
On the eastern side is the principal facade, and here is a 
we11-desigDed doorway, but there was also another on 
the northern face through a series of quadrangles, the 
two comprising presumably the public and private 
entrances respec+Jvely. 

The interior resolves itself into the five stories of 
apartments visible from the outside, and which face on 

to the large open space forming the courtyard. In the 
middle of this courtyard stands the five-storied structure 
containing the strictly royal compartments and c0ns
tituting the central feature of the entire composition. 
This central edifice is not however entirely isoJated 
from the ranges of rooms by which it is surrounded, as it 
is connected with these by means of four fiying corridors, 
or bridges in double stories, carried across from the 
middle of each side. The chief effect therefore of the 
interior is produced by the ingenions innovation of these 
bridging stories, and their relation to the remainder of 
the building, as they present a variety of pleasing vistas 
from whichever point of view, either from a di1Ierent 
angle or another level. With each portion enriched by 
balconies on brackets, wide eaves, arcades, kiosks, 
and oriel windows, some supported on voluted struts, 
the variety of surface and play of light and shade give 
this interior a most animated appearance. But the 
finest architectural eftect is produced by the exterior 
of this great conception. when seen at a short distance, 
it forms a most impressive monument, its great balk 
surmounted by the elegant, group of domes providing 
a gratifying spectacle from every as}*t. Then it 
becomes clear that it is a building which has been de
veloped logically out of elements and structures cor
rectly adapted to their Purpc:>Se, all of which have been 
combined and composed WIth a knowledge of architec
tural propriety of a high order. Strange to relate Datia 
palace is not only deserted, but according to report. was 
never occupied, no royal family has ever lived within 
its precincts, it stands as a superb structural achieve
ment, yet never put to an use. Like a scene in a play. 
the stage was set, the backdrop and wings were in place, 
even the auditorium of the city was provided, but the 
actors never appeared, and, shortly after it was finished 
time's curtain was rolled down on it for ever. (Plates 
XCIX and C.) 

Those who have seen the palaces of Central India of 
the early seventeenth century, and also the famous 
chateaux of the Loire in Centrallorance dating from the 
first ¥f of the sixteenth century. cannot fail to be 
struck by a certain resemblance of ideals in both classes 
of building. Although vastly di1ferent in architectural 
style, there is the same intention in the atmctural 
scheme of eacll, the square plan with c:oru. towen the 
mass of the lower portion, with the aky1iDe of the one 
formed of roofs and turret, and in the other cupolas 
and kiCl6b; the ranges of openings in the facades, and 
in the whole conception that ~ of romantic 
yet stately dipity, fully expressIVe in each iDstance of 
the spirit of their period. 

Reverting DOW to the aouth of India, although this 
part of the peninsula is so rich in buildinp of a reUgious 
order, historical examples of the secular architecture 
of the Hindus are not common. There are, however. 
four palaces in the Madras Presidency built in the 
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries which are re
presentative of the style of the period. The exact 
sequence in which these palaces were constructed has 
not been recorded, nonetheless it is ~~ to trace in 
them the evolution of their type. Beginning with the 
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Ganges river front, and are over twenty in number. 
Others may be seen at Hurdwar, Mirzapur, and Mon
ghyr, giving access to the waters of the same sacred 
river, those at Kirzapur being exceptionally rich examp
les of the builder's art, the work of the adjacent stone 
carvers of Chunar. Farther south along the banks of 
the Nurbadda, another river with hallowed associations, 
are several important ghats having handsome architec
tural annexes, as for instance that at Meheswar in 
Ujjain State, while every town of consequence has a 
tank in its vicinity with a pt and it shrines at the side. 

Most representative of this type of building are the 
ghats and their structural accessories at Benares, some 
of which display considerable architectural character. 
On the ghats themselves an eftect is obtained by kiosks 
and small shrines being interposed along or at the side 
of the 4ights of. ~~, but the more important 
appearance is ~ by the facades of the pala.ces 
which form their background. 

As the majority of such palaces have been built to 
the orders of princes and others residing in the more 
central portions of the country, it is only natural that 
their architectural style should resemble that in their 
own dominions. They are of the same general design 
as the palace forts previously described, and were no 
doubt produced by the same artisans, transferred to 
Benares in order to carry out this particular work. But 
while the fortresses have been devised to guard against 
attacks by military forces, these ghat structures have 
been built to withstand the relentless action of the river 
when in food and thus prevent erosion and scouring. 
Accordingly their lower portions consists of massive 
ramparts with rounded bastions of plain solid masonry. 
but suddenly chaDgiDg above into a medley of over
hanging and projecting balconies or oriels, much in the 
manner of the mediaeval citadeJs. It is mainly this 
dramatic chans~ !rom the plain purposeful wall surfaces 
below, to the Jjght and fanciful structures above, that 
gives the setting to the ghats such a picturesque and 
romantic appearance; with its colourful humaneIement 

~ped about the steps and the whole scene re1lected 
In the water, the picture thus presented has made the 
riverside of this holy city of the Hindus into a panorama 
of world-wide fame. While these ghat-palaces display 
no special architectural originality, at the same time 
they contain ornamental features such as latticed 
windows, pillared loggias, and projecting balconies. 
some of which are equal in elegance to those gracing 
the walls of the fortresses. Among the examples at 
Benares mention Gk be made of the Kedar. the Munshi, 
and Ahalya Bai's ts, all probably datin~ from the 
eighteenth century. while one of the oldest IS the Man 
Mandir Ghat erected originally by ~ja Man Singh 
of Amber about 1600. 

With the ghats may also be classed. the buMs. or dams 
of the artificial lakes which have been constructed by 
rulers and others in authority in situations where the 
configuration of the country has been suitable for 
such engineering projects. Connected with the solid 
rataining wall fonning the essential features of the 
scheme and which. in order to hold up the volume of 
water is sometimes a mass of masonry forty feet in 
height. are 1lights of steps on the same principle and for 
the same purpose as the bathing places. Above these 
is an embankinent its Bat surface paved with stone on 
which are grouped butularis (pillared loggias). summer 
houses, arbours, and ornamental arches of white marble. 
Such are the Rajsamand to the north of Udaipur, and 
the Ana ~ at Ajmir embellished with graceful 
marble pavilions placed there by the Mughul emperor 
Shah Jahan, while within close proximity is the sacred 
lake of Pushkar ornamented in a like manner. Although 
they command a beautiful situation and have an elegant 
appearance there is no speeial architectural significance 
in these buildings. as they are in the style of their time, 
and whether created to the order of a Rajput prince 
or a Mughul emperor. they are the result of that artistic 
sensibility that ~ed all classes at this period, when 
it was inherent In their nature to make all things both 
great and small and whether for utilitarian purposes or 
for pleasure, into works of art. 



CHAPTER XXIII 

THE MODERN POSITION 

FROM the time that the country came under British 
rule in the eighteenth century, buildings designed 
and executed in an occidental style, but adapted 

to suit the climatic conditions began to be erected at 
lODle of the larger centres. Before this took place, 
however, it should be observed that as several European 
PD'!ers had established themselves at various places 
m the sub-continent during the previous two hundred 
years, buildings in the mode bdonging to each of these 
countries had been already introduced in fairly large 
DDIIl'bers. Factories, governors' residences, tombs, con
vents, churches and cathedrals, and even fortresses, 
according to the plans of the Portuguese, Dutch, French, 
and Danish settlers were in existence, most of them dat
ing from the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. 
Earlier than this, however, in the sphere, of military 
architecture, contact with the occident was making 
Itself felt. For in the year 1502 the Portuguese master 
mason Tomaz Fernandes, under the orders of Albu
"'ilrQtle built several fortified factories such as at 

.,_ OWUJU, Cunanore, Goa and Calient, which no doubt 
D iJ))a:ved elements of the civic building art of their 

'··,_KI,,'e land. The influence therefore of the Portuguese 
of architecture is particularly noticeable, owing 
early date of entry into the country and its defini-

longer connection. As a result of this there gradual
arose in some of the principal towns dwelling houses 
aeveral stories with balconies, loggias, porticos, and 

having spacious windows often latticed, all' 
;jlilIIIiIUscent of the domestic architecture prevailing in the 
~.Iltbern parts of western Europe. 

'Ibis phase was succeeding during the latter half of 
eishteenth and the early nineteenth centuries by 
construction of a considerable number of important 

_ ings designed by British engineers, and based 
the style of architecture that was being practi-

ED4l1a1lld either contemporary with, or just previous 
Not a .few of the larger e4iftces were 

existing buildings in London and else
sholWil:lg the influence of such well-known British 

lIIdtects as Adam, Nash, Cockerell, and the 
of the Regen~. Examples of this are the Church 

John in CalCutta ~ed in 1787 much of the 
of which was ~ by St. Stephens Church, 

..... -. an early work of Wren's (1632-1723), while 
_ament House in the same city built by Capt. 

Wyatt of the Bengal Engineers and completed 
in a modified reproduction of Kedleston Hall, 

lmlrire.designed by Robert Adam (17:z8..g2). Many 
administrative purposes as well as "garden 

wealthy Indians were produced during the 
of the nineteenth century, some of the latter 

size having classical facades, spacious pillared 
and "elephant" porches and gateways in a 

which may be described as "J)01JU)arized" Renais
Where stone was aVailable -this material was 
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employed, but in most instances the method of construc
tion was brick or rubble covered with stucco, in the 
handling of which the Indian masons under British 
direction showed great aptitude. 

During the Victorian period the same architectural 
practice was maintained, the government buildings 
being either designed and executed under the supervi
sion of officers of the Royal Engineers or of the Depart
ment of Public Works. It was, however, towards the 
latter part of the nineteenth century that a movement 
began having as its object the utilization of the indi
genous style of the country in preference to the foreign 
styles hitherto almost invariably employed. The eli: 
neer in this direction was Mr. F. S. Growse of the In . 
Civil Service who, when Collector at Muttra and other 
districts in the United Provinces, was responsible for 
the erection of several structures which combined featu
res drawn from both European and Indian architectural 
source..~. A little later Sir Swinton Jacob, a Royal 
Enginee.r possessing keen artistic perceptions showed in 
a very practical manner how tlte Indian styles could be 
adapted to modem requirements, by the design and 
construction of several large buildings in Rajputana, 
such as the new palace at Bikanir and the Museum at 
Jaipur. In Madras support was accorded to the move
ment by Mr. R. F. Chisholm and Mr. H. Irwin both of 
whom have produced notable structures in that city in 
what has been termed the "Hindu-Saracenic" style, 
while in the Punjab an accomplished Sikh master 
craftsman, Sirdar Ram Singh, showed an unrivalled 
knowledged of the architeGture of his own country 
as testified by the designs of the Central Museum and 
of the Senate House at Labore. Mr. F. C. Oertal in 
the United Provinces and Mr. E. B. Havell in Bengal 
also Used their influence in advocating a revival of 
Indian architecture, and at a later date Mr. G. Wittet, 
embellished the civic architecture of Bombay with two 
important buildings, the "Gateway of India" and the 
Prince of Wales Museum, both based on the style whic:h 
prevailed in Gujarat in the sixteenth century. 

In the meantime, however, the subject of architecture 
in India was receiving the attention of the ailminis
tration, and early in the century. largely through the 
personal interest of the then Viceroy, Lord Curzon, 
steps were taken to put the matter in the hands of profes
sional experts. A consulting architect, Mr. J. Ransome, 
was appointed by the Government of India, a measure 
shortly followed by the Provincial Governments, also 
engagmg officials with similar qualifications, who associa
ted with the Public Works Departments in the produc
tion of important building F.Ojects in which a knowledge 
of architecture was essential. The result of this policy 
was that a small but very efticient number of professional 
architects was retained throughout the country, their 
duties being to co-operate with the ofIicial engineers with 
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Chota Khan ka Gumbad (Delhi). 27. 
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Civic Buildings, 123-124. 

Dakhil Darwaza (Gaur), 39. 41. 
Daras Bari Masjid (Gaur), 40. 
Dargah of Shah Alam (Delhi). 24. 
Darya Khan (tomb), 52, 53. 63. 
Datia (Palace), 120. 121. 
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Faruqi dynasty, 79. 
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Hari Parbat (SriDapr), 83. 
Hatra (El Hadra), II. 16. 
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Hilal Khan Qazi Maajid, 49. 
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